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" The call of the unknown " appeals to all men, and

many of om- noblest deeds are due to its promptings.

It

urges us to seek the innermost secrets of nature ; it leads
us on far travels to distant and unexplored regions of the

globe, to the frozen ice-floes of the Pole and to the deep
forests of the Tropics.

Early in his life my friend Knut Dahl heard this call

of the unknown. When he was barely 23 years old it
took him out on his venturesome travels to South Africa,

and, further, to parts of Australia which were then very
little known.

For two years he lived among the Australian savages,
one of the most primitive races of the globe.

He led a

hunter's life, full of adventures and dangers, and returned
to his native land with a wealth of experience and valuable
observations, his large collections containing numerous
species unknowu to science, among these no less than
twenty new vertebrates.
In this book Knut Dahl records his life and adventures

among the remarkable and primitive savages of Australia,
and his observations and discoveries in the Australian

wilderness.

He tells his tale simply, in the terse, crisp

style peculiar to him, and he brings vividly before us every
(V)
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incident, every scene.

We share liis life in its sava/je

surroundings, we sit at his cam}) fire in })rima}val forests.

He is a true descendant of our northern race. His })owers
of observation are those of tlie born investigalor, but at
the same time (and this lends no little charm to his narra
tive) he has the open and wondering eyes of the child.
Fridtjof Nansen.

Eysaker,
6th April, 1926.

INTRODUCTION.

In 1893, whon I was a quite young student of natural
history, the Zoological Museum of the Norwegian University

gave me the opportunity of going on a collecting expedition
to remote lands.

The funds were liberally provided by a

Norwegian gentleman, noAv deceased, Mr. Joergen Young.
A friend from the days of my boyhood, Mr. Ingel Olsen

Holm, aeeompanied me in the capacity of taxidermist.
After a year's visit to Zululand I went to Australia,
intending to explore the fauna of the northern and north
western parts of that continent.
Returning home from another two years of adventure

in these lonely parts, I wrote an account of my travels,
wliieh for various reasons appeared only in the Norwegian
language. A new edition of this having recently been
called for, the publishers of the present volume expressed
a Avish to present it to English-speaking readers, a request
with Avhieh I am happy to comply.

In preparing this English edition I am greatly indebted

to my friends Mr. H. T. Sheringham and Mr. J. Arthur
Hutton for kindly supervising my translation and seeing
the book through the press.
Knut Dahl.

Oslo,
May, 1925.
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A

NOTE

BY

TTTE

' STTPEBVTSOBS.'

We so describe ourselves bcciinse Professor Kiml nahl

has liimsclf snf:Lrestod this honourable (ille for us iu his
Tntz'oduclion. liut it constrains us to eni|)hasizi' the fact

that our sujzervision has really been a very small alYair,
a matter chiefly of 'dottiiifi' and ' crossimr,' and similar
little technicalities. Tz) us, who have both hatl previous
haizpy exju'rienee of the aiifhoi's remarkable command of
the English lanj^uaee in connect ion wit h a s|)eeiali/.ed branch

of sport and natural history—Knut Dahl is one of the
{treat names in salmonolo{ty—the sliftht demand on our
services has been no cause for siirjirise.
P>ut we think that the wider public to which this vivid
narration of adventure, zcsearch, and primitive life is bound
to appeal ou{thl to realise that Knut Dahl is his own intns-

lator, a. point which might not otherwise be (piite ajiiKirent.
As ' supervisors ' who would hav(^ regarded much editing
as presumption we consider that we are justified in

characterizing this as a wonderful linguistic achievement
which will not easily be matched in the annals of aufhorship. That he is also his own illustrator is perhaps less
remarkable, but it should be realised too.

It will not

lessen the admiration which English readers will feel for
him and his work as a whole.
H. T. S.
J. A. H.
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CHAPTER

I

The Voyage to Ahniiem Land

Having spent a year big game bunting in Soutb
Africa, my taxidermist, Mr. Ingel Holm, and myself
boarded a sailing vessel in Port Natal bound for Austraba.
After 45 days' sailing we landed at Port Adelaide in
the colony of South Austraba in the middle of May, 1894.
My intention was to explore the fauna of Arnhem
Land, the northern peninsula of the Austraban Continent,
situated between the Gulf of Carpentaria and the Indian
Ocean. As this region then belonged to the northern
territory of South Austraba, I presented my credentials
to the Governor of South Austraba and various other
ofbcials in order to obtain advice and information. Also

I had to complete my equipment before going north,
where conditions then were exceedingly primitive. Among

other things I bought the necessary saddles and packsaddles, had my firearms overhauled, and finally bought a
bght 12 foot dinghy for use on the navigable rivers in
Arnhem Land.

We then proceeded via Melbourne to Sydney and in
the latter town shipped in one of the few bners which in
those days frequented the lonely shores of Northern
Austraba.

In the first days of June we passed the Torres

Straits, crossed the GuK of Carpentaria and rounded the
northern promontories of the Austraban Continent.
On the 4th of June we anchored in the evening in the
entrance to Van Diemens Gub.

The difference between

high and low tides may in these waters amount to about
40 feet, and during the night the large bner lay high and
dry on a limitless mud-flat.

2
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Round about us wo susjuM tod low wooded horizons,
and the breeze liad a spiey tan;,^ due to distant forests of
eucalypti.
The next day we steamed aionir low shores showiuij

whitish rocks under a low bronze-;:reen forest line.

A

bay cut dee])ly into the land, ^\hi(•h apjieaictl wonder

fully sunny, clear and fresh, ^^'e had ^Mimjtses of housi's,
low and broad, scattered over a rocky blulT. It wa.s
Palnierston or Port Darwin.

Uavinir brouirht our traps up to the town and
obtained quarters in the Xorth Australian Hotel, w<» had

to go down to the harbour again to secure our dinghy.
The vast variation between ebb and flood tide (.'30—10

feet) made this imperative,

^^'e reached the town again

towards evening. The town was Acry small, and (luaint
according to our standards. Most of the sciuaics were

devoid of buildings and the grass grew tall and coarse
between a stunted vegetation of low dwarfed gum-trees
and screw-palms. Here and thei'e the grass Avas on fire.
Large areas in the middle of the town Avere bare and

blackened by the fire, and the burnt smell, so Avell knoAvu
from Africa, filled the air.

The traAcller in southern lauds

gets finally to like it.

In the CAening I sliouldercd my gun and Avent out to
look for bii'ds. I had not far to go. The forest had the
appearance of poAerty. But birds, neAv and unknoAvn to
me, Avere to be seen flitting softly and cpiietly. Some

slate blue and Avhite birds Avere sitting in some high treetops. XoAv and again they Avould circle around, someAvhat
after the fashion of SAvalloAvs, and then again perch in the
trees, twittering softly. I stalked and shot one. It
dropped stone dead to the blackened earth, a sj^ot of red
blood like a gem on its Avhite breast. And the queer
unfamiliar forest around me was filled by the cooing of a
small pigeon sitting somewhere among the thin slender
stems Avhich formed as it were a filter for the slantinggolden rays of the low sun.

Very soon the sun went doAvn. It seemed to drop
through the cloudless sky. Only when the sun reached
the horizon of the Indian Ocean the gorgeous colours of
the tropical sunset sprang out of the western sky. The
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Bun Bet in colours of flame and blood until the glowing disc

seemed to hang half submerged in the far-off edge of the
ocean, Avhich shortly appeared to extinguish it like a redhot iron.

You could almost hear the sizzle.

We had plenty of work in Port Darwin before we
coiild begin our travels. I presented my credentials to
several people and obtained im'aluable assistance.
First of all I called upon the Eesident Commissioner,
]\tr. Chas. Dashwood, who received me very kindly and
rendered me every assistance in his iDOwer. The Govern
ment Secretary, Mr. Yicolas Holze, who was also a
botanist, gave me a welcome which I valued greatly.
The Inspector of PoUce, Mr. Foulsche, one of the veterans

of the territory, assisted me very much and gave me a lot
of useful information.

His son-in-law, Mr. H. W. H.

Stevens, also received me most kindly and did a great deal
for me.

Altogether I received a measure of hospitality

and friendship which will always remain a happy memory
with me.

In the south I had met a certain Father MoKillop,

chief of the Jesuit mission " Uniya," on the River Daly,
and he had promised to provide temporary quarters for
us on his mission station, where he himself would also be
returning shortly. Accordingly I arranged to send our
heavy things, our boat and sufficient provisions, doy^n to
the Daly River in a Chinese junk which pUed a sporadic
trade between Port Darwin and a copper mine on the
River Daly.
Also I took train to the station at Fountainhead, and

on the Glencoe cattle depot bought five horses, which were
left there until we were ready to start overland for the
Daly. On the recommendation of Inspector Foulsche I
also engaged a black horse-boy whose native name t^as

" Gilberi," but who generally answered to the name of
Tommy. Mr. Foulsche described him as a great rascal
who had often been in the hands of the pohce, but he was
said to be clever and to have a considerable knowledge of

English, being also a tolerable cook and a fair hand with
horses.

I left him at Glencoe with the horses.

For various reasons I wanted to await the return of

Father McKillop, and this waiting time was spent in

4
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collecting round Port Darwin and gaining some experi
ence of the conditions and nature of the eoiinlrv.

I'riineval

forest surrounded the town, and tlie animal life of this
virgin wilderness met one as soon as one lost sight of the

houses of the little town. Xo game laws limited your
shooting. You enjoyed a liberty as unfettered and un
limited as were the ])lains and forests of this vast land.
The country we intended to exjjlore was wild and
primitive. In the rocks along t In; coast, wheri* the sea
in the beginning of time had washed out ea\'erns, there
vas a stunted bush vegetation where Ihiekets of the rattan

palm very often limited one's i)rogress. lint further
inland you met the forest, stunted at first, then grand,
enormous. Tlie size of the trees was mjt very nmiarkable.
The extent of the forest land was the main feature.

The

forest consisted mainly of large eucalypti of various sj)eeies.
It was fairly open and you could see far. The; ground
was generally flat or undulating, and, where\'er you turned,

the look of the forest was exactly the siime. Only straight
mostly white stems in a limitless vista, a canopy of scanty
leaves overhead, and a burning sun. For hundreds and
hundreds of miles you may ride through this forest, straight
into the heart of the Continent, without noticing much

change. You meet smaller plains now and t hen, you meet
mountains and ridges, but the enormous forest stretches
ever onwards. In fact, the whole of Xorthern Australia

is, as it were, covered with a scanty canopy of the bluegreen leaves of the forest. And under this canopy live
only birds and wild animals and savages of the forest.
Now and again solitary white men have travelled
through these woods. But the impression left on the
country might be compared to their tracks, which were
soon filled by the sand. As soon as you got ever so little
away from the few outposts of civilisation you heard no
sound of the white man's axe, saw no smoke rise from his
chimneys. About 30 years ago the transcontinental tele
graph line was built from Port Darwin to Adelaide.

Gold

was found along the hne, a " rush " followed, and to pro
cure meat a few cattle-stations were estabhshed.

Some

plantations were started. Everything looked promising
and a railway 140 miles long was built from Port Darwin
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to Pine Creek. Then the failures began. The mines
faded out, most of them ; the cattle died ; the plantations
were a disapiiointment, and the iieople left.

Now the railway was there. And outside this railway
and its immediate surroundings there were practically no
people. One might step out of the train, take a horse and
ride more than 300 miles to the shores of the Gulf of

Cariientaria without seeing the track of a white man. To
the west the forest was just as lonely and uninhabited
until you met the Indian Ocean. Only on the Daly River
lived some missionaries and a few Chinese miners.

From the train you never saw cultivated fields with
houses and the women and children of white men.

You

saw only forest, and forest and plains, and forest again ;
and here and there you would see hordes of naked savages,

a prehistoric race, yahooing and brandishing spears and
clubs. At long intervals you passed a mine or a railway
man's bungaloAv, close to the track.
The colony was at that time rather on the dechne.

The reason for this was mainly that the mines—chiefly
gold and tin mines—had not turned out as well as had
been hoped. Cattle raising proved much more difficult
than was expected. The climate was also very unhealthy,
and it proved dilficult for Europeans to exploit the
country.

But in the days of the gold rush and while the railway
was building, thousands of Chinamen of the lowest class
had poured into the country as workers. When the rail
way was finished the Chinamen remained. And from that
time it has been evident how difficult it is for the white

man to compete with yellow labour.

The Europeans had

given way step by step and the Asiatics had gained a very
good foothold. The mines, the main industry of the
country, were almost all in the hands of Chinese, or let to
Chinamen who worked them with Chinese labourers.

The

Chinamen made them pay where this had proved impossible
under European management and with European labour.
Where the European found it useless to cultivate the soil,
the Chinaman made a garden, which, well watered, yielded
good crops. Along the coast, where fish were abundant,
Chinese fishermen found a hving, and Chinamen had also

G
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jnade a start in the cattle business. I'veii the ix'arling,
which was mainly carried out by Ibirepcan \'esscls, em
ployed Asiatic or coloured crews.
In fad. the territory
i-eminded one more of a

little

Asia

or China than of a

European colony.
The j)opulation of the northern part of the territory
consisted at that time of little more than ."idO white ]>eople
and between 1,000 and ."».000 Chinamen and other .Asiatics.

In Palmerston lived about a couj)le of hundred whites and
about 3,000 Chinamen. The i)0})ulation of the interior
was thus very .-scanty and Avas mainly distributed round
the stations on the raihvay line.
Arnhem Land at that lime ])rovi<led a j^ood example
of the inequality in the eomix'tition between Chinamen
and Avhite men in a tropical land. A Avalk throu^di the.
streets of Palmeiston Avas Aci-y striking,'. The I'biro]»ean
part of the toAvn Avas small and A'ci'y jilacid and (luiet.
The fcAV business people and olllcials in the ser\ice of the

GoA'ernment Avere ap])arently in no luirry over their duties
and adopted tlie cool and indolent ]ial)its peculiar to the
majority of Avhite men in trojueal towns. Little or no

life apijcared in the streets, everybody kncAV everybody
else,

and

the

liesident

Commissioner

Avas

generally

mentioned by his Christian name.

ChinatoAvn, on the other hand, Avas a Avelter of life
and activity. The very air smelt of business. A'on heard,
saAV and felt nothing but business. One had a feeling that

the people one saAv thronging the shops and streets, avIio
bought and sold, and, busy as ants, carried on their trades,
belonged to a race Avhich sloAvly and securely Avas gaining
opulence and power.

In Palmerston CliinatoAvn one might

fancy oneself in a modest business quarter of one of the
towns of the Far East, Only late at night did the business
life of the street cease.

Then crackers were btirnt in honour

of the gods or to scare axvay devils, and red tapers Avere
lit in front of the houses. And large gongs and drums
were heard throbbing in the Temple.
And in the light galvanized iron houses sat Chinese
famiUes, men with wives and a flock of pretty little slanteyed children. They were happy. They had religion,
sympathy and unity.
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But the European of Palmerston had very often no
home, only a house ;

and the poor bachelors or grass-

vidowers sat lonely in their houses, or drank at the xiublic
houses, deijloring the fate that had left them stranded on
this barren coast.

And through the grave stillness of the forest night
vhich enveloped the little town you could hear the hoarse
chant from the camp of the aborigines and see the red
rellection of their fires under the tree-tops.
These were the main features of the little human

community, which, hke a thin wedge, appeared driven
into the virgin forests of this mighty and age-old Con
tinent.

CnAPTKK

The

Aboriginals

or

IT

North

Ai strai.ia.

On our short excursions round Port Durwin we jruined
a first acquaintance witli the nafure and fh(> ahoriirinals

of Australia. Both were straiiLU', and unlike anythiuf^
else a European lias ever seen. In fact, evcrythini: in lhi.s
country impresses one as stranj^e and utdntelliiiihle—a.s

long as one is unfamiliar with the reasons for this strange
ness.

As early as the beginning of the Tertiary eiioch
Australia was separated from the other Continents of tho
world, and for almost a million of years this vast island

has preserved the main features of the ])rimitive character
peculiar to the plant and animal life of that distant age.
Everything in it is " old-fashiomul "—it is as though it
had stopped in a stage Avhich the rest of the world has

long ago passed.

The tree ferns, the Casuarinds or tree-

formed eqiiiseti, the primitive conifers (the Arcnirariar)^
the old blue-green foliferous trees, in short the entire plant
world, is of an ancient tyjie.
And the animal wmrld is no less archaic.

It takes

one back to distant eras in the (ivolution of animals, wlien
the first mammals developed and still had much in common
with birds and reptiles.
This ancient character of the fauna is most obvious
among the mammals of Australia. We here meet the

most ancient mammals known to science, the platypus
and the anteater (porcupine), which both lay eggs. We
find the marsupials, which are near allies to egg-laying
mammals, inasmuch as their young are born in very
early stages of foetal development. And this marsupial
fauna is highly developed and differentiated. It has, as
it were, created its own world.

The distribution of func

tions, or rather the methodical exploitation of natural
possibilities, which in other parts of the world has been
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instrumental in dividing the mammals into insectivores,
carnivores, monkeys, gi'ass-eatiug ungulates, etc., has alsa
specialised and diversified the marsupials.
Australia has its mole, but a marsupial mole. Wefind carnivores—the marsux)ial " "weasels " (Dasyuridae)—
large and small. We find animals -which are monkey-likein their habits, but they are marsupial monkeys (the

phalangers) ; and the grass-eaters are represented by the
kangaroos, some as large as a man, others no bigger than
a mouse.

A multitude of species developed through the

enormoiis isolation of the Continent.

Only a few of the mammals are of foreign and later-

origin. A few bats have been able to immigrate. A few
rat-like rodents, for instance the Coniluridac, have become
settlers.

And finally there is the red dog or wolf, the dingo^
which perhajis arrived in the company of man.
How far the history of man goes back in the evolution,
of this Continent is subject to widely diverse opinions.
But it is safe to conjecture that the aborigines of Australia
have never developed from the fauna, which has been and
is peculiar to Australia. Like the few mammals of strangeorigin they must have immigrated—though lolien is as yet

an open question.

But the aborigines of Australia must

have inhabited this island for thousands and tens of thou

sands of years and must have partaken of and been marked
by the enormous isolation of the Continent.
Their build,,
their nature, their simj)le and primitive life bear witness,
to this.

Among living races few if any parallels will be found.
Eecourse must be had to finds and excavations of very

distant ages in order to find a human race comparable.
Avith the Australian aboriginal.
From the time of the glacial epochs of Europe we now
possess a number of discoveries of human remains which
enable anthropological science to form an opinion on theanatomical peculiarities of the men of those ages and on
his level of civilisation.

As is well known, science generally recognises twa
distinct races of glacial man. The one is the Neanderthal
race or the Moustier Man. The other is the Cromagnon
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race or the Aiirifrnac ."Man.
fioth have loiiir
Moustier Man shows an cxccrdin^'ly piiniili\c sknil ; in
fact, the lowest type (if Ininian skull knewn in ilctaii. A
low forehead, an enonnonsly pnnninenl >n(ini-Iike face, a
recedinit chin and enoniiously strony' jaws ]ii(iduce a iyi»e
of a low, animal eharaeler.
The Anriymae Man has a distinctly more nohly shajied
sknll. With a hiydiei' forehead, a straij,diter face, a siron.iX
jaw with a belter chin, he i-eminds one more of modern
types of sknlls.
The Neanderthal laee—oi' races—inhabited I'mrope

thron;,diont a very loin: jieriod, the duration of which is
the subject of xaryiny opinions, but which by some
investi::ators is jilaeed at MO,(too years (from about iso.ooo
to 40,(too years before Christ).
The Cromairnon race followed the Neanderthalers and

were possibly to some extent eontemjiorary.

They are

generally considered as the ancestors of the men of the

fiubsequent stone ages.
In Neanderthal man av(> observe a very primitive
treatment of the material of his stone implements ; gener
ally a very rough ehijjping of tlu^ Hint.
In the Cromagnon man the methods of treating stone
material are far finer, improx ing largely as tln^ millenniums

pass.

Also w(i find considerable creative art, first repre

sented by sculpture, later on, for instance in the ."Magdalen

period, represented by splendid rock ])aintings.
If now we consider the aboriginals of Australia, we

•observe that in many respects they represent as it were a
type between the two primitive races of hlurope.
In the accompanying plate are shown a well-known

skull of a Neanderthal man, and, below^ this, one of my
•skulls from Arnhem Land. It is, I think, at once obvious
that this skull presents many points of likeness to the
Neanderthaler, The brutal traits are not so jirominent.
But they are there and distinguish the skull widely from
"the Cromagnon type and from modern Europeans.
If we consider the stone implements of the Australian
we notice great variation in the treatment of stone.
We
find, in fact, all variations between the coarse treatment
•of stone peculiar to the Neanderthaler, and the finer
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olaboralioii of flint noticeable in the implements of Cro-

mafxnon man, •which, particularly in the Magdalen and Solutre epochs, assumed very fine shapes. Among the
natives of Arnhem Land one finds only the coarse treat

ment of the stone.

From other parts of Anstralia, how

ever, I collected stone implements—spear heads—which
nre far more finely treated, as will be seen from the little

i'ollection of spear heads photographed in their natural
size in the plate facing page 11.

In other respects also the Australian occupies an

intermediate position. So far as we know, Neanderthal
man developed no sculpture and no pictorial art, whereas
the Cromagnon peoi)le were great artists. Their sculp
ture, and especially their rock paintings in the Magdalen
period, show the Cromagnon artists to have been clever
and observant draughtsmen of a comparatively high
standard. The Australian aboriginal is also a crude
sculptor and paints on the rock as well, but his drawings
are rougher and do not reaeh the high level of the drawings

of the Cromagnon painter (see Chapter X).
For these reasons life among the saAmge Australians
is fraught with a peculiar interest for the cultivated

European. He there meets a living human type, anatomic
ally and culturally at a Ica'cI Avhicli in the main represents
the IcA'cl of the earliest human societies known to archseo-

logical science. But while the archaeologist must arrwe
laboriously at his conclusions by inference, in Australia we

meet prehistoric man in the flesh.

That is the interest of

traA^el in Australia.
Life among these aborigines becomes
a series of revelations of the life of pre-historic man, a

continuous insight into the human society of A^ery distant

ages.

What I saAV and experienced among these people will

in the main be told in the folloAving chapters. As a guide
for the reader, however, a short account of the most

prominent peculiarities of the North Australian aboriginals

may be useful.
The first and main fact regarding these people is the

amazing simplicity of their bfe and of their Avhole apparatus
of life.

They roam through the forest, existing on the

roots of the soil and on such animals as they can capture.
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Tlio arms and implements wliieli they liave invented are
very few. Their necessities are also very few. They do
not understand ajrrienlt ure. They do not make elothincr.
Cattle or other (hnnestie animals are not kejtt. exeejjtiiiff
the half-tame dojr—tin* din<:o.
Houses or permanent
luibitations are unknown.

2'he eaith is their bed and the

lieaveu is their roof, as h)nLr as the div season lasts.

In

the rainy season they resort to mountain eaxcs or build a.
temporary shelter from bark ami twiys. free, unfettered^
like herds of aj)es, they roam the ^dyantie forest of Arnhem
Land.

The i)hysio;rnomy of the Australian aboriginal is in
accordance with the low type of the skull. The low fore

head with the ])rominent lowerin;,' brow, the juotraeted
snont-like mouth reyif)n and the n-eediny ehiii imi»art a
wild-animal expression to the face. In men as well as in
women the faces often remind one of monkeys.
The slruetiin; of the body is slender. The muscular

system, esj)ecially those of the torso and arms, is very well

developed.
thin.

The lefrs are slender, in women often very

IMen walk turnin;; their toes out ; women are almost,

always a little in-toed.

Several characteristics are faintly reminiscamt of tho
monkeys. Thus the ])ift toe is very mobile, and smaller

objects, such as stones, sticks, spear-shafts, etc., are easily
lifted between the bij; and the second toe, and this toegrip is almost invariably employed to i)iek uj:) such objects.
They do not stoop. The thumb often aj)pears weak. In
gripping round branches or sticks very often it is not used

at all.

In gripping or picking up smaller objects, some

individuals do not use the points of thumb and forelinger,.
but they use the thumb and the side of the nearest joint
of the forefinger, just as monkeys do.
The hair covering is comparatively luxuriant.

The

hair on the head is genei-ally kept short by cutting or
burning it.

This applies to men as well as to women.

In some tribes (for instance on tlie Victoria) both sexes;
wear very long hair.

Notwithstanding the animal expression of the face^
the appearance of the Australian aboriginal is not altogether
epellent. The wild and free animal beauty of these-
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people, the springy slenderness of body, the perfectly
trained mnscnlar system, tend to dispel the first impres
sion of aversion and apprehension which the low features

impart to the mind of civilised man.

The splendid blue-

white teeth of the strong mouth, the silky texture of the

brown skin, peculiar to the healthy wild Austrahan, enliance the impression of pleasure which one soon experiences
in contemplating these children of nature.
The weapons, implements and ornaments of these

people are few, simple and primitive, and European intluence has altered them very little.

They still live in the

stone age, and the iron of the European has not replaced
stone and wood to any extent as material in their weapons.

The original stone axe is partly replaced by the hght iron
tomahawk ; some old broken knife may be altered and
used as a chisel.

But in the main they seem to prefer

stone and wood.

The only weapon possessed by the North Australian
aboriginal is the spear, which is to be mot with in many
types and shapes, some of which are represented in the
drawing on page 19. The shaft is commonly made from
thin bamboo and is from two to three yards long.

The

head may simply be a piece of hard or fire-hardened wood,
and the foot-long wooden head may be provided with a
number of wooden barbs. In fish spears often two or three
of these heads are lashed together in a bunch. The most

perfect and also the most dangerous head is, however,
the stone spear point, which is shown in the above-men
tioned illustration. These heads are fixed to the shaft
by means of wax and resin.

Lighter and shorter spears or throwing-arrows are
also made from reeds provided with wooden points.

Neither the spear nor the throwing-arrow is thrown

directly with the hand, as they are too light and flimsy
for this. The spear is thrown with a sword-shaped throw
ing stick, provided at its end with a side spike for the
hollow end of the spear. By means of this throwing-stick
—generally termed woomera—the arm throwing the spear

is, as it were, lengthened, and the spear is propelled
with tremendous force, as with a sling.

The spears are essentially fighting arms.

In peace
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time they are also used for lisliiiij^ ami in I lie linnfiinr of
large mammals ami reptiles.
In the making of these weapons they employ knive.s
which are simply primiti\(' chisels. N'ny often they use
the sharj) edges of mussel .shells or the teeth of the Dugoiig
"withont any i)reparation. lint they also often use small
chisels made from stom- or from thick pieces of shells
ground to a tine edge. These primiti\(' tools, however,
are always used as ihisfls, and this is the case in all the

"woodwork jierformed hy the ahorigines, whiih invariahly
has the ixaadiar rough (diiselled surface that, foi- I'xample,
is to be seen in the rare jiieees of woodwork from the later

stone age which have been found in Danish jieat-bogs.
The head of the stone axe is generally longish and

lentil-shaped, being made mostly of granite with a roughly
rouuded edge, ground with sand.

It is lixed in a wooden

hoop which is lashed round the head, embedded in wax
and resin. Both ends of the hoop are lashed together and
used as a

handle.

The main ornament consists in jiainting the body
•with ochre or chalk. Also they make use of a rough and
primitive tattooing, cutting certain patterns in the skin.

These cuts are kept open for some time until hu-ge shining
callosities are formed.

They also make bracelets, brow-bands, necklaces, ete.,
from fibres, grass, kangaroo teeth and sea shells. These
latter are also largely used as pendants. Belts made of

wood and, above all, from human hair are very much in
use.

Baskets and bags for collecting food are made by the
women, who are very clever and expert basket-makers.

Their only musical instrument is the primitive horn,
a hollow bamboo stick, about 30 inches long.
The equipment of the native usually includes a firedrill, but this instrument is often made at the moment it
is required.

The natives of Arnhem Land also possess boats, long
dug-outs made by burning out tree-trunks ; but many of
the aboriginal tribes of Australia are ignorant of the use
of them.

Broadly speaking, these are the main possessions of

STci XI-:
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I. Flint liead from tlie Roper Ri\-er. 3. Head made from bottle
glass, Roebuck Bay. z, 4, 5, b. Heads from Arnhem Land.
J'acc p. 14.
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Ihoso people ; but tliey are eiiriously indepencleut of many
of them.

Thii-s any sharp objeet ^vill serve as a knife to.

eut up an animal for food, or the native will simply bite it
open. A sharp stone jrrasped in the hand will at a pinch
serve as an axe in opening a hollow tree.
Dotted about in small tribes these people form the

scanty population of the forests of Aruhem Land.

The

tribal division is one of the most remarkable features among

these peoi)le. The tribes live in eomplete isolation. Theiriutercourse is strictly limited and their isolation is so

thorough that one might be justified in regarding them as.
different races, and not as various components of the
same race. Not only have tribes who live close together

entirely different languages—so different, indeed, that they
have great difficulty in understanding one another and
have t'o employ interpreters—but one also finds surprising

differences in build and general appearance among tribes
who are geographically not very distant. It Avould be of"

o-reat'intm-est to study these variations more closely from
the' anthropological standpoint before it is too late.

During my stay in Arnhem Land I came across the

following 13 tribes in the western part of the peninsula :—
Wo^ait, from the Daly River mouth towards Port
Darwin.

Tjerait, Pongo-Pongo and Mollak-Mollak along thecourse of the Daly.

Dim-Dim, the Hermit Hill-tribe and the Dilik, south
of the Daly River.
Wolwanga, from the middle course of the Daly and

in the mountains towards Adelaide River.

Wolna, at the Adelaide and Mary Rivers.
Warai, from Mount Slioebridge to Central Table

land.

Ao-igondin, in the Central Tableland.
Agoguila, at the Katherine River.
Larrikia, in the vicinity of Port Darwin.
The limits to the territories of these tribes were very

difficult to ascertain in detail, and the borders were prob

ably no longer sharp and well defined. I consider it also,
hio-hly probable that the present number of individuals
in the tribes has not necessitated any sharp territoriak
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None of these tribes <'ouI(l tln-n ]i()s>ibly comprise

mote than a few humired in(ii\i(luals a( most.

One mii^ht

travel for days and weeks tliron,i;h the forest

without,

meeting more than a few natives; oidy in spt-eially rich
places or during tiieir international nie»*tings or mrrob•borrces

miglit one meet them in greater numbers.

During the greati'r ])art of tlie year the tribes were
split up in families, which moved and tlitted in aeeordunce with the seasonal nourishing of tiie tlora and fauna

upon which they depended for tlieir living. 'idiey nei-dcd
jdenty of rortm, for any particular spot could yield them
sidlicient food only for a short time.

^len, women and children, perhaps followeil by old
jjarents or young relatives, roam through the forest. Their

ordy means of existence arc the iilants they can find and
the animals they can kill. They are not hunters in our
sense of the word ; they are gatherers, catchers and
capturers.

At sundown they make for water, throw their prey
and theii' poor belongings on the ground and light a tire.

In cases of extreme necessity the tire is ])rodueed by means
of the tire drill, which is laboriously twirled Ix'tween the
hands ; but the common jjractice is for the women to
carry a tii'cbrand all day, which is constantly renewed by
means of small tires.

Having roasted the spoils of the chase on the coals

of the camp tire, the food is torn to pieces, distributed and
eaten with animal ap^jctite.

Then each one makes his

own small tire, coils up on the ground and sleeps until
awakened by the sun.

As soon as they feel hungry they begin the day's work
'Of procuring food. If the hunting ground is good and a
stay has been decided on, their few belongings are left in
the camp and the people distribute themselves through the

forest, looking for food. Men Avalk by themselves, women
by themselves, small children and girls follow the women.
The older boys follow the men.
The work is divided up.

The most important part—

that is the gathering of the plant food—rests with the
women. This is their main and staple food, but the bill
•of fare is very varied.
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Above all other plants they depend on the yams,

especially the gigantic A.inorplwfallus variabilis, which
burns the mouth cruelly when eaten raw, but which is
very good when well cooked. The batata-like DioscovBOr
teresvcrsa is eaten raw as well as roasted.

The fruit of

water-lilies, and the stalks and roots of these plants, are

plucked by swimming and diving in the lagoons.

A

number of stone fruits {Tcrminalia and Eugenia) are

gathered in certain seasons. The fi'uit of the screw-palm,
young shoots of palms and bamboos, and all brittle and
salad-like plant shoots are utiUsed. Even poisonous fruits,
like the fruit of the Cycas mediae somewhat resembling

the tree ferns, are soaked in water for five days and then
baked to a sort of bread, which tastes good, but smells
like manure.

The Avomen are experts at all this gathering of plant

food. In digging for yams they use a pointed stick,
generally manufactured to meet the immediate want. In
certain tribes they chop olf the left forefinger at the second
joint, in order, according to their own explanation, to
make the hand more pointed and better suited for digging.
This is the more interesting, Avhen we remember that the \

rock paintings of the Magdalen period in the caves of\

Northern Spain show that a similar mutilation was J |
also practised among the people of the European glacial ( /
epoch.

The hunting, or rather the catching, of animal food
is the duty of the men. Accompanied by more or less
grown-up sons, the men range slowly through the forest.
Their knowledge concerning all the animals of the forest

is very great, and these daily wanderings are a permanent
and efficient school for the young savage.

The dwellings of all buiTowing animals are examined.

Snakes, lizards, bandicoots and all smaller mammals living
in burrows are dug out and killed.

The men dive in the

lagoons for turtles and even for smaller crocodiles. Birds'
nests are robbed of eggs or of young.

Many of the smaller

mammals of Australia and also lizards and snakes live in

hollow trees, which are consequently subjected to minute
examination.

This is where the main use of the axe comes

in, for a hole is chopped in the tree in order to pull the
2
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\Vhon they h.avo no axo they use a roupbly

chipped stone held in the hand.

The proi)er huntinfj of the lar^'er verG*l>rates, mainly
kangaroos and eroeodiles, demands highly developed
cunning and proficiency. For Ihis hunting the si)ear is
used, and the hunting is mainly done by the most ex
perienced

among

the

older

men.

The

hunter smears

himself with mud from head to heels, and sneaks slowly
through the forest S})ying for kangaroos. As soon as he
sights one, he assumes a twisted jjose, trjdng to resemble

a dry stump of the forest. While the kangaroo is stooping
and grazing the hunter takes a few steps forward at a time,
without altering the twisted position of his body. When
the animal sits up and looks around 1h^ remains stock still.

In this way, foot by foot, he stalks his (juarry with infinite
patience and endurance, and in the ojicn forest the stalk
is almost always a success. I personally have used this
method successfully. In a similar way large crocodiles
are also stalked and killed.

Sometimes a bit of jungle or forest is surrounded by
beaters, and clever spearmen are posted in the ' butts,'
killing the kangaroos, often in large numbers. But
generally the kangaroo hunter works singly.
In their primitive way these people are industrious
fishermen. Women, as w^ell as men, use the fish-spear,
which is mostly thrown or thrust directly with the hand.
Crayfish and mussels are taken by hand. In the dry
season, when the waters dwindle and the fish

crowd

together, they are caught by primitive dip nets. The best
fishing is, however, during the floods or rather just after
them, when the water drops in lagoons, side streams and
inlets, and the fish desert them.

Then fences are built

over the narrow outlets, and in the openings of the fence
baskets and fish traps are placed. The natives pitch their
carnp in the immediate vicinity and just empty the baskets,
eating fish as long as the luxury lasts.
They are also acquainted with certain plants which
have the power of poisoning or stunning fish, but person
ally I have not seen this method employed in Arnhem
Land.

Even the insect world yields its share to their diet.
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Many large species of insect larvae are roasted and eaten.
The honey of the stingless Australian bees, which gener
ally build in hollow trees, is one of their few luxuries, and
in some places even the white ants are roasted and eaten.
After hunting, the men return to camp. The women
have generally arrived earlier and are busy preparing the

vegetables. All the game has now to be cooked, and this
cooking is very simple in the case of all small game.
Lizards, snakes, birds and small mammals are generally
singed a little over the fire. Birds have to be plucked
and the hair of smaller mammals is singed and brushed

away. Then the belly is slit open with a sharp stone or
a splinter of bone. The entrails are spread over the coals,
roasted and eaten.

The body is slit open, flattened as

much as possible and half roasted on the coals, and then
torn to pieces and distributed for individual treatment.
Larger animals and also the large yams are treated
differently. A large hole is dug in the ground. A fire is
made in this hole, and all the hair is singed off the animal,
which is then dismembered. The fires are now raked out
of the highly heated hole, which is then lined with soft

bark, commonly the soft bark of the ' tea-tree ' or ' paperbark ' {Ilelaleiica leticadendron). The meat is now placed
on the bark.

Hot stones or red-hot bits of ant-hills are

placed between the meat. A little water is now sprinkled
over. The meat is then covered with more bark, and hot
sand or earth is heaped over the lot. In this way the meat
is steamed sufficiently long, becoming very tender and

keeping an excellent aroma, in fact being superior to meat
fried in a pan or cooked in water.
The victuals are, with certain reservations, divided

fairly.

Only old men appear to get certain reserved

delicacies.

The lucky and the unfortunate, the enter

prising and the lazy, appear to get the same treatment,
the same share.

As a rule the Australian aborigine does not bother
himself about more than the troubles of the day. Generally
he is forced to live by this rule, for the day will hardly
suffice for him and the women to get the necessary food,

and day after day the conditions scarcely alter.
Broadly viewed, the Australian fauna is not rich.
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And the nativo'H abilities as a hunter are limited by the
primitive character uf his implements. I-'.vi-n where birds
and other game abound their shyness denies him large bags.

The rich iishing grounds only yield a scanty tributi' to his
spear and primitive nets and traps, wln-n moii- perfect
fishing gear, which he has not had the power of inventing,
should have yielded an easy wealth. liroailly speaking,
they exploit the Iishing astonishingly litth-.
This constant dependence on the necessity of providing
for the needs of the day, which have to be met, is probably,
among other things, one of the factors which have kept

the Australiiin nati\'e in his low and primitive level of
culture. Nevert heless, one may ])erhaps be juslilied in
asking the following (piestion : Js not his primitive cultui'O
ilctermiued by his own ])iimitive character? lias he not
long ago developed as far as he can reach ? Is it not his

own nature, the (lualities of his brain and body, which
have stayed his development, and not the peculiar con
dition of his Australian surroundings 1
But even if this were true, it was notieealile that such
activities as were not absolutely necessary to the niero
sustenances of life, seemed to thrive and develop when
the struggle for a bare livelihood was less severe.

When

favourable grounds and lucky hunts and hauls made lif®
easier and men less dej)endent on the morrow, their artistic
sense seemed to awaken.
They would manufacture
weapons, or adorn these with

idle

and

bizarre

orna

ments. They would sing at night—wild yeli)ing songs of
few notes and few words, expressing one simple idea;
and to keep time with the songs hard wooden sticks would
be beaten together, or a uniform drone would be produced
by means of the bamboo horn. The women, sitting on the
earth, would beat with cupped hands over the hollow
between thighs and stomach, producing a deep drumming
in time with the song and the rattle of the wooden sticks.

Into the lirehght would suddenly jump a young and slender
girl, sometimes a mere child, sometimes a woman in the
first bloom of youth, wild and graceful. She would dance
the primitive and unconceivable dance of the savage, the
meaning of which is beyond the understanding of culti

vated man.

The dancer scarcely moves from one spot,
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while the lithe movements of the body follow the rhythm

and meaning of the song. Small children may join in it,
also young boys and men.
Thus the night, especially
if the moon were shining, might be spent in song and
dance.

Moonless nights depress these people, a fact closely
connected with their religions conceptions, if this term
may indeed be used ; for they have no gods, no cult.

They are only deeply pervaded by superstition and super
stitious ideas.

The most pronounced feature in their sphere of ideas
in the enormous domain of superstition is their behef in

evil powers, antagonistic to the life and interests of man,
which is comprised in the pidgin-Enghsh word ' devildevil,' but in the various parts of Arnhem Land is
named variously ' barrang,^' holongo,^ ' wurrang.^ The ideas
about this ' devil ' are vague and very variable, and he
is sometimes pictured as an animal, sometimes as a man
like being. But, on the whole, the term devil in the
mouth of these people merely means everything bad,
everything hurtful to life, and the shapes given to the
devil are groping attempts at personification, perhaps also

an echo of memory, acquired by distant forefathers, of
the extinct giant animals of ages long past. Who knows ?
At least, some investigators claim to have proofs that
man was contemporaneous with the gigantic ' Marsupial
elephant,' the Diprotodon.
Sometimes the ' devil' of

the Australian

native is

said to be a gigantic crocodile, who makes certain river
pools unsafe ; sometimes he is conceived to be a tiger
like carnivorous monster lurking in the depths of the
jungle ; sometimes a dwarf-lilce man with large glowing
eyes like an owl's.

This last devil is supposed to prowl

at night outside the circle of hght produced by the camp
fire, and his tracks are even visible sometimes to old and
wise men.

The devil may take up its residence in a man and

give him power to kill his foes by magic. At night he may
go far away through the air until finally he stoops over
his victim, sleeping at the camp fire, and " takes his fat,"
as the native expresses the process. The victim sickens,
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' Matoma ' is the name given

to the disease.

Belief in the existence of this magic is so tirmly rooted
among these jjcople tliat a natural death in fact ahvaj'S
demands a revenge. If a man dies a natural death, the
blame is put on the neighhouring tribe, and sooner or later
a member of tliis trilx' is killed in retaliation.
The Austialian thus lives in continual

fear of evil

powers. In daytime he is cfunparatively free from care;
but in the darkness of the night, when oidy the camp fire
throws a small circle of light round him and his family,
he sits fearful and with senses highly strung, A moaning
in the forest becomes the sough of evil spirits passing over,
the firetlies become glowing eyes, every unusual sound of

the night is transformed into the stejjs and whistling voices
of devils, prowling round the camp.
The forest night is very often full of sounds, more or
less accountable, and I have often heard these ])eople, who
are really experts at recognising most sounds, begin to
discuss something they heard but could not explain. I
have seen them excite one another more and more. They
would turn questioning eyes on each other in growing con
sternation, like children afraid of the dark, and finally

would spring up in wild panic, flinging their light reed
spears into the darkness of the night.
Among other ' beliefs ' or superstitions is the tabooinstitution, common to almost all the peoples of the Pacific.
The Australian aborigines recognise rules forbidding certain
individuals to eat certain kinds of food or game. These
restrictions apply to young men, and very often also
to young women. Frequently we find that it is the more
savoury types of food which are thus vetoed, being

of course reserved for the men and the older people.
Personally I got the impression that these prohibitions
were instituted by those in power—for their own con
venience.

Otherwise the taboo-conceptions comprise a countless
number of acts which must not be done unless the culprit
wishes unpleasant things to happen. Very often these
taboo-conceptions resemble those we meet with among
superstitious people in civilised nations, and which cer-
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tainly date very far back, possibly to the days of pre
historic man.

Totemism is also common, and is very often a kind
of individual totemism. In many tribes there is a preju
dice against killing or injuring one particular species of
animal or bird peculiar to the individual. The species

might be, for instance, a duck, a heron, or some mammal.
It is called ' brother ' and considered as a sort of mascot.
The native never kills it and does not like to see others

kill it.

It is very difficult to decide what really is at the

bottom of these conceptions. I have always thought it
probable that these totemistic ideas and also many of the

taboo-conceptions have arisen and have been kept up with
a view to protecting certain kinds of game, as a sort of
automatic game laws.
Certainly the older men among
these people are not ashamed to support their authority
by fraud and gross deception—gross at least according to
our standards. I have witnessed striking instances of
this.

I remember once seeing an old ' doctor ' or medicine

man who pretended to cure a dog bitten by a snake. He
did it by sucking, not at the bite, but all over the body of
the dog. Every time he sucked he pretended to extract
the ' evil ' ; he spat it out in his hollowed hand, went off
some distance and buried it. I marked down all his places
of

burial

and

examined

them

later.

The

sucked-out

* evils ' consisted of cow's teeth, bits of bone, pebbles,
etc., which the old humbug had hidden in his mouth
beforehand. It is quite impossible that he could have
persuaded himself that he had really abstracted these

objects from the body of the dog. Possibly he considered
them as symbols. But the ideas of the savage run in
gi'ooves very different from those of civilised men ; and
every attempt on the part of a European at understanding
the mentality of the Australian native must fail. When we
analyse the tactics of leaders of thought down through the
ages, we find much plain evidence that the men who have
shaped the beliefs and dogmas of mankind have been to
a large extent dependent on humbug and deception. We
find this trait common to all creators of dogmas, from those
of our own times to the Indian medicine man and the
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Zulu ijijanga. All liavo chculod, all have maintained
themselves ami thrivv on tin* fear ami suixtsI it ion of their
people. Does it not then seem ]tlausil)h' that, even in the
primitive society of the .\ustralian savairc. the clever and
the desifrninjr may have found the mannfaeture of do.£rma3
a payinir business ?
When the <;rass bejrins to {:et dry in th(> autumn—
March-May—the tribes of a certain district bejxin to march

for the usual meet inir-jjlace. As they march, tln^ jxrass is
burnt, and tlu; red ^low of the niLrht sky siunulies to the
forest

dweller the ai)j)roach

of

his

neiLdibours.

Niirht,

after nif^ht he sees the tire-frlow in the sky increase in
strength, until the tribes finally meet in a time-honoured
spot. The great corrobborrce, the annual intt'rnational or
inter-tribal meeting now begins. The tribes, whose lan
guages, as previously mentioned, are often ^'ery dilTerent,
now negotiate by means of interpreters. .\11 disputes, all
accounts are discussed and settled, very often by blood

shed ; young boys at the age of ])ubei'ty are circumcised,
and arms and other articles are bartered. Soon, however,
they indulge in a peaceful enjoyment of dance and music.
Tribe after tribe appears, as it were on the stage, t<) display
its merits, and tlu? noise, of the concert and the danco
may be heard for miles.

This is a blissful time for the savage, and his enthu
siasm and energy know no bounds.

Jn order to abandon

themselves to the pleasures of tlu; corrobborrce these peo})lo
willingly suffer the comparative starvation which such

a meeting necessitates.

Several hundred peo])lc cannot in

these parts live for days in a limited area and still find

enough food.

But the savage starves with equanimity-

He loves dance and music, and exerts himself to the utmost
in order to please the young women who sit round the
fires.

At these meetings, too, the women are exchanged.
They are given as fines in the settling of disputes, are given
away as tokens of friendship, and as children are very often

promised in marriage. Alliances are, however, also con
tracted independently between the young people them
selves, and abductions yield plenty of material for next
year's disputes.
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Australian is averse from in-breeding among-

humans, and marriage between men and women belonging
to the same tribe is out of the question. A man always
chooses his woman from a strange tribe, new blood being
thus constantly introduced.

As a rule they are monogamous from necessity ; but
whenever opportunity offers the man keeps as many wives,
as he can.

The relations between man and wife vary, as.

in other races, and marriages in which great and mutual
devotion is ob\*ious are rare.

Childbirth is easy and probably almost painless, while
new-born children are accorded a treatment which would

probably kill off white babies at once. They are simply
placed on a piece of bark and carried along on the march.
The education of children is very simple. I neversaw the children chastised. They tyrannised over their

parents.

Language and all bodily proficiencies appear to

come to them spontaneously. The ability to swim, forinstance, seems to be inborn, for I never saw children
being instructed in swimming. Nor did I ever see a child
which could not swim as soon as it was out of its mother's,
arms.

The number of children is as a rule small, mainly on,
account of the preventive measures which undoubtedly
are taken. The simplest method is infanticide, but it is.

beyond question that they know and practise fceticide.
Very often also the reproductiveness of the male is checked,
by barbaric operations ; for instance, a partial or total
splitting of the urethra. Late marriages also in certain
cases retard propagation.
In these tribes—this applies,

especially to my experience of Dampier Land—wherethe men do not marry before they are at least thirty

years old, very bad morals were to be observed, at least,
according to our standards.
These are in short the main features of the life and

peculiarities of the aborigines of Northern Australia. 0then
details from their life will appear in the following chap"^

ters treating of our adventures among them.

CHAPTER

III

Univa.

After some excursions in (ho neiphhourhood of Port

Harwin, our ])reparations were completetl and we were
able to start for the Daly.
On the 3rd of July we took train to Fountainhead,
•where we found our horses and the black horse-boy
Tommy.
At Fountainhead lived a storekeeper who also acted
as stationmaster and postmaster.
The virpin forest
stretched away from his back-yard, and many miles
separated him from the nearest mine or the nearest white

man.

We pot cpiarters for the nipht at his house and

held modest revels with a couple of ])assinp stockmen who
were samplinp the storekeeper's whiskey.

On the morninp of the 4th of July we saddled and
rode towards the Daly. A track wound north-west past
some mines, and with Tommy as puide we followed it.

Through a desolate, desert-like repion covered with a
stunted and scanty scrub, Ave ])assed the Brooks Creek

gold mine, and towards the middle of the day reached the

Howley gold mine. Here we camped, boiled a (piart pot
for tea and had a short midday rest.

Then we rode on

•again. The track now dwindled to a faint trail, and the
roar of the mines' machinery, the last sound of European
activity which for months would reach our ears, died
behind us in the forest.

The trail led us to an old deserted

tin mine at Mt. Shoebridge, a considerable range of heavy
•obtuse mountain cones. Then the trail almost disappeared.
Only now and again depressions in the soil indicated that
many years ago, in the promising days, waggons had gone
out to the Daly, but now the missionaries Avere the only
white beings who at long intervals travelled the faint
trail.

We plodded on through the mountains mile after mile,
26
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following a river course surrounded by heavy bamboo
jungles in a narrow valley, then passing another chain of
mountains, and running up against an old dilapidated wire
fence. This was the remains of the paddock fence of a
large cattle station, long since deserted.
The evening was approaching, the sun hung low over
the western hills, and long shadows from the trees fell across
a lonely mountain valley, where the melancholy note of
the butcher bird appeared to be the only sound.
We
•camped at a small creek, hobbled tlie horses, put up our
mosquito nets, and made the usual preparations for the
evening meal.
In the meantime I took a walk with my

gun. From a thicket of screw-palms surrounding the
creek, a pair of large, long-tailed birds were flushed. They
were the swamp-pheasant of the colonist, really a large
species of cuckoo {Centrojyus phasianus). The bird is

about the size of a common magpie, but its tail is nearly
twice as long as that bird's. During the rainy season the
male discards the brownish-grey plumage for an almost

eoal-black coat, which extends to all parts of the body,
excepting wings and tail. This stately bird is to be seen
everywhere in the vicinity of water, where it lives in the
grass, generally alighting on the first tree, when flushed.

In the dry season it is mute, and only towards the rainy
season emits a deep, strong and very peculiar call. It
sounds as if a drum were beaten quite lightly and with
increasing rapidity.
Night fell. No wind stiiTed the leaves of the still

forest, and the smoke rose hke a pencil from our camp
fire, where Tommy was preparing our simple evening meal.
Whether from suspiciousness or from fear of his new masters

our horse-boy had not a great deal to say. He devoured
Ms victuals in silence, with animal greed, and whenever I

looked at his low physiognomy, his flat nose, the gigantic
protruding mouth and the low forehead, I felt a kind of

unspeakable disgust, mingled with a certain uneasiness,
a, feeling of insecurity, which at the outset quite naturally
assails the lonely traveller among savages.

During the night the mosquitoes became troublesome,
and very soon we resorted to our nets. Tired as we were, we

dropped at last into an uneasy sleep. A vague uncertainty
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about our horso-])oy and an anxiety as to the wliereal)Outs
of the horses kept us more or less wakeful, listening to the
sounds of the fon-st in^dil and to the tinkle of the horse
Ix'lls, which sounded feeble and lonely in the vastness of
the

surrounding: wilderness.
Xext mornine we made a hurried breakfast and rode

on. We very soon reached a Hat open forest land, in which
the endless uniformity f)f the landscape was only broken
by an occasional watercourse, almost dry. and surrounded
by thick bamboo {lUimlnisn (inilirm icu) and specimens of
the eieantic Leicliardts tree.

On the previous day, when we were ])assinfr the mines,
Tommy frerpiently spoke with relatives and friends of Ids
own tribe and told them where we were j:oine. 1 did not
doubt for a moment that some of them even now were on

their way towards the Daly. Jiut Tommy's ju'cvious
record, as rejau-tcd to me, was by no means of a nature
which in my i)resent inex])erienced state invited a closer
acquaintanc-e with his associates. In his youth he had
been implicated in a very uj^ly case of murder, which had
occurred on the Daly about ten years a^o, and to which

I will revert later on.

Father McKilloj) told me that he

too liad once narrowly escaped an ambush from the same

Mr. Tommy.

Alto^^ether our guide's i)ast was by no

means reassuring, and although I felt

no fear I never

theless kept a very wakeful eye on Mr. Tommy and our
surroundings.

Once in the forenoon Holm lagged behind to look
for some cockatoos, visible between the trees a little way
off the trail. Tommy rode in front and I followed, driving

the pack horses. As we approafdied a deei) watercourse,
surrounded by bamboos and tall grasses, about 100 yardsfrom the bed of the creek, I suddenly saw a large dark
form cross the trail just in front of Tommy's horse, and
disappear in the tall grass. Owing to the distance I could
not decide whether it was a kangaroo or a man.
We
crossed the deep creek, and on the other bank Tommy
stopped. I then asked him if he had seen the kangaroo-

crossing the trail.

He denied this, and as there could

not be the slightest doubt that he must have seen it, my

suspicions were aroused.

They increased considerably
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when, on the pretext of looking for an old fish-hook pre
viously lost in a stump, he asked permission to ride some
way down the creek. I thought it more prudent to wait
for nolm's arrival and then let our guide go off, moreover

the pack horses could get some grazing in the meantime.
Positive by this time that blacks were watching us
not a gunshot off, I drew my revolver and rode on to the
bank, where I could get a good view. From this point of
vantage I could prevent Holm's falling into an ambush
and at the same time could keep my eye on the surrounding
country.

I shall never forget my feehngs as I saw Holm come

riding quietly along the trail and observed at that moment
a movement in the patch of tall grass, where previously

the suspicious form had disappeared.

How eagerly I

cocked the hammer, how firmly I gripped the handle of the

pistol to secure a steady pull of the trigger, and how sharply
I watched that patch of grass !

I was so certain that a

savage was on the point of rising in the grass and flinging
his Ught jagged spear at my companion, that I was almost
on the point of firing at the image my highly strung senses
visuaUsed.

Holm, however, rode on, and as he passed, the grass
was violently stirred towards the bed of the creek. But

nothing was visible, only the wave in the tall grass which
indicated that a human body was moving through it.

During the whole passage and for some time after I had
an uncomfortable feehng of being closely watched by
someone of whose intentions I was entirely ignorant. The

peculiar discomfort of this feehng can only, I think, be fully
appreciated by people who have been in similar circum
stances.

Shortly afterwards Tommy returned, but neither his
features nor demeanour gave the least indication that he

was deceiving us, and until this day I have been unable to
decide if we really were the object of a planned attack.
I am inclined to beheve that it was so, for, according to

my later experience, it is highly unusual for the blacks in
this region to act in the manner described above. They
would undoubtedly, if their object had only been of a

friendly nature, not have hidden themselves.

Long after,
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however, when Toniiiiy was onf of iny service, he admitted
to nie that lie had been fully aware of the i)resence of his
fellow-tribesmen and had really ridden away to meet them,
but in this he insisted that he had been unsueeessful.
That the natives desisted from their intention

of

ambiishinfj our small party is by no means surprisin<;.
They will invariably abstain from an attack as soon as
they find the intended victim on the alert. They may
even hide their arms and make their appearance friendly

and innocent, if they are certain they can do so with im
punity. One is never (piite safe anion^' these people, and
the newcomer, who is unfamiliar with them and the various

feelinj^'s and passions which rule them, feels a continual
unea.siness, which sharyiens his senses and makes him sleep
lightly. Later on, when he gets to know the tribes, and
they know him, he takes everything coolly, lie trusts his
senses, but it never occurs to him to confide fully in any
of these sons of the forest or to trust their integrity, how
ever much he may be tempted so to do. He gets the best

hold on them by making due allowance for their egotism.
After a short midday rest at the ruins of the old cattle
station, we continued our monotonous ride.

How melan

choly and desolated this enormous forest appeared to us !

Ko wind stirred the stiff foliage, no bird sang in the trees ;
the stillness of death seemed to reign supreme, over a land
teeming with vegetation and void of animal life.
altogether, however.

Not

Here and there at long intervals we rode through
areas where the forest trees were in bloom.

Grevillias and

various Eucalypti exhibited a wealth of shining yellow
flowers on which were feasting flocks of shrieking parrots
and honeysuckers {Meliphagidae), both belonging to bird
families which in many species inhabit the Austrahan
forests. These honeysuckers have plain plumage, and in
their size and form bear some resemblance to the thrush.

Their beak is curved, and the point of the tongue is tipped
with fine horny bristles which form a brush suitable for the

absorption of the honey from flowers.
Among the blossoming trees the so-called ' woolly

butt' {Eucalyptus miniata) seemed to attract the most
birds,

I paid all the more attention to this, as I recalled
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having seen this species in bloom a month before near

Port Darwin, and consequently was a little surprised at
finding it still blossoming. But later experience taught
me that the blossoming of trees in this country is very
independent of the various seasons. Over a large area
in different parts the same species may be found blossoming
in various seasons, and even in localities not very far from
one another the same kinds of trees blossom at different

times of the year.

On the whole I think it will be agreed

that in this region reproduction among plants as well aa
among animals is far less dependent on the seasons than in
temperate climates.

As soon as we had passed these patches of blossom

almost all the bird life seemed to disappear ; but riding
along over the burnt forest soil we would suddenly come
upon some birds, rather smaller than partridges, quietly
wandering along, only a few steps from the horses' feet^
Their build was short and stocky, and their slaty-browp

protective colouring gave them such confidence that they
did not rise until the horse was almost stepping on them.
They were a species of pigeon, by the colonist generally
termed ' partridge bronzewing' or ' squatter pigeon,'
and their scientific name {^Gco'^Jia^s

is also derived

from their preference for the ground. More than any
other pigeon I have met with, this species keeps to the
earth, and if unmolested walks through the grass without
flying up into a tree before nightfall.
We had a dull afternoon's ride, and it was dark before-

we found water. Tommy, however, proved a good guide,
and took us to a paper bark swamp, where we camped.
Here the mosquitoes almost devoured us, and small rats
and bandicoots disturbed our sleep all night. At day
break we were off again. In the forenoon we rode on
through the mountains. At midday we arrived at a little
stagnant lagoon where a small black and white cormorant

was diving among the water-lilies. I shot it and Tommy
served it up for dinner. The lagoon was, as I heard later,
called the l^oltenius Billibong,* and a tragedy was the
origin of the name.

• Billibong : originally a native word, now commonly used in Australia to.

Signify a email permanent tarn or lagoon.
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'ir About twi'lvt* years ajro copix-r had bei-ii found on the
Daly and a syndicate had l)een fornuMi. Soim* nu'ii hefran
the first rudimentary di^^^inizs at the j>laee where the

Daly ropner Mine was situated at the <late of my visit.

There were five men, Harry lloushield, .la<'k Landers,
also termed ' llelllire Jack/ Xoltiudus, a Dane ealled
Oxoll, and also a man by tlie nanu' of .lack Ivoberts.
These five men lived there for some time, l)uilt a small

house, worked the mine, and caim* ^o-adually into contact
with the natives, who finally for a small payment in tobacco

and flour were employed in the mine. All weld well at
first. Whether it was over women the catast rojdn' oeeiirrcd

or simjily from the natives' hatred of the white man or their
greed for provisions, I am unable to tell. Pretending to
have found gold, some of the blacks dccoyi'd Harry
lloushield into the mountains. In the evening when ho

lay under his mosquito net the blacks sneaked up and half
Stunned him with a stick.

Drawing his revolver he tried

to get out of the net to fire, but his horse-boy X'ainmj,
who had been with him for many years, drove a stono
sjiear through his chest, killing him.
In the meantime the others

were

working

as

usual in the mine, each in his own prospecting shaft.

Suddenly the blacks rose to a man and speared their

masters. As the white men did not droj) at once, the
blacks fled. Hellfirc Jack did not go far before he suc
cumbed.

Oxoll and Noltenius took refuge in the house,

the one with a couple of spears through his stomach, the
other with a spear through the lung. Jack Koberts had
been digging in a hole when the black who was lielpiug
him struck him with a pick, hitting him a slanting blow
on the side of the head.

Jack fell and the black man ran

away.

The day wore on. The blacks hid in the forest, not
daring to approach before their victims Avere dead. Night
fell ; Oxoll died, and Noltenius sat alone, the blood oozing
from his spear Avound. At last he stole out and began to
crawl the 40 miles separating him from the old Daly cattle
station which we had passed on our way out. At night
fall also Jack Koberts came to his senses again.

Look

ing cautiously round for his fellows, he found the dead
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bodies, and weak and staggering started on the same trail
as Noltenhis, ignorant of course as to the latter's fate.
Trudging on the next day he met some of the blacks who
had murdered Houshield, and who were riding his horses
to reach the copper mine and to share in the plunder.

Not knowing what had befallen Houshield, Roberts only
took the horses he required, and so reached the cattle
station. On the following day the manager of this station.
(Mr. Saxe) rode out to the mine, after sending a message
to some people living on the telegraph Line. At the

lagoon, later named after him, they found Noltenius dying,
more than seven miles from the mine.

The sequel, which in the Australian bush has always
followed such murders, occurred in due course. A police
force spent some time on the Daly, and was said to have
bribed natives to assist in arresting some of theii* brethren
who were supposed to have had a hand in the murders,
and justice was meted out as well as cmcumstances would

permit. Tommy was arrested among others, but was finally
let off. Another gathering of white men, friends and fellows

of the victims, also embarked upon a campaign of ven
geance against the Wolwanga tribe, which had been
responsible for the deed. The reports on this campaign
vary, but participants have told me that after a long
search they finally found a great portion of the tribe
gathered at the abandoned mine. They surrounded them,

drove them into a lagoon, and shot them all, men, women
and children. The truth of this report was commonly
endorsed and believed ; at all events, it is true that the

Wolwanga tribe, which was once the most powerful tribe
on the Daly, became very weak after the events following
the murder.

We continued our journey through broken mountain
country, the western slope of the Heyward Ranges. After
some time we met one of the lay brothers of the mission,

who, with a couple of black boys, was on his way to

Rountainhead to meet Father McKillop.

After a short

talk we parted and rode on. We soon reached the copper
mine, where a few Chinamen worked.
This mine is situated on the edge of the forest plains
stretching westwards from the foot of Mount Heyward.
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A still and l)la<k lapoon winds alonp: ainonj: trees and
rushes close to the house, and a tra<'k, fairly well beaten
from the carting of coi)i)cr ore along it, lca<ls towards the

Daly River.

As we followed this track through the open

forest of the plains it was obvious to us that we were
approaching a larg«' river. The sun hung low on the
western horizon, and all around river kangaroos were to he
seen grazing with bent hacks.

Flocks of ducks and other

water-fowl were passing over, and now and again dark
masses of jungle, indicating the bends of the Daly, were

visible to the left of us. Crowds of native's apj)eared
here and there, naked men and women, jabbering in their
own hoarse tongue, and before long a numerous follow
ing of wild-looking savages were swarming round us. As
soon, however, as they had ascertained our destination

they quieted down, and oidy a few enthusiasts followed
u s on.

A fenced enclosure where a Chinaman cidtivatcd a

small garden for his countrynu'n on the mine was passed,
and before long we sighted ])lantalions and a large sheetiron building, which appeared as a large bluish blurr in
the dusky twilight of the forest.

One of the missionaries,

surrounded by naked and half-naked children, met us at
a gate leading to the mission enclosure, bade us welconio
and took us to the house, where we unsaddled and wero

well received, being shown into a si)arc room of ascetio
furnishing.

A multitude of natives, all armed with spears and
woomera, curious about the new arrivals, had now gathered

in front of the house. One thing, however, was in evidence.
A solid wire fence prevented them from approaching closer
than about twenty yards from the house. Only specially
favoured natives were admitted, and the whole arrange

ment was evidently a precaution which told a tale of the

precarious life of the missionaries.

Tommy, who was

admonished as to the safe guarding of our horses, entreated
us for the loan of a revolver in order to have some means

of defence, when on the following morning he had to fetch
the horses. In this strange district, belonging to another
tribe than his own, he was evidently not sure of his life.
At any rate, he looked very frightened and got the revolver.
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For many nights this loan was repeated until finally he
felt safe.

After a good wash, a great comfort after our dirty
three days' ride, we sat down at a long table on the north
ern verandah, where all the white members of the mission,
twelve in number, were seated, and where a frugal evening
meal had been prepared. After the meal we sat on the
verandah smoking and talking with our hosts, who were
nearly all of German or Austrian origin. At bedtime one
of the fathers, a small kindly Irishman, followed us to our
room. I got a bit of a surprise when the reverend father
frivolously asked me if I would not like a ' nightcap.'
Being sufficiently versed in the argot of the bush to under
stand his meaning, we followed him into the store-room,
where in due concord we had a stiff nip of gin.
The

arrangement of the station, the genial glow of the gin and
the hospitality of our hosts pleased my companion Holm
very much, and his last observations that night were
highly complimentary to the Jesuits and their mission.
This mission station was indeed nothing less than a
Jesuit community in the wilderness, a branch of the Society
of Jesus, which even in this far-off place carried on its

propaganda with the energy peculiar to it. About twelve
years ago these missionaries had arrived in Arnhem Land,
and first of all had settled at Eapid Creek near Port Darwin.
But the distracting influence of the township forced them

to give the place up.

They then moved to the Daly and

built a station at the old native camp of Uniya, a little

way above the Daly copper mine on the western shore of
the river. This station also was shortly given up, and they
moved to Hermit Hill, where they erected a station on the

edge of the so-called Serpentine Lagoon in order to reach
virgin regions and entirely unspoilt natives. In this place,
too, all their work was in vain. The soil was unsuitable,
and with the same undaunted energy which had carried

them through their previous disappointments they migrated
to their present home on the banks of the Daly and named
the station Uniya after their first station higher up the river.
Considering that more than sixty miles separated them
from inhabited places, their achievements were by no
means despicable.
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lic'sidcs l)TiiI(liiif( a liousc wifli scjiaralo cells for all

the fathers and lay brothers, and also a small chapel, they
had broken \ip about fhirtj* acres of soil, had built a black

smith's shop and a ear{)enter's slu)p and several outhouses,
besides a larire lif^hter on the river. They had also reared
a

considerable herd of cattle and horsi's and more than

l,oOO ;j:f)ats, which yielded all the meat they wanted, and
which were steadily increasing; beyond the demand. In a
small printing; ollice they had printed sevei'al hymns, an
alphabet, and a few iiiblical tales in the native lanfjuajxe.
Every father and brother of the mission had his definite

function, his allotted ])art in the whole work, and every
thing was organised with that singleness of })urpose and
splendid method in the distribution of work, which have
alway.s been ])eculiar to the Society of .Jesus.
As we shall see, this organisation is on the whole

admirable, and should to a (lertain degree justify expecta
tions of favourable results, espetaally when the methods
of the mission are taken into account. Liere, as Avell as in
other places, the Jesuit mission does not in the first instance

aim at instilling religious concei)tions info the savage,
' converting ' him.

The Jesuit has tot) much science not

to understand that people who have lived in a state of

perfect savagerj", without a trace of real religious concep
tions, and whose fathers from times immemorial have lived

in the same way, never can conceive, never can absorb
the religious creed characteristic of European civilisation.
They cannot suddenly skip the evolution of thousands of
years.

Let us, the Jesuit argues, first of all persuade these
savages to give up their roving life, let us teach them to
cultivate the soil, and let us make them understand that

their work in this way brings them greater happiness,

makes them more care-free than their old life. Then

possibly their progeny, the new tribes of settled agricul
turists, may be more susceptible to our religious propa
ganda.

This method has been employed by the Society among
many savage peoples, as for instance in North and South

America, where they have been instrumental in turning
nomadic Indian tribes into settled farmers.
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In Australia, however, the problem was rather
different. The missionaries had, by the aid of the natives^
brought under cultivation a considerable patch of land, a
small part of which was parcelled out among various
natives, who were supposed to be able to exist on the

bananas or sweet potatoes jdelded by the soil.

There

were certainly no difficulties about obtaining workers, who
for a small payment in tobacco and flour did the work on

their own allotments.

But as soon as they had to subsist

on the yield of the soil or when they had been for some
time in steady work, a passion for their old free forest life

drove th6m into the wilderness. Off and on they would
return, really, I think, to get tobacco, the only trading
article of the white man that, once known, presents an
ii-resistible attraction to the Austrahan savage.
It seems to me very doubtful if these children of the
forest can ever be persuaded to desist from their inherited

roving habits of life. The attempt has been made so
often, and has always failed. They have been educated
from babyhood. They have studied, even at universities,

with success. But they have, as far as I know, all reverted
to the bush as soon as they again set foot on Austrahan soil,
as soon as the breeze carried the scent of the primeval
forest to their broad noses. A pecuhar, almost inexphcable, passion drives them back to the forest and their

freedom. Yet, is this passion so strange ? In my opinion
the missionaries were wrong in their behef that a settled

agricultural hfe would make these people happier or more
care-free, or offer them greater material advantages, than
their old hfe. To the forest savage, having inherited his
nature from thousands of savage generations, the forest is
best. The forest gives him as good a livelihood as he needs ;
it gives him unbounded hberty ; it gives him the httle
joys and pleasures that fill his hfe. Nor will the progeny
of these people, at all events in the immediate future, lose

the character of their race or be able to skip evolution.
Even if they could, they would not get the time, for the
mission would not be able to keep them isolated. The
brutal forces of colonisation, which are bound in due course
to reach these regions, will play their unavoidable part
and contribute towards the degeneration of the abori-
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^nos. Here as (ivcrywlicrc clso the proLability is that
they will become extiiicl, ami that when a busy population
covers the plains when^ orua* the forests of the Daly stood,
the rovinp: savajre will no more exist. Now and af^ain the
ploufrhman will find his bones, melancholy (•vidence of a
race that has jx'rishcd.
Nor can I doubt that the missionaries themselves are

c,onseious of the hopelessness of their task. One evening
I was discussing the various aspects of the mission with
one of the fathers, and expressed the ojunions which I
have sketched above. " Well, well," he remarked sadly,
" perhai)s you are right. We have worked lu're for twelve
years, and this is the, result." And he swept his hand

towards the surrounding forest, where the savages danced
howling round their cami) fires.
We lost no time in making the necessary preparations
for starting our collecting work. To my great satisfaction
the fathers agrccal to let rne pay for my board and lodging,

whenever we stayed at flu; station. We could thus avoid
all the trouble of catering for (turselves and save much

valuable time. The fathers kindly allowed our store of
provisions, ammunition, tobacco, etc., to remain in the
storeroom of the station.

We were ])crmitted to use a

email shed, where McKillop had had his quarters in the
early days, as a workshoj) for the preparation of speci
mens. This we dubbed " the museum," installing our
instruments and preservatives there and rigging up a

number of shelves and platforms where our stufled speci
mens could dry.

These shelves always had to be sus

pended from the roof, with water-cups to prevent the ants
from crawbng down and eating our specimens. Other>vise
they would have devoured everything. Thus equipped,
our collecting work could seriously begin.
About the station, and occupying a territory the limits
of which I could never exactly define, lived the Mollak-

Mollak tribe, the largest of the Valli-Valli tribes. ValliValli is the native name for the Daly, and along its lower
reaches live three tribes which are very closely connected,
possibly forming a joint tribe and speaking practically
the same language. The Mollak-Mollak live, as I have said,
in the neighbourhood of the station. Further down, on
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the northern bank, are the Pongo-Pongo, and on the
xouthern shore are the Tjerait. Further out, on the coast,
are the Wogait, a tribe entirely different from the Valh-

Valli people, possessing an extensive territory. From all
these tribes, and also from several others which will be
mentioned later, representatives were gathered round the
mission station, which appeared to be a kind of neutral
ground. Some were working on the plantation of the
mission, but the majority frequented the neighbourhood
of the station only in order to sponge upon their relatives

and get some share of the small quantity of tobacco earned
by these. These tobacco-hunting loafers were just the
right people for my purpose. For a small payment in
tobacco they would bring me all the ordinary annuals
which were to be found in the neighbourhood.

No sooner

had I made my trading intentions public than daily we
were besieged at the door of our ' museum ' by people
who wanted to barter away for tobacco everything, from

their day's bag of animals to their arms and ornaments.
For tobacco they would sell or do anything, and I am

perfectly confident that among these people I could easily
have found individuals who, for a stick of tobacco, would
not have hesitated to kill their own grandmothers.

Insects, snakes, lizards, frogs and fishes were received

by me just as willingly as specimens of the higher animals,
and among these collections we found several new and
unknown species. Thus in the JPToceedings of the Zoological
Society of London, 1895, Mr. G. A. Boulenger, F.E.S., of
the British Museum, has described a new bhnd snake

{TypMops nigricauda) and a new frog {Ghiroleptes Dahlii)

from these collections.

Only a few mammals were brought me by the natives.
As a rule they brought in the common bandicoot {Parameles macToura), generally termed ' koppol. A large male
of this species is almost of the size and shape of a new

born pig. The female is considerably smaller. As in
most marsupials, which are not tree-chmbing or walking
upright, the opening of the pouch turns towards tlie tail.
Everywhere in Arnhem Land the species is plentiful,
especially in the neighbourhood of large rivers and

watercourses. They five in httle grass-lined hollows m the
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earth, and at sundown conio out to fcod all ni.Lrht on seeds,
herbs and insects.

Xow and afjain the blacks brou^dit me another mar
supial called ' vie,' bein^ the common opossum {Trirhosurus

vulpecula) or tree phalan^cr.

The family of the opossums

or phalongistas occurs in iiiumTous species, ()f which some
are very local and of very limited distribution ; but the
common opossum

is found

all o\'cr

the

continent.

It

spends the day in hollow trees and at ni.u'ht feeds on the

frround or in the trees, amouf,^ which it moves slowly, aided

by its powerful j»rchensile tail. The hair-coveriufz is thick,
forming; excellent fur, and in the southern j>arts of the
continent the animal attains the si/e of a eat.

In tlu^

north it is much smaller; two varieties were uoticcal, a
brown variety jx'culiar to the jungles and a blue-prc^y ono
peculiar to the ojxui eucalyptus forest. T>ut intermediate
forms were also to bc^ obseiwed. In the north it bi'ceds

all the year round, not more than one baby opossum beinc^
found at any time in the pouch of the fc'iuale. At birtii
it is onlj the size of a bean, and it remains in the jxuicli
until it has attained almost the size of the I'uiropean scjuirrel,
possessing a thick furry coat like that of the mother.

The

fur coat of the young ojx)ssum has, however, a strong
grass-green tinge Avhich after a ccjuple of weeks gradually
fades and is replaced by the colour peculiar to the fuligrown sjjecimen.

bor some time we were fully occupied in preserving
the specimens brought in, and liad verj"^ little occasion to
go out ourselves and collect. All day the blacks poured
in with specimens, and Holm and myself had our hands

full, paying out tobacxjo and doing the preserving and
skinning.

' Pine Creek,' an enormous native of the Mollak-

Mollak tribe—this curious name was given him by the
missionaries because of a visit once paid by him to the

township of Pine Creek—acted as our principal assistant,

and sitting in the shade outside the door killed the animals

brought in. He was a sijecialist in killing large lizards
and iguanas, and despatched them by simply sticking
their heads into his enormous mouth and severing their
neckbone with a bite and a tug.

Pine Creek persisted in telling me of a ' billibong *
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not far from the station, which abounded with a species of
crocodile named ' aridallaia.' That meant in his language:
' long mouth.' The species was said to be quite small,,
to possess a very long snout, and to sj)end the day asleep,
on logs sticking out of the water. According to Pine
Creek they were quite harmless.
One fine day I followed
him out to look for them. He took me through the plains;
and along the river to a place where in flood time a very
deep inlet had been cut, which was connected with a chain
of lagoons, whose water obviously was derived from the
Daly. The river is peculiar, in that its banks in some places,
are a little higher than the surrounding country. During
the floods of the rainy season the river rises above tha
banks and inundates large areas. These inundations have

attained such dimensions that the missionaries, according
to their statement, have gone in boats upwards of forty
miles over flooded land. The rainy season over, the flood
water gradually passes through various channels back inta
the river.

The inlet in question is part of such a channel which

in the dry season is isolated, forming a stagnant lakebetween steep banks. A profuse growth of casuarina trees,,
tea-trees {Mclalcuca) and Leichardts trees rise from thedense reeds which almost encircle the water.

From the bank of the lake, which we approached
crawling and with great caution, we carefully scrutinised
the water. The native insisted that a crocodile was lying
on a log under the opposite shore. As I could not makethis out, we crawled a little further, and immediately dis^
covered a second, sunning itself on a thick branch which,
rose obliquely from the surface. At the impact of the bullet
it tumbled into the water, disappearing with a splash.
Immediately afterwards another head appeared on thesurface to the left, dived and appeared again about thirty
yards off, right below me. A bullet through the spino
made it turn its belly up, dead as a herring. Then it sank
quite slowly, the blood colouring the greyish green waterof the lake.

Quick as Lightning Pine Creek sprang down the bank,,
broke through the reeds and swam for the crocodile. Dive
as he might, however, he was unable to retrieve it.

Ha
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returned with vifrorous strokes to the shore, and came

laughing out of the reeds, his wet l)l:iek hody shining in
the sun. In a nioine!it he was at iny sid*' on tlie steep
))ank, assuring ine that tlm erocodih* would rise to-inorrow,
when we would surely get it.
A little way olT some natives were beckoning us from
•a clump of trees on the bank. On reaching them I was
shown the head of a crocodile appearing on the surface.
E.vhorting Pine Creek to hurry, I fired. The crocodile
turned its white belly up, ;ind (|uiek as thotight the black
men tore into tlu' wafer. Pine Creek arrived tirst, just as

the crocodile was siiddng, grabbed it by the throat and
pulled it ashore. .\mid the hoarse apphuisc of his fellows,

the tall, strong savagt^ carried the r|uarry up the bank,
and after another couple of shots under very unfavour
able circumstances we turiKMl homewards.

After a little time, however, Pine ('reek found the

weight of the. crocodile somewhat tiring, and deciding
to have a short rest, dropped his burden. No sof)ner did

the crocodile reach the ground than it began to move,
and at a ridiculous canter made olT with surprising speed.
Luckily I found a dead branch, and a (dout over the head
stopped it elTectually.
Further on we startled a snake, which darted away
like an arrow. But we caught it and killed it.
As a reward for our successful hunt I dealt out a little

tobaceo ; and, squatting in the scanty shade of a gumtree, the white man and the black sons of the forest gave
themselves up to the harmonious enjoyment of nicotine.
Under the fierce sun the dark faces grinned blissfully
through the blue clouds of the smoke.

As we sat, the monsoon whispered through the long
grass, swept away the smoke and rattled the stiff, thorny
leaves of the screw-palms.
Along the river we could hear
the swish and drone of

the

hollow

bamboo

and the

casuarina trees, as they bent sobbing to the pressure
•of the wind.

The crocodile in question belonged to a small long-

nosed species (Crocodilus Johnstoni) occurring in the inland
waters of Northern Australia. It rarely attains any con
siderable length, 2^ to three yards at most. In the shape
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of the snout it recalls the Indian Gavial, found only in fresh
water. Its small size and comparatively innocent teeth

limit its depredations to small vertebrates only, and to
man it is entirely harmless. The natives often catch
them by diving and grasping them with their bare hands.
In the lake of Diugeriet they swarmed, and we could
always take a walk over there and shoot the specimens
we wanted. Dead crocodiles, which sank in too deep
water for the natives to reach them by diving, were always

lost to us.

They rose when they were half putrid, and the

blacks invariably ate them.

As previously mentioned, we did very little shooting
during the early days of our stay at the station. Now
and again I took my gun out in the evening and shot a
few birds, and also saw great numbers of river kangaroos.
Close to the station they were very wild and difficult to
shoot with a shot gun. But we found a remedy.
On the
first Sunday we collected an enormous mob of natives,
and in the company of some of the lay brothers, who con
sidered Sunday shooting as a pleasant reci'eation from the
week's toil, we went to beat one of the adjoining river

jungles. This consisted mainly of bamboo.

Here and there

rose Leichardts trees or solitary gigantic cotton-trees {Bombax malabaltaricum) surrounded by dense scrub. Droves

of kangaroos had their resort in the bush, and large,
well trampled kangaroo paths led in all directions.
The blacks were now arranged in a line at one end of

the covert, while we went to post ourselves further on. As
we entered the bush a kangaroo jumped up and made off

in long jumps. I fired, but the animal ran on. Holm
then fired, and it roUed over and over like a hoop, finally
dashing its long tail on the ground, stone dead. We
hoisted the body into the fork of a tree, manned the line
of posts and signalled the beaters.
A concert of varied yells answered us from the blacks.
Emitting a monotonous " Wo, wo," the chain of beaters

now advanced, flogging the hollow bamboos with sticks
and producing a noise unequalled in my experience. Now
and again, when a fleeing animal attempted to break back,
a tremendous babel of yells and beatings arose.

immediate vicinity a perfect stillness reigned.

In our

Then sud-
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denly, as the chain of yelling heaters approached, we heard
the trampling of kangaroos stampeding at random, whito
cockatoos came shrieking over us, and tlocks of startled
pigeons Hashed o^•(•rh(•ad.

All at once a kangaroo passed me so rapidly that I
failed to get a shot at it. I listened intently and heard
an animal going in the direction df Ildlm. A report
followed, and some kangaroos came towards me in panic.
One stopped for a moment and imno'diatcly fell to my
shot.
and

Several passed me while I was re-loading.
more

came

as the heaters advanced.

At

last

More
the

whole jungle seemed alive with animals, and every few
minutes I eould catch sight of half \isihl(> kangaroos
moving with tremendous rajiidity.
Finally the yells suhsided and the heaters came up to
the line of guns.

We had haggcd a cf)U])le of kangaroos, which we sent
home. The heaters were then extended once more, and
wo took uj) new positions. J chose a suitahle clearing,

and the beating began again. I could hear my companions
shooting around me, hut could get in no shot myself,
although numerous kangaroos })assed me in the denso

jungle.

They were often (luite near, hut, owing to the

denseness of the jungle, were; invisible.

The heaters wero

close u]) to me again when I heard them gi\'o a medley of
warning yells. Then came the tram])ling of a kangaroo

heading straight towards me. I cocked my guii and as the
animal bounded across the little clearing my shot made
the fur fly from its coat. The range was under ten yards,
and it fell stone dead. At that very moment a huge black
burst out of the thicket, and, grabbing the kangaroo by
the tail, whirled the heavy animal round his head, finally
dashing out its brains against a log on the ground. To
crush the head of animals is a mania with these barbarians,
and very often I had great trouble in rescuing the skulls
of my specimens.

The kangaroos had now grown wilder and more diffi
cult to beat, so we walked home in open order. When we

were almost at the edge of the bush I sighted a young
kangaroo running off at great speed.

It fell at my shot,

stone dead as I thought. Lifting it by the tail, I carried it
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along, but had not gone far when I felt something tugging
at the leg of my trousers. The kangaroo was still alive,
clinging desperately to my pants with teeth and claws,
and only desisting when given a finishing chp over the

neck. Fortunately the skin of my leg was unscratched,
which was lucky, because the teeth of the kangaroo are
as sharp as the beak of an eagle, and in its death throes
the kangaroo bites severely.
Very soon we all foregathered and discussed our

successes and disappointments. The bag was six kangaroos,
the result of our two hours' drive in difficult country, and
this was considered good enough.

The blacks were well

pleased, and on arriving at the station feasted on the meat.

Care was taken to preserve the skins and skulls, and on
the promise of a reward in tobacco a native imdertook

to clean the skulls for me. On the following morning, or
perhaps a little later, the native came to me again—with~
It transpired that he had roasted and
eaten them, bones and all. notwithstanding this, he had
out the skulls.

come for the promised tobacco.

The kangaroo we had hunted was the jungle or river

kangaroo {Maeropiis agilis), the commonest kangaroo
species of the north, being about the size of a sheep, and
having a greenish-grey fm-, fading to a dii'ty white under
the belly. A lighter band very often crosses the loin.
Along all rivers this species occurs in countless numbers.

The hot day is spent resting iu the shade of the jungles,
where the animals, often in little herds, lie lazily on their
sides, sunning themselves in shallow burrows dug in the

hot sand. Towards sundown, when the heat of the day
is moderating, they begin to scatter, seeking food. Every
night the river kangaroo approaches the river to drink,
but the hour of its visit varies, and in some strange way
is influenced by the moon.

When the full moon rises

soon after sundown and brilliantly illuminates the land

scape practically the whole night through, the animals
seek the water whenever thirst prompts them. On dark

nights, on the other hand, sundown is the signal for all
kangaroos to seek water. They must have hght. In the

dark no kangaroo dares to approach the river, and for

very sound reasons. At the drinking places the great
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Indian crocodile (('rumdHus pomaiis), the born cnoiny of

the species, is wont to lie in wait, and its strong jaws close
over many a rash yonnj; kanj^aroo. ("ountless numbers
have throuph the ajxes fallen a pr<'y to the crocodile, and
the species has learnt to take very cunninsi prcj'autions.
If circuinstances jx-rmit it. the kaii'iaroos prefer lonj; flat
sandbanks as their (lrinkin<,' places. Here they have a
free \ iew, and. what is more, they need not {to to the edpe

of the sandbank to (jiiench their thirst. Several yards
away from the water's edpe they dip a hole in the %\ateilopped sand, wait for it to till, and drink in safet\. In
localities devoid of crocodiles this device, bcinp unneces

sary, is not practised, but the habit is an excelhmt example
of how hiphly precarious cotiditions of life may locally
improve the intellipence of animals.

After drinkinp, the kanparoos leave the bush and
resort to the open eucalyi)tus forest to feed. They prefer
the younp shoots of various prasses, but will often dip up
with their stronp claws and devour the coarser prass roots.
•Shortly after sunrise they returti to the bush.
Besides the crocodile, tlie species has only one enemy

of importance, the native.

Thanks, howe^•er, to its cunninp

and the not too perfect arms and methods of the enemy,

the river kanparoo is exceedinply numerous, notwith
standing its slow r^ite of re])roduction. The thick bush,
where spears cannot be freely used, protects the animals
so well that the approaching native may be regarded with
equanimity, and in the more open country the sx)ced of
the species is a great asset. The native's best chance of
effecting a kill lies in firing a piece of land, which is then
surrounded by spearmen, who kill the kangaroos as they
attemi)t to escape the ring encircling them.

The traveller will, on most rivers, be surprised at
the abundance of these i)retty animals. In virgin places
their lack of shyness is often striking. If towards dusk
he rides through the little plains where the kangaroos
feed, he will observe numbers of them hobbling slowly

along among the short tufts of grass. At the sound of the
horses' hoof-beats they may straighten up and in bird-like
jumps move some way off before beginning to feed again.

Sometimes the cunning animal will remain stock still and,
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trusting to the protective colouring of its fiu', will let
the rider pass within range of a pistol shot. Everywhere,,
however, the bush kangaroo falls an easy prey to the
European hunter, and in the bush and with good beaters
great numbers may be killed. Even in perfectly open
forest land the animals may be successfully approached
on foot.

On discovering a kangaroo grazing, all that is

required is to adopt a twisted attitude, so as to resemble
a dry stump, and then quietly to approach the animal foot

by foot. As soon as the kangaroo rises up to examine
its surroundings, the stalker must stand quite still; and
when it bends down to feed again he must shift his feet

slowly forward, retaining the same twisted pose. With
infinite slowness a successful approach may thus be effected
and a

safe shot obtained.

The following is an extract from my diary :

" Daly River, Sunday, July 14, 1894.

" Eode out to-day with Tommy to examine a large
lagoon, of which I had heard.

The natives call it Ben-

derang. W^e passed the Dingeriet and got a young native
boy to show us the path to the lagoon, which took us
through tall grass and reeds along a chain of longish pools
where white and rust-red herons, as well as snake-necked
cormorants {Plotus australis), abounded.

" There were also some Sheldrakes {Tadorna radja)^
At length the ground became so boggy that we had to

leave the horses and force our way on foot through the
enormous clumps of reeds and bushes surrounding the
lagoon. The latter proved to be literally swarming with
birds. Blue water-hens, as large as a black-cock, were
flushed in great numbers ; ducks were everywhere quacking
on the water ; plotus, terns and herons circled in the air.

Wading along the shore through the profuse vegetation of
lotus and water-lilies covering the water, we shot a few

birds.

Finally Tommy asked permission to take my gun

and try to approach a flock of large ducks settled about

three hundred yards distant from the shore. To my great
surprise the water nowhere reached further than his armpits,
and after successfully stalking the ducks he killed two out
of the flock.

"We had taken only a few cartridges with us on this.
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trip, and vf*ry soon wt-nt l):n'k

fhf limsos, well pleased

•at havint; discovered this splendid hunt inn u'rouiui for all
kinds of waterfowl.

On the return rid»' 1 slutt a .sheldrake

in one of the loiifj waterholes. '1 here were live of thcni,
and althouf^h one was killed the otluTS (inly llew a fo^^ jards
and then .'settled down ai^ain. Iloliu tired at them and

niis'sed, after which they tlew away.

A fast fiallop took

u.s home to the station.

" In the afternoon we e<il!eete(l a nuniher of small

native hoys to heal f(»r kanj^^aroos.
e ^ot two in about
un hour, and had some trouble about the tirst one. All
the boys wanted to eat it at once, tiL'htin;j like madmen,
tind even attempting; to take it from me by main force.
One younp scamp, hurrying' up from a nei;;hbourinj; camp,
Xmllcd the younj; out (tf the pouch of the dead kanpiroo
and tried to run away with it. I had to restore di.^eipline
W'ith a threat of wholesahr massacre (I), an arjxunumt whieh

promptly .settled all disputes ; so wc continued the lumt
sueces.sfully, finally j;oin^ home at dusk, the excited bojs
earryinj; the kangaroos before us. I pon aiiproaehing the
station we, heard a trreat uproar ; h'ather .McKillop wais
arriving;, and the hubbub was a erect in;; of welcome.

" At night a most wild and fantastic scene was enacted.
Under the in.struclions of one of the missionaries all the
blacks of the station with their women and children were

assemliled outside- the fence. Ijong dry bamboos were lit
as torches and wane carried round the yard liy tw'o files

of men. Finally they closed up, and the missionary made
a speech of welcome to Father IVlcKillop in the MollakMollak lingo. At the end of his speech the missionarycried

And from hundreds of throats came a

short, slowly rising ' Jyh ' in answer.

" A native then stepped forward and delivered a
stuttering and obviously second-hand speech. Next came
a song in the vernacular to the tune of ' God save the

Queen,' and finally a lusty cheer.

" The ceremony had of course not been arranged on
the initiative of the blacks, and, without detracting from
the merits of my reverend hosts, I may be permitted to
remark that I have never witnessed a more spontaneous

-and perfect parody on civilisation as well as on barbarism.
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" McKillop had taken two native boys on his trip
south.

The mother of one of them was quite wild, behav

ing like a raving lunatic on meeting her son again. In
her company his brothers and sisters squatted round the
boy, producing an appalling concert of howls. After the
fashion of her tribe, she also began beating her head with
a stick, a ceremony, however, which the missionaries soon

stopped.

When, later in the evening, the boy was stand

ing inside the fence, which the mother was not allowed to
pass, I saw her frantically caressing his wrist through the
steel netting, her dark passionate face strangely lit by the
torchlight. All night I could hear her mad howls. She
was like a beast of prey, separated from her cubs.
" The natives live in small camps on the edge of the

jungle. At night I can see the lights of their camp-fires,
and hear them blowing upon their bamboo horns and
singing their monotonous songs. The night is full of
sound. Sitting in my little cabin, skinning birds by candle
light, I can hear the opossum screeching in the fig trees
by the river, the cuckoo-like voices of owls, or the fine

whistle of waterfowl passing overhead. And crossing the
yard I can hear the bats chattering just above me. They
seldom fly high, nor are there many insects winging their
way in the upper air."

Speabs

from

Abnhbm

Land.
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CHAPTER

A

Trip

up the

IV

Daly.

The Daly River is only a continuation of the iniyhtj*
River Katherine, which rises at a point in the Central
Tableland called Flying Fox Creek. Thenee in a vast
curve it embraces the best part of south-western Arnhem
Land, receives the Flora River from the south-west and
finally under the name of Daly River flows quietly towards
the north-west and the Indian Ocean.

The Katherine, except for its head waters, was com

paratively well known geographically. The course of the
Daly upwards from the sea had also been charted, but the
stretch between the Daly copper mine and the fork of the
Flora had never been closely examined. IMy intention
was to make a trip up the river and to attempt to go by
boat as far as was eompatible with the other objects of my
research.

We provisioned for the trip with flour, some biscuit s^
rice and a few preserves, besides matches, ammunition
and tobacco in plenty. As we needed a man with us in
addition to Tommy, Father McKilloi) recommended a
native, called Dominik by the missionaries. This man
had previously served McKillop, but preferred his personal
hberty to the prospect of steady work.
He was an

exceedingly fine type of aboriginal manhood, standing
about six feet, every movement of his slender sinewy body
exhibiting the unconscious grace of the savage.
His face
was to our standards ugly. His receding chin and his
thick upper hp were covered with a scanty growth of soft

curly beard. But his forehead was perhaps a httle higher
and his flashing eyes had an expression more intelligent
than is common among the natives.

He looked, and later

also proved to be, full of spirit and daring.

Wlien first

I met this fine fellow among the tall bamboos of the river

jungle I was immediately attracted by him.
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^ On the morning of June 15th we packed our provisions
in our little dinghy, and set off upon the rising tide, pro
mising Father McKillop to be back within a month at
most.

The fall of the river in the lower course of the Daly

is so insignificant that the effects of high and low water
in the sea are felt far above Uniya. The rising tide
assisted the unsteady strokes of the blacks, and we pro

gressed at a fair speed between lofty banks and mighty
trees.

As we travelled on some of Tommy's friends were

seen marching along the river ; and I was aware that they
would follow us as sharks follow a ship.

We had not gone far before Tommy began to complain
of illness and sat feebly splashing with his oar.
He
received, however, a peremptory order to pull away, and
we rowed on all through the forenoon. Uow and again
kangaroos were visible on the shore, and I had a shot at
one, unfortunately only wounding it; Holm shot a large
eagle. Small flocks of jahiru, a gigantic species of stork
{Mycteria mistralis), rose at times from spits and sand
banks. They were extremely wild. At various intervals
the hthe black forms of Tommy's friends were sighted in
the clearings of the jungle.
When we landed to prepare the midday meal, I
steered the boat on to the opposite shore to avoid being
pestered by Tommy's begging friends. While making the
fire we observed the rugged hack of an enormous crocodile
on a mud bank farther up the river. I attempted to stalk
it, but without success, the reptile shppihg into the water
and disappearing. While stalking I heard a shot from

Holm, and, on returning home, having killed an owl on the
way, .found that he had shot a large jungle fowl {Megapoclius tumulus), which had been perching on a tree in the
dense jungle close to our camp.
The blacks who had followed us now appeared on the
other side of the river, discovering us immediately ; shout
ing to Tommy, they disappeared. Within a few minutes
a long dugout shot away from their shore. It was one
of the common canoes used by the natives, a hoUowed-out
log of about one foot in diameter and five to six yards
long. Three natives occupied it, one man and two half-
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grown boys. One boy sat crouching in the bottom of the
narrow vessel, while the two others stood erect, proiiclling
the canoe with astonishing speed by means of long bamboo
poles. They were very soon across, and landed and
squatted silently around us.

Thus we ate our simple meal, the men having their
rations, Tommy of course sharing his victuals with his
relatives, and begging a larger share for them. Tliis I
had to refuse, as, once complied with, the demand w^ould

be repeated at every meal, and my provisions, ealculatcd
to last four men, would soon run short.

Knowing that

they could very well hve on spearing fish in the river, I

promised them tobacco in exchange for any sqjeeimens of
fish they should bring me.

Vn'e continued our voyage, and Tommy's friends re
mained behind to fetch their arms from the other side.

We had, however, not gone far when Tommy grew ex
ceedingly limp, feigning mortal illness. Pulling his oar
out of the rowlock, he fell back groaning. We merely
kicked him unsympathetically into the peak and let him
he there, while Holm took his oar.

In the afternoon we landed again at the mouth of a

creek. Heavy banyan trees and bamboos made a shady

canopy over the bed of the creek, now long since dry.
Holm and Tommy remained, the one to skin specimens
and the other to make supper, while Dominik and myself
marched oh to reconnoitre. Following the dry bed of the
creek, we came before long to a fence plaited from twigs,

in the middle of which was an opening about eighteen
inches wide. A large balloon-shaped basket was set in the
opening, and Dominik told me that this contrivance was

employed by the blacks to catch fish on the sinking flood
after the rainy season. Their custom was to camp close
by—we could still see the remains of their fires—and do
nothing else but examine the trap, roast and eat the fish

caught in it. Great quantities of fish had obviously lived
in the creek.

A little higher up was a depression in the bed, which

had evidently contained water not so long ago ; the dry

bottom was covered with thousands of httle dead fishes ;
as the water disappeared they had expired, and were now
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covering the hard bottom of the dry pool in a thick layer.
Having followed the dry bottom of the watercourse for
some time, we passed the jungle, scaled the steep bank

and, through the open forest, sighted two cone-shaped
hills of moderate altitude.

These hills had been visible

from the river, and I decided to chmb the nearest of them
in order to obtain some view of the land surrounding the
river farther up.
Kangaroos jumped up from the grass at long range, as
we traversed the httle plain separating us from the foot
of the hill. We chmbed the stony side, which exhibited a
scanty vegetation of stunted trees, and soon reached the
summit, where a couple of small birds fled before us. The

hill was overrun with the paths of the large red kangaroo,
and the dry droppings of the animal, resembling the
droppings of deer, lay scattered everywhere, but no
kangaroos were visible, no sound indicated that the hill
was inhabited.

To the east I

could see the southern shoulders of

Mount Heyward's melancholy tablelands rising gaunt and
desolate, their broken rocks and thin stunted trees glowing
in the setting sun. Another heavy mountain range loomed
blue in the south. Westward from this range and through
a gap in it I sighted one enormous forest plain, a horizon
as level as that of the ocean, stretching as far as the eye
could see.

From our feet and to the west and north-west

we could see the undulating blue-green roof of a flat ilhmitable forest, with lagoons and small plains glittering in the
sun. The slow waters of the Daly were seen winding peace
fully under the cool shades of gigantic banyan trees and

bower-flke jungles of bamboo. I built a small cairn,
leaving my name on an empty brass cartridge-case, and,
taking a sketch of the landscape, enjoyed for some time the
beauty of the sunset and the vastness of the view.

The

silence and utter loneliness of the landscape was appalling,
only the sharp cry of a cockatoo rang o'er the hillside.
Wherever I let my eyes rest on the vast expanse before me,
I could discern only one single spot where white men lived.
As we walked down again a few loose stones tumbled

rattling down the hillside and startled the kangaroos.
We could hear their trampling in the dense jungle below.
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The camp was soon reached, where a heavy fire was cooing,
Tommy being very busy quartering a nice jungle kangaroo,
which had fallen to Holm's gun.
The hard mud bottom of the

creek

was

thickly

carpeted with fallen bamboo leaves, and sf retching our
tired bodies on this simple matting we partook of a hearty

evening meal. A continual rattling and jumping seemed
to be going on everywhere among the dry l)am])oo leaves.
It proved to be due to enormous numbers of small tree
frogs who came out at night and were attracted by our
large fire, approaching quite close to the llame.
The
night was wonderfully peaceful. The river flowed past us
silently without any visible current, black and shining
like liquid tar.

Sitting at the crackling fire, I suddenly heard the
rustle of great wings, and a flock of pure white egrets
alighted on a tree in front of us. The last rays of the
setting sun flooded the bone-Avhite branches of the tree and
the silky plumage of the graceful birds with a rosy tinge.
I grabbed my gun. The birds fled with stretched necks and
hoarse quacking cries, but my two shots reached their mark,
and a brace of our white visitors fell splashing into the
black waters of the river. The heavy reports of the gun
reverberated between the shores, startling half sleeping
birds and animals, and the stamping of terrified kangaroos
was heard from the jungle—then silence. Dominik pulled
out and fetched the birds, which were Avelcome as specimens
as weU as food.

Upon the rising of the moon we packed our things
and in the cool night rowed up the river to find a safer camp,
our present surroundings presenting every opportunity to
enterprising and possibly hostile natives. Plenty of fisb
rose everywhere on the river, and since the only fishing
gear I possessed consisted of a hook and line, I baited with
a piece of cotton wool and towed this primitive bait a few
fathoms behind us. Very soon feeling a pull at the line,
I hauled a nice silvery perch or terapone to the boat, but,
the hook coming out, I lost the fish, and none of his
fellows would condescend to take such an insipid bait.
Passing the site of the old Uniya Mission I noticed the

reflection of fires in the treetops, visible over the bank,
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Everywhere

along the shore voices of men were audible, talking quietly,
and very soon I espied a number of natives distributed under
the bank.

The reflection of the fires grew more distinct

as we shot along, and finally the fires themselves became
visible, dark silhouettes of women and children standing
out sharply against the flames. There was no uproar,
only men's voices were heard speaking in short and lowtoned sentences. Then suddenly a cracked male voice
spoke to us and was answered by Tommy. They appeared
to be Wolwangas. But not caring to camp among these
ill-humoured knaves, we continued up the river and, to

the great disappointment of Tommy, camped on a sand
bank on the opposite shore. The effect of the tides was
here almost nil, and we only needed to pull the boat loosely
on to the sandy shore.

A great fire from dry bamboos and banyan branches
was soon going, and the blacks dropped off to sleep, their
naked bodies exposed to the genial glow of the fire. We
did not feel over safe, and, dividing the night into watches
of two hours, reheved one another like soldiers. But the
man oli watch had little sleep.
For one thing it was bit
terly cold, and a peculiar night-bird, as yet unknown to us,
was continually disturbing us with weird and diabolic calls.

I walked up and down in the moonlight, my gun in
the crook of my arm.
My companions looked like dark
bundles beside the camp-fire, the flames of which had died
down, leaving a red glow. Up and down I marched, the
cold of the night penetrating to my very bones. The
landscape was dead and dreary, and I seemed to be

standing alone on another planet, in the light of a
strange sun with a cold blue-white gleam. The only
signs of life were the suck of rising fish from the river,
and the patter of bandicoots in the thickets on the bank.
Suddenly an ugly night-bird settled close to Holm ; as he
jumped up, it rose, and emitting a ghastly rasping call,
disappeared as a grey blurr over the river. When my turn
to sleep arrived I had hardly rested my weary head on my
bag when I heard a soft rustle of wings and, looking up,
perceived a shadow-like form sitting quite close to my head.
As I reached for the gun, it flew up and, perching in a tree
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on the bank, became outlined against the moon, emitting
hoarse and ugly cries. Holm, angrily snatching up bis
gun, stalked and shot it. It i)roved to be only a Eankinbird, a night-heron, possessing a short neck, a heavy pointed
beak and large yellow eyes {Nycticora.v calcdonicus), common

enough on the coast and the rivers and swamps of
Australia.

Listening to the sounds of the moon-lit night in our
alternate watches, we were greatly surju-ised at hearing
dogs barking almost everywhere, indicating, as we imagined,

the presence of numerous native camps.

There seemed

to be two dogs in each camp, one with a deep and one
with a much more highly pitched bark. They appeared
to be continuously barking to each other with slioi't
rasping barks. " Wow-wow," " Wow-wow," was heard
intermittently about the river all night.
I have rarely seen people laugh so much as our blacks,
when, later, we questioned them regarding the surprising
number of dogs. The barks were due only to owls
{Ninox hoohooTc) which occur in great numbers along the
rivers, male and female signalling all night with these
peculiar caUs, so like the barking of real dogs as to
deceive anybody.
The daybreak Avas bitterly cold. With regard to

' cold,' it may be interesting to give the temperature
which in these parts produced the feeling of eold. During
our trip I generally measured the temperature, and my
notes tell me that the highest midday temperature re

corded was 90° Fahrenheit, and the lowest evening or
morning temperature recorded was 56° Fahrenheit.

Ab

this loAvest temperature I used to feel very cold, and, in
the early morning especially, it was very hard to turn oub
of the blankets.

After a hurried breakfast we pulled on, and soon
passed a small rapid so strong and shallow as to definitely
bar all naAdgation with decked vessels. The effect of the
tides was now no longer visible. So slow is the fall of the
lower Daly and so flat is the surrounding country, thab
this rapid, considerably more than 70 miles distant from
the sea, barely escapes the effects of the highest tides.
FTow and again during the forenoon the river currenb
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was very strong against us, and the south-east monsoon„
blowing down the river, reduced our progress, at the same
time bringing a welcome relief to the heat of the day. The
river wound its way along in gigantic serpentines, and ita
course was by no means as straight as is represented on
the map. The shores became more open, and the enor
mous jungles characteristic of the lower Daly disappeared..

Dense bamboo jungles were met with now and again,,
seldom being, however, of any accountable length or depth.
The trees of the river bank now appeared to be growingless densely than on the lower river, the main species
being the tea-tree {Melaleuca leucadcndron) and the casuarina {Casuarina equisetifolia), the long leaves of the latten
—if this name may be apphed to the shoots of this ancient

cryptogamia—perfectly resembhng thin water eqtiiseti.
The casuarina trees have the appearance of being covered
with dark green strings, instead of with leaves, thus pro

ducing in the monsoon a sobbing swish reminiscent of the
pine forests of the north.
Now and again one sees Leichardt trees and large

rugged banyan trees, the enormous aerial roots of the latter
forming quaintly twisted shapes. They resemble gigantic
silver grey snakes, partly hanging from the branches of
the tree, partly enveloping in their coils the stems and
roots of neighbouring trees. These banyans are indeed
quite horrible, very often reproducing themselves in a.
peculiarly uncanny fashion.
A banyan grows by a river.

In its vicinity stands a,

large vigorous gum, forked and with strong twisted branches.
One day a fig from the banyan drops into the fork of the
gum, or perhaps a small bird leaves the fig seeds in his
droppings. Fine earth favours the sprouting of the seed,,
and a small banyan grows up. Before long the soil
in the tree fork becomes insufficient, and the banyan sends,
out aerial roots, digs them into the gum, and spreads,
them as strong clinging runners over the stem.
Having
reached the earth, as the years pass these runners become

thick and large, and swelling and spreading send out newroots, winding their strong arms round the unfortunate
gum. In the completed banyan the rugged stem is enor

mous and through the foliage of the banyan the dead.
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'limbs of tbe gum-tree are visible. The banyan tree is in
fact a parasite, a strangler of other tree.s : and there is
•a creepy eeriness in the slow deadliness of its cinbraee.

About midday Ave camped upon a sandbank, and
before long saw Tommy's three relatives ajijiearing on the
'opposite shore.

The river was at this place cinit(> narrow,

forming a deep pool under a steep hillock. The natives
came along the shore spying for fish, the supply of which
was abundant. Suddenly they would sto}), align their
long spears and send them (piivering into the water.
Before long they had crossed and brought me an opossum

•and a couple of large carpet snakes {MorcUa mriegata), for
which I paid them handsomely in tobacco. ^Ve skinned
the snakes, and the bodies were immediately roasted and
eaten by the blacks. One of the snakes was full of eggs,
'and the blacks offered me some of them dclieiously roasted

in red-hot embers.
•ever

They were almost the best food I have

tasted.

The blacks insisting that the open forest and grass
lands off the river were full of kangaroos, we arranged a
•small hunt. There were kangaroos enough, but the
beaters were too few, and the kangaroos broke back.

They were in fact running in all directions. Fortunately
I saw one coming towards me, suddenly erouehing in the
grass.

I stalked up, flushed it and shot it as it ran away.

Another kangaroo ran between Tommy and one of the
t)ther blacks, who flung his spear at it without the least
consideration for Tommy. The spear, missing the kan

'-

garoo, sped straight towards Tommy, who remained quite

steady watching it.

At the last moment he jumped high

in the air, the spear passing under him.

The blacks are

great experts at avoiding a thrown spear by jumping or
side stepping, and I have known even white men find

this easy, as long as they could see the spear thrown.
Arriving at our camp we heard a shout on the oppo
site shore. Tommy approached the water's edge a little
way above the camp, and immediately we heard a series

«

•of horrible howls breaking the midday stillness of the

I

forest. I walked up to see what was tbe matter.
I
found Tommy sitting quite still under the river bank, and

'

•on the opposite side of the rapid squatted an old man and
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a youngish •woman, both emitting a "wealth of heartrending
shrieks. I was now so far versed in native etiquette that
I understood the concert to represent the customary tears
of joy always shed on the meeting of a friend or relative
after a long absence. Tommy said that it was his uncle
and

his

dead

brother's

wife

Avho

cried

for

him.

After

some time the yammerings ceased, and a more sober ex
change of greetings took place, the various news being
shouted across the 100 odd yards of river, which separated
the speakers.
This custom of crying upon the meeting of long absent
friends or relatives is found in most Australian tribes, and
Lumholtz also mentions it from Northern Queensland.
Here on the Daly and all over Arnhem Land the custom
was universal. When applying the word custom I do so
with some hesitation.

I

have indeed never been able to

satisfy myself if the crying was only a ceremony, or if it
really was the spontaneous expression of the passionate
feehngs of these primitive beings upon meeting someone
dear to them.

I am, however, inchned towards the latter

view ; the tears indeed run so freely, and the howls sound

genuine enough. To see a full grown man boo-hooing like
a child—and for joy—leaves a curious impression. The
white man generally finds it ridiculous and entirely opposed
to his nature. But this is, I think, a narrow view. Human
nature is the same even in Europe, and there also tears are
the highest expression of joy. How many of us have not
in our happiest moments secretly shed the tears, which the
untamed savage openly displays !

The character of the river now changed. Rapids
followed in quick succession, and the strength of the cmTcnt
necessitated our towing the boat from the shore.

Here

and there we came to quiet pools and finally to a region
where for miles the river resembled a long and narrow lake.
Long-nosed crocodiles here abounded, diving into the
water from their resting places on old logs along the shore.
Large flocks of water-fowl flew up from the groves of
screw-palms which bordered the river. Dead and fallen
trees lay everywhere in the water and hea"vy branches
emerged above the surface.
The long-nosed crocodiles were amusing animals, very
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Young ones, about a yard long, would

air themselves on the branches of the trees, and trusting

to their hkeness to the rugged surface of the branch would
allow us to get quite close, but the moment they saw that
we had caught sight of them, they were into the water
hke a flash.

These animals were so diflieult to observe

and so marvellously quick when discovered, that not a
single shot fell to our lot.
In this region the eolleetor may come across game at

any moment. I remember passing a stout braneh stand
ing out from the water. We had just gone by it when one
of the blacks pointed to it without uttering a word. Turn
ing, I was just in time to see a long-nosed crocodile dive
into the water.

The next moment a large kangaroo rose

up on the river bank. It had just awakened from its sleep^
and, rubbing its eyes with its forepaws, stared at us full
of surprise. Upon the inevitable shot it rolled stone dead
to the water's edge, one of the blacks jumping ashore to
heave it into the boat.

We needed meat.

The next moment, looking at the surface of the river,
I was aware of a large carpet snake swimming towards us
about six or eight yards off. Changing my cmi^ty rifle
for my gun, I shattered the head of the snake with a
shot. Tommy passed an oar under the dead reptile and
so hoisted it into the boat.

We camped again for the night on a sandbank.
Tommy's friends appeared once more, but at bed-time
they were presented with a fire-brand in order to make

their own camp. They went about 100 yards ofl: and
made three fires, one for each man. We kept watch by
turns during the night.
Tommy had been at one time in the service of the

police and boasted of having assisted in the capture of
several black murderers. All night he kept on telling
Dominik of his prowess. The conversation was held in a
mixture of broken English and Valli-Valli, Dominik, being

from Hermit Hill, not understanding Tommy's Wolwanga
tongue and vice-versa. Consequently I was thus enabled
to follow the conversation. Among other things I heard
him deliver to Dominik a very embroidered and fantastic
description of the technicalities of hanging black mur-
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^erers. According to liim, a noose was tied aronnd their
flecks, and being hoisted on to a tree, their legs were pulled
-mtil the head came off.

Dominik seemed to object to

^laving his
pulled, at least with such drastic results,
^Qd he agreed with Tommy that, under the present authori

ties, a " black fellow " would be a great fool to kill a white
inan.

The following morning we moved up the river again,

Tommy's friends disappearing for good. The current was

a places very stiff, and we had pretty hard work, not
advancing many miles that day. Finally we passed up
a considerable rapid. Above this a running side-stream

entered the Daly from the south. This was the first
imnning tributary seen ou the trip, and I named it Maria
^reelc.

(^Vhen in the following pages I have given names

to certain locaUties the main object is to give the reader
the means of orientation. The Australian surveyor and

explorer McMinn had some years ago ridden through tms
I'egion ; but in his chart very few places were name 0
Farther up we arrived at a large overhangmg c
en the northern bank, the first cliff I had so far seen on

the Daly. We baptised it Holms Cliff, and campe

e ween

^ few tea-trees under the brow of the rock.

this rock was a smaU circular lagoon, where tinj cr

fied splashing, as I approached the water. Far
"^as a wide lagoon fringed with water weeds,
this rose a fair sized mormtain, forming,
of the last shoulders in the Mount Heywar

fttially dropping in precipices and slopes of

.

I oUmbed the mountain and called *"^t^?aed

between this and Mount Heyward
t named
Valley of Lagoons.^ In the south and s

"Galley with numerous shadow lakelets, and t

the large mountain range ohse^ed
^11 on the first day of my trip Th®

of Maria Creek was seen wmdmg througn

Plain towards the foot of the range,

large gap. Through this gap the enormous p
South were visible.

I named this range

i'ange, being told by Dominik that a native tri

forest
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name inhabited this high land.

To the west of the river

some inconsiderable hillocks rose from the forest-land and

in the far horizon I could faintly discern IJermit Ilill.
Ear away to eastward the top of a huge tableland was
visible. A sketch map made from the view on Mount
Bebekka is appended.
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Fig. 1.

Sketch Map, showing the Sukkoundings of Mount
Bebekka.

During my absence Tommy had spent his time baking
bread in the ashes, and as usual it was very heavy.

This

bread, the so called ' damper,' is fashioned in the shape
of a large flat cake, from one to two inches thick, and is
baked by burying it in the red-hot ashes of the fire. This
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afternoon I remedied the badness of the bread and the-

lack of butter by melting the fat of a large carpet snake
as a substitute ; seasoned with a little salt it tasted exceL

lent. Dominik also roasted a kangaroo—killed as usual
during the day—and treated it according to the rules of
the highest native culinary art, cooking it enveloped in
bark in a heated bmrow in the sand. We had a great
feast, Holm and I sharing the tad, which tasted excellent.

During the evening we rested, lazdy smoking in thewarm sand, half asleep, but pleasantly conscious of the.

fact that the night watches were to be given up. We
were worn out. Tommy's friends had disappeared, and
we were resolved to sleep at any cost.

Dingoes were howling dismally on both sides of the
river, and the splash of rising fish disturbed the water,,
where the silvery light of the moon was reflected in little
shining ripples. Suddenly we remembered the possible
presence of large crocoddes in the pool. There was nothing
to prevent one of these monsters coming out of the pool
and paying us a surprise visit during our sleep.
The
thought was by no means comforting. Upon my asking
the blacks if they thought there were large crocodiles in
the pool, they answered that they did not know, but they
wmuld find out. Each taking a large wooden log, they went,
down to the water's edge, hitting the sandy banks a resound--

ing whack with the logs, at the same time emitting a hollow
roar. In this way they produced a strong booming sound
reverberating over the waters. This was repeated for some

time, when, after listening, they declared: "Ho more

alligator." They insisted that if a crocodile were present
in the pool it would roar. The correctness of this state
ment

I

cannot endorse from

experience.

There were-

crocodiles in the pool, but considerably above us.

I

ascertained that later on. But I can testify to the fact
that the crocodiles roar. When, for instance, the small
Johnstone crocodile dives into the water, a sharp gurgling,

noise is often heard, and the firing of a shot is very often

followed by roars from various startled crocodiles. It is
conceivable that the noise produced by the blacks on that

occasion might be supposed to cause the same effects as a
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•shot. The great Indian crocodile (G. porofius) which
mainly inhabits brackish water, and which only makes
Vb sporadic appearance higher up in the river, also emits
a loud booming roar.

However, wo rolled up in our

blankets, and this night enjoyed a sleep of indescribable
sweetness.

In the morning we continued our way up t he river.

The surroundings did not change ai)prcciably.

The

banks were covered mainly with ' paper-bark ' or tea-

trees and bamboos, the dry hollow stems moaning in the
strong monsoon, which during the forenoon swept down
the river.

Occasional rapids necessitated the pushing or

towing of the boat. Then would come long quiet, stietches
where deep pools alternated "with long shallow sands,
where jabirus were stalking and crocodiles sleeping in the
sunshine. And silently propelling our boat under the banks
of the river, we saw kangaroos sleeping on the shore or
'Curiously raising their heads over the bank to look at us.
If one were shot the dead animal would come rolling down

to the water's edge, rustling the dry leaves and bamboo
•splinters. Then we would go on. Perhaps a snake would
be espied on the shore, while an oar would be pressed over
its head from the approaching boat and the black men
would pull the creature out, crush its head with a bite,
und chuck the writhing body into the bottom of the boat.
Or a turtle might be seen between the weeds of the bottom,
in which case Dominik would leave his oar, sbirping like an

eel over the gunwale, and in a few seconds bringing his
prey to the surface.

Perhaps a flock of cockatoos would pass by, and if
one were shot the rest of these beautiful white birds of the

yellow wings would circle wildly over the black water,
their harsh cries resounding among the banks, until another
•shot sent one more diving headlong to meet its reflection
in the mirror of the silent water. The echoes of the shots
awakened all the inhabitants of the surrounding forest.

White, blue and rust-red herons shot out from the mighty
tree-tops, with queerly bent necks gliding in slow flight
Up the river, soon to settle again. The river valley was
•sUent once more, but for the rhythmic splashing of the oars,
•echoing into the distance.
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Powing along in the afternoon, we sighted a flock of

jabirus on a sandbank.

Upon our approach they all flew

nway, excejDt one young bii'd, which remained long enough

for me to get within range of it. ' A shot in the neck caused
It to fall prone and come floating with widespread wings
over the golden sands.

EveryAvhere, as we Avere gliding along, the beautiful

Australian sheldrakes were sitting in rows along the branches
of the overhanging trees, undecided whether to fly away or
not, and generally offering us the chance of a shot. Uow
nnd again crocodiles would rush plunging into the river,
or iguanas run j)attering through the thicket, disappearing
into their holes.

Numerous nests of the snake-necked cormorant {Plotus
australis) overhung the river, the parents circling anxiously
around their young. Above soared the beautiful Australian

kites [Milviis affinis), emitting their mcAAdng call.

The

plotits also had built their nests in tea-trees overhanging

the river.

These nests Avere very simple flat structures

made from a fcAv twigs laid crosswise in the fork of a branch.

Three young birds, almost fuU groAvn, but still downy, sat
on one such frail platform, shakily propping one another up.

As soon as Ave approached, they immediately jumped into
the water, diAung almost as well as young loons. The
sun being low, we finally landed by a gigantic paper-bark
tree at the edge of a large sandbank.
While Tommy and Holm arranged the camp, Dominik
and I Avalked up the sandbank to look for Johnstone croco
diles. I soon sighted a fair specimen, sound asleep on a
sandy point. Very slowly and cautiously I stalked it,
crawling behind some bushes. At about twenty yards I
took careful aim, sending the bullet through its brain;
it rolled over feebly wagging its tail, and Dominik dragged
it triumphantly to the camp. While skinning it in the
twilight we observed a flock of black and white geese
(Anseranas melanoleuca) passing, and, the blacks imitating
their trumpet-like calls, they returned, passing over us at

a great height.

In spite of the dusk, I took a gun and

fired at the leader, bringing her down in the midst of us
from a considerable altitude. This tj^P© of goose is very

common in the Adcinity of water throughout tropical
5
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The toes are only half wchbi'd, enahlinn; the

birds to perch in trees, in which, indeed, they sjx'iul nuieh
of their time. They feed maitdy in or around the larue
swamps and lagoons left in the plains after the rainy season.

Head, heck, back and wings are l)Iaek in both sexes;
breast and belly being wliite, and the b-et yellow. The
female is much larger than the male, havinir a horny ])rocess on the forehead.

The female is also dist ingtiished

by a curious anatomical feature, the windi)ii)e not running

straight to the lungs, but continuing under the skin along
the left side of the breast almost to the ^(•nt.

Thence it

runs forward, then again back and lorward, the whole
length of the body, xintil it finally ])asses into the lungs.
This pecuhar windpipe enables the female to emit strong
and shrill trumpet calls. The male bird is devtnd of thi.s

apparatus, consequently its call is only a grunting cackle
or a soft whistling, similar to that of ducks.
The blacks were determined to enjoy the eroeodile,

attacking it with all the energy produced by ravenous
savage stomachs. I also tried the flesh. It vould md lun e
been bad had nothing better been offered it vould e\en
have been pleasant had not an unsmvoury smell of musk
been attached to it. Holm and I preferred a recent ly kdled

kangaroo, making our meal from t le lad. I he enliads
of the crocodile'were very fat and apj.eaivd to be the

finest tit-bit of Avhich Tommy could eom^eive. He made
n

frnrri them the
fu. most objcclionoDle
nl)icctiouablo msi.
dish 1t ],u,-e
have ever
ever H.t
from

eyes on. The ventricle of the croten .I.- rvo.s ent out aiul
eleaned, and then entirely peeked will, l ie thm m eslmes

-nnelcaned. After burying this prom.smK pudding ni
red-hot embers and thoroughly cooluiig n, he cut it in

slices, admiring its beautiful structure, linally, rvitl, out
ward signs of great satisfactiou ho enjoyed Uiis iii.-xture

of unelLned guts and tat, relishing it as Iho greatesl;

delicacy to • beT derived
from the auiimil kiipgdoin. How
IT -TWO 01 in the way of food, I reabsed
ever unpremdiced I
m
,,
^
his frieiidlj mvitation to parthe necessity of dechnmg oto

this eanip
proved
two days hunting
nuniing in the vicinity
scanty. ofAlong
the river
we
t e fauna of the regi
. s^vPich were more numerous
found only common specmi^
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lower down. Away from the river one might walk for

miles through the sandy eucalyptus-covered plains towards
the distant ranges ^vithout seeing anything beyond a few
kangaroos. Bird life was scanty and only common species

were observed. I here saw my first emus, two of these
birds running away at a distance. I considered it more

advisable to return to Holms Cliff, where among other
things I had seen a small macroped, ob^dously a species
of rock wallaby. This resolve pleased Tommy highly.
He had been in low spiiits all the time, and, producing all
sorts of arguments, had tried to dissuade me from going
on.

As his last trump card he had now advanced a tale

about a water monster, a ' bolongo,' a gigantic crocodile
inhabiting a certain pool higher up the river, which killed
everything that attempted to pass.

While Holm and Tommy were packing I took Dominik
some way up the river in order to photograph a small

fall.

I wished to have a photograph of this beautiful place,

as it was the only fall as yet seen by me in the Daly.
Its altitude probably did not exceed six feet. I called it
Margaret Fall.
On my way up, at a bend of the river, I suddenly came
across a Johnstone crocodile sleeping in a shallow. I sat
down on the slope of the bank and sent a bullet through
its head. Dominik dragged it home, while I went on and

took the photographs, returning to camp just as the last
effects were stowed into the boat. Assisted by oars, wind
and current, we landed after some hours at our previous
camp under Holms Chff.
In this place we now lived for a number of days,

steadily increasing our collections. In spite of the croco
diles, which we now knew to inhabit the water, we had a
bath every day in the shallqws at the tail of the pool,
choosing, of course, the hottest part of the day. In the
afternoon I usually continued the hunting commenced in

the morning, generally returning about sunset well loaded
with spoils.
I

do not intend to relate in detail all the adventm-es

of these excursions. To a certain extent they often had
much the same character.
But some days spent in the

bunting of the aforesaid rock wallaby were very interest-
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ing. The first time I noticed the species it was qnite
accidentally. I had climbed the summit of a wild rocky
ridge rising from tfic sandy ])lain, and wandering among
the enormous scattered boulders of the hill I noticed a

small grey animal crouching under a stone. ifiy first
impulse was to attempt, like the natives, to eapturg it
with my hands. My intention was, howe\er, sjau'dily
frustrated, as the animal whipped oil with incredible
speed, its long pencilled tail bobbing behind it. Eesorting
to the gun, I made a clean miss, spent a great deal of time
looking vainly for the animal, and retunuMl home very
disappointed.

The following morning I took Doininik out to search
for these wallabies, but got no further than a sandbank
at the foot of the rocks.

A Johnstonc crocodile was here,

sleeping on a rock in the bottom of the small bay ; I could
not resist the temptation, and fired at its head, the shock
of the bullet sending the reptile spinning into the water.

Not being quite dead, and Dominik grabbing clumsily for
its tall instead of for the snout, the crocodile gave a fiick
of its tail, and disappeared into the black depths of the
pool. As we were looking at one another and swearing
each in our own tongue, something white appeared in the
black pool twisting upwards from the bottom, and the
crocodile appeared upon the surface immediately below
our feet. I finished it with another bullet, and Dominik,
grinning with pleasure, retrieved it.

In the afternoon, Avhen the sun was low, I let Tommy

carry my rifle, and took the gun myself and went again
to look for the ' betbungo,' as the Wolwangas call the
rock wallaby. I had gone a few hundred yards and had
just passed over a rock forming one side of a small valley,
where a kangaroo path led down to the river, when suddenly
an ' old man ' kangaroo jumped out of a bamboo thicket.

Aiming for the head, I gave it my right barrel, loaded with
heavy shot. Upon receiving the charge it turned, dis
appearing into the bush with unsteady steps. Almost
immediately after the report, another kangaroo came

jumping down the path and stopped without noticing me,
crouching behind a bush.

Tommy had been walking in

the jungle in order to startle the kangaroos, but now he

II0L:\I AN)) DOMIXIN, with JABIRl" (SWA.MP PIIHASANX) AND
|Oi!NSTONl-;'S CROCODILE.

MARGARET FALL, DALY RIVER.
^^Fcice p. 06.
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came crawling just in time, slid the rifle into my hands,
and the next moment the kangaroo fell.

I ran down to

the jungle, looking for the ' old man,' in the place where
he had disappeared. There he was, sure enough, dead as
a herring. We left them to be brought in later, and con
tinued our hunt.

We succeeded in climbing the Avildest part of Mount

Eebekka, where it drops into the Daly. Walking care
fully among the wild chaos of rocky debris strewing the
summit, we had the luck to see the ' betbungo ' come out
from the broken rocks, dancing in the rays of the setting
sun. Without difliculty I bagged two of them and went
home conscious of having done a good day's work. My

last bag proved to be the Petrogale brachyotis.
Many an evening I went over to look at the betbungos
and to enjoy the habits of these beautiful httle rock
wallabies. They hve in the torn and rugged ridges, which
in this region rise from the sandy forest i)lains.
The
territory occupied by a tribe of betbungo may sometimes
only be a few acres, and the animals do not seem to leave

it, save only to go and drink water now and then. The
day is spent in the cool depths of the fissures and crevices
between the rocks, and only when the red rays of the

setting sun tinge the sharp stones of the hill do they venture
out into the open.

They do not at once begin to crop

the sprouting grass, but generally chmb a prominent rock,
and from this point, in an erect position, they appear to

enjoy the best moment of the tropical day, the short
red sunset over the blue hills. These beautiful animals
have never heard the crack of a gun, and only rarely have

they heard the light spear of the native whistle past them.
Nevertheless, when disturbed, they disappear as if by magic ;
for on their rough-soled feet they shp over, under and
between the rocks with astonishing speed and dexterity.

One night when Tommy and I were walking among
the broken rocks of Mount Eebekka, looking for the

betbungo, we surprised an anteater {Echidna hystrix), who
was out early looking for food.

We rolled the spiky

wanderer into Tommy's ragged jacket, carrying it down

to camp. Not caring to kill and skin it before we reached
Uniya, we confined the animal in an old bag. By accident
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this proceeding provided proof of the endnraneo of the
echidna. For some reason or other the killing was pnt
off for more than a fortnight. During the whole of that
time it had no food, but was evidently (iiiite well, and
upon dissection proved still to be very fat.
Rut then it
had done nothing but sleej) for the last two weeks.
Tommy and Dominik had rather a good time. In
the day, of course, tliey had to do a certain amount of
work. But every night they spent feasting. They gorged
themselves with game, and far into the night they would
sing queer monotonous songs to the droning niusie, of
Dominik's bamboo horn.

There was only one drawback to Tommy's and
Dominik's happiness and wellbeing. They had no other
blacks to talk to and no friends to share their superabund

ance of food ; they had to eat it all up themselves. And
the gastronomic capacity of these two fellows almost
defies description.

For about a week we shot at

least

one kangaroo per day, weighing up to forty or fifty pounds.
Then we killed three crocodiles six to seven feet long, and

many geese and other birds. Practically all of this was
consumed, in addition to our bread, etc.
Dominik was always in excellent spirits, this being
obviously the treat of his life. On the whole trip he had
been stark naked, except for an old red rag dangling from

his belt. The nights being very chilly, he complained of
the cold, envying Tommy some old clothes which I had
given him. Consequently Holm found him an old pair of
trousers, and when Tommy made him a present of an
old singlet, black as coal and as full of holes as a fishing
net, he squealed with pleasure, swearing his wife would
never recognise him.

Our load of skins and other preserved specimens was
now so large that on the 23rd of July I resolved to start
down the river again the next day ; everything was cleared
up and we went to bed early in the evening.
In the middle of the night Holm woke me up, pointing

to the branch of a tree slanting over the camp.

By the

fitful light of the dying embers I could see a queer grey

bird sitting on the bough. Holm took the gun, and,
crawling some way off to increase the range, fired. The
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bird made a slanting dive straight on to the stomach of
the peacefully sleeping Doniinik. Waking with a yell, he
grabbed the bird and brought it to me, laughing. The
bird was still ahve, proving to be a Poclargus or giant
nightjar.
Upon my opening its tremendous beak it bit
me in the thumb, only relinquishing its painful grip when
Holm forced its jaws apart with a knife. We killed the
bird, and to the further credit of Dominik's presence of
mind be it noted that no shot was found in the body when
Plolm skinned it the following day.

Hext morning, before embarking, I took Dominik a

short trip up the river, intending to try a last chance of
a shot at the monster crocodiles inhabiting the pool. We
reached the rocks where I had shot my last Johnstone
crocodile and climbed to the top of the little cliff. On

the opposite shore I spied a monster slowly diving from
between the reeds.

The luck was apparently against us,

but nevertheless we sat doAvn and waited.

All of a sudden

a great and rugged head shot on to the surface about forty
yards away, moving slowly up the river. The express
bullet struck it in the neck, and the monster, turning its

white belly upwards, sank slowly and stiffly without a
splash. We had, however, no time to wait for it to rise.
Two months later I met Tommy's old uncle—previously
mentioned—who told me that some days after our depar
ture he had found the giant stranded at the end of the pool
and had for days feasted on the putrid carcase.

We packed all oiu' belongings into the boat and, aided
by the current and the monsoon, in due time reached the
Uniya IMission station.

CHAPTER

Herlmit

V

Hill

At the moment there was no room for ns in tlie ^Mission-

house, all the cells being occui)ied, but Father HcKillop
nevertheless kindly provided us with a shelter.
Beyond the fence was an open shed with a grass roof
intended for a kind of club-house for the seliool children.

Being, however, very little used, this shod proved a god
send to Holm and me. We put up walls of corrugated
iron sheets, made a door from the same material and
arranged a few shelves on the walls. Our l)eds and
mosquito-nets were placed on either side of the door and

at the far end of the hut a rough table was erected, sur
rounded by a few primitive seats. We also made a window,
but, no glass being available, there wtis Tiothing to prevent
prowling blacks from gaining x>ossession of c^-erything
within arm's-length of the window. The door Avas plastered
with mud from the river, Dominik undertaking the dirty

job. The house served our purpose, and avc made our
selves as comfortable as possible.
I noAV classified my collections, put the dry specimens
safely aAvay under the verandah roof of the Mission-house,
or under the roof of our shanty, and recommenced my
collecting work in the vicinity of the station. The natives
continued bringing in various objects of natural history,
and I began making excursions Avith the gun, collecting
birds on a more extensive scale than before.

Several opossums were at this period brought in by
the blacks, and one day they brought me an exceptionally
large male, having tied its legs with fibre. Placed on the
ground before my hut, the poor animal tumbled heljjlessly
about in vain attempts to run away. Peals of ribald
laughter from the surrounding natives rewarded its struggles.
They were obviously quite unconscious of the pain they
were inflicting on the poor brute, seeing only the comic
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side of the incident.
Very often tlie easy a])i)reciation
of the comic or ridiculous, which is ])eculiar to the natives,
leads them to inflict such cruelties u{)on (iefcncclcss animals.
A native may thus very well rip o])(Ui a live lizard and let.
it run, only in order to enjoy the si^ht of th(> la-jUile running
about, dragging its entrails behind it, to his mind a very
ridiculous jtroceeding. The Tinusual, the monstrous, always
evokes the mirtli of these people.
The misshai»cn foot

of a slaughtered bird may throw them into very paroxysms
of mirth. Eor instance, tremendous laughing tits may
•attack

them Avhen, roasting a dead bird, they ol)scrve its

feet curiously distorted by the heat of the lire.
One day a native named ' Jingo ' (the crocotlile)
came to me, carrying a small mammal and three (piite
young ones. He called the species ' djinnjokma,' and
examination proved it to be the large Australian wat(>r-rat

•{Hydrornys chrysoyaslcr).

lie had—I mention this as an

instance of the callous attitude of the natives towards
animals—broken the front teeth of the rat to prevent it

from biting, and carried it still alive, dangling by a string
of fibre attached to the hind legs. This rat is ^-ery strong
and savage, biting like fury. I ended its sulTerings in
alcohol. Except for a few young ones which I obtained
•on subsequent occasions, this was the only adult specimen

that I saw. The species is fairly numerous in almost all
lagoons, rivers and creeks in Northern Australia, but being
•nocturnal

creatures the rats are very seldom seen, and

•even the natives appear to have great difficulty in cap

turing them. The holes of the rats are to be seen every
where along the banks, after the fashion of the European
water rat, and they appear to feed mainly on fish and
crustaceans, the remains of these being found outside the
burrows.

Between the copper mine and the Uniya Mission there
Was a small Chinese garden, previously mentioned. On
my

excursions

I

sometimes

visited

this

place.

The

-garden consisted of five to six acres of partly fenced-in soil,
which had once been cultivated, adjoining a horse-shoe

•shaped inlet from the river—' The Horseshoe Billibong.'
In earlier days, when the mine flourished, the cultivation
nf the garden had given occupation to numerous China-
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men. Xow the garden was going to ruin. Only one man,
Ah Lin, now lived in the dilapidated house built of bark
and poles, eking out a precarious living by growing
and selling vegetables for the few Chinese workers on
the mine.

This old garden Avas said to haA'e been the scene of
various uncanny incidents not so very long before. When
the Chinamen Avere numerous enough, they took very
•drastic steps to put doAvn the stealing of vegetables, prac
tised by the natives of the neighbourhood. They used
to fire at them and capture their women, and about a
year before—so I was told—they shot a native, cut him
up and threw him to the pigs in order to stop the continual
thicAdng of the blacks, which constituted a constant source
of loss.

Of course these Chinamen Avere coolies of the loAvest

•class, and their acts of A'iolence toA\-ards the natives were
probably dictated by mere cruelty and hatred of the blacks
who for their part utterly despise the Chinaman and think
they can do as they like tOAvards him. Shortly after this
net of violence one of the Chinamen took his gun, went
over to the native camp, and AAuthout any preamble shot
one of the blacks against whom he had a grudge. The
other blacks then prevented the Chinamen from burning

the corpse, threatening to spear anyone trying to approach,
and keeping wateh until the police, after considerable

delay, could arrive on the spot. The Chinamen threaten
ing to shoot anyone who should venture to go to Palmerston as a Avitness, only two natives could be persuaded to
;go with the police. The coolie in question was accused
of murder,, but as a judge then had to be fetched from
Adelaide at great expense, it was deemed expedient to
•charge bim Avith manslaughter, a crime which could be
dealt with by the Pahnerston authorities. He was, how
ever, acquitted. This Avas the version of the case given
to me, but I cannot guarantee its truth. One thing at all
events is true. Shortly afterwards the blacks butchered
another Chinaman just outside the garden.
Very soon I prepared for another excursion. The
natives

had

told

me

about

three

mammals

named

* bungeri,' ' jirian,' and ' niTudjala,' all said to frequent
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Hermit Hill south of the Daly. From their reports I
was led to believe that ' bungeri ' was a small burrowing
kangaroo or wallaby, ' jirian ' jmssibly a species of Miirmccobius (marsupial anteater), and ' nundjala ' a long-tailed
species of the phalanger or opossum tribe. The re])orts.
varied a good deal, and in certain cases it was very diilicult
to converse with members of the Hermit Hill tribe, the

words

' tobakka'

and

' rnetchit '

comprising

in most

cases the extent of their English.

Dominik and

anotlier native, named ' Cabbage '—

probably because his head had the spiritual proiuu-ties of
the aforesaid vegetable—were almost the only ones of the
tribe able to understand me.

But even their rejjorts could

not be fully trusted. When a wild and unsiniilt native
tells something si)ontaneously, his words may as a rule
be depended upon to convey the full truth.' But upon
cross-examination, his answers will very often depend
upon his ideas as to what the white man will be pleased
to hear. If he thinks that a ' yes ' will l)e pleasing, he
says ' yes.' And if he thinks he can gain something by
a ' no,' he replies in the negative. To make a native
tell the truth one must give him the impression that the
question is irrelevant. ^ He must be asked quite casually
and in such a way that he cannot answer ' yes ' or ' no.*
Very often it is useful to guide the conversation in the
desired direction, making him unwittingly blurt out all
he knows. The necessary tactics, not easily described,,
can only be arrived at through many disappointments
and a long companionship with the natives. For these
reasons I felt in no way satisfied as to the existence of
all the mammals now reported to me by the blacks, but
trusting that there might be something in the reports, I
resolved to go and find out.
The distance to Hermit Hill had to be traversed on

foot, as it would mean too much trouble to take our horses-

across the river. We engaged Dominik, Cabbage, and a
Mollak-Mollak by the name of Jingo, besides three other

blacks, one of them answnring to the name of ' Pono.*
They were to carry our outfit and provisions, which con

sisted merely of a little preserved meat and biscuits for
our personal use, and some rice, fifty pounds of flour and.

Al
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a bag of sweet potatoes for the blacks, also tobacco in
sufficient quantities. Otherwise we trusted to our guns
to provide the staple food. The region now to be explored
by us was considered by no means safe, the missionaries

warning us to keep our eyes open, especiaUy in regard to
the ' Dihk ' tribe, living south of Hermit Hill on the
Eitzmaurice river divide.

There were, according to the

missionaries, but a few trustworthy men in this tribe,
the remainder being complete savages who would stop at

nothing, if they thought it to theii advantage.

The

missionaries themselves had sev eral times had to beat off
night attacks from this tribe.
On the morning of the 8th of August we packed every

thing in oui" boat, crossing five to six miles lower down
the river in order to avoid marching through the thick
bush. We had taken a boy to bring the boat back, and
our six porters, taking a short cut overland, appeared at

the appointed ford soon after our arrival. After ferrying

them across, the boy returned towards Uniya with our
boat and we commenced our march through the limitless

plaiii country. The enormous grass flats close to the river

o-radually changed into a low scattered eucalyptus-forest
mino-led with Lewistonias and screw-palms. After some
time the summit of Hermit Hill appeared, _a hazy green
on the last wavy line of the distant horizon. After a
short midday rest we continued our march through the
flats over the cracked bottom of an immense lagoon, but

recently dried up and stiU covered with decaying rushes
and weeds.

A few wild bustards ('turkeys') {Eupodotis mistralis),

a couple of kites {Milvus affinis) and some grass birds were
the only living things to be seen.
In the afternoon a native was observed on the far

horizon of the plain like a small black dot. My com
panions yahooed and signalled to him, and while we were
marching along he trotted up diagonally to our small troop.
He carried a spear and woomera. After a few words he
was presented with some scraps from our meal and squatted
to devour them as we passed on into another change of
scenery. Very soon we were again surrounded by low
scanty forest growing from a sandy soil; a blazing sun was
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reflected from the stiff leaves and the twisted white stems
and branches of the trees.

Wherever yow turn the forest has tlie same appear
ance. Xothing living stirs, no ])ird sin<rs, no breath of
wind stirs the foliage. The stillness is intense. Only the
padding of the hard, naked feet of th(> blacks and the
crunch of our iron-shod boots ])reak the siUmee of thi.s

open forest, as we pass by. We march rapidly in Indian
file, now and again taking a short rest, but always march
ing until we arrive at a pool, overshadowed by a mighty
paper-bark tree, where all lie down, drinking the greenish
water.

In the dark crevices

between

the

roots

of the

paper-bark the loAvish temperature of the water cools our
thirsty throats like ice.

We march again, hour after hour, until the land begins
to rise in undulating stony ridges A\her(> the Lewistonia
pahn and a feAV crippled eucalypti form the main vegeta
tion. Then finally Hermit Hill, high and rocky, appears
suddenly quite close, and another hour's marching takes
us past an enormous SAvamp, miles Avide, on Avhich are
visible thousands of geese, ducks and Avater-foAvl of every

description.

Passing through a belt of thin forest, Ave

arrive at the site of the abandoned Mission station on the

Serpentine Lagoon.
The only remains from the old station Avere the fire

place and a few sheets of galvanized iron. From these
latter Hohn immediately set to Avork to build a shelter in
the shade of an enormous banyan tree. In the meantime
I took my gun, and alloAved Dominik to carry my rille,

intending to reconnoitre the neighbourhood and to shoot
something for the pot.
We soon reached the shore of the lagoon,

Avhich

wound along with little bays and sounds between Ioav
shores, where screAA^-palms AAnre mirrored in the black AA'aters.
After the heat and dirt of the day the mere view served
as a restorative. The place possessed a virgin freshness
and beauty which made the water appear more clear, the
water-lilies more blue, and the fobage greener than any
thing seen before.

As Dominik and I were approaching the shore, we
saw a long dark canoe gliding along under the low over-
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hanging screw-palms. In it were three children, and,,
hearing us, they cowered down so as not to be seen,
wild as the animals of the forest. However, upon recog-.
nising Hominik, they poled in to the shore, laughing, and
began to speak to us.
Two small hoys sat in the prow, and in the stern of the

canoe a young girl stood erect, straight as a reed, leaning
hghtly on a fish spear. In the bottom of the frail boat a
number of freshly speared fish were floating in the bilgewater, and, recognising species which I had previously
attempted in vain to procure, I asked the girl to heave
them ashore to me.

This done, she commenced to bale

out the canoe, an operation which she performed standings
With one foot she simply kicked the water against the
other foot, making it squirt out of the narroAv boat. The
whole view was one of a pecuhar and virgin beauty ; the

still, narrow lagoon with cerulean lihes floating on the.
black water ; the dusky body of the girl sharply defined

from the long dark canoe against the lake, and the spouting
water glittering in the low sun, coolly splashing on the
surface, and so turning black as the lagoon.

Having sent one of the small boys up to the camp,
with the fish, we proceeded along the shore of the lagoon,
wRere ploUis, cormorants, ibis, diTcks and smaller water
fowl swarmed, besides myriads of cockatoos. The flocks
of the latter appeared to cover the plains like enormous

patches of snow.

Here and there the Austrahan crane,,

or ' native companion ' {Grus australasianus), was seen on

the wing, far out of range.
A few well directed shots into this wealth of edible

game secured a couple of substantial bunches of birds for
the kitchen, besides some specimens for my collection.
Returning then to our camp under the banyan tree, we
found that Holm had ah-eady completed the frame for oiir-

temporary hut or shelter.
Practically all the blacks of the Hermit HiU tribe,
were now assembled about the camp, and although I had

seen a good many of them before, the sinister expression
on most of their faces appeared by no means reassuring.
Dominik acting as interpreter, I now began to inquire

about the prospects of obtaining the mammals on whose
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account I had chiefly undertaken tlu* trip. I irathered
that the ' nundjala ' Avas very plentiful and also that tho

•' jirian ' was probably obtainable.

Rut iny (luestions as

to ' bungeri ' only produced an uncomfortable, silence.
After much talk it finally transjured that ' bung(>ri ' was

very far from being a burrowing macropotl, as I had been
led to understand, but was simy)ly the name of a fruit,
which at a certain season is largely eaten by the natives.

Bungeri or bungara, in the language of the tribe, also
means food.

We ate our evening meal, and at sundown I yu-esented
the aged headman of the tribe, named ' Gui,'* with some
tobacco as a token of peace and friendshiy), reaching him
also a firestick as an intimation to maki* his own camp.
The moscyuitoes not bothering us, we sat at the fire,
or rather fires—every black making his OAvn little lire—
smoking and conversing until the monotonous song of the
natives died down, the fires burnt low, and drowsiness
overcame us. Rolling up in our blankets and yjutting our
revolvers and guns handy, we slept the light and inter
mittent sleep peculiar to this Australian bush. Instinctively
one wakes a little before sunrise, especially when one is
uneasy about the natives, who are said to choose the break
•of day for an attack.
After a hurried breakfast in the early morning, I sent

two of my men out to capture ' nundjala.'

Holm continued

his camp work, and I went out with Dominik and Cabbage
and a couple of small boys, who came sneaking up from
Gui's camp as spies for the tribe.
Whenever a white man is camped close to a native

•settlement he will always, at meal times, notice one or
two very small boys coming up to his camp and quietly
sitting down, making themselves as inconspicuous as
possible. With bulging eyes these boys will stare greedily
at everything eatable, until one of the blacks throws them
a bit of ' damper,' which is instantly divided and de
voured. Soon after, a larger boy stalks up from the
•camp, also sitting down in the same unobtrusive way.
^ter him follows an old Avoman offering the fruit of water* Gui is the native name of a gigantic silvery perch, which freq-uents the

'rivers of Northern Australia (terapon.)
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Then comes an old man,

Avho iDoises himself on one leg, resting the other foot against
the inside of his knee, propping np his hindquarters with
a woomera or throwing stick. He will stand there for
some time, but as soon as he stalks over to your fire and
squats down, within five minutes the whole tribe will be
there too. It will take about half an hour to drive them

away, and you have to be careful not to leave a single small
hoy, or the whole episode will immediately recur.
I took the two men and the two boys down to the

Serpentine Lagoon. In a short time I shot some birds
I wanted for my collection, among these a rare species of
fly-catcher, and, sending the boys home with the bh?ds,
continued with Dominik and Cabbage along the lagoon,

i^ow and again we shot a cockatoo or a duck for the
kitchen. Every time a duck was shot in the water the
blacks would retrieve it, returning to the shore com

plaining of the coldness of the water.

Their chattering

teeth and shivering bodies were proof enough of the
genuineness of their discomfort, but, testing the water, I
personally was unaflected by it. But the natives seem

to be more readily affected by changes of temperature
than we whites. Bathing or swimming in lagoons I have
often heard the blacks loudly complaining of cold when,

alongside them, I have myself found the water unpleasantly
warm.

The

Austrahan

aboriginal

must

have

a

more

sensitive nervous system than the white man ; or perhaps
fle lacks the controlhng powers of reason, which enable
the white man immediately to overcome the momentary

repulsion caused by changes of temperature.

Whatever

flis feehngs were now, however, as to the temperature of
tfle water. Cabbage had to retrieve ducks, while Dominik,
nosing about among the screw-palms, captured a small

long-neeked turtle {Ghelodina ohlonga) hidden in a hole.
Having in vain attempted to stalk one of the mighty
cockatoo flocks we cut a bee-hne through the forest plain,

approaching the large swamp seen on our arrival. This
enormous shallow or weedy lagoon appeared to extend
towards the far western horizon and was practically covered

black and white geese and other water-fowl. The birds

being pretty wild, I made a cautious stalk towards the near
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edge of the swamp, killing one goose at long range.
shot cansed some distnrbanee among tlie

birds whic-h covered the water in enornions Hocks.

was no chance of a snceessfnl

stalk exa'cpt

The

fhon.sands

of

There

by crawling

or swimming through the shallow water, and Dcnninik

being very keen to attemi)t the job. I lent him my
gun, sitting down myself with the ritie to watch for
possible stragglers.
It was most interesting to watch th(> black man stalk
snake-liEe through the water and the rushes, lie tlrst of
all made an attempt at; a flock whose jiosition necessitated
a stalk without much cover. When he was A-ery nearly

within range, a goose gave a warning cackle, which alarmed
the rest, and rising they soon joined the main body of

the geese visible behind tiie taller rushes. With oidy head,
shoulders and gun out of the water, Dominik now slid
towards the geese. A goose woidd now and then set up
an uneasy cackle, seconded by more alarmed notes ; some

would rise and then settle again, an element of doubt
seeming to hold the enormous flock on the briidc of decision.

As Dominik slid closer still, there rose a cackle from the
thousands of birds, which steadily increased in volume,
swelling to a mighty roar of alarm, a very tempest of
sound, as if the peals of a gigantic organ had been swept

towards you by a great gale. Xoav the vast ])lain was

one sheet of black and white wings moving in flight. A
pencil of smoke shot out from the reeds, then followed the
report, dull and dead without echo through the limitless

plain, and three large geese fell.
Upon arriving in camp, we found that the two natives
who had been sent out to look for niindjala had returned
without any success ; it was apparent that none could be
expected unless I supervised the Avork myself, so after a

meal and a short midday rest, I ordered most of my men
to set out with me again.

I first shot some ducks and other water-fowl in a small
agoon not previously visited. The ducks here were so

plentiful, that, missing one bird on the wing, I accident
ally killed another some distance aAvay.
These ducks were mainly ' black duck ' {Anas super-

ciUosa), a large dark brown species, closely resembling the
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maUard, only considerably darker. They were seen in
small floeks. The main body of the water-fowl, however,
consisted of the ' pigmy goose' {Nettapus pulchellus),
about the size of a teal. The breast and belly were speckled
grey, the baek, neck, head and wings being greenish-black
with a metalhc sheen. The whole expanse of the httle
lagoon was dotted with flocks of these beautiful httle geese.
As they dived and bobbed among the weeds, seemingly
without fear, one could walk straight up to them, often
getting several at one shot.
Wandering along the lagoon we had met a good many
blacks belonging to the tribe. As usual, they immediately
left their fishing or foraging among the water-lihes, in order
to join the white man and get a few puUs at a pipe, throwing
all care of food to the winds.

These blacks now followed

us, exulting whenever a duck di'opped to our shots, and
acting as keen retrievers. For some time we moved on
thus along the lagoon, shooting until we had enough
game for our evening meal and breakfast. During the
latter part of the shoot Dominik had taken up his position
by an adjacent lagoon, where the ducks appeared to take
refuge when frightened by my shots. Before he came back
to the camp he lit a tremendous grass fire, apparently for
no specific reason. Hearing him, upon his return, remark
something to one of the other blacks, I asked him what it
was about.
He said that where the fire now was he had
seen some small ant-hills built of a certain kind of earth

which, when burnt, yielded a splendid brownish-red powder.
For this reason he had lit the grass fire.

A couple of the

natives consequently went over, shortly returning with
a large tray of bark fiUed with a fine ochre-like powder.
Several of them immediately and with obvious satisfaction
began to anoint their bodies with this paint. Happy

savage ! To get a pound of paint to satisfy your modest
vanity you do not hesitate to burn a square mile of land !
We passed some burnt plains and arrived at a large
patch covered with long and dry grass. The blacks in
sisted on burning this patch also, in order to catch the
bandicoots which might be hidden in the grass. Two of
the men fashioned large grass torches, and, having lighted
them, ran very quickly in a half-circle round the patch,
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seTeral hundred yards in dianie(or,
(he ^a-ass as (hey
ran. We manned a line of posts (o the leeward of the
fire, the natives armin.:? themselves with sticks, branches,
and other fortuitous weapons. The (lames very soon rose

as high as the tallest trees, and dry and burning grass
flew into the air amidst the clouds of smoke.

Tluu-e was

enough fire to drive out and to roast a million b:iiulicoots,
but none was seen.

On this occasion I noted a certain phenomenon which

appeared to me very interesting. As soon as the grass
was well alight, birds of prey appeared in considerable
numbers. The majority were obviously Australian kites,
and they sailed in and out of the vast columns of smoke.
Every now and again they stooped into the grass, grabbing
something edible. The nature of (lieir prey was, owing to
the distance, indefinable. After the fire had burnt itself
out these birds circled for some time over the smouldering

earth, finally disappearing into the forest.
Whenever the grass is set on fire in this region, the
same phenomenon habitually occurs. As soon as ever the
smoke rises, birds of prey appear, very often in large num
bers. Without doubt they are mainly attracted by the
multitudes of grasshoppers, small lizards and mammals
which fly before the flames.
The number of these birds
which gathers round the fire shows that they have travelled
great distances, guided without doubt by the sight of the

rising smoke.

Throughout Australia, where the grass is

burnt this phenomenon is a constant one, and even in

South Africa I have seen the same thing. There, however,
they proved to be the peculiar starliug-hke birds, lamprocolius, and as far as I can remember the lamprotornis, who
feasted on the large numbers of insects escaping fi-om the
flames.

According to the unanimous evidence of the natives,

the nundjala was said to sleep in hollow trees, so as soon
as the heat of the day abated we commenced looking for
the animals.

The blacks were now strung out in a long

hue, and marching through the forest in open order we
examined every hollow tree we met.

To sound one of

these for possible occupants may seem a simple affair;
but the beginner will soon find that the process is not
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as easy as it looks, demanding acute observation and
knowledge.
As soon as a hollow tree is found the bark is first of

all examined for fresh tracks, i.e., marks from the claws
of animals. If such marks are observed, the hunter chmbs
the tree and the hollow trunk or hmb is sounded with a

wand. The movements of the animal may then be felt
through the wand. In the case of no movement being felt,

but suspicions continuing as to the presence of the animal,
the native hunter moistens the end of the wand, and

lowering it again twirls the instrument round.

If a few

hairs then stick to the moist wood, the hunter has good
reason to feel sure of the presence of his quarry.

But

the native nevertheless makes doubly sure by smelling the
wand, before proceeding to chop a hole in the trunk, after
which he may at length pull the animal out by the tail.
hTotwithstanding a vigorous search, we had no luck
for a long time, and I had almost given up the hope of
seeing the animal that afternoon, when Cabbage arrived
carrjdng a specunen tied with a strip of fibre and securely
held by the scruii of the neck. Owing to some clumsiness
in putting the animal into our collecting bag, it promptly
broke its bonds, ran with great speed to the nearest tree,
and, scaling this with marvellous dexterity, perched in the
topmost branches. From this point of vantage it con
templated us curiously, obviously content at having so
easily escaped from an unpleasant predicament. Cabbage

felt his honour highly touched, and upon my raising the
gun besought me to let him chmb the tree and catch the

animal again.

But, ha\ung no patience with him, I fired,

bringing the quarry down.
It proved to be a very beautiful creature, covered

with greenish-grey fur and having a black tail with a
snow-white tip.

The body was about one foot long, the

tail being somewhat longer. Closer examination proved it
to be a rodent ; but the curious appearance of the animal
and the virgin locahty induced me to beheve the species
to be undescribed.

In this happy mood I remained until

subsequent investigations proved the species to be pre
viously known, only a few specimens, however, existing
in various museums.
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The nundjala proved to be Conihints hirsuiiiff, the
largest Australian speeies of this genus of rodents, which
has several other representatives in the Australian fauna.
The main colours are as described above.

The belly and

last joint of the fingers and toes are white. The head
is very large, possessing a high and arched snout, long
whiskers, black protruding eyes, long ui)right ears and
formidable incisor teeth. Judging from my list of speci
mens from Hermit Hill, the females ajipear to be more
numerous than the males, only two of the latter occurring
among eleven specimens collected. Later on I came across
the species in many localities ; it is common throughout
Arnhem Land. The number of young is invariably two ;
they are suckled by the mother until they attain a con

siderable size, adhering with great tenacity to her teats.
The animal is a night-feeder, the main food appearing to
be the seeds of the screw-palm {Pandanns odoratissimus).
The nundjala climbs and runs excellently, and it is very
diflQcult to catch with bare hands.

The natives, how

ever, hunt them willingly on account of the savoury flesh.
The point of the beautiful tail is also employed for orna
ments.

Another species of the same genus {Conilurus pcnicil-

latus), called ' pelke' by the tribe, was also found in
large numbers around Hermit

Hill.

It

is

about

one-

third as large as the nundjala. Spending tihe day sleeping
in the corners of the screw-palm leaves, it feeds at night
on the seeds of the pandanns fruit.
The blacks captured
a number of them for me.

The rest of the time spent at Hermit Hill was mainly
employed in hunting the nundjala and vainly looking for
the ' jirian.'

I also had to shoot birds for the collection

and provide the necessary game for the pot. As a rule
I went out in the morning Lightly provisioned for the day,
and with four or five of my blacks I roamed through the
swamps and the dry forest plains until evening.
To ensure the blacks working properly I had to be
careful to keep them under constant supervision and to
provide enough tobacco. If this stimulant, which was
their one inducement to follow me, ran out, they very

soon became downhearted, moving slowly and complain-
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jug of exhaustion. lu short, they were impossible as
workers, but, given a hberal ration of tobacco now and
again, they kept in excellent spirits and did wonders.
Tliey went to work very heartily, examining the velvety
bark of the gums for tracks. Then they would clasp the
trunlc with their long arms and, pressing the soles of their
feet against the tree, they would chmb the trunk rapidly
with comic frog-hke movements. Having reached the
branches, they would examine the tree, shouting down
favourable

news.

With a

tomahawk

a

hole

was soon

chopped, and the animal seen lying in the interior of the
trunk. The uncomfortable part of the captnre, however,
had still to be performed, the nundjala being of a fiery
temper and having teeth as sharp as squirrels'. Accordingly
the native pokes and prods the animal, causing it to twist
and tmm until finally the tail appears. That is what the
hunter is waiting for. With a firm lightning grip he
seizes it, the squeahng and protesting animal is pulled
out, and, being whirled mercilessly round in the air, is
soon overcome by vertigo and lands in the collecting bag.
Besides the mammals mentioned, they usually captured
a good many snakes en passant in the hollow trees.

On

these occasions I could but admire the marvellous keenness

of their senses. They would suddenly stop, and, lightly
tapping or flipping a hollow trunk, they would put their
ear to it and, after listening intently, declare the tree to
contain snakes. Having chopped a hole, they would haul
out one or several large carpet snakes {Morelia variegata),
killing them stolidly after the native fashion. The man
grabs the snake by the throat, puts its' head into his

capacious mouth, and with a bite and a pull severs the
neckbone. The reptile's beautifully coloured coils, even
in the throes of death, play round his black hmbs.
Upon camping at midday in the shade of some trees,
our store of snakes and lizards was roasted and eaten with

ravenous appetite, together with our scanty supply of
more civilised provisions. I must confess to being by no
means an idle spectator at these barbaric feasts, eating
my substantial portion of snake with the greatest pleasure
aad

satisfaction.

One night some natives belonging to the Dihk tribe
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Amnnp: thorn was Dominik's wife,

0 had been spending some time with hor faflior, a vener^ e native by the name of Aalkan. Dominik introduced
with evident pride to his fathor-in-law. Several other

^embers of this tribe also arrived during (he night, as

®y Were preparing to move for the great inter-tribal

gathering of all the races of Western Arnhem Land, now
S ortly to be held at Uniya. Aalkan was obviously con-

si eied to be the head man of the trilje ; but the extent of
ws power over them I do not know.

fine qualities which i)laeed Eominik far above any

o her native I met in this
IS relations with his wife.
noticed between man and
or the man, one is struck

region, were highly apparent: in
.Mutual alVeetion is very rarely
wife among these natives. As
by his rongli and commanding,

n most ungracious attitude,

lie generallv considers the

^oman his mere proi)erty, his to treat as he likes, unless
(Sll0

K-1 1IS
large and strong enough- to supi)ress him. Most

of the women of these tribes are muscular and of generous
pioportions, and I have not infreciuent ly se{m marriages

where the wmman had the whip-hand. Between physically

well-matched individuals there is ofteai a constant strife
or supremacy, and the petty S(juabbles of married life are

part of the everyday occurrences of the native camp.
etween Dominik and his wife, however, relations were

obviously of the best. They appeared to be blissfully in

fove with one anotlier, and I have never seen civiiised
overs meet with more apparent signs of gratilication than

these wild children of the primcA al forest.

The outward

Signs of their love are entirely dillei'ent from those of whit©
men. The aboriginal never kisses his wife or his child,

the dog being the only member of his household on whose
nose this love-token is bestowed.

He embraces his dearest

friend, and rubs and scratches his nose as the highest

token of joy at their reunion, but when man and wife
meet again after long separation the customary tears of
joy are shed.

Dominik and his wife had not seen one another for
many weeks, and in the evening they sat at their little

fire facing each other. As I strolled through the camp,
talking with several of my men, I stopped at Dominik's
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He let liis hand slip along the side of the woman^

and, looking at me ^vith shining eyes, said : " My lubra."^
And the woman looked up at me with laughing eyes, and,,

stooping over the little fire, softly and bashfully stroked
her man's chest and arms. And in the night, when the
fires had bmnt down to smouldering embers and all the

others slept, I started up suddenly, awakened by some
bird.

Dominik and his woman lay on the hard soil before

the dying fire.

Their bedchamber was without walls, but

that was not my affair.

I turned over and went to sleep,

again.
These two were quite inseparable during the follow

ing days, and wherever Dominik went his wife went too.,
A mongrel cur of European origin followed them every
where, and the childless couple had showered all their

affection ni)on this dog, w^ho was spoilt to the extent of
havino" to be carried when he showed signs of fatigue. Ta

my surprise I discovered presently that this animal was
completely lacking in cheek-teeth, and I later ascertained
that the blacks almost invariably break out the cheek
teeth of their dogs, leaving only the canines and incisors..
The consequence is that the dogs can only grab and
hold on to the game hunted, not devour it, the lack of
the cheek-teeth making that impossible.

European dogs had, however, barely reached these
tribes As a rule" they were -without dogs, or they em

ployed onlv dingoes, who had been captured young and

who Avere but imperfectly tamed. Cabbage had a dog of

this kind, Avhich at present hved with his parents of the
Dilik tribe, camped close to us. The dog often followed

Cabbage over to my camp and was pampered and petted
in every way. It was rather suspicious of me, and when

I wanted to stroke it Cabbage muzzled it with a vigorous

grip. It appeared to be completely independent, dis
appearing at night to prowl in the neighbourhood of the
camp. This was a constant sormce of anxiety to Cabbage,

who feared that I should mistake it for a -wild dingo and,
shoot it.

Our proAusions were coming to an end sooner than I
had anticipated. To remedy this I bought various native,
food-stuffs in return for tobacco.

I also despatched twa
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runners to Uniya for fifty ])oun(ls of Hour, sweet potatoes,
tobacco and clay pipes. On de.sj)atehinpt these runner.s I
•sent a letter to Father IMcKillo]), asking liiin to hide the
tobacco in the bottom layer of the imtatoes.
A letter of this kind intended to ])e sent by runner is
prepared in the following: way.
The message is written on
•a notebook leaf, which is folded several times.
You then

nut a short stick, split the end and put the folded paper
into the split, finally lashing the end of the stick firmly
%\'lth string. Then the native has a tine handle to the
letter, which prevents him from forgetting it, and also
from soiling it past recognition.
I sent Jingo and another man oil for U^niya in the
morning, and before evening they were back, bringing the
articles required, the distance travelled being more than
forty miles.

The blacks knew that I had sent for tobacco, and
my precautions in ordering it to be hidden among the
potatoes proved justified.

When in private I emptied the

bag, returning from our shelter with the tobacco, Jingo
•exclaimed, " Where you got 'im, me look 'im all about ? "
Jingo, by the way, was a great rascal and scamp, and Ilohn

•conceived a deep aversion for him. One hot day they were
•down at the lagoon together, enjoying a swim. When
Holm was dressing, Jingo, stark naked, begged him for

his moleskin breeches.

The garment in question being

his only pair, Holm of course dechned. Jingo then declar
ing his intention of immediately possessing himseh of the
trousers, Holm had to pull out his revolver, with the desired
•eSect. Strained relations continued to prevail between
them, and whenever Holm's mind reverted to the possible
loss of his only pair of breeches, he would regale us for
days afterwards with choice specimens of his Enghsh and
Norwegian vocabularies.
When hunting through the forest in the company of
Hominik and Cabbage I was at first greatly troubled with
thirst. As soon as one got away from the lagoons and
entered the forest plains and ridges, from which Hermit

Hill arose, no water was to be found.

•everywhere to be only sand.
me how to obtain water.

The soil appeared

The blacks, however, showed
The small open plains, which
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•were a fraction lower than the suiTounding forest, had
probably contained some "water during the rainy season.
By stamping the ground they obtained an indication as
to the probabihty of finding water within a reasonable
depth. They would then dig about three feet into the
sand, when after some time a Little milky water would
collect in the bottom of the hole.

When out himting we usually made a signal to Holm
informing him as to our return and warning him to be
ready to skin specimens.
On starting for home we used
to light a large grass fire, the size of the fire depending as
far as possible upon the proportion of our success. Holm
would then Imow when to expect us, and that we were

bringing in so much working material for him.
As far as I have been able to judge, the natives of these

parts do not generally employ smoke as signals ; but they
are great experts at judging the operations of their neigh
bours from the smoke columns which rise above the forest.

Very often they can tell fairly correctly from these smoke
columns what their neighbour is doing, what sort of game
he is hunting, and where he is going, etc.
It is commonly believed that the Austrahan native

is a wonder of endurance ; but on these hunts my impres
sion was that our exertions affected my companions just
as much as they affected me. We had indeed very hard
work, sometimes walking aU day in a blazing sun without
much to eat, and upon returning to camp in the evening
we were sometimes so tired out that we had no appetite
for food before we had rested.

When we got to know the natives better, the evenings
became very entertaining. We either had visitors in our

camp or we went visiting in Gui's or Aalkan's camps.
Our evening meal generally consisted of boiled geese
or ducks with bread (damper) or rice.

How and then the

blacks brought fish in return for tobacco.

The fish were

mainly a small species of catfish {Gopidoglanis), new to
science.*

The blacks killed great numbers of them with

spears, the heads of which were either made from hardened
wood or from iron -wire, the remains of the fence round
• Copidoglania obacurua, n. sp.
vol. 60.

Rendal, 1923, Nyt. Mag. for. Naturv.,
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the old Mission site being employed for this purpose. The
small catfish in question ^vere very good eating, and we
also enjoyed the roasted fruit of the l)lue water-bly, which
old Gui's woman, " INIrs. Gui," as Uolm used to call her,,
every day brought us in exchange for tobacco. Supper

finished, we lit our pipes, and I often used to sit for a long
time listening to the talk of our men and to their queer
way of practising their English : most of them knew but
a few words, and, as is usual among no-^ iees, the bad words
of the vocabulary were not in a minority !
One evening I succeeded in noting down the following
hst of words and phrases in the Hermit Hill language :
. .

wurrur

star . .

leaf

miellan

earth

niandallait

live coal

juro
jimjit

bracelet

binbin

fire

..

tongue

ngonarr

tooth

ngart

nose . .

djininn
dori

eye
ear

I)iendokma

, .

curlew

bivoiT

dog ..

damarr

goose

kalmogorr

duck

worrina

girl

goalak
tjitji

..

man . .

boy . .

vau'ok

necklace

mendorr

woomera

lakain

spear

pot
potja

spear (with

one head)

mouth

keajras

bamboo
beard

konbi
maruat

eyebrow

gonmenang

hand

memmak

elbow

najirr

paperbark

warr
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devil

barrang

canoe

va3nne

be silent
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akma

shut up

the stomach digests

njokma
poita
mennajak
mseng elkinje dam

corrobborree

main

water

waak

water is present

waak oiua

water runs . .

waak worrir (II), waak elle

to stink
head
stomach

mo gouta

oh (oh my)

a

here is a pipe
there is not a pipe

pipe gotua
pipe dakaja

have you got no pipe

pipe angor dakka jainjanga

all right

nanibara

moon

nodunn

tattoo mark (cicatrices)
hair belt (give)

korreko

basket

mangarti (anginn)
vingara

pouch

kalarr

knee

food . .

bungarr
bungara

foot . .

merr

•fish

. .

bring me fish

pinja
pinja gorror woiagak

sive him water

waak wojinong anjodei

Johnstone crocodile
Indian crocodile . .

d jingo

Going through the

ngurrngurr

short

vocabulary represented

above, we find that the idiom for food and the human knee
are practically identical, suggesting possibly an origin
from cannibal practices.

I very often asked the blacks if they practised the
eating of human flesh. They answered almost invariably
that they did not do it themselves but the neighbouring
tribes did it.

Once when this question was asked, they

looked sniggering at one of my younger men—the scamp
Jingo—hinting that he had some experience in this field.
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Jingo tlien rolnctantly, but at the same time with a certain
pride, admitted that he liad been one of a party that
had eaten a fat woman. They spoke on the wliole very
reluctantly on tliis subject ; but I think tlnn-e was indeed
little doubt that these j)eo})le now and again liad in'aetisod
and still occasionally were practising eannil)alism. I am,
however, positively certain that cannibalism is not prac
tised to any appreciable extent, either among the tribes
hitherto met Avith, or among those subsecpiently en
countered in Arnhem Land.

Thus the ]>ractice of man-

hunting, as described by Lumholtz from Northern Queens
land, is here rpiite unknown. If human beings are eaten,
it is certainly done quite fortuitously, or from ne(>essity,
or possibly during certain cerenK)nies of Avhich I heard
vague rumours, the veracity of which I cannot guarantee.
As an instance of fortuitous cannibalism I may mention
that, according to the Mission fathers, the natives some
times made a meal of superlluous babies. At twin or triple
births only one child, as a rule, was allowed to live, the
others being eaten.
An increasing number of families were now arriving
in the native camps in order to join the exiiedition which
was shortly going to start for the great inter-tribal meeting

at XJniya. Every night the monotonous drone of the
bamboo horns, the raucous song from many throats and
the eternal drumming on the laps of the old Avomen wm'e
heard to increase in volume. They were practising for
the corrobborree. I particularly remember one niglit
when I strolled over with Dominik. The full moon hung
large and silent in the heaAmns.

All the small fires smoked

and smouldered among the dark groups of native families,
sitting around on the sandy and ash-sprinkled soil. Their
weapons and utensils leaned starkly against the surround

ing shrubs of the sandy plain.
The song and the conversation around the fires stopped
abruptly on my arrival. A few small children cried
desperately from fear, clinging to their mothers, who
were sitting frankly naked round the fires. The only sign
of modesty I saw consisted of some women bending back
the calf of one leg, the heel sketchily covering their lap. I
presented one of the worst howlers among the piccaninnies
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with a piece of tobacco, and gave its ugly little head a pat
or two, immediately gaining the goodwill and confidenceof the whole assembly.
A crowd of natives surrounded
me, satisfying their great curiosity by feehng my gun,,

my revolver holster, my arms, legs and my Avhole body,
uttering gutteral exclamations of wonder. I asked them
to give us some music, and squatting wdth Dominik and
his wife at a

small fire I

issued a

liberal dose of tobacco,

and a few clay pipes. These wmre filled and fit, and being
passed along, each individual taking only a few whiffs,,
left a wake of happy and smiling faces.

Then the music began. A man produced a few pre
liminary moaning blasts on his bamboo horn, followed
by a full and deeply droning note, dui-u-iu-dui-dui-u-iuidu, etc. ad infinitum. Another man kept time, beating
two hard pieces of wood together, at the same time with
a hoarse and yelping voice bimsting into a song of few and

repeated words, the curious melody dwelling on only a
couple of notes, then suddenly sliding down into another
octave, shortly to rise again to the original and long sus
tained notes. A few old women now approached the fire,,
and sitting down stretched their closed legs towards it.
On the hollow formed between their stomach and their

thighs they beat vigorously with their cupped hands,
producing a loud drumming noise, keeping time with the
music of the bamboo horn.

Very soon all were carried

away in a sort of ecstasy, and the air mbrated to the raucous
chant of all the male voices, the drone of the horn, the beat

of the living drums, and the rattle of the dry sticks.

The

whole performance was remarkable as to time and precision.
Then a small girl rose and approached the great fire..
Grass and a few twigs were thrown on the embers, and
the flames blazed up. In the flickering light the girl

performed the queerest dance imaginable. She kept hen
head and feet rigidly still; but her arms and all the rest

of her body performed the strangest possible jerks, con
volutions and gyrations, keeping in time with the music.
There in the firelight she resembled a shining sinuous

reptile. The music stopped suddenly and, although na
signal was given, in perfect time ; at the same moment

the bamboo horn ceased, the song died, the beats stopped
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dead and the whole crowd burst into loud rejoicings.

Having smoked and chatted for some time, they began
again, and long after I had left them continued their rattling
concert.

Far into the night I could hear them, until the

moon hung low in the west ; then silence fell and the tires
died down.

We were on very good terms witli tlie blacks, aj\d it
was amusing to listen to these unso])histieated savages
entreating me to assist with my gun and revolver in the
coming tights which they anticipated at the imminent
corrobborree on the Daly. They insisted on not going to
the Daly before I left Hermit Jlill.
We also visited the Hermit Hill itself mainly to look

for ' jirian.' We had not succeeded in obtaining this
animal, in spite of the handsome reward of to])acco which
I had promised for its capture. The hill was, however,
inhabited by numbers of the large red kangaroo {Macrop^is
-ayitilopinus). Dominik had previously shot a doe of this
species, and I now wanted to get the male animal. To
tell the truth, I had the bad luck to miss two or three of
these ' old men ' kangaroos, who ap])eared almost as tall
•as a man. To shoot these extremely swift animals running,
with the rifle, is not at all easy ; and, however much we
tried, we Avere unsuccessful in getting a jirian. The blacks
•accounted for the scarcity of the animal by assuming that
it had been hunted too much. I learnt, however, that
the jirian Avas simply the common marsupial ' weasel'
-or ' natlAm cat ' {Dasyurus halucaitts), and not, as I had
prcAdously suspected, a species of Myrniecohius.
We broke our camp on the morning of August 13th.
Almost all the blacks followed us, only the oldest men and
women and a few infants being left behind on the shores
•of the Serpentine Lagoon. Our folloAving iioav amounted
to more than fifty natiAms, the long train of nude blacks
marching with us in Indian file. All were anxious to be
•entrusted with the carrying of our things, expecting a small
reward in tobacco, and our various belongings, except the

firearms, were consequently distributed among our followers,
who also carried great bundles of spears in readiness for
the brawls at the coming corrobborree.
At the outset all marched with considerable energy.
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Very soon, however, women and children commenced to
lag behind. Some began to straggle through the forest
in various directions, seeking food, and the caravan ap
peared to be completely broken np. I began to fear that
we should never see the majority of our followers, at least
not before we reached the Daly. In this, however, I was
quite wrong. The natives always march in this fashion.
Seemingly they do not care what the various members of
the tribe undertake during the march ; but when the head
man camps for a rest, the various members come dribbling
in as if attracted by some mutual instinct. The fact is
that, when marching towards any special destination, the
blacks camp according to time-old usage in certain cus
tomary sites, and the various members of the tribe converge
quite automatically towards these places. In the dry
season access to water is very limited, and thirst compelhng them to seek the few waterholes, they either meet
the main body of the marching tribe or find its tracks. To
the sharp senses of the natives these tracks are just as sure
a guide as a beaten road is to the civilised European.
Marching at the head of my men, I reached about mid
day the small water-hole under the large paper-bark tree,
where we had camped on our march towards Hermit Hill.

By and by the natives came in, tired and worn out,
and, depositing their burdens, waded into the little pool.
Stooping over the smdace, they would plunge in an arm
as deep as possible, and, waggling the hand, would cause
the cold water at the bottom to swirl to the surface,
drinking greedily from the dirty but refreshing fluid.
Small fires sent up their smoke in the glaring sun
shine round the little pool, and snakes, lizards, etc., were
roasted and greedily eaten. The spoils of the day being
scanty, Dominik asked to be allowed to give the whole
company a treat of bread. Plenty of flour being still left
in our bags, I told him to give them a real feast. Having
made a great fire, he began baking for dear life, and half
an hour later I saw him brush the ashes away from a
' damper' the size of a moderate grindstone.
This grand and magnanimous gift was received with
evident pleasure, and being duly divided among them,
was audibly appreciated, a small gift of tobacco crowning
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what was to these savages a rai'o and unique feast.

The

few pipes were circulated aud every faee radiated bliss^
even the infants let go tlieir mothers' l)reasts and ind\ilged in
a puff, lighting the pipe solemnly with a i)ieee of live coal.
Then we broke camp again, and our long lile marched

on through the stunted forest, reaching in time the wide
and open plains traversed on our way out. During the
afternoon we were Avithout water for a long time, and the

march became very tiring, the heat being o]q)ressive ;
women began to lag behind, and the men too became lazy.
Eventually we reached a long lagoon of muddy water.
Fish Avere seen sunning themsehes on the surface, and spear
after spear Avhizzed out to them. Then the blacks thrcAA'
down their burdens and rushed into the Avater like a pack

of thirsty dogs. Dominik's Avife Avas eomi)letel.y exhausted.
The perspiration ran in broad streaks doAvn her body, and,
upon reaching tlic shore, she dropped her ])aek and, plung
ing into the lagoon, di\-ed as deep as possible doAvn to the
cool bottom.

She remained under Avater for a considerable

time, only her feet being A'isiblc above, the surface.
Again Ave Avcnt on. The sun Avas nearly setting AAdien
we entered the cool and shady l)0Avers of the great bush,
A>rhich still separated us from Uniya by many miles. An
old disused natiAm path AAOund along, and avc folloAved it,
marching at an increased i)ace made possible by the cool
ness of the bush and the Availing day. The birds of the
jungle were Avhistling in peculiar deep notes, clear and
yet oddly vibrating through the peaceful thickets. The
steps of kangaroos Avere heard rattling the fallen bamboo-

leaves as we marched along, a long file of silent men, AA'orn
out women and Avhimpering piccaninnies.
At last we reached the river bank. Uniya Avas
exactly opposite, and two revolver shots, setting up a
reverberating roar betAveen the steep banks, soon brought
a native boy over Avith our boat. A considerable time
was spent in ferrying all hands OAnr, and only Avhen our
collections and other traps Avere safely deposited in our
' museum ' could Holm and I sit down to the hospitable
table of the Mission, while round the fires in the bush our
black friends feasted on the remains of our provdsions and
on the tobacco which was their pay.

CHAPTER

The

Great

VI

Cobrobborree.

Our collecting work in the ^dcinity of the Mission
was now resumed, but before long I made plans for another
excursion. I had long wished to study the large Indian
crocodile and obtain a collection of these enormous rep

tiles, with which, according to all reports, the lower reaches
of the Daly should be swarming. Alhgator Point is the
name of a bend in the lower Daly, and, according to the
missionaries, the crocodiles here hterally cover the banks
of the river. As far up stream as Uniya only one or two
stray ones were to be seen, and in order to invade the
real region of the large crocodile it was necessary to go
down the river. Before the great corrobborree was finished,
however, it would have been quite hopeless to attempt the
trip, as no blacks could have been persuaded to go with us.
In the meantime we had to make the best of it, hunt
ing and collecting in the neighbourhood of the Mission
station.

The heat now began to become more noticeable. The
nights, however, were very pleasant, and as long as the
moon lasted I did most of my hunting after dark. Many
nocturnal animals and birds began to frequent our vicinity
in greater numbers than before. With the advance of the
dry season the swamps and lagoons further inland had

dried up, and the black and white geese drew in towards
the marshy plains on the Daly in vast multitudes. Thou
sands of them would fiy across the station and the plains
at sunset, and the blacks would throw sticks and light
spears at the flocks, as they scattered through the melaleuca
swamps of the forest plain. All night these flights of geese
would pass in all directions ; sitting in our hut I could
hear their call, and, grabbing my gun, I would rush out
just in time to bring down a goose by the fitful light of
the moon.
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The dingoes used to prowl at night round the enclosure
where the goats of the Mission were kept, and every now
and again we could hear their vuld wolf howl, a sound
characteristic of night in tropical Austraha. The sound

is very similar to the howl of the wolf or of a dog baying
at the moon.

Many illustrations of the dingo give a misleading
impression of this animal. Very often it is portrayed in
the shape of a fat and affable Lapland dog, whereas it
really has an entirely different appearance. The body is
lean and the head is thick and large, the neck being very
heavy and powerful. In the shape of the body it re
sembles a small wolf with short and close fur, having quite
a short tail with moderate hair covering. The tip of the
tail is a httle upturned, leaning to the right. The colour
is that of a dirty brick in the male, the female being more
greyish.

In northern Australia the dingo is, as a rule, seen
singly or in pairs, and the large packs, which are said to
haunt the central parts of Australia, have never been

observed by me. They usually spend the day asleep in
the shade of an anthill or in tall grass, sundown being the
signal for the dingo to begin its hunting. Its food consists
as a rule of the smaller vertebrates, mice and other small
rodents, their droppings generally containing the bones of
these animals.

One night I heard the usual howl of a dingo from the
forest behind the goat enclosure. Taking my gun, I
quietly walked over to the pen, and for a long time watched
Intently.

The perpendicular rays of the moon illuminated

the open forest land and its scattered eucalypti. The
low burr from 1,500 goats, chewing the cud, filled the
air around me, and the distant honking of a flight of
geese was borne on the breeze. Otherwise everything was
perfectly still.

The forest and the plains stood as if frozen

in the moonlight.
No dingo, however, appeared, and
after a while I took a walk towards a melaleuea swamp in
order at least to get a shot at a goose.
Arrived at the swamp, I took up my position in the

shade of a gumtree, a little way off the dense clumps of
trees surrounding the swamp. In a short while two geese
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came flying over. One droiDped dead to my shot; the
other perched itself in a tree some distance off. Stalking
it cautiously, I tried a shot at it, but, the range being too
long, the goose only moved into a tree fimther off.
I
waited for some time to see if more geese would come over.
Many passed, but as none of them came within range I
moved on again, leaving my dead goose at the foot of a
tree.

During my stalk a dingo suddenly appeared about

forty or fifty yards to my left and stopped for a moment.
My shot sent it kicking and " ky-yehing " to the ground.
Eunning up quickly, I let it have the contents of my other
barrel, when it gave up the ghost with a fearful howl.
Having tied the hind legs of the dingo together, I slung
it over the barrel of my gun and returned to fetch the
dead goose I had deposited. That, however, was gone,
another dingo having filched it meanwhile.
Near the station the white gumtrees were now in full
bloom, and their clusters of large white blossoms gave out
a lemon-like aroma which pervaded the air. Thousands of
flying foxes came over at night to feast on these blossoms,
and I made an easy harvest for my collection ; for as they
came sailing over in the moonhght they were fairly easy

to shoot.

Their nightly haunts were easily discovered,

as their cries, which vary from the yappings of dog pups
to the whistle of the oriole and the rasping screech of the
cockatoo, may be heard more than half a mile off. The

blacks were always pestering us to shoot these enormous
bats, whose spread of wings amounts almost to a yard,
and whose flesh is greatly appreciated by the natives.
Having plenty of ammunition and finding it rather good
shooting, we sometimes gave in to their entreaties.
During this part of the season a very thick night mist
would suddenly settle on the plains by the river, disappear

ing about sunrise. Once or twice we were caught at night
in this mist.
The moonhght would only filter through
it as a silvery gleam, barely sufficient to iUuminate the

forest for shooting purposes.

We generally roamed pretty

far afield, and orientation, always rather difficult in so
uniform a landscape, was rendered almost impossible by
the mist. One night we were completely lost.
Holm
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wanted to foUow the vicious circle, in which a man is so
easily led when he has no bearings, and had I not recog
nised a certain tree we should have blundered around all

night without reaching the station.

In the evening I occasionally went out to shoot
kangaroos, generally using my rifle, as having a longer
range than the rifled gun. I quote from my notes :—
AugiLst I'i-lltli, 1894.
Having cleaned my rifle, I took the dinghy up the
river to look for crocodiles or whatever else I might find.
The sun was already low, and the river was swiftly flowing
on an ebb tide towards the distant ocean.

My old friend

Gui, who is a very indifferent boatman, sat splashing Avith
one oar while I was backing away with the other. Wo
made slow headAvay against the heavy current, and I soon
decided that we should have no chance of reaching the
crocodiles I had in mind before sundown.

On this account

I limited my attention to the banks in our immediate
vicinity, Avatching for the kangaroos to come out of the
bush and drink at the shore.

The river was floAAdng swiftly between tall growths
of banyans and bamboos. One side was in deep shade,
long swords of sunshine piercing the openings in the dense
fohage ; but the other side lay in the full glare of the
setting sun. The cooing of the doves and the quaint calls

of the various birds of the jungle came to us from either
bank as in silence Ave pulled upstream.
Suddenly a flock of pigeons rose noisily on the shady
side, heading across the river. With a mighty rustling
of Avings they passed us in the shade, flashing suddenly
to splendour as they emerged into the sunshine : Avhile
the noise of their flight very soon died aAvay on the opposite
side of the river. A kangaroo had stampeded them : I
could hear its footfaU above us behind the tall reeds.

At

the same moment I caught sight of another on the sunny
side of the river ; and then another. A moment later I
saw a fourth moving in the reeds. There was a whole
herd of them. The boat was propelled slowly and noise
lessly across the river. One of the animals came down
to the water's edge, and bending drank deeply. I wanted

to bag him, and the range being now about thirty yards
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I raised my rifle, but tlie animal hopped into the reeds
and stayed there. Through an opening I sighted another ;
but the boat drifted, and a braneh got in the way. I
then signed to Gui to shift the boat a little, but the next
moment saw a third kangaroo half hidden by grass and
reeds. The heavy report of the express roared between
the banks, and the kangaroo dropped, rolling down the
steep bank in its last throes. We took it on board and
went on. Further upstream we saw a kangaroo sitting on
the shore, looking suspiciously at the boat.
As we
approached, it ran into the reeds before I could shoot,
and I could hear the dry bamboo leaves rustle as it moved

along, pausing undecided now and then to listen for us.
As I drove the boat noiselessly on to the mud, I could
hear the kangaroos running.

Jumping quickly ashore, I

piished through the reeds just tis they were on the slope
-of the bank between some mighty banyans.

On hearing

my loud whistle they stopped, and the back of one being
visible at about sixty or seventy yards, I fired and brought
down my quarry. Hardly had the reverberations of my
shot and the stamping of the kangaroos died away in the

jungle, when I was at its side.

The graceful animal lay

on the straw-eolotned matting of dry bamboo leaves.

It

was a female and to my sorrow I saw that a young one
was kicking in the pouch. Death must have been practi•cally instantaneous.
Our boat floated smoothly down the golden river,
hastening tOAvards the sea under the canopy of mighty
trees, which stood starkly against the evening sky. The
silhouette of a long dark canoe full of blacks floated across

the stream, and a flock of cockatoos screeched hoarsely,

as the gold and blood of the sunset began slowly to change
into the purple of the night.
August 2Qth, 1894.

This Sunda}-- has been long and exceedingly hot. In
the afternoon, Avearied by not being able to Avrite, smoke
•or read in the tremendous heat, I saddled my horse and
rode out to Dingeriet.

plentiful as ever.

The Johnstone's crocodiles were

With my first shot I had the bad luck

to hit one Avhieh sank immediately and so was lost.

My

next was a small beggar only a little more than a yard long,
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and the bnllet unfortunately smashed its head com
pletely, spoiling it as a specimen. As a reward to the
young black who had followed me and very promptly
retrieved the crocodile when it sank, I had to shoot a large
white egret. He told me that he was too young to eat
crocodile meat, and that if he, did so he would surely lose
his nose. Then I galloped home.
I am really longing for letters. In seven long months
I have only once heard from Isorway. Last time they
wrote it was springtime with budding trees and birds
singing. How the aspen leaves begin to fade, and in the
mellow light of the August moon the memory of fragrantspring and summer nights revives. And presently the
leaves will fall, and as the frost becomes more intense and
the cold, clear colours of winter shimmer under the low
sun, the folk of the far nortl? will sometimes shudder as they
brood on memories of dusky summer nights. Here is no
dusky summer night, nor any winter, but a burning day
and a red sun that slakes

itself in the far horizon like a

red-hot iron plunged in water. And then swift darkness^
the blackness of the pit, but for the shining stars in the far

heavens. Presently the moon rises, the geese trumpet,
and flying foxes, transparent against the moon, soar over
like passing devils. Such is this tropical August night.
Ever since we came from Hermit Hill I

had been

aware that the blacks were preparing for some tribal
quarrel. Eepresentatives of the various tribes came up
in troops, and the number of natiA^es in the station was

such as to cause a certain anxiety. They all went armed
to the teeth with large bundles of stone-headed spears,
which were generally hidden as soon as they approached

the station. This circumstance, to me at least, was a sure
sign that something was going to happen, for in normal
times stone spears are not as a rule carried here on the
river. Whether an assault on the Mission was meditated,
or some internal dispute was taking place, I was unable to
decide, but according to what my friends among the Hermit
Hill blacks told me I was rather inelined towards the latter

theory- Father McKillop was away on a trip to Fountainhead, and, beheving it to be in the interests of the Mission
to prevent these tribal fights, at least in the immediate
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neighbourhood of the station, I told the missionaries what,
I had noticed and what the blacks had told me.

But.

they only pooh-poohed the idea, and having repeated my
warnings I finally held my tongue. Then one Saturday
Father McKillop returned, and next day the fun began.
Father McKillop and a couple of the other missionaries,

had ridden over to the Chinese garden to sign a contract
to buy out Ah Lin, the Chinese gardener, who that day
was leaving for Port Darwin in a junk, loaded with ore
from the mine. The moment they were gone the whole
band of blacks took the opportunity of their absence te
assemble at a not very distant lagoon, where of course

they began to quarrel and fight out their various griev-.
ances. Personally I did not care to go down, having nointention of interfering in their differences.

When the missionaries returned about midday, there

was only one black to be seen on the whole Mission station,,
one of his legs having been temporarily disabled by a.
spear wound. Father McKillop got into a temper and
ordered the wounded man to ring the station bell, until
it almost brought down the tree from which it was sus
pended.

After a while this brought in the school children,,
who were given the rough side of the priest's tongue and
were refused their dinner rations. A little later a black
of the Tjerait tribe came in, running for dear fife and
frightened out of his wits. The Mollak-Mollak tribe, the.

very props of the Mission, had attempted to spear the
wretch, and he had escaped by the skin of his teeth. Then
the best native of the Mission and the apple of McKillop'a

eye ran in to report in a voice shaking with excitement,
that he had helped to save the above-mentioned Tjerait
boy, and close after him came another black of the MollakMollak with a gun, who attempted, luckily in vain, ta
shoot him. We now made the uncomfortable discovery
that Ah Lin, who had embarked in the junk, had upon

his departure presented the blacks with some old blunder
busses, besides a quantity of sam-s^i or rice brandy.
This piece of intelligence at once roused all hands ^
The horses were saddled, revolvers were examined, and

pockets were filled with ammunition.

In the meantime^
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however, a good many of the station natives had arrived,
•and these at once sent up a smoke signal to intimate to
their friends on the plain that the white men were on their
"way.

We hurriedly mounted and rode off, seven men in all.
For at least half a mile we could hear the loud wails of
women and children behind us.

Wo were determined to

.give the blacks a healthy fright and to get possession of
the guns. Being the only one avIio knew the corrobborree
camp, I now rode at the head of the party, and very soon

•sighted some natives among the ti^ees of the plain, at
whom we rode at top speed. The blacks ran for dear life,
but, my horse being A-ery fleet, I Amry soon caught up AA'ith
them. They Avere a man, a couple of boys and some
women and children. Touching my rcAmlAuu^, I shouted
•to the man to put his weapons doAvn, an order Avith A\fliich

he promptly complied.

Upon my question as to the

whereabouts of the man A\dth the blunderbuss, the
woman pointed one way, the boys another, and the man
in a

third direction.

Upon my drawing the revolver and repeating the
question in a way not to be mistaken, they immediately
•confessed that he Avas in the plain by the lagoon. By

this time Father McKillop and a few men had come up
with us, and Ave decided that I, having the fastest horse,
•should make a detour through the forest and, rounding
up the blacks, should drive them pell mell in the direction
towards which Father McKillop and the others Avould
ride. I gave my mount his head, and before long the hot
•uir was whizzing past my ears. I liaAm a Amgue recollec
tion of riding through a maze of fallen logs, the horse
jumping them one by one, never slackening his mad
•career until we reached the wide plain bordering on the

lagoon. Here I met Dominik, who told me that the
blacks had fled for the lagoon, the man with the blunder
buss among them. Presently I saw a small party of blacks
Ininning at top speed for the thickets of the swampy lagoon
and Father McKillop in hot pursuit of them, the tail of
Uis black cassock flapping in the air like a flag in a storm,
I came pounding into the swamp on the edge of the jungle•covered lagoon at the moment when Father McKillop's
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revolver flew out, forcing a mob of squealing women and
children to stop. They stood very undecided, looking
Avith awe, now at McKillop's small pepperbox, iioav at
my heavy Colt, which glittered in the sunshine in a A'ery
discouraging way. We shouted to them to tell us the where
abouts of the man with the gun. The boys attempted to
run away, but we warned them not to risk their lives
unduly. Where, Ave demanded, aa'os the felloAA' AA'ith that
gun ? They replied that he Avas quite close, and Ave told
them to go ahead. We droA-e them splashing in front of
us through the SAvamp, until Ave caught sight of a native
running as hard as he could travel, an old blunderbuss in
his fist. Before long Ave AA'ere racing alongside of him,
and he stopped, his face turning an ashen grey when Ave
covered him with our rcA^oh^ers. He AA'as obA'iously very
loth to part Avith his treasure, but, faced Avitli the inevit

able, he SAvalloAA^ed his reluctance and handed OA'er the gun
to one of the blacks belonging to the Mission. Keeping
this felloAV covered, I ordered him to discharge the gun,
AA'^hich he did Avith CAndent satisfaction.

In the meantime the rcA'crend father Avas reading the
sinner and all the spectators a lesson, the points of Avhich
he emphasized with his revolver. I am rather afraid that

the sum total of his eloquence Avas that they Avere all,
and the felloAV A\nth the gun especially, a lot of ne'er-doAA^ells, Avho had better remove themselves to their oaaui
country, and the sooner the better. Otherwise aa'c Avould
shoot every mother's son of them. When the missionary
stopped for breath and lowered the pistol, the black began
to defend himself. His excuses, hoAvever, were cut short

by the threatening movements of McKillop's rcAmWer, and
the man got a further dose of scolding, until at last we

got out of him a confession that the other gun was in the
Chinese garden.

Leaving the aAvestruck sons of the forest to their oAvn
reflections, avc rode straight for the Chinese garden through
the open forest. When we arrived we found one of the
fathers, who had settled in to look after the pigs and fowls
which had been bought together Avith the garden. One
•of the blacks had the other gun, but ran off with it while

we were haranguing his brother, who had also managed
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to possess himself of an old disused blunderbuss.

This

was immediately confiscated, and on the following day the
other gun was also sent in as a penance for the misdeeds
of the imevious day.

The only reason why the Mollak-Mollaks wanted to
kill the above-mentioned Tjerait boy was that a boy in
the Mollak-Mollak had died some time before.

According

to the native superstition a man cannot die a natural
death ; the fatal illness must be due to sorcery and witch
craft on the part of the neighbouring tribe, from whom a
victim is at once requmed. So the Mollak-Mollak had got
\ it into their heads that the Tjei^ait had caused the death
i of the boy, and for this reason a Tjerait man had to be
I killed.
For the moment the blacks had had a good scare, but
I am ineUned to believe that they were not in any way
deterred from gaining their end. On the following night
several things happened of which the missionaries were

kept in ignorance as much as possible.

I happened to lie

awake for a long time that night listening to a series of
blood-curdling yells issuing from the plain by the lagoon.
At last I got up and stalked towards the scene. All the
blacks had apparently left the station and were taking part

in the play, whatever it might be, that was being enacted
in the plain. Passionate howls and sounds of violence,,
fit to chill anybody's blood, issued out of the darkness.
Before I could reach the spot everything was quiet, but
as I walked through the forest I could hear rustlings and
low fearful voices in the thickets and clumps around my
path.

They came from the women and children who lay

in hiding, not daring to make the usual fires for fear of
being discovered.
Some time afterwards I was told that in the vicinity
of the lagoon the corpse of an old woman had been found,
a scanty layer of earth and bark covering the half-putrid
carcase. The Mollak-Mollak had had their revenge after all.
After these happenings, however. Holm and I ap
peared to have risen in the opinion of the natives. They
had always regarded us as a sort of policemen, because
we wore leggings, and this belief was now apparently
confirmed.
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On the conclusion of these comparatively mild hostihties, which only a£l;ccted the tribes in the immediate
neighbourhood of the Daly, the peaceful part of the meeting
began. Large parties of blacks arrived from the inland
tribes, partly to sing and dance, partly to obtain or ex

change women, and also to perform ciicumcision, an
operation which is always carried out by old men from a
tribe other than that of the individual circumcised.

As far as I was able to see, these seasonal gatherings

always begin with a large meeting in a time-honoured place
of assembly, and from this meeting the various tribes, or
representatives chosen from these tribes, go out and hold
similar meetings with each separate tribe. I must say
that I have no perfect knowledge of the cause or motives
which determine the presence of each tribe at these meet

ings ; but I have reason to beheve that the main deciding
factor is whether the tribe is interested in the marriage
arrangements made during the meeting.

Because a tribe

participates in one of these meetings it by no means follows
that it is present at others. It may indeed belong to another
circle of meetings altogether.

The Hermit Hill and the Dilik tribes took part in the
Uniya meeting because they were interested in the MollakMoUak marriages. But their cii-cumcisions were per
formed separately, and they did not take any part in later
meetings further inland towards the railway line. The
Valli-Valli and the Wogait tribes, however, went there,
having marriage connections with the Warai and other
inland tribes. On the other hand, the Hermit Hill and
Dilik tribes, later in the season, went down to large meet

ings with the Fitz-Maurice River tribes further south.
From this it is evident that the laws which govern

the participation of the various tribes at these inter-tribal
or international meetings must be highly complicated.

As a rule, however, it appeared to me that the tribes living
close to the place of meeting mainly met to settle their
quarrels, while the more distant tribes came chiefly on
marriage afiiairs and to perform circumcision. The large
meetings or corrobborrees may thus be considered as a
sort of centre for the marriage arrangements of a large
district, and from this centre again the various tribes
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migrate to other circles of meetings in Avhich their interests
are involved.

Strange blacks were eontinnally arriving, even from
such distant places as Port Darwin, and the sounds of song
and dancing rose higher every evening from the plain by
the httle lagoon, where a fire burnt day and night.
Going down to the meeting one evening, I found some
hundreds of natives gathered, according to the tribes they
belonged to, round a number of small fires scattered about
the various camps. Meeting Dominik, I asked him when
the dancing was to begin. He immediately spoke a few
words to a huge and venerable old greybeard, who appeared
to act as a master of ceremonies.

The old man shoiited

a few words to a cluster of grotesquely painted men who,
with spears in their hands, Avcre standing by themselves.
The fire having been replenished, the usual music
began. The painted spearmen arranged themselves in
double file. A few old men placed themselves in a semi
circle, appearing to take command with exclamations and
mystic conjuring gestures towards various points on the
ground. The two files of spearmen now began a trampling
march, their track folloAvlng a figure of eight. At length,
approaching the semi-circle, they commenced, with one
man as their leader, to execute rhythmical twists of the

body, stamping on the ground, and emitting between their
closed teeth the sibilant roars peculiar to the war dances
of many savage races. Then suddenly the leader turned,
and raising their spears aloft the dancers all ran together
in a dense mob, stamping their feet twice and giving two
sharp, barking yells.

All the men taking part in the dance were, according
to the prevailing custom, painted from head to foot with
chalk and ochre, the paint being arranged in spots, stripes
and borders according to the taste and fancy of the indi
vidual. The eye sockets and the bridge of the nose had
been painted with a sort of white pipe-clay, which pro
duced a quite uncanny effect : it created exactly the same
impression as if a white man were to paint the same parts

black ; in other words it gave the face the appearance of
a dead man's skull.

One day some blacks arrived from the regions about
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As far as I could make ont, they were-

Wolnas from the upper course of the Adelaide Eiver.

A

near relative of Tommy's belonging to this tribe had died^
and before his death he had made a ' mark ' or messagestick, which was now brought to his relative. It was a
stick made from a reed, about 18 inches long, painted with
red ochre, the joints being whitened. To the top was tied
a bit of an old red-spotted handkerchief. As the poorfellow was unable to attend the corrobborree he had sent
his relative this token as a message.
I concluded that his death would necessitate the

execution of a victim somewhere in the neighbourhood^
and subsequent events proved that I was right. There
was nothing very remarkable in this fact, murder and
bloodshed being comparatively common occmTcnces dowp

here on the Daly ; but, oddly enough, the victim hap

pened to be one of Tommy's relatives in the Wolwanga
tribe. I will, however, revert later on to the details of
the murder of Tommy's relative.
When the singing and dancing had lasted for some

time, and the old moon had been waning and the new moon
had just begun to appear, the native enthusiasm for the
corrobborree began to cool, and it became possible to.
recruit for my intended trip down the river.
An old native of the Tjerait tribe—answering to the
name of Buckley, because at some remote period he had
served a white man of that name—had generally acted

as river pilot to the Chinese junk, knew the river very well,,
and generally resided at Alligator Point. He was, there

fore, just the man for me, and after exploring various camps
I succeeded in finding him.

Being the father of one of

the boys who had followed Father McKillop south, he

had, as an acknowledgment of this important relation
ship, been made the happy owner of an old coat, a pairof trousers and an old jockey cap.

The coat and the cap

were generally in use, the trousers on rare occasions only.
He was, of course, very anxious to go with me, but un
fortunately his youngest son, having been brought to thecorrobborree for circumcision, had bolted, having an
excusable aversion for this uncomfortable operation. That

father felt it his duty to go in search of the boy, but after
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•some talk I suggested to him that the boy had in all
probability bolted for home, down the river, and that he
would be most likely to find him by accompanying me on
my trip. This argument proved conclusive, and we
•decided to leave on the following day.
We provisioned with rice, some tinned meat, curry,

.jam and a quantity of biscuits, tea and sugar, with as
much ammunition as possible and a liberal supply of
tobacco. For my own use I took my ball and shot gun,
a double-barrelled express *400, having one barrel unrifled
for shot. For Holm I got Father McKillop to lend us
•a Martini Henry service rifle, which proved a trusty
Weapon against large crocodiles.

CHAPTER

Alligator

VII

Point

On the 2nd of September we fetched Buckley from

his camp, and taking Tommy with us embarked in our
dinghy on the ebb tide. We made fair progress down
stream, and bagged a large spoonbill ibis and a kangaroo,
which I shot in the reeds under the river bank.

After travelhng about fifteen miles we came to a
haunt of flying foxes {Pteropus Qouldii). Buckley's anxiety
about his son was here happily ended. The prodigal was
seen standing in a canoe in mid-river brandishing a long
bamboo pole, with which he brought down any of the
enormous bats that came within his reach.

For a stretch

of perhaps six hundred yards a gigantic cloud of Pteropus
was swirhng over the river, and the jungle on both sides
bent and swayed under the weight of the thousands of
bats which, densely packed, hung in the bamboos and
trees. Their rasping calls, resembhng at a distance the
buzz from a gigantic beehive, could be heard half a mile
away, and the soughing of their wings was like the sound
of a mighty storm. They hterally darkened the sun, and
the air was full of the sour and rancid smell of the creatures
and their excrement.

They seemed unable to keep still. Portions of the
enormous flock were constantly shifting from one bank

of the river to the other, where, setthng in the trees,
they would disturb the bats already resting there, fighting
for room with noisy screechings. Wlien a gun was fired
at a thickly covered tree the noise of the flying and screech
ing bats was so deafening that we could hardly hear our
own voices.

At sundown we landed and made our camp. Every
thing was carried out of the boat, which we puUed as far
up the bank as we could manage. It was a spring tide,
and at high water an enormous bore or tidal wave would
113
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come washing up the river. Buckley's son came paddling
after us and joined our camp.

Having finished all our preparations, we sat for some
time in the quiet evening hstening for the coming of the
bore.

The waters of the river were sluggish and lifeless,

although perhaps a faint outgoing current was just i)er-

ceptible. Then from far away across the plains we could
hear a faint murmur like the distant voice of the open
beach. It was the bore. Its roar sounded more or less

distant according to the bends of the river, but was con

tinually increasing in volume until it reminded us of the
booming of a mighty waterfall.
After about half an hour
from the time we first heard it the sound was c[uite close,
and we could feel the earth shaking faintly under our feet.
The next moment the Avave rounded the point beloAV us.

It came as a gigantic AA'all of Avater tAvo to three yards
high, breaking in a white comb, stretching from bank to
bank. The river filled in a flash, and the steep aa'uU of
water rolled on, SAA-eepiug fallen trees and driflAvood along
in its Avake. The mighty roar of the AA'aAn could be heard
for a long time, Avhile the current ran A-ery strongly up the
river.

The Avater level did not rise much after the AvaA'e

had passed.
The surrounding country Avas plain land.

The dry
grass had been burnt long ago, and patches of green grass
undulated almost as far as the eye could reach.
Far
inland ayc could see a forest line, and aboAm this the steady
outhne of Mount HeyAAnrd AA-as discernible in the hazy
evening.

Still closer to us the Ioav obtuse cones of Mount

Litchfield Avere visible over the wavy horizon of the bush.

We very soon had recourse to our curtains, the
mosquitoes being most troublesome. Ho curtain, hoAVever, was proof against the myriads of those bloodthirsty

devils.

In millions they buzzed about our camp ;

the

grass of the plain was full of them, and their infernal
buzzing sounded like the soft note of a violin. Some of
them Avould penetrate the netting, and there Avas very
little sleep for us and still less for the blacks, whom I
could hear swearing all night at the pests.
Our own
profanities were no less heartfelt ; indeed, there are few
torments in this Avorld Avorse than mosquitoes—mosquitoes
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and heat together. Just imagine the misery of it! A
dark hot night, a limitless plain around you, and wherever
you go there appears to be at least one mosquito to each
cubic inch of air. In a moment they are at you, sucking
the poor thin blood you still have left. And in all this
wide plain you have a space of two cubic yards only where
you may find some rest—your mosquito curtain. Even
through that some of the little devils come ; the remainder
are humming and buzzing outside, keeping you from sleep,
and at your camp fire the blacks are raving deliriously,
fighting the pest with smoke and beating them off with
dried goose wings.
Wlien day broke we had not had much sleep. During

the morning we dozed while waiting for the ebb tide,
which would take us down the river.

In the forenoon a

native of the Wogait tribe named Matclii joined us, bring
ing his three wives and two or three dogs. He was a great
friend of Buckley's, and was lent the canoe in order to

take the river in our wake.

Finally the ebb tide set in

and we embarked.

Plenty of birds and water-fowl appeared. The banks
now became perceptibly lower, and the river wound along

in great serpentines, passing now through enormous jungles,
now through open country.

I shot a few duck, and a

kangaroo appearing in the reeds dropped to Holm's gun.
The heat was terrific as we pulled down the river, Matchi

and Buckley's son pofing the heavily laden canoe behind us.
For about twenty miles we saw practically no croco
diles, but then they began to appear in numbers. Here
and there they became visible on the mud-banks, sliding
into the river as we approached. Even on the top of the
river bank and in the jungles they were to be seen sunning
themselves. As we were passing a bamboo jungle I heard
a rustle behind us, and turning round I saw a large croco
dile, at least fifteen feet long, come slij)ping out of the
jungle and sliding down the bank.

Just for a moment it stopped on the mud, shining in
beautiful black and greenish yellow colours.

I took a

snap shot, but missed by a fraction, the bullet plopping into
the mud just over its back. With one stroke of its mighty
tail the enormous reptile sprang into the river. The water
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was sLaUow, and tlie air bubbles from the swimming croc
odile came to the surface in a long line with a peculiar

sharp spatter. So great indeed was the speed of the
reptile in the water that a thrown spear could scarcely
have travelled faster.

A httle later we saw two crocodiles resting on the

mud under the bank, some distance below us. Leaving
the boat behind, I walked through the grass until I was
level with them.

Then I stalked quietly towards the

bank, and, peerirrg carefully over the edge, I saw a seven
to eight foot crocodile lying broadside on about fifteen
yards aAvay. liaising the rifle very cautiously, I sent a
buUet through its spine.

My men now arriving with the boat, we took the reptile
on board and pulled further down the river, while other
crocodiles shot into the water all around us.

Buckley's old camp site at the edge of an enormous
plain was now chosen for our camp, and Matchi and his
family also settled in close to us. Having arranged the
camp, the tea-bucket was put over the fire and, the water
soon boihng, tea was made and was sweetened with sugar.
The first mouthful was an unpleasant reminder that we

had overlooked an important fact : the water was quite
brackish, and the combination of salt and sugar was more
than we white people could stand. The blacks, however,

finished oh the tea with evident pleasure.
When we asked Buckley if good water was to be had,
he pointed far away across the plain, and starting off with
Matchi, carrying aU the water-bags and tin cans available;
he returned in an hour with sweet and clean water.

This

trip for water had to be made every day, for sweet
water is necessary to us white people, although the blacks
did not mind drinking the water of the river.
On our side of the river the plain was practically

devoid of trees, and in order to obtain some proteetion
from the sun we decided to build a bower.
Accordingly
before dark I sent Buckley across the river, where dense
and leafy shrubs were growing. He cut a great boatload
of leafy saphngs and also brought a good supply of drift
wood. Very soon we had made a fine leafy bower and,
keeping up a brisk fire in front of our modest abode, we
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Spent a pleasant evening, thanking the Powers for the

absence of mosquitoes, and, later, reclining on the earth,
slept a sleep of incomparable sweetness.
The following day Holm was exceedingly keen to have
a shot at the crocodiles, and I remained in the camp. After
putting the finishing touches to our bower and tidying up
the camp, I began to skin the crocodile shot the day before.
Holm remained away for a long time, an intermittent
fusilade of rifie and revolver shots advertising his various
engagements with the Leviathans.

Late in the afternoon

he arrived with a twelve-foot mugger, which the united
efforts of all the men and women in om- camp were barely
sufficient to drag up the bank from the boat.
Holm subsequently wrote in my journal an account
of his day's adventm-es, and his description of them is so
quaint and amusing that I reproduce it here :—
Alligator Point, 4 September, 1894.
" In the morning the members of the expedition felt
exceedingly well, owing to the good sleep they had last
night and to the prospect of bagging some of the large
crocodiles which abounded in the river near by. It was
agreed that Holm should try his luck.
" A crocodile came swimming across the river and
crawled on to the shore about fom: hundred yards below

the camp. Holm took his long Martini, lent him by the
Daly missionaries, and went slowly down stream. As he
approached the crocodile, however, she went into the
water again. The probability of becoming her owner had
apparently passed ; but as her head remained above the
water. Holm could not resist the temptation and let a
buUet rip. It hit her all right, as we could hear the thud.
But that was all.

She made a tremendous splash, and

—was gone !

" The river had now gone down and the mud banks
were visible. Holm then took old Buckley and the boat
and went down stream. The course of the river being

unknown to them, they came all too suddenly to a bank
entirely covered with crocodiles, which at once rushed into
the water. Holm got quite frightened when crocodiles
poked their ugly heads out of the water here and there
quite close to the boat.
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"Presently they sighted another bank, where two
crocodiles were sunning themselves.
Ilolm and old

Buckley now held a council to discuss how to get within
range. But, in sjiite of the council, they had no luck at
all.

A third sandbank was now sighted, and the proba

bility of getting a crocodile hi course of time increased.
They pulled the boat ashore and began to walk slowly
along the bank. As they drew near to the sandbank they
saw two beasts about to crawl out of the water.

In order

to pass the time they sat down on a piece of driftwood,
and old Buckley
his pipe as well
ago had put his
up smoking, was
But old Buckley

was very cross because he had forgotten
as his matches. Holm, who some time
pipe away Avith the intention of giving
annoyed by the complaints of the black.
Avas quite resourceful. He cut off a plug

of tobacco and stuffed it into a

bamboo reed.

Then he

took tAvo dry sticks and rubbed them together until he
produced first a singed smell, then smoke, and finally an
unquenchable fire ; when the bamboo reed was smoking
like a factory chimney Holm noticed a great change in old
Buckley's broAvn eyes.
" Meanwhile the crocodile had gone to rest, its head
only showing on dry land. Holm craAvled Avithin range
and fired, but the crocodile slipped into the Avater again.

Another crocodile was sleeping some way off and Holm
crawled off again to have a try at her, but he had bad luck
again. . . ."

Holm continues his story in the first person : "I noAV
pushed on down stream, but seeing nothing returned ;
and on reaching my starting point again I saw three large
crocodiles coming out of the water. I hid behind a small
bush and watched them. I was not more than tAventy
yards away from them, but I did not intend to shoot until
they were well out of the water.

I waited for about half

an hour, but they shoAved no signs of coming further out
of the water. Lying down in the mud, I took careful
aim at the biggest and fired, but the bullet hit a mudbank
between me and the beast's nose. At this point I got
into a temper and nearly lost heart.
I began to curse
my rifle, saying to myself that it must shoot Ioay ; but
the worst of it aU was that my blessed black came up to
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me, took tke rifle out of my hand and said : ' Tou pull
it down—so.'

" Now I thought it a disgrace that a wild Australian,
who had never fired a shot in his hie, should presume to
teach

me—a

hunter.

It

was

the

mudbanks

that

had

deceived me : when I aimed they looked lower than they

were, and my only consolation was that I had still to pass
the great crocodile banks, previously mentioned, on my
homeward journey.
We noAv took to the boat again and crossing the river

rowed slowly against the current.

Presently we saw

three of the brutes again. Before I could decide on the
best way to stalk them they went into the water. We

pulled on a httle further.

Then I saw the back of a croco

dile on the other side of the mudbank.
Leaving the boat,
I waded knee-deep through the mud, telling the black to
follow when I gave him a signal. At first it was enough
to stoop when walking through the mud ; but finally I
had to Lie down and crawl thi'ough the mud on my stomach,

and, as the distance was great, I had to progress for a long
time in this way until I came within safe range.

First I

took a careful aim to see if my hand was quite steady,
after which I remarked to myself that I should not like
to change places with the crocodile. I then cocked the

hammer and aimed for the left eye. At the report the
crocodile lay still for a moment. She could not run, but
presently she began to roll like a log ; and as I had reloaded
I gave her a second shot in the head. That settled her.
" Old Buckley now arrived with the boat, raving mad
because I had shot a large crocodile. How were we going
to get it home ? The old man took a rope and, tying one
end round her neck, fixed the other end in the boat, think
ing of course that she was dead. We now tried to pull
her into the water in order to tow her behind the boat.

But we could not shift her.

She was lying on her knotty

back, all four legs in the air, and I said to the old man that
we had better tmm her round, in case she would slide
more smoothly on her belly—which she did. For as soon
as she was right side up she began to run off with the boat.
I just managed to get aboard in time, got hold of the rifle

and give her another bullet.

That finished her off, but
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we liad a great job to get ber into the boat ; and as t lie wind
was against us it took us a long time to reach home.
" Dahl, who had been sitting at home hstening to my
shots, was vexed at our long absence, but I gloried in having
shot the largest crocodile as yet in the possession of the
expedition. The glory, however, did not last long, for
Dahl shot one the day after which was a yard longer."
The following day it was my turn to go out, and the

journal contains the following record :—
Scjdcmhcr 5th, 189-1.
To-day it was my turn to try my luck, and as soon
as the tide ran out Buckley and I Avent down the river
in the dinghy. My rifle had been Avell cleaned Avith
aUigator fat, and I brought a store of revoh-er cartridges
to keep offensive crocodiles aAvay. Yesterday Holm had
had to resort to his revolver, when on one occasion the
crocodiles crowded too thickly round the boat.
About two miles beloAv us there Avas a mudbank,

just visible from the camp, and as Buckley and I quietly
approached it we saAv a number of crocodiles wdiich, lying
side by side, entirely covered the Avhole bank. When we
Avere about one hundred and fifty yards off they began to
move. Without a sound, the monsters shd over the oily

mud into the water and, hissing through their nostrils,
dived into the thick waters of the river.

The bank ran into a point, and, anticipating that the
crocodiles on the other side of this point had not yet gone
into the water, I let Buckley turn the boat, so that we
drifted slowly, stern first, with the current. Turning on
the thwart I took a spare cartridge in my teeth and got
my rifle ready. As we passed the point an enormous
crocodile, in company with several smaller ones, made for
the water as fast as the soft mud would allow. The range
was about a hundred yards—too far to my liking—but
aiming carefully for the neckbone I pulled the trigger.
The brute feU as if struck by hghtning, and a couple of
strokes from the gigantic tail sent the mud flying in cas
cades on either side.

But the business was done.

When

we arrived on the spot there were only convulsive tremors;
and another bullet in the eye gave the quietus.

Old Buckley began to complain, as usual, that I had.
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shot one of his countrymen. Such, he insisted, were thecrocodiles. He had fathers, brothers and uncles among
them ; and now, he complained, I had shot the old man,,
the chief of them all, and its ghost would surely haunt us.
Looking very serious, he smacked his hps and suckedi
away at his stumpy clay pipe.
He was certainly right in saying that I had shot an
' old man.'
The dead crocodile was quite a creditable
beast, being about sixteen feet long and as thick round
the body as a heifer. The Indian crocodile {C. porosus}
has a remarkable girth. After a while Buckley plodded
into the mud to see if it was properly dead, feehng it all
over. It is very often quite difficult to determine whether
a crocodile is really and truly dead, and the safest test is.
to touch its vent. If any appreciable hfe remains, the
animal reacts in a flash. When Buckley arrived at the-

vent, the tafl. of the monster began to move ominously,,
and as a precaution I put a flnal shot through the region
of the loins. Then we opened the jaws and, placing a,
wooden gag in the mouth for safety, cut a hole in the
fork of the jaw. Through this hole we passed a rope and,,

making a secure hitch round the snout, towed our quarry
into the water. We worked for some time, vainly attempt'ing to pull the monster into the boat. During this work
I had to keep a very sharp lookout to prevent other croco-.

diles from attacking Buckley, who was waist deep in the
water, while I was in the stern of the boat, sweating and
pulhng for dear hfe. Suddenly the large head of a croco-dile appeared on the surface only a few yards off. Quickly
drawing my revolver, I snapped a shot at its head, the
bullet passing a httle too high. The reptile looked me
unabashed in the face for some moments ; then the water

closed slowly over the low forehead and the green slanting

eyes, a large bubble appeared on the surface, and the
leviathan had gone.

As a last resort we lashed the dead

crocodile's head to the stern of the boat and tried to tow

the beast along. The current, however, proved far toe
strong and landed us on the opposite shore. Here we.
made fast, let off a number of revolver shots and fired the

grass as a signal that we needed assistance and implementa
to skin our quarry on the spot.
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We ate a few biscuits and took a drink of water, and
after some time bad the satisfaction of seeing Buckley's

son coming in the canoe. He brought butcher's knives
•and a tomahawk, and being unable to pull the monster
ashore, we had to skin it in the water. With only my
hat and shirt on, I had to stand thigh deep in the water
-and mud, slashing away as fast as possible. I did not
mind if plenty of meat adhered to the skin as long as wo
•could get our specimen light enough to warp it into the
boat. The tail was the most dilTicult part. At every
•stroke of the knife the tail would make very powerful
.jerks, almost knocking us down. Finally I had to stand
•on it. But now and again strong reflex movements Avould
set in, and the tail would give a mighty stroke and send
me flying.

At last we managed to get the body clear of the skin
•and rolled the latter into the boat.

When we reached the

camp, all hands had to join in carrying the mighty skin
up the steep bank.

Holm had the doubtful pleasure of sitting all day

•skinning crocodile in the sunshine, hstening to the distant
•shots and watching the broAvn kites [Milvus affmis) as
they stooped for the bits of crocodile meat which Avere

scattered near the camp. These kites were always in
•evidence, generally in large numbers. For our amusement
we often flung bits of meat at them, and the circling birds
would swoop down and catch them almost before they fell
to the ground. They gave us the impression of being a

kind of poultry round our temporary home in that desolate
plain.

The black crows {Corvus coronoides) were also constant

visitors, keeping, however, a respectful distance as long as
•the camp was inhabited, but the moment they saw it
•had been abandoned they came to investigate.
The moscpiitoes troubled us greatly in this camp. I
have rarely seen a native so kind and conscientious as old
Buckley. He hardly closed an eye the Avhole night. I
might wake up at midnight and see his black silhouette
-against the dusky heaven. I would ask him why he was
not asleep. " Me looking out boat," he would say. With
•a broken goose Aving, such as the natives use for this
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purpose, he sat fanning the mosquitoes away from his per
son. Every now and again he would break into a torrent of
rusty English : " Kot dem you bleedy missekito, vat for
you kem here."
Then we would begin to talk, and Buckley would give
me his theory on the presence of the mosquitoes in more
or less the following Avords : " The spirits of the crocodiles
are offended, you see. You have shot small crocodiles.
Holm has shot a grown up crocodile. No matter. But
you haAm shot the old man crocodile, my brother, and he
noAv takes his revenge. He has told the mosquitoes that
five men are sitting in Buckley's camp, Avho all the time
shoot the old men among the crocodiles."
And Buckley stoops low. " You hear im, Hissss,"
and the native aogrily imitates the incessant buzz of the
mosquitoes. Then he Avill suddenly rise, and, addressing
the space of the river in angry and irritable Avords in his

OAvn tongue, he endeavours to conjure the spirits of the
crocodiles. After some time he proposes that we shift
our camp in order to let the crocodiles come and cry over
the remains of their dead fellows. Then, and only then,
the mosquitoes will leaA^e us alone.

At

daybreak I

may wake up and see Buckley's

outline against the pale morning sky.

He sits at the fire

warming himself and looking far into the plain. " Why
don't you sleep, Buckley 1 "
" Me look out black
fellow," he ansAvers. He is on the look-out for possible
hostilities.

A queer native this Buckley.

One night I noticed

that his arms and thighs were covered rdth a number of

irregular scars, quite different from the customary tattoo
marks. Asking him how he had come by these scars, I
got the plain and pathetic answer that a httle daughter of
his had once died, and, grieAung at the loss, he had torn
himself to pieces.

Tommy, who was now in a perfectly ahen territory, ^
lived in constant fear of contracting ' matoma,' a kind j
of wasting or consumptive disease, supposed to be caused •

by evil spirits.

The risk of contracting the disease is |

supposed to be highly increased when hving in a strange'
land.

He dared not walk on the river mud and avoided'
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eating fisli or snake-necked cormorants.

The nests of the

latter bird overhung the river in great numbers a little
below our camp, where a few trees adorned the bank,
and Matchi and Buckley's son used to ascend these trees
at night, killing the fat young birds with sticks.
On the 6th of September Holm went out again, re
turning towards the middle of the day with a large
crocodile. He had stalked it while it lay asleep under the
river bank, killing it with a shot through the head, fired
at a distance of a few yards.
We had now almost as many crocodile skins as the
boat could conveniently carry, but the specimens being
far from dry we had to wait, in spite of our store of pro
visions running low. A couple of pounds of rice were
saved for the return trip, and what Avas left would not

suffice for even a couple of meals.
Crocodile meat Ave had
in abundance and the blacks had eaten their fill of it,
but we whites could not accustom ourselves to the oily
meat and had to proAi.de something better for our fare.
Some of the kites which constantly soared OA^er the camp
were brought down, and we made a kind of fricassee of

them.

But they proved as tough as india-rubber, and

something better had to be shot.

On the 7th of September I took Buckley along, pulling
up the river, partly to get another crocodile, partly to
look for some edible game. We immediately crossed the
stream and proceeded under the opposite bank.

A Little

further up a mudbank surrounded a small promontory,
and, suspecting the presence of crocodiles, I stepped ashore,
leaAing Buckley and the boat behind.

A middle-sized

mugger was found sleeping beyond the point, and, crawling
along in weeds and mud, I finally fired at about 75 yards.
The monster collapsed with the shot ; but while reloading
I saw it give one conAuilsive flick of its tail which sent it
sliding into deep water, where it immediately sank out
of sight.
Still another IcAdathan was

visible a

few

hundred

yards further up the river. After a successful stalk I fired,
hitting it, however, too far back. With astonishing SAvift-

ness and energy the beast flung itseK several yards through
the air and, curving its tail upwards after the fashion of
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certain Lizards, rushed through the shallow water, its
plated body disappearing instantly in the muddy stream
with the speed of a torpedo.
Far up the river I saw stUI another crocodile slide

oil the bank, S'wim some distance and finally land again
further up, under a prominent clay bank.
Running
swiftly, I reached the point by a small detoiu', and, peering
cautiously over the bank, immediately observed the wedgeshaped head of Leviathan just below my feet. He had
taken the precaution not to land and was now swimming
away, half turning his still head and giving me a siu^prised
look.

When in the water the crocodile appears to be

entirely without fear. Unfortunately, to fire at a mugger
in the water means wasting ammunition without getting
the trophy.

Buckley soon reached me, very downhearted at my
bad luck. Having vainly tried to stalk several crocodiles
and having shot a couple of plotus for food, we finally
observed a large and thick crocodile reposing with the
front part of its body on the shore, just under the steep
and straight river bank. We landed, and having secured
the boat, proceeded up the river some distance away from
the bank, until we judged ourselves to be level with the
crocodile. Having crawled very quietly to the brink of
the bank, I peeped carefully through the grass, imme
diately perceiving the rugged torso of the crocodile head

on, a few yards below me.

However, as soon as I poked

the rifle barrel through the grass, the crocodile must have
discovered me, and, becoming suspicious, began slowly to
back out. A shot, under the circumstances, would have

been wasted, as one stroke of the tail would have sent
the dying animal into the stream, never to be retrieved.
The water finally closed over the head of the cunning
monster, and I was just on the point of rising, when, by
accident, I looked a little to the right. A six-foot croco
dile was lying on the slope of the bank so close to me that
for a moment I really doubted if I could get the rifle
between us. The distance, however, proved sufficient, and
working very slowly I succeeded in ahgning the rifle.
The bullet passed clean through its head, and jumping
down I grabbed the crocodile by the tail and swung it
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on to the bank, Buckley loudly applauding the quick
work.

Passing down the river, we saw several eroeodileSy
but a stalk only ended in my attempting to shoot one in
shallow water, which however escaped. A small flock of
spoonbill ibis were observed on the mud. I stalked them,,
crawling through the grass, and firing brought down
four of the palatable birds, returning shortly to camp
in order to cook them for dinner. After this we stopped

shooting crocodiles. Our time was fully occupied in
looking after the skins, which Avere now drying around our
camp. Maggots had to be picked off, fat had to be re
moved and preservatives to be rul)bed in. Besides, theheat was also too oppressive for us to do much. Now
and then, however, we had to go out and shoot something"
to eat. A c[uart of rice and a couple of sweet potatoes
were all the food Ave had left for the three days avc had to
stay before the skins were dry enough to be packed.
We thus had to procure our food Avherever avc could
get it, and Ave regretted that avc had brought no fishing"
gear. The river SAvarmed AAuth fish. Large shoals of
mullet played on the surface, close to the shore, and ther
stomachs of the crocodiles contained nothing but the^
bones and vertebrae of fishes.

of Crocodihis porosus.

Fish is the normal food

This gigantic reptile, Avhich in

extreme cases may reach a length of about 28 feet, has:
probably the Avidest distribution of all crocodiles.
It
ranges from the Persian Gulf to Korea along most iWers
and coasts in this part of Asia, and occurs all over the
Malayan Archipelago. It is also found at Ncav Guinea,,

Northern Australia and in the Pacific as far as Fiji. It
lives in salt as Avell as in fresh Avater. Very far up in
the Austrahan rivers it is never numerous, simply because
there is too little food for it. In the sea, too, crocodiles
seem to occur but sparsely. Their real territory seems te
be the river mouths and the lower brackish reaches, which
are largely influenced by the tides. On dry land, I think,,
this crocodile must be considered perfectly harmless. In

spite of its enormous strength and its almost incredible
SAAuftness, I have never heard of it attacking man on dry
land. It always runs away, and in obvious panic, at the
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presence of man. But in the water they are entirely
devoid of fear, and one is well advised to keep a keen,
look-out for them.

According to Buckley, the crocodiles were now very
soon going to lay their eggs—as soon as the first showers
of rain should come, he said. Judging from tracks on the-

river banks, the reptiles were at present seized with the
unrest which precedes the egg-laying. In this condition
the animals begin to roam about at a greater distancefrom water than usual. They often appear to frequent,

the jungles, looking for sandy patches suitable for deposit
ing the eggs. Following such tracks, I was always led
to old crocodiles' nests, i.e., small scattered hillocks of'
sand, where old eggshells were plentiful. The pairingseason at all events appeared to be in full swing, the largereptiles being frequently seen chasing each other in theshallow water, playfully nipping at one another and
striking with their enormous tails.
The district being comparatively poor in birds, thegun did not bring sufficient game to our pot, and on the9th, when we began to starve, Buckley and Tommy foronce Avent out to forage. The old man told me that heknew of a lagoon swarming AAuth the long-necked turtle-

{Clielodina ohlonga).

In the iwer Daly itself this turtle-

is not to be found, but all lagoons and melaleuca swamps,
in the Ioav country were full of them ; that is to say wherethe blacks had not hunted them too heavily. They are

very easy to catch.

Wading in the shallow lagoons, the

native generally feels them with his feet, and stooping
down catches them with his hands, the only instrument.
1 haAm seen the blacks employ for catching turtles

Even the eggs, which are laid in great clusters on the shore,,
are eagerly sought for.
After some hours the two blacks returned, loaded
with spoils. Buckley Avas entirely covered Avith dead and
danghng turtles, and his spirits Avere as glowing as his ownfat and sweat-dripping person. This night we feasted on

turtles, roasted on the coals, and a real delicacy they
were.

On the 10th we prepared to depart. Matchi left us,,
disappearing in the endless plains with his wives and.
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•dogs.
He was one of the best natives I met. He belonged
to the Wogalt tribe. As previously mentioned, this tribe
inhabits a very extensive coast area reaching from the
mouth of the Daly almost to Port Darwin. This tribe
Undertakes long migrations, at least so far as the southern

most families are concerned. The object of these migra
tions is partly to reach Port Darwin, where tobacco
may be obtained, and partly to hold corrobborree "with
inland tribes far inland.
The Wogaits get some of
their wives from a small tribe, the Warai, which inhabits
the lands between Mount Shoebridge and the Central
Tableland.

We folded and packed all our crocodile skins.

In

the bows we stored our bedding, and all the other gear,
which would take no harm from a wetting, was crammed
into Buckley's long canoe.

In the afternoon the ebb tide

was slackening, and the current was not stronger than
we could easily pull against. Thus we left. Holm, Tommy
and I occupying the dinghy, and Buckley and his son
poleing the canoe. It was weary work, but we rubbed
along. An enormous crocodile, which I had often vainly
attempted to stalk, shot out from its point and disappeared,

its ' blowing ' in the water giving us a last greeting from
this reptilian Eldorado.

A few sheldrakes {Tadorna radja), of which some
passed us now and again, fell to my gun, and as we had
saved about two pounds of rice we should not have to

starve. Dusk began to fall. We came into a region
where the river ran narrow between steep and tall banks,
•covered with groves of melaleuca and casuarina trees, a
gloomy and dismal landscape. Suddenly the hoarse voice
•of a native hailed us from the southern shore, re-echoing
between the banks and forest glades. Buckley answered.
A short and loud conversation followed, the old man
finally paddling his canoe across the river.

He returned

with five natives, his brother and some other blacks, who
were now returning from the corrobborree and who were

wildly excited on account of a crocodile having killed a
native girl at a camp, ' Pondera Jingo,' some distance
below Uniya.

She had for

some

time

attended

the

Mission school, but had recently returned to her parents
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in tlie bush. The prcTions day she had paddled under a
steep bank of the river, looking for freshwater mussels.
Two croeodiles, sunning themselves on the top of the
bank, had been frightened, and jumping straight into the
river, had capsized the canoe, at the same time pulling
the girl down. Again, as on previous occasions, I had
to marvel at the incredible swiftness with which news

travels from man to man in these sparsely inhabited
parts.

We went ashore at an old native camping site in order

to feed, and also to wait for the flood tide and the rise of
the moon. Buckley's brother brought a large basket of
cooked fruit of the blue water-lily. This excellent vege
table was attacked while our rice was boiling in the pot.

The sheldrakes were plucked and, after cleaning and sphtting
them, we skewered and grilled them on the coals, a method
of cooking which cannot be improved on in such circum
stances. Having all eaten in good fellowship, the pipes
were ht, and our adventures had to be told to our new
friends, who were greatly impressed by the sight of the
large crocodile skins in the boat.
Kangaroos were heard trampling around our tem

porary camp, but it was impossible to see them now before
the moon should rise. Moreover, we did not greatly
bother about them as our stomachs were full. A couple
of hom?s earher we should

have

done

all

we

could

to

get one.

A whitish hght appeared between the trees, low in
the eastern horizon.

Then the disc of the moon rose

slowly. Its pale rays filtered through the forest, where
the hght of om" fire flickered over the giant trees on the
banks. The tide set in, the river rose, and on the ingoing
current we again embarked. A few last parting words
were heard from the blacks as we paddled off, assisted

by the strong tidal current.
Hour after hour we pulled along, aU through the
night. The moon sailed serenely across the heavens, our
boat cut smoothly through stiU and inky pools, where

giant fish were rising, and from the forest and the jungles
issued all the

sounds and noises

of the night.

The

moon hung very low in the west and a rosy eastern glow
9
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announced the coming day, when we approached tlie

Uniya IMlssion station. The blacks were ashen grey
with exhaustion, and our legs were tottering, as we
finally scrambled up the bank.

And at that moment

the sun rose large and round, plainly visible between the
stems of the sparse forest.

CHAPTER

Lagoons and

We recommenced,

onr

VIII

Swamps

collecting work about

the

station, giving om- attention mainly to the brnds. As the
blacks now only rarely brought me anything new for my
collection, the continuous preservation of smaller mammals
and reptiles brought in by them no longer impeded us,
and I could devote all my time to the pursuit of birds,
which only the gun could bring us.
The heat now became anything but pleasant. For

more than a fortnight we had more than 110° Fahrenheit
in the shade and the temperature at night did not drop

appreciably. The aii- was very sultry and oppressive,
being fuU of moisttu^e from the evaporating lagoons in the
vicinity. The nights were hot and close, and insects and
mosquitoes by the million drove one rmder the mosquito
curtain soon after dark.

Sleepless and perspiring, one

would spend the night in hunting with a candle those
mosquitoes and sandflies which, in spite of all precautions,
would find their way through the nets. The closeness of
the atmosphere would increase day by day, untd gigantic
•clouds came rolling up over the horizon and, blackening
the skies, burst in a deluge, lasting only about half an hour,
but nevertheless purifying the air and reducing the high
temperature. Such showers were, however, exceptions.
The dry weather continued and for weeks the whitish sky
was unbroken by any cloud, and the south-east monsoon,
which had generally swept cooling over the enormous
wilderness, now ceased. We were in the quiet period,

before the arrival of the north-west monsoon, which should
bring rain to the thirsty land. Only now and then small
and violent whirlwinds would sweep the plains and raise
enormous columns of dust and ashes hundreds of feet into

the air.

These whirlwinds are quite local, but exceedingly

violent, disappearing as quickly as they come.
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perfectly calm day one may suddenly be surprised at seeing
dust, grass and twigs whirl around only a few feet away,
Avhile the surrounding air is perfectly still.

Tliis whirl

will become more and more rapid and the debris will gyrate

higher and higher with a peculiar hissing sound. This
whirhng column will move straight towards one, and for
a moment one feels its violent circular pressure.

Then

it passes and the whirl on the ground ceases momentarily.
But in the air the column goes on, ever ascending. Then
of a sudden it will become still, and grass, leaves and

t"wigs will descend slowly, perhaps several hundred yards
away from where they Avere originally caught up in the
Avhirl. One day I saw one of these Avhirlwinds hit the
corner of a large shed on the station and fling spars and ,
sheet iron plates about in a way which clearly indicated
the power of the wind. The straw from the roof of the
shed was carried up so high as to be almost out of sight.
The tremendous heat would have induced anyone to
be lazy, and in addition Holm had to contend with attacks
of fever.

He also suffered from some stomach troubles,

contracted probably through his sedentary occupation.
But, notwithstanding these drawbacks, we worked Avith con
siderable energy and our collections noAv acciimulated
faster than ever.

Our Avork had became quite mechanical.

In the morn

ing Holm began the preservation of specimens left over
from the day before. I went out Avith the gun, returning
in the forenoon Avith the bag, wrote my journal and assisted
Holm in skinning. After a midday meal and a rest I was
ofi: again, returning well loaded with spoils some time
before sundown. Very often we would then continue
skinning at night by the light of a candle in our small
' museum,' that is to say if the mosquitoes were not too
troublesome.

The lagoons were now my best hunting grounds,
and among them Avas a lagoon whieh the natives named
'Benderang.'

It ran inland from Dingeriet, which I have

previously mentioned, and was surrounded by tall
and a dense vegetation of trees and jungle growth.
considerable expanse of water was nowhere deeper
would permit a man to wade everywhere and still

reeds
This
than
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gun and ammunition above the water. Every day for
almost a month I rode out to this lagoon, accompanied by
Tommy, whose duty it was to carry the specimens I shot,
which very often were large. The game was disposed in
bundles over the saddle and the smaller birds were gener
ally carried in a large fishing creel. I generally tethered
our horses in a grove and then waded through the lagoon,
filing away at the birds. Tommy following in my wake,
retrieving the game as it fell. •This collecting became a
kind of routine work and I gradually acquired consider
able skill in bringing down the greatest possible number
of birds in as feAv shots as possible.
The birds were far more wild than one Avotild expect
from the virgin character of the ground. But the natives
have for ages hunted them to a certain extent, teaching
them to fear man, and the shooting Avas by no means
mere murder. As a rule I had to shoot them on the AAong ;
but the number of birds was so enormous that flocks of

birds were passing or coming OAmr Avithin range every few
minutes. After a couple of hours' shooting the number
of birds killed Avould generally exceed the number of
cartridges spent. We sprinkled all the birds with sand
or dry earth to stop the bleeding, found our horses and,
haAdng mounted, galloped home over the plains.
While the water level of the lagoon Avas still com

paratively high the shooting yielded less and proved
considerably more toilsome, owing to all the Avading we
had to do. To Avade for hours up to the waist in water
and then to let the clothes dry on one's body twice a day
becomes very tiresome and uncomfortable, especially if
it has to be done for weeks at a stretch. HoAvcAmr, as the
dry season advanced the Avater would eA^aporate with

surprising rapidity, dAvindling to pools and scattered ponds,
often of considerable area. These shalloAv ponds became
the last resort of innumerable little fish and other lesser

life, which serve the water-foAvl as food.

Sometimes I

have seen the water in these small evaporating ponds so
full of small fish that there appeared to be as many
fish as water. The fish were sometimes so densely packed
that they seemed to touch one another, and the blacks
would bail up great quantities with baskets or even
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Water-fowl of every descrip

tion now arrived in real earnest, mainly in order to feast
on this wealth of organisms which in the shallow water
was so easily accessible.

The puddles and the humid stretches of mud in the
bed of Benderang were now literally covered by myriads
of water-fowl in enormous variety.

Flocks of wliite egrets,

ibis and spoonbill ibis gave the lagoon the appearance
of a snowfield. Ducks and geese Avere swarming among

screaming terns and diAung cormorants.

The beautiful

little Farra gallinaeea would trip about on the lloating
water weeds, and hundreds of the gorgeous blue Avater-hen

{Poyyliyrio melanotus) surrounded the grassy shores of the
lagoon, hiding in the thickets and rushes on our a])proach.
The mudbanks swarmed AAuth members of the snipe and
plover tribes, Avhich eame and AA'cnt in enormous flocks,

SAveeping, like SAvarms of gigantic insects, OA'cr the still
and dirty Avaters of the lagoon. And in the air soared
dozens of the brown kite and the common Milvns ajfinis.
On Ught, strong wiags they AAmuld circle fearlessly Ioav
doAvn above one's head, their bunched cIuavs and yelloAV
rapacious eyes easily Ausible. And Avhen the freshness of
the morning still rested on the lagoon and all this teeming

hfe, when the dew still remained as glittering pearls on
the broad leaves and large pink flowers of the lotus, Avhen
the modest convolA'uh had not yet closed their Auolet

chahces to the heat of the day, even the greatest of Phihstines would have felt his dry heart beating for joy. He
would thankfully have recognised that he had been per
mitted to Avitness a manifestation of nature's wealth,
greater and more varied than his wildest dreams could
ever have conceived.

A

confused noise of varied calls

and

notes

arose

from the throats of these countless numbers of winged
creatures. And when a shot Avas fired and the great
flocks scattered in all directions an almost deafening roar

of cries and beating wings followed the report.

The larger species such as herons and egrets, spoonbill
ibis and ibises (the herons especially presenting a number
of species) were not, however, so easy to shoot in the
Benderang. But when these birds had eaten their fill
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they resorted to the Dingeriet, where they completely
covered the trees surrounding this lake. Also masses of
cormorants were found here. The smaller birds, especially
the waders, visiting Benderang were certainly to a large ex
tent non-migratory AustraUan birds. But with the advanc
ing season there arrived daily numbers of birds which pre
sumably were only visitors or migrants on their way to
this coast. At all events, there were among them species
of Aegialitis, Totamis, Tringa and Charadrms, sometimes
in enormous numbers, which in all probabihty had their
home in far northern regions. Whether ISTorthern Australia
is a winter resort for certain birds of Eastern Asia, just
as the interior of Africa is a resort for Eimopean species,

I should not hke to say. This much is, however, certain
—that in ETorthern Austraha species are met with which
inhabit Siberia.

"When going to Dingeriet to shoot large waders I
generally took a native and, employing him as a beater,

sat down in a convenient spot.

The birds were repeatedly

driven over me and I would fire with almost invariable

success, until the weight of our bag forced us to return
to the station.

Prodigious fiocks of cormorants haunted the shores
of Dingeriet, and especially the long puddles towards
Benderang. The large and the small cormorant, Graciilus
novae Jiollandiae and Graculus stictoceiAiaUis, here covered
the shores of the narrow lagoon or literally filled the trees
which rose among the tall grass and reeds on the shores.
Across a narrow part of this lagoon lay a fallen tree, and
when once, in the comj)any of Pono, a Hermit Hill native,

I came sneaking through the grass, I saw that this tree
was full of cormorants, the metallic lustre of their black
coats resplendent in the sunshine. We stalked them very
carefully, advancing through the tall grass on top of the
bank. About twenty yards away from the birds I pre

pared to fire at one of them, when unexpectedly they
began to plump into the water. Advancing a few steps,
I got a ghmpse of the opposite shore and saw at least
fifty cormorants sitting densely packed on the mud.

Having cocked both hammers, I rushed forth and, fiushing
the birds, fired a right and left.

Eight were knocked
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down, and shortly we had them lying in a row on the shore.
After shooting some herons and nankin birds we then
made for home.

The Johnstone's crocodiles in Dingeriet now com

menced their preparations for laying eggs. On the sand
banks in the innermost part of the lake their fresh tracks
could constantly be observed. During the day I never
saw them and I am inclined to beheve that

these excur

sions preparatory to laying them eggs are mainly under
taken at night. They had been digging everywhere in tlie
sand. But no eggs had as yet been laid, and this species,
lihe the large Crocodihis porosus, appears towards the breed
ing season to be seized by an uneasiness, an anxiety to bo
fuUy acquainted with the locaUties Avherc in time it will
deposit its eggs.

It was not before the end of September

that the natives began to bring me crocodile eggs, which
they assured me were eggs of the aridallala {G. Johnstoni).
On the southern side of the river, not far inland, were
a couple of lakes, of Avhich the largest aa'us called Bakum.
This lake was totally different from Bendcrang, Dingeriet
and the other smaller and mainly temporary pools in the
vicinity of the station. It Avas at most half a mile long
and about two hundi^ed yards broad. The Avhole of its

low shores were entirely covered with screAv-palms {Pan-

damis), their long tangled roots forming a complete network
along the steep shores, Avhile the stiff palm tops AA^ere
mirrored in the Avater, which Avas still, clear and very
deep.

Bakum was what in Northern Australia is termed

a ' lake ' or a permanent ' billibong.' It was, like most
deeper lakes of this type in Arnhem Land, comx^aratively
poor in birds, excepting the few nankin birds and bitterns
which resided among the screw-palms. It was, however,
full of crocodiles and large fish, and everyAvhere on the
steep shores fresh water mussels abounded, as far as I could
see a species of tmio, very similar to the European pearl
mussel found in fresh water.

The natives collected and

ate great quantities of this mussel. Roasted on the coals
and in the shell, it is very tasty, and the sharp shells are
commonly employed as knives in the manufacture of arms
and implements.
In this lake I found a fish somewhat surprising to
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come across in fresh water. It was a ground shark orPristis, occurring in considerable numbers, and beingtaken with spears by the natives. The species occurred
also in the river and all the specimens I saw were about,
one yard long, the ' saw ' being perhaps a foot long at.
most.

In the neighbourhood of Bakum and scattered amongsmall jungles and open glades in the eucalyptus and
tea tree groves were also several temporary lagoons..
These were commonly bordered and overgroAvn by the low,,
broad tree which the Colonist names the ' nutmeg ' tree

{Barringtonia acutangiila). The dry wood of the young
trees, being very light, is commonly employed as material
for

the sticks used as fire-drills.

The method of fire-

drilling was very similar to that employed by the Zulus.. ;
The sticks were generally of the thickness of a very light .
walking stick and about two feet long. One stick is,
employed as a drill, the other is provided with one or more
pits or depressions into which the rounded end of the drill ,
fits.

A slit is cut from the side of the stick into the pits., i

In drilling for fire the pitted stick is placed on a stifl! piece- •
of bark or on a small fiat stone, the operator keeping it f
firmly in position with his foot. Inserting the drill per- :
pendicularly into the pit, he now twirls the drill betweert
his palms, exerting a dowiiAvard pressure. By repeated,
twirling a hot wood-powder is ground out from the pit,
oozing through the slit in the side of the pit and gradually-

forming a small heap on the fiat stone.

By incessant

twii'hng the powder issues in a red-hot condition, finally

bursting into a tiny spark, which gradually sets the wholeheap of wood jjowder agloAv. Fine fuels are now carefully
heaped round this glow, and by careful blowing or by
the gentle fanning of the breeze they finally burst into
liAdng flame. The initial drilling is A^ery often assisted
by a little sand, and occasionally the driller rubs thedrill point on his nose. Generally a clever driller produced ;

fire in a feAv minutes, but under unfaAmurable circumstances. [
a clumsy man Avas apt to bungle, and the natives only
employed this instrument when, on rare occasions, theperpetual fire in the care of the women had accidentally
gone out.

i
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Around tlie shallow, sunny lagoons there wore small
forest glades of incomparable beauty, and under bushes
small parties of natives were everywhere camped, lazing
in the cool shade.

These Avere natives Avho did no work

on the station. And Avhy should they work ? Half an
hour's walking through the bush or diving in the lagoons
•enabled the Avomen to procure baskets of yams or nymphea
fruit. A fcAV thrusts Avith a fish spear or some hieky grabs
with their hands brought the men enough fish or turtles
for the day. And then they would lie or sit in the shade,
naked and happy, Avhile the fresh fish curled on the Avhite
ashes of the fire and the Avomen dug burroAvs in the
ground to cook the yams.

These camps Avere mainly inhabited by Hermit Hill
blacks.

A few did a little Avork on the station, earning

some tobacco, Avhich at night Avas shared by the AA'hole
tribe.

Doubtless this aa'us one of the reasons why they

bngered here on the borders of the Daly.

This tribe and

the Dililc had also some time ago held a corrobborree,
where two boys had been circumcised.

It is Avell known

that most Austraban tribes practise circumcision, and in
the tribes Avhieh I met in the northern ijarts of the Contment it Avas almost inA-ariably practised. Only a couple
•of tribes in the extreme north around the Adelaide River,

the Mary and Alligator Rivers, omitted to circumcise their
, boys and Avere subject to general contempt. The operation
; was—as previously mentioned—performed at the annual
meetings and is generally entrusted to old men belonging
to another tribe than the Adctini. It takes place at the
age of puberty, and the fact that older and uncircumcised
IndiAdduals are sometimes seen is due to the fact that
, these have at the last moment shirked the ordeal and taken

to the bush.
•ceremonies

The operation is accompanied by certain

as to which several tales have been told.

The

veracity of such tales, generally told by cattlemen and
: bushmen to impress newcomers, must be accepted AAuth
the utmost reserve, and as I have not personally witnessed
•a circumcision I forbear to repeat them.

Among perfectly wild tribes the operator generally

works with a sharp. stone knife.

Among the blacks in

the vicinity of the mines and the railway, however, a
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sharp splinter of bottle glass was employed, and the
* chdlised ' blacks about Port Darwin were said to prefer
a knife, generally an old razor.
It is nnnecessary to remark that an operation of this
kind in a hot climate and undertaken with a septic, jagged
stone implement must give rise to an inflammation, and I
frequently wondered what sort of treatment the savages
were able to give these wounds. Quite unexpectedly I
got a solution of this question, and as I am not aAvare of
anything similar having been jjreviously described, I will
give a short account of what I saw :
Daly River, 20th Septeml)er, 1891.
. . . . " Leaving this camp we soon after found old

^ Gni's ' camj).
The two circumcised boys Avere sitting
here looking very downhearted. Upon examining their
Avounds and their treatment I

found that the innermost

bandage consisted of a layer of silky melaleuca bark.
Then folloAved a small plaiting of grass and outside this
again melaleuca bark.

The whole was lashed Avith fibre

thread, Avhich also encompassed a piece of hair plaiting
fixed to tJie hair girdle Avhich served to fix and uphold
the bandage. At my request they carefully remoA^ed the
bandages, shovdng me the wounds, which were very much
SAVollen and in an inflamed condition, obAdously causing
them great pain.
" As I sat Avondering AA^hat treatment they employed

for these wounds, my eyes fell on a large piece of bark
which proved to cover a hole dug in the soil. This hole
was about one foot wide and deep.
was a

In the sheet of bark

hole about two inches in diameter and burnt at

the edges. Upon my inquiiing as to the method of using
this apparatus, I was informed that it was employed for
cooking ' the wounds by means of hot stones and water.

As Gui's old Avife assured me that the ctme was shortly
to be applied, I squatted down, highly curious to see this
radical treatment practised, patiently waiting for the

heating of the stones, which the venerable lady had aUeady
heaped upon the fire.

" As soon as these stones were red-hot a boy brought
some wet moss from the lagoon.

The bark sheet was then

removed from the hole, the old debris was raked out and
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some wet moss* deposited in its place.
red-hot

stones were then

thrown

into

Two or three
the

hollow

and

having covered these with more moss, the old dame added
some water. Immediately the bark sheet Avas laid over^
the hole in the bark sheet covering the centre of the
hollow.

From this hole now arose a column of steam.

In the

meantime one of the boys had removed all his bandages
and, walking over to the bark sheet, laid down, passing
his circumcised member through the steaming hole. He
kept his arms along his thighs and his toes turned towards

the axis of the body. During the 5-10 minutes during
which the stones continued to emit hot vapour a convulsHe

shudder passed several times through the body of the boy,
and the young native Avho superintended the ' cooking ^
then simply sat down on the back of the victim to hold
him down."

On one of the small temporary lagoons at Bakum
one day, in the company of Dominik, I had some A'ery

lucky shooting. We Avere Avalking round the lagoon to
shoot geese. Here and there flocks of geese AA^ere perched
in the trees or betAA'een the fallen trees on the shores of the

lagoon, which presented a perfect maze of rushes and

tangled vegetation. Walking along we shot a goose noAv
and then. Finally we managed to drive a flock of twenty
to thirty geese toA\-ards the end of the lagoon. We gaA^e
them time to ciuiet down and, making a large detour, aa-©
quietly stalked the birds, hidden behind the reeds.

I

had only two cartridges left, one Ho. 5 and one Ho. 8

shot, and for this reason did not expect to do much damage.
Taking a careful look through the reeds, hoAA^ever, Ave saAv
four large geese lying close together, and immediately firing
one barrel I killed them all, while with the other cart
ridge I got four more when the flock rose.

During this time AA'e also paid visits to the jungles,,
and occasionally rode into the mountains of the Mount
Heyward range. But our main work was done in the

vicinity of the lagoons. Just as the lagoons and swamps
were the scene of my work, so they were also my pleasure
* The plants were probably not mossjs but some peculiar moss-like horba
unknown to me.
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grounds. When mosquitoes and other inseets pestered us
in our small hut, and the forest plains were brightly
illuminated by the full overhead moon of the tropics, we
used to take our guns out to a swamp which Holm and I

had named " the goose pond."

This place was the

rendezvous of enormous numbers of geese.

After sundown

they would arrive from all quarters, emitting their whisthng
and grunting calls, sounds which are inseparable from the
lowland nights in Northern Austraha. Ducks and sohtary
jabirus also paid occasional ^dsits to the wooded swamp,
and thousands of flying foxes would come flitting over the
scrub. Screeching and swearing, they would settle in the
tops of the white gums to eat the wliite orange-scented

blossoms.

A dingo might occasionally rush out of the

grass, howhng dismally in the moonhght night, and fall
to one of our guns.
There was a peeuhar attraction about this hunting
geese at night, not so much on account of the difficult
shooting, but owing to the extraordinary surroundings, so
strange to the European hunter. One stands in the full
tropical moonshine, either in the scanty grass on the shore
or in the water, hiding in the shadow of some bush, hstening
to the song of the locusts, the croaking of the frogs and the
suck of rising fish. Standing in the water, one is con

tinually obhged to pick countless leeches off one's legs,
and sometimes one is seized suddenly by an appalhng

nausea at the shmy, ghstening ereatm-es, and has to hurry
ashore to scrape them away.
Above soar the nankin birds on silent wings, croaking

horribly and then ahghting in the trees, emitting a fowl-hke
cackle. A flying fox passes now and then with soughing
wings, or a spoonbill ibis will float past, white as silver in
the moonlit night. And the geese come, shrilly trum
peting, flying low and confident. Sometimes single birds
will come, sometimes flocks forming a line or a regular
snow plough outlined against the arching tree-tops of the
horizon. You can hear their whistling and trumpeting
approach, and whistling in answer you stand stock still.

The geese soar around the lagoon, the rush of their wings
sounds closer and closer;

you can see the white of their

wings gleam in the moonhght.

They are coming on your

'•wn
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right now, and you must wait motionless, letting them pass
behind you and hearing the rush of their wings die away,
and then again approach. Suddenly they shoot past you
on your left. You lift your gun slowly, the heavy rej)ort
rends the air, and a goose drops with a loud splash in the
water. You can see the white of its breast gleaming on
the blaek surface of the lagoon. And while the nankin

birds fly crying from reeds and tree-tops, and the ' jackass'
wakes up to laugh his hard, cold laugh, you can hear the
call of the geese fading away over the eucalyptirs forest
of the endless plain.

We had entered, as it Avere, a different Avorld down

here on the Daly. Exceirt for an English teamster, Avho
was carting some machinery AA-hich Father McKillop had
bought from an old deserted mine further inland, and a
couple of policemen who once Ausited the station on serAdce,
we had not seen a strange face since Ave arriAmd.
When previously I have described our life with the

natives, I have mainly dwelt on the pleasanter aspects of

that life. I have not mentioned the thieving to v^hich we,
as well as the missionaries, were subject, and I have omitted

to state that questions of personal safety necessitated
that neither we nor the missionaries ever took many steps
away from the houses without being armed to the teeth,
hior has much been said of the numerous occasions when

an armed interference on our part was necessary to decide
native quarrels, which doubtless Avdthin a fcAV minutes
would have ended in bloodshed.

Our hfe on the station aauII also be but shortly touched
upon. The reader may, I think, easily conceive at least
the onthnes of the life which a few white men have to live

among hundreds of savages, a hfe which strongly shows
up the contrasts between civihsation and barbarism.

It

was strange, for instance, to rise from a comjparatively

ciAuhsed breakfast, and then, strolhng a few hundred
yards away, to meet a native digging in the ground Avith
a wooden peg and with his other hand conveying to his
mouth the ground-nuts which were Ms breakfast.

One

could not help noticing the contrast.
Sitting on the verandah over the evening pipe, we
would discuss the happenings of the civihsed world, its
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endless exchange of ideas, its strivings and contests. Yourmind still full of this conversation, you might take a walk

into the moonlit night.

The wild surroundings, the wide

endless forest, the black and silent river surrounded by

high banks and dark threatening jungles, might not dispel
your thoughts. But when this evening stroll took you
into a native camp, Avhere black and naked savages sang-

their monotonous corrobborree before a flickering fire, you
would be seized by quite a queer mixed feehng of some
thing between envy of and compassion for the lot of thebarbarian. The mind of the white man is strange and
complex.

However strong the instinct of evolution in

him, at the bottom of every mind there is a tendency to.
go back, to return to that primitive condition which makes,
the barbarian with his life of few sorrows and of small and
scanty pleasures in some ways an object for envy.

Every now and again a murder occurred. Duringstay at Uniya at least four murders came to my know-

Icclge. One old woman, who was feeble and unable ta
provide for herself and consequently was a burden to others,,
'^as very brutally killed. One of the other women simply
cracked her skull with a sohd stick.

One day Dominrk

arrived and told me with shining eyes that a native of
ae Dim-Dim tribe had been killed while running away

^iih another man's wife. Astone sj)ear through the skull
^ad killed him. Upon my asking when this had happened,
, .orainik promptly answered " yesterday."

News of this.

ad, as I have premously said, travels with astonishingrapidity among the natives.
Many cases of murder or manslaughter are due toactions or abductions. In spite of the iimninent retaha-

^on on the part of the offended husband, these offences
are by ao means uncommon. Marriages are in fact in these-

parts often arranged against the vdll of the woman, and
^ ca she meets a man she hkes it does not take her long
^ run away with him. Her risk is, moreover, not pro1 itive, her punishment generally consisting of having a
^lirust into her hind quarters when on the final
cttlenient of the affak she tries to run away. Most of

^ c older women on the Daly exhibited one or more old
ear wounds on this pronainent part of their anatomy.
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I have previously mentioned that I expected the blacks
-of the Wolna tribe to avenge the death of my horseboy,

Tommy's relative, Avhich no doubt would be attributed
to sorcery on the part of the Wohvangas. After the great
corrobborree a smaller one was held at the old copper mine

in Mount Heyward.

In this corrobborree the Wolwangas

•as well as the Wolnas participated, the latter being the
.guests of the Wolwangas. One day my boy Tommy asked
my permission to go and warn a relative of his among the
Wolwangas, having heard a rumour that some AVolnas
had arrived Avho intended to kill him. Mr. Tommy, Avho,
by the way, had recently stolen a sweetheart, the wife of
-a deceased brother, obtaining his would-be mother-in-law's

consent by applying a spear point to her hindquarters and
vigorously, but vainly, endeavouring to crack her skull,
•obtained my permission to go. He returned, hoAvever,
very soon, reporting that the boy had aUeady been killed.

The blacks in question had first attempted to spear an old
man, who barely saved himself by SAAumming across the

river. The rest of the camp, in great panic, made for the
Mission station, except the boy referred to. He had
recently been circumcised, being in consequence very ill.

The murderers, returning to the camp, found the helidess
boy and drove four or five stone-spears through him.
Wishing to examine the corpse in order to put the pohce
•on the track of the mmMerers upon my return to the
railway line, I rode the folloAAung day the seven miles Avdiich
separated us from the mine, taking Tommy with me.
When we arrived at the mine we got one of the black

loafers about the place to shoAv us the way. He informed
us, however, that the boy had been burnt, and having
made a wide detour round a lagoon, we arrived through a
placidly rustling casuarina forest at the old corrobborree
•camp.
Half a mile further on our guide indicated that
the place was close by. Stopping as if unAvilling to go
further, he pointed towards a large tree. Riding up, I
found only the remains of a large fire, from the ashes of
which a heap of charred and broken human bones pro
truded. Upon my stirring the heap, a light blue smoke
shot up, and the mound of red-hot and ashen white bones

'Collapsed at the Lightest touch.

Mr. Tommy mumbled
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something to the effect that the old father of the boy had
been too lazy to carry the corpse and subject it to the
burying rites. But his face did not show the faintest
trace of emotion in the presence of the remains of his
near relative.

Beturning through the forest, we rode our horses at
the usual walk until arriving at the copper mine, where
the Chinamen were about their evening meal, surrounded

by a horde of hungry, lazy and very insistent blacks. The
murderers had, of course, decamped in haste to their
own country.

In the cool evening I let my old but still

fast horse have his head, covering the seven miles which
separated me from Uniya at a swinging canter.
There is little more to tell of our last days on the

Daly.

When the white gum began shedding its bark,

when the bamboo thickets became juicy green bowers,

and when finally the ravages of the grass fires were being
repaired by the appearance of luscious grass, I prepared
to depart. Having packed my collections, I despatched
them in the first available junk from the mine to Port

Darwin. A few days later,' on the morning of the 21st

of October, I saddled my horses, and saying good-bye to
the brave missionaries and my black friends, departed,

amid the loud wailings of the latter, in order to pitch my
camp for the rainv season somewhere closer to cBdlisation.

iO

CHAPTER

The

Rainy
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Season

We reached Fountainhead without other mishaps than

losing a horse from some stomach disease, Tommy thus
having to walk, which highly displeased him.

Before taking up our quarters for the rainy season, I
wished to do some collecting in the tablelands to the west
of the railway, and this was easily effected by campingat Mount Shoebridge. At Fountainhead we laid in the
necessary provisions, and Holm took the horses out to the
old abandoned tin mine at Mount Shoebridge, about
sixteen miles to the west. The old houses offered a fair
shelter in the now someAvhat unsettled wnather.
I

myseK went down to Palmerston to giAm my collections
from the Daly a necessary overhaul after their Amyage on

the deck of the little Chinese junk. I also Avanted to
examine my bird skins for insects, and, having performed
my work in the course of a few days, I immediately re

turned to Fountainhead and joined Holm at Mount

Shoebridge.

In spite of frequent thunderstorms and violent doAvnpours, we could still do a lot of wmrk, and among the

broken tablelands we constantly found things Avhich Avere
new and interesting to us, the locality being very different
from our previous surroundings on the Daly. Our life

was very lonely, and a quarrelsome old German prospector,,

who joioed our camp, did not contribute appreciably to

the cheerfulness of the long evenings. Our blacks and the
other sons of the forest, who soon appeared cadging for food
and tobacco, proved quite useless for my work. On the
whole the blacks who frequented the vicinity of the Chinese
mines seemed absolutely demorahsed indulgence in opium
and grog and all the other ahominations of the Chinese

camp exercising a very unhappy influence on the character
of the aboriginal.
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The natives seen about the mines generally wore
clothes in the nature of a red or printed piece of cotton
cloth, folded about the loins after the fashion of the Malay
sarong. An old shirt ^vas also occasionally sported, and
with evident pride, by women as well as by men. But
these were almost the only outward features which dis
tinguished them from the naked and unsi^oilt savage.
They were utterly lazy, very rarefy doing fair work, and
generally frequenting the vicinity of the mines only with
the object of hiring out their women and daughters, in
exchange for some food and tobacco, to the hordes of very
low class Chinese, who did the heavy work in the mines.
The consequences of this sort of life were not long in
appearing, and among men and women, and even among
new-born infants, one could easily trace the horrible
diseases which follow the advent of the white man and
stiU more of the Chinaman.

Tobacco, spirits and disease in a very few years had
apparently reduced the natives to mere phantoms of the
warlike people who inhabited the remoter parts of the
continent.
About these mines one could plainly note the
initial stages of the inevitable ruin to which an intimate
contact with white or Asiatic people appears to condemn
the Australian aboriginal.
The old prospector, Avho camped at Mount Shoebridge
partly to recover from an illness, partly to prospect for

tin, had engaged a native to fetch wood and water. This
boy, named ' Marmalade,' was a scamp whose society
was by no means good for Tommy.

The superMsion of

the horses was here practically a sinecure, as the banks
of the creek were covered with sweet green grass, and the
two blacks, who had very little to do during the day,
found the nights, which they spent in the old kitchen of
the mine, exceedingly boring. To counteract this they took
a day off, and, returning from the Howley gold mine with
a native girl apiece, immediately set up a double household
in the kitchen. The girls were, however, promised to
other men, and retribution very soon arrived in the shape
of a mob of old women, who attempted violently to abduct
the younger of the two girls. She belonged in fact to
an old native of the Wogait tribe, far away on the coast.
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An aunt of this girl, strangely enough, a married woman,
was the worst of the lot, being most vociferous in her
attempts to persuade the girl, who had not the least inten
tion of leaving her beloved Marmalade. Half an hour was

spent in bad language, and then, having exhausted their
vocabularies, they resorted to bodily violence. The aunt
snatched up a large chunk of wood and attempted to smash
the head of her niece, the men, however, preventing this
wasteful proceeding. The girl immediately seized her
opportunity, and grasping a stick gave her aunt a few lusty
ones across the back. The fight now began in real earnest.
It lasted about an hour, I should think, and wms carried on
with the aid of all sorts of weapons and dodges. Without
the shghtest doubt this fight would have ended in the death
of one of the combatants if the other blacks had not inter

fered at critical moments. The girl fought very bravely,
but in the long run she was no match for the tough old
dame. Finally there was not a stitch of clothing left

between them. The powers of the young girl flagged;
the aunt caught her up and, flinging her over her shoulder,
prepared to march off.

At this moment, however, a last paroxysm of rage

seized the girl. She twisted herself free, but stumbled and
fell, and the old lady, now thoroughly roused, caught up
a large stone to finish the child off. Thinking it was time
to interfere, I jumped down from the verandah and held
the muzzle of my Colt under the nose of the old dragon.

The moment she saw this the girl set up a beseeching
wail: " Oh, doctor, shoot the lot of them."

The fight ended. In view of my revolver there was
no more to be said.

But it was a sordid business and I

told the boys to drive the old women away. The aunt in
question was slow in going, and gave me a bit of her
tongue, so I planted the sole of my boot where her tail
ought to have been, and she decamped in panic.
The next day Tommy and Marmalade had to conform
to a decision arrived at according to the rules of the
offended tribe. This decision, according to Tommy, con
sisted in allowing the male relatives of the girls to throw
spears at the offenders at a comparatively short range.
The ordeal appeared to have been harmless, and the boys
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came tlirougli it without a scratch, both returning to
camp late in the evening. They were in high spirits,
bragging that the Warai blacks had not been able to hit
them.

One of our first troubles arose fi'om the fact that the

creek or rivulet which passed below the houses was dry,
and water for ourselves and for the horses had to be hauled

up fi'om one of the old shafts of the mine.

After some

showers of rain, however, the water appeared in pools in
the bed of the creek, and the horses were often seen to
spend the hottest part of the day almost entirely immersed
in the water.

On my excursions along the creek I found several
puddles where in a few days a teeming invertebrate life
had developed.
Particularly numerous were various
smaller crustaceans, mainly Pliyllopoda, and by the aid of
a small net I easily collected large numbers. The animals
were exceedingly numerous, the water being almost entirely

filled with them.

Their abundance must have been owing

to the fact that at the end of the dry season, before the
creek dried up, a large number of the mature animals had
finally resorted to the pool, and before dying had deposited
their tough ephippal eggs in the bed of the creek. They
proved to be new to science {Eiilimnadia Dalili, G. O.
Sars).*
The natives described to me a small mammal named

' dokoin,' said to be a bush animal resembhng a small
opossum, and I spent a lot of time tr3dng to find one.

On my own exeursions, mainly with the object of collect
ing birds, I wasted a lot of time in examining hollow trees
for ' dokoin,' and the expeditions I made accompanied

by natives, sometimes even large parties of them, were
aU in vain so far as the capture of this small mammal was
concerned.

Animal life was not particularly abundant about
Mount Shoebridge. The large red kangaroo {Macropus
antilopinus) lived singly or in herds among the broken hills,
but they were very wild and difficult to stalk. The only
edible game we shot were bandicoots, which were most
numerous, generally approaching the

house at dusk to

* Described by G. O. Sars, ia Archiv for Mathem.-og Naturvidemk, 1896.
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eat crumbs and otber leavings from our meals, wbieb had
been thrown off the verandah.

I shot them at short range

with a small collecting gun, and generally had them for
breakfast, for which purpose they were excellent.

Bird hfe was not very varied, but still the lonely
mountain valleys possessed a peculiar attraction. On

peaceful strolls one might here observe numbers of the small
green parakeet hanging in the tree-tops above one's head.
Very often they would hang head down, pretending to be
the green leaves of eucalypti.

Many instances of mimicry

among insects also were noticeable here.
Sometimes one
found a grasshopioer perfectly imitating the small green
leaves of the bush which is its home. Sometimes a sijecies

of mantis was seen as long and thin and dry as the withered
grass in which it crawled.

After tramping the whole day I found this land very

peaceful and quiet when returning towards dusk over the
broken hills. Sometimes I would sit down on some rock,
gazing over the endless wastes around me. In every direc
tion the eye met only forest, a blue-green forest disappear

ing in the hazy blue of the far horizons, and then mountains
rising dim and smoky in the distance. And after sundown

when a short blue-grey dusk enveloped the solitudes, the
melancholy flute of the butcher bird would sound from

some glen, or the faint tinkle of our horsebells would rise
on the still air.

Our work at Mount Shoebridge, however, terminated
before I had intended.

A sudden attack of some violent

gastric ailment reduced me in a very few days to a perfect
skeleton, leaving me only sufficient strength to chng to my
old horse long enough to reach the railway and take the
down train for Palmerston.

After a month in the local

hospital I returned to Eountainhead, still a bit light and
shaky, but in the main restored.

Upon arriving there I was offered an opportunity of
accompanying a cattleman down to the Arenbarra cattle
station close to the mouth of the Adelaide Eiver.

The

place had been abandoned for years but was now taken

up again. I thought it advisable to take the opportunity of
seeing this part of the country, and Holm and I immedi
ately returned to Mount Shoebridge. We speedily packed
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our collections, re-sliod our horses, and breaking camp
rode for the station of Glencoe. Tommy, who up to now
had been a necessary evil, got the sack.
On the following morning we rode off, three white men
and three black horse-boys, with 11 horses in all, heading
into the flat limitless forest which, practically without any
landmark, extends to the mouth of the Adelaide Elver.
The day was cloudy and the horses worked easily and well
towards midday, when Ave camped at a waterhole eontaining some stale liquid, from Avhich we made tea, dining on
the usual salt beef and damper.
Again we rode on, passing sometimes through open
plains covered Avith hundreds of enormous turret-hke ant
hills, and sometimes through open heavy timber sur
rounding meadoAV-like glades and old dry watercourses.
Occasionally Ave saw a fcAv ducks in small nymphea-covered

lagoons, and uoav and again ' tui'keys ' or turkey-bustards
would stride solemnly away from oiu' advancing mob
of horses.

We rode and rode until the sun went down.

The spires and ininarets of the gigantic anthills were
dyed red by the setting sun, and the long shadoAA^s would
disappear far aAvay in the endless plain. The dust, stirred
up by the steps of our horses, rose golden in the rays of
the loAV sun, Avhich soon sank behind dark hnes of paperbark SAvamps in the distant west.
The moon rose, and after 14 hours' ride we finally
reached the Arenbarra station about eleven o'clock in the

evening. The manager, Avho hved here by himself among
a number of blacks, immediately turned out, receiving us
in

the bluff and hearty manner characteristic of the

Australian cattle hermit. We got something to eat, and
making our simple beds on the verandah of the house soon
fell into a death-like sleep. The folloAving day, being stUI
a convalescent after my turn in the hospital and also
feeling very stiff from the long ride, I had to content myself
Avlth pottering about, shooting a few birds.
The stockman who had accompanied us continued his
journey to Port DarAvin Avith a drove of cattle, Avhile Holm
and I remained at the station, enjoying the hospitable com
pany of the manager, Mr. P. Strong, one of the kindest
and most capable bushmen it has been my luck to meet
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in Australia. He certainly deserved a better fate than
the lonely and tragic death which became his lot a few
months later. Fever and dysentery forced him to attempt
to reach the Glencoe station singlehanded. He died, how
ever, on the way, cpdte alone, and as the Glencoe station
was unaware of his illness, several weeks passed before he
was missed. Finally his bones and accoutrements were
found at a small creek a few miles from Glencoe.

The landscape along the Adelaide River was cpiite
different from the surroundings of the lower Daly. Large
open plains, dotted with occasional lagoons, stretched away

in unlimited monotony, surrounding bamboo-covered creeks
which were connected with the Adelaide itself.

Here and

there in the plains rose longish rounded ridges which,
remarkably enough, were covered Avith timber and heavy

bamboo thickets.

Bird life Avas A'cry similar to Avhat I

had seen on the Daly.

The same multitudes of large

wading and swimming birds swarmed over lagoons and
creeks, and hiding in the thickets by one of the long narrow
lagoons one could easily observe their habits and nature
at close range.

I have a viAdd recollection of arriA^ing at one of these

lagoons quite maddened by thmst. I tethered my horse,
pushed through the ' nutmegs ' of the shore and, parting
the floating Avater-weeds, drank my fill from the muddy

water, which under the green foliage of the Aveeds still had
a certain coolness. In my tired and spent condition I
remaiaed for a long time contemplating the peaceful

lagoon. It was probably just the virgin spot it had been
thousands and thousands of years ago, and flocks of
geese dotted its surface now as they had done from times
immemorial.

White herons are stalking through the Ioav rushes in
shallow water, their steps jerky and undecided as is
the nature of their tribe, their long necks undulating at
each jerky step. Row they stop, find something, and
swallowing it glance sideways at a passing duck. The
overhead sun is reflected in their yellow eyes and in the light
ripples set up by their steps. On the leaves of the blue
water-iny and on the floating weeds, flocks of Parra
gallinacea display their shining red combs, advancing on
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water inseets. Witli eareful undulating steps the birds,
move over the floating leaves, tails up and heads down.
Sometimes two try to get on to the same leaf. A twit-.

tering quarrel ends in one of the competitors being pushed
off, and with laboured flight he is obliged to seek
another small floating island. And the Australian beeeater {Merops ornatiis), resplendent with gorgeous colours,,
comes sailing on rigid wings, swooping in a half-eircl6'
towards the surface of the lagoon, and, rising again, sounds.

*his clear trilling note. The sun shines on his green and
blue plumage. The grass and the scattered trees on the
shore are all a-quiver under the fierce blaze of the tropical
high noon.
To sit there in the sparse shadow of the trees eontem-^

plating the bird life, the long shallow lagoon and the end
less plain, seemed to take one suddenly back into grey
and distant ages. Time had not altered these surround
ings. As they were uoav so had they been for countless,
centuries.

In the enormous plains one met a bmd that really
Avas an important feature in the landscape. This was theAustralian crane {Grus anstralasianKs) or ' native com
panion,' as it is commonly called. I had certainly observed,
this beautiful species on the Daly, and also shot one speei-.
men ; but I had never imagined that such flocks as I saw
in these plains on the Adelaide really existed.
When riding about during the first days of my stay
at Arenbarra I became aAvare of enormous blue-grey strips;
and patches in the distant horizons of the plains. At first,
I took these to be lagoons and Avaters. Approaching, hoAA^^ever, I perceived them to be bmds, the cranes which in flocks,
of hundreds coAmred the fiats. They would not allow me
to get nearer than about three hundred yards, but this.
Avas close enough for me to observe their queer and
grotesque movements. Those birds who were not feeding^
occupied themselves, after the fashion of cranes, in dancing..
They lifted their wings and stretching their heads forward
with curved necks would jump about, indulging in themad and burlesque steps peculiar to the crane's dance.
New arrivals were constantly coming from all iDarts of the
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The air was full of them, and their clear and high-

Titched trumpet-note resounded everywhere.

When they rise they follow the tactics of all longwinged birds. They spread their wings and, running swiftly
forward, jump. Reaching earth again, they continue the
run, jump again, and finally vdth slowly momng wings

glide upwards at a very moderate angle.

If the bii'd

intends to go far it screws itself gradually upward in immense

•circles. When it wants to ahght again its tactics are also
interesting. It suddenly lets the legs drop, the neck is
draAvn back and the tail is depressed. Immediately the
bird hurtles down through the air, using the half-open

and, as it were, hanging wings as a brake. This terrific
•speed lasts until the bii'd is a fcAv yards distant from the
•earth. Then the wings are fully spread again. Tail and
neck are straightened once more, and, stretching the legs

forward, the bird skims along the earth until the speed
subsides. Einally it lands, jumping high in the air on the
first impact, and settling with inimitable grace sounds its
•clear trumpet-note. As a fact these cranes fly very high,
and I am certain that I have seen them drop from

an altitude of six to eight hundred feet at an angle of
about 45 degrees.

At first it proved hopeless to attempt to get close

•enough to these birds to fire at them with gun or rifle with
any prospect of success. I tried in many ways. As my old
saddle-horse was very fast, and observing that the cranes
did not fly very swiftly and also were slow in mounting
above the reach of gunshot, I determined to tackle them
quite openly. I tried to ride as close as I could get and,
when the birds rose, to ride for them as hard as possible

and shoot them on the wing. My first attempts were
entirely without success. Finally I succeeded in riding
slowly and as it were carelessly up to within three hundred
•or four hundred yards of a small flock of cranes.

The

birds rising, I immediately went for them. The racing
blood of my old steed was very soon boiling, and the terrific
speed sent the hot air whisthng about my ears. We very
•soon commenced to overhaul a large crane, which during
the first four hundred or five hundred yards did not rise
more than twenty yards from the ground.

We were
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But as we approaclied, I could

see that the bird was exerting itself to rise as high as

possible. When at last, after going at a breakneck pace
for about a thousand yards, I got below the crane and
fired from the galloping horse, the bird had reached an
altitude which rendered the shot ineffective.

in this fashion thus proved impracticable.

To kill them

But this much

I learnt at all events—that a good horse goes consider
ably faster than a crane flies.
At last Holm and I puzzled out a method which
proved fatal to the cranes. We would ride out together
and, espying a flock of cranes, we would pass it at the safe
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Fig. 2.
The Arenbakra Station.

distance of some six hundred yards, taking care to present
the appearance of one rider, one man hiding behind the
other all the time. In this way we proceeded until we
reached some clump of tall grass, when, taking both guns,
I would slide off my horse and hide in the grass. Holm
would go on, and, leading my horse and making a wide
detour round the birds, would begin to drive them towards
my hiding place. He would then ride in a long zig-zag,
advancing very slowly and taking the utmost care not
to approach the birds closer than three or four hundred
yards. The cranes would then not rise, but would only
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stride slowly away from him. In this way they could be
driven, but only with infinite care and caution. The
drive was very slow, but absolutely sure, and within half
an hour's time the heavy bfids would march solemnly past
my hiding-place. A well directed right and left would, in
lucky cases, drop a brace of the grand birds in the short
green grass of the plain, after which the rest of the flock
would flee and Holm come galloping uj), a hai^py grin on
his sunburnt face.

I also made long excm\sions into the vast plains,
attempting to get a buffalo. But, notwithstanding all our
efforts, we found nothing but tracks. The reader will be
surprised at hearing the buffalo mentioned as a denizen

of the forests of northern Australia, but nevertheless its
presence is a fact.

Long ago, before the days of Port

Darwin, the telegraph and the railway, a convict settle
ment was estabhshed on Melville Island. The extremely
savage disposition of the natives of this island necessitated

the transfer of the colony to Port Essington on the main
land. In both these places the colony had kept Indian
buffaloes {Bos huffelus). On the subsequent abandonment
of this colony the buffaloes had been left behind and had
multipfied to such a degree that parts of Arnhem Land
swarmed with them. They were distributed from towards

the mouth of the Victoria Eiver to the Gulf of Carpentaida.
In certain places, as at the mouth of the Adelaide and

the South and East Alfigator Rivers, they were so numerous
that a few men were exclusively occupied in hunting them
for their hides and horns. They had made and were still
making good money on this hunting, which was done partly
on foot and partly on horseback.

The hides would fetch

about a sovereign apiece, and when a couple of hunters
could not get a thousand buffaloes in the season they
were said to be discontented. The hunting was possible
only in the dry season, and the best hunters were said to

have got upwards of forty ammals in a day, employing
numbers of blacks as assistants in the skinning and carry
ing of the hides. This prolific occurrence of the buffalo
was restricted to the coast-lands of the extreme north,
but wherever I have gone in Arnhem Land I have occa

sionally seen the tracks of these huge animals, which
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were easily distinguisliable from the ordinary cattle tracks.
On the Daly they were fairly common, bnt I never saw the
buffaloes themselves.

The soil of Australia appears to be favourable for
the well-being of certain South Asiatic animals, and as
another instance I may mention that a herd of brahma
cattle (small zebu) had once been introduced in the vicinity
of Port Darwin. They were now running wild and were
said to occur in large numbers on the western side at the
mouth of the Adelaide Eiver. Chinese pigs also ran wild.
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at

Arenbarra.

bad spread over the vicinity of the Adelaide Eiver, and
had multiplied exceedingly. The forests were now full
of them. Everywhere along creeks and rivers their tracks
were visible, and the soil was largely turned over by their
rooting.
The natives about the station belonged to the Wolna

tribe. They were largely degenerate, exhibiting signs of
unpleasant diseases, and even traces of leprosy were to be
noticed among them.

This disease was not uncommon
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among the coast tribes and must probably be considered
as introduced by the Malay trepang-fishers who annually
—^in

the

North-West

Monsoon—visit

these

coasts

and

during their stay have some intercourse with the natives.
Many natives also had the marks of small-pox, this disease
probably being also due to the Malays.
The natives about Arenbarra frequented the ^ucinity
of the station to obtain tobacco in return for work and
to feast on the entrails and offal of the few bullocks

which were occasionally killed for the meat supply of the
station. For the rest they lived on what they could find
in the vicinity. To a higher degree than I have observed
elsewhere, they appeared here to depend on fresh water
mussels, which were gathered in the lagoons of the neigh
bourhood. Everywhere in the surrounding jungles the

dead shells of these mussels were present in enormous
numbers. One could hardly take a step Avithout crushing
them.

The demoralised state of the blacks aroused my hopes

that among these people I should be able to obtain a collec

tion of skulls. On the Daly I should only have got into
difficulties by attempting to buy skulls and skeletons, bub
in this place conditions were obviously different. Upon
my questioning a native he immediately declared himself

ready to procure some skulls, and disappearing in the
forest he shortly returned with a female skull, which one
of the girls of the station declared to be that of her aunt.

The price obtained and my further encouragements in
duced him to undertake a longer expedition to some place
of burial, whence he returned with five highly interesting
skulls, all belonging to deceased members of his family.

For these I paid him fifty pounds of flour besides a quantity
of tobacco, on which articles all the blacks of the neigh
bourhood held a carouse.

All the skulls obtained were obviously dug up from
the earth, and the natives in this locality thus appeared
to have deviated from the usual custom of burying the
bones in hollow trees after the flesh has rotted away.
According to then own account, the unspoilt natives of
Arnhem Land always employ this latter proceeding.
The weather during our stay was very unsettled.
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The heat was terrible, but the sun rarely set "without rain
having fallen during the day. These showers came quite

suddenly.

A small cloud would appear on the horizon,

growing rapidly larger and larger. And almost before one
had reahsed its threatening aspect hghtning and thunder
would burst
out.
Then
followed the

rain, which
was whipped
along by the.
wind with a.

force that,

threatened

to pull the
...

house

down

over

our

heads. Then

suddenly
the tempest
,

would
side.

sub-These

thunder

storms

lost,

nothing by
comparison
with

thun-.

derstorms

I

have seen
in South

Fig. 4.

A Woman op the Wolna Tribe.

Africa. They
did not bring
hail, however, and

they alse

appeared to.

be more local than any storms of the kind that I have
witnessed, sometimes raging with the fierceness of a.
cyclone. That these storms of the rainy season in
Arnhem Land may well be compared to the cyclonea
of, for instance, the Pacific or the China Sea was clearly-
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by the tempest which in 1897, after my visit,

•struck Port Dar^vin and completely wrecked the town
•of Palmerston. I came to the conclusion that such violent

tempests are fairly common in Arnhem Land, as during
my travels

I

saw

considerable

tracts

of forest

which

had been completely mown down by the Avind. BctAvecn
Glencoe and the Adelaide River, for example, I rode through
•a tract of forest where CA'ery single tree had been broken

•doAvn by tempest.

The length of the patch Avas certainly

more than one thousand yards, the breadth of it, hoAA'CA-er,

hardly exceeding two hundred yards. In several other
locahties I have observed similar raA'ages, and to my mind
these observations go to proAm that real cyclones are by
•no

means uncommon in Arnhem Land.

They are as a

rule strictly local, and in a country of such sparse popula

tion it is a mere chance if they hit an inhabited place,
'Or happen to be actually observed.
We spent about a fortnight on the Arenbarra and got

•a few things new to my collections. I had, hOAA^ever, by

no means regained my former health, and during my

•absence from Mount Shoebridge Holm also had several
•attacks of fever.

Therefore neither of us Avas able to

work at his best. Daily showers of rain also made field
"work difficult.

In order not to be cut off from the outer Avorld by

the bogging of the plains dming the noAV imminent rainy
reason, we had to pack our belongings, and on the day

before Christmas Eve we departed from Arenbarra, steering
•south through the Avilderness.

We secured a few black followers, partly to act as
guides, partly to carry such collections as we did not
venture to put on the pack-horses.

The laziness of the

blacks, however, greatly reduced the rate of our progress.

The horses were also very sIoav on account of the heat ;
•and there were other delays, as when one of the pack
horses lay doAvn and rolled, causing the saddle to shift.
When it rose again some of the pack fell off, whereupon
the animal went clean demented, kicked violently, and
ran round, shedding the contents of the pack broadcast
•over the plain. It took us a considerable time to recover
•our various belongings.
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A native dog, a mongrel of dubious origin, bad con
ceded an unquenchable liking for my person and, in spite
of \evj vigorous protests on my part, had persisted in
following me from Arenbarra. Eothing could shake his
determination, and from this moment he estabhshed

himself as my constant companion, proving a very clever
dog of high intelligence and a true and trusty friend. He
turned out to be one of the most remarkable individuals

I have ever met in a wide acquaintance of dogs. As a
first item to his credit he captured on the way a large
Gould's iguana, which served us for dinner during our
midday rest.

In the afternoon progress was also slow, and it began
to rain as we approached Margaret Creek.

Holm was

riding in front. Suddenly I saw him pull up his horse
and signal to me. A large wild pig was slowly advancing
through the grass about one hundi-ed and fifty yards off.

I could just see the back of the black boar above the grass,
and shpping off the horse and steadying the rifle against
a tree I killed him with a single shot through the spine.
We could only manage to carry one of the hindquarters
with the hide on, and Holm Avas very sorry to have to
handle our Christmas pork in this wasteful fashion.

The Margaret was dry, but on looking for a camp
site on the south shore Ave had great difficulty In flndlng
one, as the plains, which were a traction lower than the

banks of the creek, were inundated by recent rain.

We had

no choice but to cam*p on the bank itself close to the bam

boo jungle, where the mosquitoes were sure to eat us ahve.
In the early morning we were in om: saddles just as
the large red sun rose over the horizon of the level forest
plain. After a while we lost patience AAuth the irritating
laziness of the blacks, and packing them brnMens on the
horses rode on alone. EeaUsing now that we should be
considerably delayed in attempting to reach Glencoe and
probably should have to spend Christmas Eve in the bush
on very meagre rations, I set our course for Bridge Creek,
the nearest inhabited place on the railway line. After
nine hours' ride through very dry country, we reached
the railway, and flndlng water we rested the horses and
made a hasty meal on tea and damper.
11
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In the cool of the evening we went on, intending to
reach Fountainhead. As we passed the ' HoAvley ' station,
however, an old and friendly overseer on the line entreated
ns to spend the sacred evening Avith him and his old AAdfe.
Accepting this hospitable offer, avc enjoyed the unusual
luxury of a table presided OA'er by a woman, and haAung
spent a sociable evening slept soundly on the verandah
until morning.

On Christmas Day we proceeded to Glencoe, the
owner of this station, Mr. W. Laurie, having been kind
enough to offer us quarters for the rainy season. Christmas
celebrations were here in full swing after the rough and
robust fashion of the bush. A roasted sucking pig AA'as
served at dinner and was duly washed down Avith the
potent waters dear to the heart of the Australian cattle

man after the long intervals of absolute sobriety Avhich his
lonely and simple hfe compels. Throughout the folloAving
hours the celebrations were continued with all dire drunken

ness, culminating in a feast on Boxing Day. The whole
population of the Adcinity, consisting of about a score of
white men and a few hundred Chinamen from the mines

and gardens, was invited to Glencoe, and after races and
various sports held a carouse, the main features of which
were whole roasted pigs and various other foods in pro

fusion, besides liberal quantities ofstrongand potent liquids.
This orgy, the details of which defy description, lasted un
til sumise the next morning, ebbing out with the dwindlingsupply of hquor. After this followed a compulsory

sobriety, and the routine of everyday life was resumed.

After the new year the rains set in in real earnest,

and Adth short intervals it rained almost daily until the
first days of March. Throughout February for a fortnight
we t us saw no ghmpse of the sun, and during this period
we suffered considerably from the wet, which during the
violent showers easily penetrated the ramshackle iron

shanty where we hved. Although the house, which, by
the way, consisted of only a single room surrounded by a
broad verandah, was situated on top of a hillock, the

Auolence of the rain often flooded the whole of the concrete
flooring, inside and on the verandah too. Most of us

slept on the verandah, and when a tempest as usual broke
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during the night we were disagreeably awakened by torrents
of wind-driven rain, which forced us to shift our beds and
mosquito curtains to the lee side of the house.

My

bedding was wet almost every night, and really dry
blankets only occurred during bhssful dreams.
Holm's health during this period was not satisfactory.
He had several attacks of fever. I personally was now
quite well and fit, and old Laurie and the other four stock
men of the station appeared quite immune.

They were

' salted ' long ago.
After the violent spells of rain the long lagoon below

the station rose above the banks, and the surrounding
plains were transformed into a large and shallow lake.
When the rain ceased for a few days the waters in the
vicinity of the lagoon would again subside for a short
time. The low wooded ridges which rose above the plains

were certainly not flooded, but the soil, consisting mainly
of sand and ironstone gravel, was saturated with water

to such a degree that a man on horseback everywhere ran
the risk of being bogged.

During this period the fact that we lived in a tropical
country was forcibly impressed upon us. When warm
and sunny days followed the first long rains, which had
thoroughly saturated the soil, there was at once an immense
development of vegetation. An invisible power appeared

to press the vegetation through the surface of the earth,
which until lately was bleak and desolate, exhibiting only
a scanty stubble after the grass fires of the dry season.
Along the shores of creeks and watercom?ses, where in
the dry season only the dead leaves of the bamboo
covered the naked soil, a surprising wealth of plants
now sprouted. Vines and other creepers wound upwards

among the trees on the banks, large yams {Amorphofallus)
spread their deep green stalks and leaves over large
stretches of the shores, Dioscorea transversa ran their

creeping stems between the broad green leaves of beauti
ful Calocasia which covered the steep banks of the creeks.
Of course all of this did not appear at once. An accu

rate observer would have noticed the first shoots directly
after the first rain-squalls of the season.
But only the
advent of the full rainy season caused the real outburst,
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the simultaneous and apparently sudden starting up in
aU its luxurious exuberance.

The green

conical and

inch-thick

shoots

of

the

bamboo {Bambusa arnliemica) had long been visible in
the jungles, but now they began to sprout in real earnest
and with incredible rapidity. After a few days' rain
with following sunshine, one might see shoots which
previously had been only just visible stand more than a
yard high.

The growth of the large grasses was no less rapid.
In a couple of weeks they would attain a height which
seemed to be more appropriate to trees than to gi'asses.

As a rule the grass exceeds the height of a man. Very
often it stands higher than a man's head when he is riding,
and in certain places I have seen it reach a height of twelve
or fifteen feet. This grass impedes progress through the
forests to a serious degree, and a ride through the grass
during this season is absolute hell.

This is also largely

owing to the quantities of grass seeds which are con
tinually scattered over the rider and which bore through

his clothing and into his very flesh. These grass seeds are
indeed so troublesome that they have entirely prevented
the raising of sheep in Arnhem Land.

Just below the house a narrow lagoon wound along

between scattered groves of screw-palms. At Christmas
time it was fairly shallow, and the cattle and hogs of the
station had transformed its once crystal waters into a
turbid and muddy hquid. At the beginning of the dry
season, when buying my horses, I had seen and also taken
fish in the lagoon, but now, to all appearances, these had
become extinct. We attempted to catch some with a bait,
but quite in vain.

iSTot a rise could be seen on the surface,

even on calm evenings. And then, after a period of violent
rains which caused a considerable rise in the level of the

lagoon, the water suddenly became ahve with fish once
more! The surface was everywhere broken by their
rises, and with a small Indian casting-net I had no diffi
culty in catching several species. These fish had probably
been hidden in the muddy bottom in a torpid state, and
the arrival of the fresh rain water had enabled them to

resume those activities of life which the stagnant water
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of the all-but-dried-up lagoon had forced them to sus
pend temporarily.*
Periodically wading birds appeared in large numbers,
being generally seen after heavy rains, when the plains
were flooded. Long-legged oyster-catchers ran about in
the shallows, flocks of sandpipers and birds of allied kinds

filled the air, scattering over the plains. Snipe Avere every
where squatting in the grass and various birds fringed the
lagoon. EA'-ery day the loud trumpet of the AustraUan
crane would be heard, and the gigantic black and white
stork {Mycteria australis) would march solemnly through
the shallows of the plain. Many were the rifle bullets that
were fired from the house, but the birds were never touched
OAving to the immense range. To get a decent shot was
quite impossible. One evening I shot a specimen of the
common curlew.

Now and again we saw the large white-belhed seaeagle {HaliaeUis leucogaster). This species belongs to the
coasts and the large rivers, but during the floods it appeared
to extend its migrations to the interior. As soon as one
of these giants was observed we were not long in seizing
the opportunity, and we were successful in getting a pair
of the fine birds.

On the whole the number of birds of

prey which inhabited this country appeared sm'prising in
consideration of the fauna. For a tropical country the
bird and animal hfe which could support birds of prey
was not particularly plentiful.
Most of the forest birds were now busily engaged in

building nests.

The propagation of these birds seemed

to be confined to the rainy season to a much larger degree
than that of most other higher vertebrates. This does

not preclude the breeding of many indigenous birds in
the dry season also, but the main breeding among them
occurs during the rainy season.
In the small and slender ' box ' trees about the station

house the busy ' magpie larks ' {GralUna picata) built
their mud nests, and before long the tiny young were heard
tAvittering, while the parents fluttered about in panic
when

we

approached.

The

blue-cheeked

♦

honeysucker

I captured 6 species in all, and of these no less than 3 species were new
to science : Anodontiglania Dahli, Copidoglanis Olencoensis and Copidogl,
Obscurus. H. Rendahl, Nyt Mag. f. Naturvidenskab, 1923.
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{Entomyza cyanotis), a large species of the Meliphagidae,
also nested during this period, and I observed a very
curious fact about their method of building,—that several
birds united in building the nest. I actually observed as
many as four or five birds busily engaged and mutually

assisting one another in building a mud nest in the fork of
a tree.

This common nest-building habit appeared to me

a very curious phenomenon. It must certainly be due
to some very remarkable conditions in the breeding and
domestic life of these birds, but what these conditions
were baffled my investigations.
Our life on the station was

associated

with

the

loneliness inseparable from hie in the Australian bush.
We shot and preserved specimens, when the weather per
mitted, and had the mortification of seeing most of our

skins eaten by insects. If the plains and the surrounding
forests were too flooded, or if the heat were too intense,

"we used to ride out, shooting from horseback.

ITow and

again we assisted in such station work as the taming of
wild horses which had been fetched from distant parts
of the continent and which Mr. Laurie was breaking in for

the Batavia or Singapore market.
Our food was the usual meat and bread prepared by

a Chinese cook. Butter and jam also appeared on our
table and, on rare occasions, potatoes. Sometimes an

immense craving for fruit or vegetables would assail us,
but these luxuries were very rarely obtained at Fountainhead. Close to the Fountainhead gold mine a couple of
Chinamen ran a garden, and the crop exhibited a fair
variety of produce.

could produce.
they hved, like
In this locahty,
to the ground,

It was almost incredible what they

They got very cheap Chinese labour, and
all Chinamen, ' on the smell of an oiLag.'
where a white man would not put a spade
they cultivated onions, cabbages, sugar

cane and ginger. They even raised quite a fair crop of
rice.

When our food at the station became too monotonous

we varied it with game.

How and again the ' whistfing

duck ' {Dendrocygna vagans) would appear in large flocks
which settled on the lagoon. Swimming or crawling, we
would stalk these flocks, and at a fair range a couple of
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shots would supply a substantial bag of this fine game.
Another species of whistler {Dendrocygna Eytoni) also
appeared on occasions, but in far smaller numbers. The
whistler is the commonest duck in Northern Australia,

and gigantic flocks roam from swamp to swamp and from
one lagoon to another. Like the black and white goose

this duck very often perches in trees, and the toes of the
bird are, like those of the aforesaid goose, only half
webbed.

The rosy cockatoo, generally termed ' Gala ' by the
colonist {GacaUia roseieapilla) occurred in large flocks, never
far from water. Large rose-coloured patches of these
birds were to be seen in the plains, where they fed on the
ground. A few shots often sufficed to procure a sufficiency
of this very palatable bird for the table.

The large red kangaroo {Macropus antilopinus) lived
in a range of hills some distance off, but as a rule they were
very wild. I remember bagging one. I was riding through
this range, and was walking my horse along the base of a

hillside when I discovered tAvo kangaroos, a large ' old man'
and a small doe, which were both grazing on the hill above
me. Immediately dismounting I crawled along through
the grass, leading the horse until I could obtain a favour
able chance for a stalk. The animals showed some sign of
alarm, but seeing only a horse they confidently recom

menced their feeding. Having tied the horse, I made a
short stalk from tree to tree, finally firing my express at
the shoulder of the ' old man ' at about one hundred and

fifty yards. The doe was off at a terrific speed at the
sound of the report, but the ' old man' came down,
rolling doAvn the steep hillside. When I came up to him

a little muscular tAvitching of the enormous fists and
powerful limbs was the only sign of his haAung been ahve.
Having skinned him I regained my horse, which
became restive at the smell of blood, doing his utmost to

break away. Thanking the Gods and the Adelaide saddler
for a strong bridle I succeeded, however, in calming him,
mounted, and finally got home at a brisk pace. At the
station Ave all feasted on the enormous and savoury tail

of the kangaroo, and it may be worth recording that this

banquet disagreed AAdth us all promptly and profoundly !
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A method of hunting Tvhich afforded us some pleasure
and interest was treeing large lizards with my dog. In
the station paddock, where no natives but the station horse
boys were allowed, large iguanas were very plentiful.
Gould's iguana was particularly numerous, and another
allied species was not uncommon. We used to take out
my dog ' Pup,' my inseparable friend from Arenbarra.
He had been trained by the blacks and was a pastmaster in hunting iguanas, and the natives soon had him
rushing through the grass in wild pursuit of the game.
Very soon his loud barking would announce that the lizard
had taken refuge in a tree, from the top of which it
could be seen looking at us with spiteful eyes as we
approached. Lumps of anthills served as missiles, shots

being deemed wasteful. Very soon a lucky throw would
knock the iguana off the branch, and, tumbling to earth,

it was immediately engaged in a short and disastrous
combat with my friend ' Pup.'
Eow and again, when of considerable size, these igu
anas really shoAved fight.
On one occasion I had knocked
one more than a yard long off its branch, and reaching
earth it made off, hotly pursued by the dog, AAdio did not

feel equal to coping with this heavy antagonist. Punning
swiftly round I met the big beast with my largo hunting
knife. The reptile made straight for me. I missed the

first stab, and should undoubtedly have felt its teeth and
claws somewhere, probably in the thigh, had I not swiftly
repeated my blow with better aim.

This time I hit the brute

over the head, killing it on the spot.
Almost everywhere in Arnhem Land one finds ant
hills, which sometimes attain an enormous size.

These

hills are generally of an irregular conical shape, with
numerous cone-shaped towers or spires. Very often they
may be so regular and beautiful as to remind one at a dis
tance of the outlines of a Gothic cathedral. These conical

anthills attain, as I have said, an enormous size, and I
am quite certain that I have seen them fifteen to eighteen

feet high. The accompanying photograph will give some
idea of their dimensions. The specimen shown was, I
beheve, the largest ever seen by me.
These anthills may also have another shape.

They

L MARY, A GIRL FROM QUEENSLAND, GLENCOE STATION.
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may take the form of a broad and sharp wedge, very rarely
exceeding the height of a man. These peculiar anthills,
are always arranged with their longitudinal axis pointing
due north and south.

Such hills occur particularly in

the vicinity of the coast and are probably made by a species,
of white ant different from that which makes the ordinary

cone-shaped hills. ISTobody has, I believe, been able ta
give a satisfactory explanation of the pecuhar north and
south orientation of these hills.

I can only record the fact,,

which is so established that the use of the compass may

be dispensed with when one is travelhng in a region wherethese ' magnetic ' anthills abound.

Locally the common anthill may occur in such num
bers as to form veritable ' termite towns,' and constitute

the most striking feature of the landscape. This massing
of anthills was mainly observable in the vicinity of large

open plains. Around Glencoe they were exceedingly

numerous. They could be seen in all sizes and stages of
development, from the gigantic old hill with numeroua

spires and minarets to the tiny first beginning shaped like
a sugar-loaf.

From Inspector Poulsche of Port Darwin and alse
from others I liad some time previously had certain reports
which made me suspect the existence of some unknown-

marsupial about the head waters of the Mary Eiver,.
towards the central tableland.

This animal was described

as being a kind of small kangaroo, living partly, among
stones and rocks, partly also in the trees, and being dis

tinguished by a peculiar spike or crook at the point of

the tail.

M^y informants had heard the blacks trying to-

describe this animal.

I asked the natives about it, too,

and they assured me that the animal in question lived
after the fashion of a rock wallaby, but possessed a tail
like an opossum.

I knew very well from experience that reports of this
kind may be very misleading, the hmitations of languagemaking the native description very imperfect. But I had
a feeling that these rumours of some animal unknown ta
the whites of this region, and never seen by them, might
have something in them. I was even inclined to believe
the animal to be a kind of tree kangaroo or some allied
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Bpecies.

As is well known,

the

tree kangaroos

are

only represented by two species, one being known from
New Guinea and another being discovered by Lumholtz
•in Northern Queensland. A discovery of similar or
alhed species in Arnhem Land would be of the greatest
interest.

I had for some time planned to make an expedition in
search of this unknown mammal. To go to the Mary

River during the rains would, however, be impossible, the
ground being too boggy.

close of the rainy season.

I had perforce to await the

I intended first of all to

venture on a short trip to Mount Shoebridge.
In the afternoon of March 13, 1895, we packed our

belonghigs, said good-bye to our genial host at Glencoe,
•and rode to the Pountainhead store to obtain the necessary
provisions. We did not want very much. Flour, rice,
tea, sugar, matches and tobacco, besides a few pounds of
•onions, formed the bulk of om provisions. We bought a
goat and, having killed it, salted the meat in our pack

bags. Then we spent the night at the store.
The following morning I was up early to bring in the

horses. During the night they had of course wandered
towards Glencoe, which for such a long time had been their
pasture.

After breakfast we mounted.

Our lightly loaded

horses stepped briskly along towards our goal, the distant
range of Mount Shoebridge, which very soon became visible

from the low ridges we passed in the forest land. ' Pup '
trotted along, hunting quails and lizards in the long grass,
birds of prey were circhng in the air, parrots were scream
ing, and the screech of the white cockatoo echoed through
the forest. And the low morning sunshine fell on the
luscious green of the trees ; everything in our surroundings
seemed to exhibit the immense vitality which was still
pulsing through this wilderness. We felt as if this mighty

Nature bade us a smiling welcome to the quiet life of study,
the intimate comradeship with animals and plants which
is the privilege of the few who have Lived the hermit's
hfe in lonely forests.
We followed the track towards the Howley gold

mine ; but now and again even the hard track was so
waterlogged as to necessitate large detours to avoid
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At the Howley we got hold of a

native with his Avonian and children, and brought them

along to cook for us, to do the camp work and to
hunt for specimens. Then we left the track, striking
across country for Mount Shoebridge. When last we had

gone through this region the grass had just commenced
sprouting after the fires of the dry season, and the soil
had been covered with swarms of young, not fully de

veloped grasshoppers. Now the grass rose like a forest
about us, reached yards above our heads, and formed a
jungle which greatly impeded our progress and entirely
altered the character of the landscape. We attempted
in several places to fire the grass, but to our regret it was
not yet dry enough to burn.
Finally we reached our destination. The blunt cone
of the mountain rose before us above the forest, the
deserted houses of the old tin mine became visible in the

park-like wood.

It was ahnost hke a home-coming.

In

all their desolation our old quarters appeared to us peace
ful and comforting. But the thin grass stood taU as a
man around the verandah, and inside the house the blaeks

had rummaged and of course had taken everything they
had any use for. A couple of camp-beds which we had
made from sticks and old flour bags had been ruined for
the sake of the bags, and we were forced to sleep on the
hard floor.
We estabhshed

ourselves

after

our

usual

routine.

Holm prepared the specimens and did the cooking.

I

roamed about with the blacks, shooting and collecting.
Birds we obtained in plenty, among these many species

never previously observed by us. But the animal I was
most anxiously looking for, the ' dokoin,' proved elusive.
Of course a good many strange blacks were not long in
arriving, but, although I set as many of them to work
as I possibly could, the desired result was not obtained.
It seemed impossible to get this animal.
One day, walking through the forest in the company
of a native, I happened to rest on the bank of a creek.
Looking down, I found at my feet the dry excrement of a
dingo, containing among other debris the skull of the
common small rat {Conilurus penicillatus), the ' pelke'
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-of the Hermit Hill tribe. Jokingly I asked the native if
he knew the skull. " That one dokoin," he answered. I
had thus for weeks been putting in an enormous amount
of work hunting, and that in vain, for quite a common
specimen which my collection had long possessed.
This ' dokoin' hunt nevertheless did some good.
The blacks found several other small mammals, and among
other things I obtained a specimen of the beautiful flying
squirrel {Pelaurus hrevicc2)s), which is by no meanscommonly met with in the forests of the interior of Arnhem Land.
Towards the coast it appears to be more
numerous. It has a wide distribution and probably
occurs all over tropical Austraha. Nundjala occurred in
small numbers in the hollow trees, and finally we suc
ceeded in obtaining a specimen of the animal which the

Hermit Hill natives had named ' jirian.' It proved tobe the common marsupial weasel {Dasyurus lialucatus)^
generally called ' native cat' by the colonists.
Bird collecting was, however, our main work and avariety of species was obtained. Among other things,.
Holm on one of his rare shooting trips was lucky enough
to bring home a pair of the mighty Australian eagles-

{Aquila audax), a bird which, though not uncommon in
the forests of Northern Australia, is exceedingly shy.
On an excursion among the mountains I saAv several
things of interest which were set down in my journal as
follows ;—

" Mount Slioehridge, 16 March, 1895.

" Arrived on a ridge I observed to my joy several
large caves in one of the isolated table mountains.

I had

long expected to find such caves, as smaller caves were
common in the precipices and steep walls of the tableland.
The native remarked that his tribe used to inhabit these

caves in the rainy season. Notwithstanding his protests
as to the excessive distance to these caves, he had to follow
me, and after a long and trying march we arrived at the

foot of the mountains. Along a path made by kangaroos
and natives, we ascended the steep side of the hill and
arrived on a

narrow neck which divided the mountain

from the main tableland.

After a march along this narrow

neck we finally stood under the brow of the precipitous
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mountain wall. Along tlie foot of tMs precipice we now
proceeded by a precarious pathway, and in a few minutes
arrived at the first of the caves. It was comparatively
low, but would easily shelter from ten to twenty people.
Coals and ashes, as well as bundles of dry grass, plaialy
proved that the cave even during the last rains had
rendered a safe shelter to the sons of the forest.

" The rock was, as far as I could see, formed of some
soft stone and the walls of the cave had been pohshed in
queer rounded forms, and smaller niches and hollows
with smoothly pohshed surfaces were visible everywhere
on them. In short, what I saw was absolutely similar to
the system of caves one sees in the coast rocks at Port

Darvdn, and it quite comdnced me that these caves in
the Mount Shoebridge tablelands were also the work of
the ocean.

" Prom this cave the black led me under the preci
pice to three other caves, possibly of still larger dimensions,
which were connected by a path worn by naked feet pro
bably for thousands of years. The caves had obviously
from time immemorial served the aboriginals as a shelter
during the rainy season. No traces of sculptures or rock
paintings were visible. To the south-west between the
mountain and the solid Mount Shoebridge tableland was
a wild and narrow valley, and below us at the bottom of
this valley I could see a small and noAV deserted camp of
bark shelters which had been built and temporarily in
habited during the last rains.
"We finally scaled the flat summit of the mountain,
and from the eastern side we started a

stone

of

about

half a ton, which went hurthng down the steep hiUside.
Large trees broke before the impetus of the rock. Then
it hit another boulder, and breaking in many pieces cut
innumerable duninutive paths in the long grass straight
down to the foot of the Mil, where a frightened kangaroo
fled in long jumps."
Now and again blacks from the Daly paid us a visit.
Among others, Harry Houshield's murderer ' Nammy'
spent a night with our blacks in the kitchen. The majority
of the natives who happened to visit our camp at Mount
Shoebridge belonged, however, to the Warai tribe, and on
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one occasion I jotted down the following fragments' of

their vocabulary :—
tobacco (excrements)

nguk*

opossum

uidda

kangaroo

taninn

wallaby {Macropiis agilis)

bulak

anteater echidna

guarang

fire

wurk

tree (wood)
stump

jumbalk
bamdjebak

dead tree

anlallala^

stone

gere

mountain

gere

paperbark
pandanus

gaere

bamboo
leaf

marinn

dog

anbuin, matbar
djula
djitbam
juel
ngiri

hand
head

annbam

grass
earth

hair (on head)
„ (on body)

annabarr

medja
tjaal

arm

auguru

leg
foot (toe)
tail (penis)

andjarr
angobarr

ear

anganinn

testicles
breast

anmalk

tjytjytt

eye

andunn

nose

mouth

angi
anjele

tooth

anladma

anlain

tongue

anjen

beard

djaoark

nail

angobat-birlinf

ankle

angoro

* In all the tribes I met the same synonym was employed for tobacco and
excrements,

t long i.
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to give
to come (give quick)
to run

SEASON
woo

bano
lelema

to spear . .

wudma

to climb

woi

give me food
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bano moia
woo moia

to make fire

wurk talerma

go and fetch, water (quick)

giga wak ban bud^
manjaa
to boil water
wak mi ban-ngumbuno.
go and boil water
ban ngumbono jong
The enormous forces of life and growth which the

rainy season had stimulated had now long reached the
cuhninating point, and the process which was to have the

effect of breaking down and reducing the vegetation to its.

original components was affeady in full swing. Only
occasional rain fell now, and the long grass dried up day after
day, collapsed and broke. The vivid gveen of the forests
faded, and mounting a hill to obtain a view of the illimit

able forests we could see the smoke of distant grass fireg,

rising towards the sky. This was the first sure sign that
the summer of the tropics was past. Very soon tongues
of fire would sweep the land, leaving the earth black and
bare. Travelhng became possible and we left Mount
Shoebridge for ever.

CHAPTEK

The Victoria

X

River

At Pountainliead we began preparing for our expedi
tion in search of the abovementioned and presumably
unknown mammal. On this trip I was likely to want more
horses than the four which were our present outfit, so I

bought a young and strong mare. Riding home with my
purchase, I had a very lively turn with her. She was
barely broken to saddle, and like many of her Australian
relatives was a firm believer in the system of bucking.

The dealer who witnessed the preliminaries of our departure
would obviously have enjoyed a spill on my part as a
welcome diversion. But I managed to cheat him, and
the mare soon became a kind and trusty little nag.
As early as the following day I had to alter my plans.

Lindsay Crawford, a gentleman who had spent his best
.years in practical explorations and cattle ranching in the
north, and who was well known in these parts, arrived

•&t Fountainhead.

For a long series of years he had

managed the Victoria Downs station belonging to the

firm of Goldsborough, Mort and Co., of London, Mr. Stevens
being the Port Darwin agent of the firm. Mr. Crawford
•had now resigned his position and was on his way to Port
Darwin in order to assist Mr. Stevens in his annual expedi
tion to the mouth of the Victoria River. All the pro
visions for the station had in fact to be brought by sea to
the river mouth.

Thence a ketch had to take it further

up the river to a point whence the stores could be carted
up to the station on waggons. I had met Mr. Crawford
on some previous occasion and with the straight good-

fellowship typical of most men of these parts he urged me
to accompany him on the trip as a guest. He said he would
take the risk of inviting me on behalf of Mr. Stevens.
The down train was due in an hour.

I considered the

knatter for about two minutes, rolled up my swag, threw
176
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ammunition, preservatives and instruments into a bag,
and added my rifle to it. I was indeed very glad to get
this opportunity of seeing the Victoria and giving its fauna
a cursory examination ; for I had long been determined
to see this country before I left Aimhem Land. In case
I found conditions favourable I might arrange for a longer

stay later on. Our proposed expedition for the new animal
could very well be deferred. In a fortnight the natives
would have burnt large grass areas, travelhng would be
come easier, and our horses would get better pasture.
A little holiday would do Holm a world of good. Admonish
ing him therefore to fatten himself and amuse himself by
shooting, or by riding our new and lively mare, we left
him at the Fountainhead store, and boarding the down
train travelled north.

Arrived at Port Darwin in the evening, I obtained
quarters for the night, and meeting Mr. Stevens the next
day was very hospitably received. We were to start on
the following morning, and Mr. Stevens was busily em
ployed in loading up the Victoria, a beautiful decked
steam launch of some 16 tons burden, besides a ketch
that had to be towed down for use on the Victoria River.

Before going further I may be permitted a few re
marks on the history of the Victoria River. More than half
a century had elapsed since 1839, when Captain Stokes on
H.M.S. Beagle discovered and charted the lower course of
this the most important of all the rivers in Rorthern
Australia ; and it was more than forty years since Gregory
in the 'fifties examined most of its com-se and tributaries.

Yet, in spite of the reports from these men telling a tale
of vast lands suitable for agriculture and cattle farming,
bisected by a mighty and navigable river, and possessing
a climate preferable to that of Arnhem Land, the Victoria
River had been almost neglected.
The first men who penetrated along its waters dreamed
of a rich settlement. Ships would ply on the river, a
colony would grow up, as powerful as a European State.
These men had long been lying in their graves, and the
waters of the Victoria still sped to the Indian Ocean in
almost virgin solitude. In the 90,000 square miles of land,
whose rainfall fills the river, white men were at that time
12
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And they had not been there

many years.

Nearly two hundred miles from the ocean was the

Victoria Downs station, situated on a tributary called the
Wickham River. On a tributary of the Raines, which
runs into the Victoria from the west about sixty miles

from the sea, was the station Auvergne. Finally, on tlie
Shaw River running into the Victoria from the east, a little
above the Raines, was situated the so-called Rradshaws'
sheep station founded in 1894.

Fifteen years ago there

had not been a single white man in this region, and colonisa
tion commenced with the establishment of the Victoria
Downs station. Stevens had been instrumental in this,

just as he had been the promoter of most attempts at
cattle raising and cattle export which had been made in
the Northern Peninsula of Australia.

Since the days of

Stokes and Gregory few ships had visited the "V ictoria,
and the little launch Victoria was probably among the
first to use this route for business purposes, one of the

pioneers of trade in these lonely parts.
|
In the evening of the 1st of April we boarded the
Victoria. Resides two Chinese engineers the crew con

sisted of Mr. Stevens, Mr. Crawford, the author, and lastly

another guest, Mr. Sabine, of the Government Survey in
Port Darwin. It was arranged that we should steer by
turns, and the day was to be divided in watches of an hour.
The ketch, which was to be towed, was manned by an

old Cornishman who for many years had been in the
pearling trade on this coast.

Resides there were also

two blacks.

I quote from my iommal:—

„

" April 2, 1895.

" At fom- o'clock this morning we wei^ghed anchor
and steered past the hghthouse and away to sea. Just
outside the bay we all but ran into the old wreck of the
steamer Brisbane, of which only a few inches of the stem
were now visible at high water. The current se us more
in than we had calculated, and a wave, ho
average, suddenly revealed the wreck imme i e y ahead
of us. Putting the helm hard over, we passe ^ ^ ^ few
feet from the rusty iron of the wreck.
evening
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"we anchored at Cape Ford, south of the mouth of the
Daly."
" April 3, 1895.
"We steamed the whole of this day "ndthout any
event, anchoring at sunset in Treachery Bay, where the
blacks in the early days had attacked Stokes, and where
the whites, who have very rarely attempted to land, are
said always to have been attacked by the natives. During
the day I saw a quail more than five miles off the shore.
It came from the west making for the shore. I was, how
ever,

unable

to

ascertain the species.

Once or twice

during the day we passed deep indentures in the low land.
These were probably river mouths, and I hold it probable
that some larger watercourse must exist between the Daly
and the Pitzmaurice River."

" April 4, 1895.
" Weighed anchor before the break of day and ran
into Queen's Channel. The large MacAdam Range loomed
blue and heavy in the east at the mouth of the Pitzmaurice
River, and to the west of the channel broken hills rose
above the dry salt plains along the shore.
" A pecuharly wild scenery lay before us as we entered
the mouth of the Victoria itseff.

Broken tablelands with

steep precipices gleaming in white and ochre alternated
"with wild and torn hills. A scanty low vegetation was
growiDg among the sandstone of the hills, where soil
appeared to be scarce. Large heaps of rocky debris and
precipices "with black caves and dark deep crevasses loomed
up above the ghttering snow-white salt-flats, which could
be seen between the mangrove bowers of the shore. The
tropical sun overhead produced a white-hot ghtter from
the broken sandstone, and deep shadows rested in the
clefts and broken rocks. No sound appeared to stir the
still air of this desolate land. Only our propeller was

heard beating with even throb the grey water which parted
whisthng before our sharp stem.

" We anchored before long in Blunder Bay, and
Sabine and I went ashore to explore, followed by one of
the blacks.

An enormous flat of dried mud stretched

away for miles, surrounded on both sides by rugged and
broken ridges.
The surface of this mud plain was covered
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by a tbin gleaming layer of white salt, ob%T.ously left by
the sea water which during high spring tides had inundated
the plain, and under this salt-layer the mud was still some
what soft. Along the left side of the plain wound a creek
carrying clear and sweet water. Tall reeds grew here and
there along its shores, and an iguana disappeared in the
reeds as we approached. Otherwise few living creatures
were to be seen.

Some small species of Malurus and

Meliphagidae fluttered among the bushes at the edge of the
plain. A couple of quails rose from the scanty grass by
the creek, and I shot one of them.
" We then proceeded along the southern ranges which
were broken np in bewildering forms. Now and again we
made small excursions in among the rocks and ridges and
saw a couple of rock wallabies. A peculiar brown species
of pigeon with a white patch on each wing flitted quietly
from rock to rock, and I shot one specimen. It proved
to be the rare PetropTiassa alhipennis. Several small springs
came out of the glens running into the ereek at the foot
of the range. A thick layer of ochre on the bottom of
the watercourses indicated the presence of iron.
" The principal grass in the rocky ground was the so-

called ' spinifex.' The sharp spikes of this grass pricked
our legs, and its strong resinous scent pervaded the atmo
sphere. Several species of Verticordia, tall as a man and

reminding one largely of heather, formed a prominent
feature of vegetation among the sandstone rocks.
" The heat was oppressive in spite of a strong wind
blowing down the valley. Eew sounds were heard. Only
now and again the soft cooing of the little long-tailed

pigeon {Stictopelia cuneata) fell on our ears, and in the
overwhelming stillness and desolation of this landscape
the sound might be mistaken for the distant ' cooee ' of
gome native savage.

It was the barest and most desolate

tropical landscape I have ever beheld, and what life there
was appeared to lead a shy and sneaking existence, as if
going in perpetual fear.

"We kept a good look-out for blacks and kept well
together. We were now in a region where it was neces
sary to be on the alert, and where a meeting with the

natives unawares might have unpleasant consequences.
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" On our way homeward after a couple of hours'
walking we found a small bay of the plain where a running
brook came out of the range. I here saw three or four
specimens of the large boabab or bottle tree which is
unknown in northern Arnhem Land. The large jar-shaped
trunks and the bulging tops of these curious trees rose out
of a minor vegetation of grass, wattles, and small clumps
of tea-trees. We secm-ed some of the large nut-shaped

fruits which strewed the ground in profusion, and measured
the largest tree, which proved to be eleven paces round
the trunk.

On the bark of this tree appeared an age-old

sculpture made by the natives.

It consisted of a couple
of

grotesque

figures

as

shown in the accompany

ing sketch. The left figure
obviously represented a
snake, but the meaning
of the other was quite
unintelhgible to me.
"We fired the grass and
immediately the kites ap
peared, just as is their

'r-fW.V

I'

.<i]

habit in Arnhem Land."

" April 5, 1895.
" Victoria River.

I

" Early in the morning

r:m

we took the blacks and
the Chinamen ashore to

>c-

fetch water at the mouth

of a

smaU creek, which

tumbled

into

the

river

Fig. 6.
Boabab Tree with Hative

over low broken rocks a
httle above our anchor

Carvings on the Bare.

age. We kept weU together
while carrying our water

buckets to the shore and emptying them into the boat.
Blacks might appear here at any moment and with hos
tile intentions.

In the mud of the shore I

saw the

tracks of opossum, and upon our return two sheldrakes
{Tadorna radja) passed over, one of them dropping to
my shot. Having loaded up the ketch, we boarded this
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vessel, lea^ang the Chinamen and one black behind on

the steamer.

We left them a couple of guns, and they

were sternly admonished not to go ashore and to keep
a sharp look-out for the blacks. The tide set in, we

hoisted our sails, and tide and wind carried us through
Whirlpool Reach, a fitting name for this locality, where
enormous and swift eddies swirl around the sharp rocks

which protrude into the bend of the mighty river.

" Quite recently a mob of blacks had here crossed the

stream. On both sides of the river, which was about a
thousand yards broad, appeared a wide track from their

feet in the soft mud. The natives of the Victoria possess
uo canoes, and their only way of crossing the river is to

swim across on a log or a dry tree. Cm' old Cornish sailor-

man told me that he had here once saved two blacks who,

quite exhausted and helpless, came drifting on a log in
mid-river. The ebb tide had got hold of them, and they

were^^in the last stages of exhaustion.

The appearance of the river landscape gradually

altered. The tablelands became grander and mightier,
but the hills were still very broken. After tacking from
one shore to the other we finally anchored a little before
sundown under a steep table-mountain.

I landed with

abine and Paddy (the black boy), but saw nothing but

e tphagidae and Malurus species besides the tracks of

angaroos and opossums.

There were numerous traces of

andicoots and rats, the earth being honeycombed from
e excavations of the latter.

We fired the tall grass and

pu ed out to our vessel. The sun now set in a fiery gloAV
e ind the steep promontories of the tableland.

The

smo(rth water reflected the grass fire which ran its broad

an flaming wedge up the side of the hill, and in the shift-

mg shadows of the billowing smoke under the darkening
mountain hundreds of kites were circhng. Sometimes the

irds would soar into the red glow of the setting sun to
oat again into the volumes of the rising smoke, hardly
visible in the bluish shadow of the mountain. Along the
s ore small flitting sand-pipers were refieeted in the black

water, and as the night darkened the flames of the grass

fire rose higher and wilder, easting a lurid glow under the
rising whirls of the smoke. The barking call of the night
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owl could be beard tbrougb tbe crackbng of tbe immense
fire."

I

" A-pril 16, 1895, Victoria River.

" Weighed anchor at three o'clock in the morning,
drifting quickly up the river with the tide. After a couple
of hours we anehored off a low plain under some hills.

On arriving we heard natives shouting on the opposite
side of the river. We howled an answer, and after a while
we saw foru? blacks cross the river swimming, about a

thousand yards above us.

They landed and approached,

hidden behind the river bank in order to investigate us

according to their cautious habits.
" After a while they rose above the bank just off our

anchorage, and the oldest, who walked down the bank at
the head of the others, placed his hands on his breast and
then suddenly flung his arms wide as a sign of peace and

goodwill. They stopped several times in a hesitating
manner, and the leader repeatedly flung out his arms,
shouting the name of a white man who had previously
sailed up the river with provisions, and who had been in
some contact with the blacks.

" We beckoned* them to come on, and they com
menced to swim the short distance which separated us

from the shore. Several times they stopped undecided,
obviously fearing to be fired at, but discovering nothing
unfriendly in our attitude they finally gained confidence,
swam hthely along and climbed into our dinghy.
" We hauled them alongside. They knew a

few

Enghsh words and said ' Yes ' to everything they were
asked, as is the habit of wild blaeks. One of them ap
peared to understand more than the others, and I was
greatly surprised at the natives of these parts understand
ing a single word of Enghsh. The few Europeans who
frequented the district very wisely kept out of their way.
The boy, however, succeeded in conveying to me, by words
and gestures, that he had once visited Pine Creek, a tale
which was quite credible. Some natives, indeed, occasionaUy undertake enormously long journeys, partly in
order to attend certain inter-tribal meetings, the import* When beckoning a native one has to follow the native fashion and move

the hand beckonmg downwards and towards the body.

The European way

of beckoning conveys no meaning to the Australian native.
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ance and reason of which is very little nnderstood, partly
also to obtain a view of the Avhite man, aaIiosc existence

has been reported to them by other tribes. And from
such expeditions a minute English vocabulary is brought
back, the few words being eagerly learnt by curious friends
and relatives of the adventurous traveller.

" These four blacks were all boys, the oldest lu'obably
not more than 16 to 18 years and the youngest about
12 years. They were beautifully built, rather Ioaa^ of

stature Avith heaA^ muscles about the chests, and possessing
very shapely limbs. They carried thcmselA'cs exceedingly
well and their manners Avere free and insinuatingly ciA'il.

AU had a hair belt round the waist ; they Avere all cireumcised, and in addition all had had the urethra split open
for about an inch.

These slits commenced about one inch

behind the mouth of the urethra and left a portion of the

tube entirely open.
" Standing in the dinghy they ate some bread, iDotatoes and biscuits.

A liberal tot of ' Worcestershire sauce '

Avhich some practical joker poured out for them aaus tossed
off with evident signs of pleasure and Avithout noticeable
effects. After some time the boat SAvayed a little away
from the side of the ketch, and noticing this they all threAV
themselves doAvn to the bottom of the boat, pushing aAvay

as hard as they could to bring the craft back to the ship.
When we showed them how to do it they had a very hearty
laugh over their OAvn foolishness. But the whole episode
Avas a clear proof that the natives of the Victoria were

entirely devoid of any knoAvledge of boats.
" We took one of the boys ashore to look for game,,
and sent the others for an old Avoman, AAdio had once
Avorked on the Victoria DoAvns, in order to make her a.
present of food. During our excursion through the tall
grass of the plain we found a swampy lagoon, where aa'C
shot a couple of black and white ibis out of a large flock.

I also shot two black and white geese Avho betrayed them
selves by their grunting.
" Arrived on board again, Ave subsequently saw a
number of blacks crossing the iwer. Besides the three
boys who had preAuously visited us, there were now half
a dozen men of the same splendid build I had noticed
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among the boys, a type of figure similar to what I had seen,
among the tribes south of Hermit Hill between the Daly
and the Fitzmaurice. Just as among the latter, the hairof all the Victoria natives appeared to be straight. It
seemed never to have been cut, being twisted into a large
knot at the back of the head, somewhat after the fashion
used by Malay women. All were perfectly naked, except
for a hair belt round the middle.

These men drove before

them a middle-aged woman with short hair and wizened
figure. They pushed her before them and into the water,,
quite close to the ketch, and, pointing to her, gesticulated
and jabbered in their own fingo. She was evidently not
the woman who had served at the Victoria Downs, but

the boys had obviously understood that we had asked fora woman as a present, and these ambassadors of the tribe
_now brought us one as a sign of peace and goodwill. Wemade them understand, as far as possible, that we could
not accept the gift, and gave them some food.
Their-

faces expressed the queerest mixture of fear and foohsh
surprise, and they went away, apparently very dismayed,
at the white man's refusal to accept their woman.

" In the evening we went on and several times ran
on to sand banks. We got off again, but touching—more
or less—^was fairly frequent. Finally we anchored undera large precipice (Eugged Eldge)."
" April 7, 1895, Victoria River.

" In the early morning we walked up the Ifill without
any Incident except getting a splendid view of ' The Dome '•

and surrounding peaks. On the flood tide we continued
up the river. With ' Curiosity Peak ' the mountains,
ceased on the south-western side of the river.
The-

enormous, liven plateau, which follows the south-westernside of the river, here drops almost sheer Into the ElverBaines, which comes in from the west. And from the mouth
of the Baines the south-western side of the Victoria Is,
one gigantic plain reaching nearly to the borders of West

Austraha and running south almost to the foot of JasperEange.

" On the eastern side of the Victoria, however, the
mountains continue.

But they now become less broken.

The outlines become more even and massive, and the-
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•sides of the tablelands and plateaus rise in huge regular
terraces. Plenty of birds now appeared, such as jabii'u,
terns, and a variety of waders, among which I noticed
whimbrel and oyster-catehers in large floeks. The crocoMiiles cannot be numerous in this river, as we have seen
•only one or two of them. We anchored at ' The Dome,'

•and going ashore climbed this peculiar mountain, the domeshaped top of which rises above an almost perpendicular
wall, which surrounds the entire summit. From this
wall the broad sides of the hill sweep massively down

towards the river and the valleys.

Having roamed for

6.

Rugged Ridge.

^^untains
we and
finally
found to
water
y 0lowing^ the track of
a kangaroo,
returning
the
ship refreshed ourselves with a bath in the river.

" When the moon had risen we heaved up the anchor,
and, while some of us slept under our blankets on the
deck, two of us took turns at the long sweeps. These,

•aided by the flood tide, took us up the river. Mountain
•after mountain was passed quietly in the night ; all were
steep, all regular with flat tops and giddy drops towards
the river. And the shadows fell deep and black under
•the heavy precipices, while the white silvery rays of the
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moon ^vliitened the thin forest of the hillsides and quivered
in the waters of the river.

" Few sounds reached onr ears in the night.

Only

the long sweej)s squeaked in the rowlocks and the water
plashed and rippled to their regular strokes. Towards

morning we anchored off the mouth of the Shaw River,
and all went to sleep."

" April 8, 1895, Victoria River.

" The mosquitoes were troublesome in the night.
rose early to
Sabine took

skin my birds.
the

dinghy

up

Stevens,

I

Crawford and

Shaw River to

find

the

sheep station, for which we brought some mails. They
returned, however, without having found the station, and
we went on with the flood tide.

"As we advanced up the river bird hfe became more

prolific as the shores became lower and the eastern ranges
drew fm?ther back.

Endless flocks

of

cockatoos

now

white, now black—were flushed from the shores, whistling
ducks by the hundred rose from the dense belt of man
groves which were growing almost everywhere under the
steep banks of the river, and as we advanced we saw the
mangroves entirely covered by flying foxes for more than

a mile. I sent a rifle shot into them, but the bullet, which
hit where they were thickly crowded, appeared to have no

other effect at first than to arouse a humming noise as

from a gigantic beehive.

But the noise of the screeching

animals increased and they began to rise, few at first, then
more and more, until thousands upon thousands whirled
with giddy speed in an enormous circle. Like dead leaves

in a whirlwind.

The rush of their wings rose higher and

higher, and the swarm was continually being increased

from the myriads which hung in the mangroves. They
were obviously so thickly packed that they were only
able to fly away gradually.

Finally the mangroves, which
had been so full of bats as to appear like leafy trees, stood

stark and bare; the flock split up and settled higher
up or lower down the river, swarming about us in the air.

The females all had two minute young which clung firmly
to their breasts.

Here and there a flock settled ao-ain

the individuals stacking themselves in layers on the dry
tree-tops along the river. Very often thick branches broke
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under the heavy -veight, and I even saw some of the larger
forked trees spht and break under the enormous masses
of animals.*

" We anchored at ' Sandy Island,' after having shot
some whistlers, which we cooked for dinner. I went ashore
on the island, Avhich was densely covered by thickets and
long grass, interrupted by little sunny slopes, obviously
the playgrounds of numerous small kangaroos. I got a
shot, but the animal unfortunately escaped me in the thicket.
The species appeared to me to differ from the common
Macropus agilis of the north, and I resolved to visit the
island again on om- way down the river."

The following morning we arrived at ' The Depot '
after a night's stiff work at the oars. All our goods were
unloaded and stored on the bank.

There was not much

here for my eoUection. The forest in the low hills which
here surrounded the river was not very prolific of bii'd-

life, and what there was appeared to be very little different
from what I had found in Arnhem Land.

We did some fishing, and Sabine got a couple of small

sharks {Garcharias gangeticus). Everywhere along the
shore one could see the so-called ' squirting fish '—
Toxotes—a broad fish a foot long at most. It almost

invariably swims on the surface, feeding on insects.

As

soon as you throw a bit of wood, bark or similar object

into the river these beautiful fish come swimming up,
curious to see if there is anything for them, and a baited
hook is taken almost as soon as it touches the water.

The natives habitually spear them. The fisherman posts
himself in a place where these fish pass, holding a dry
twig in his hand. If the fish passes out of reach of the
spear, he breaks off a piece of the twig and throws it

towards the fish, which, thinking it is an insect, imme
diately investigates the morsel. Repeating this process,
the wily native attracts the fish until it is close enough to
spear.

The men who were to cart the provisions up to Vic

toria Downs had not yet appeared.

They were two white

* As I stated in an article in The Zoologist, May, 1897, I believe this camp
to have contained more than 30,000 bats.
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men who spent the whole year at Vietoria Downs, but
did not belong to the salaried staff of the station. They
reared their own horses and did some fencing work for the
station. But the main object of them stay was to cart
the station stores the seventy-fiTe miles from the Depot
annually during April and May.
This was indeed a

profitable business. They were paid twenty sovereigns
per ton, and as the provisions of the station might exceed
twenty tons the job was considered quite remunera
tive. But, as I shall show presently, this work entailed
considerable risks.

The new manager of the station, Mr. Watson, how

ever, arrived, accompanied by a black horse-boy, and as
he was prepared to stay and guard the pro"\dsions we got
ready for om- journey downstream.
It was essential
for somebody to act as guard over the pro^dsions.

Last

year the blacks had been so aggressive that the guards
had had to barricade themselves behind the flour bags and
keep up a continual rifle fire all night.
We had not proceeded far down the river when we saw

some blacks on the bank, and one of our party suggested
that we should try our rifles on them. This proposal was

repudiated immediately by the wiser members of the party.
There were, as far as we could see, four or five of the

natives, and as we sailed along, carried by a gentle breeze
they followed along the bank. As is the general rule
among these people, the oldest walked ahead, and now and
again they shouted and gesticulated.

After a time we

reached a wider part of the river, where a gravel bank ran
into a spit below some dense thicket.

The blacks had

run on to this spit and were beckoning us, shouting.

We

tied a great quantity of biscuits and tobacco in an old

shirt, and steered towards the point, half before the wind.

The blacks each took a piece of driftwood, obviously
planning to swim out to us, but seeing us coming to them,
they gave this up. We passed close to the spit, threw
the bundle into the middle of the natives, gybed and steered
towards mid-river again. In a moment a great multitude
of men and boys had broken from the thicket, and with a
deafening babel of shouts pounced on our present. Their
ecstasy over these rarities presented to them by the white
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men seemed very great, and, as long as ve conld see them
they were gathered round the spot, and we heard them
scolding and quarrelling just hhe a mob of erows round
a carcase. I think none of us had any special Avish to go
ashore.

At Sandy Island we anchored for some time, and I

landed and shot a kangaroo, which proved to be the common
river species. A httle lower doAvn is the old site of Gregory's
head camp of 1852. Stevens and Crawford knew the place
and we landed.

Close to the river bank was an enormous

hoabab tree and in the thick bottle-shaped trunk we found

incisions representing the initials of Gregory and his first
officer, besides date and year. From the camp to the river
led a well-beaten path, which the seasonal changes of almost

half a century had been powerless to obliterate.
In the evening we anchored off the mouth of the Shaw

Eiver, and the following morning we took the dinghy up
this considerable stream, the loAver course of which is
naAdgahle for smaller vessels for at least the first ten or

twelve miles.

Having rowed for several hours we heard

bells and^ very soon saAv the ' station,' an open shed
surrounded by some other buildings of still simpler
architecture.

Three Enghshmen, a Brazilian and a Swede, besides
a couple of Port Darwin blacks with their Avomen, occu

pied themselves in shepherding a few thousand sheep,,

and appeared on the whole to lead a precarious existence.

The Swede got very excited at meeting a Scandinavian.
The station itself, as a going concern, looked pretty miser
able. The houses were, to put it mildly, very sketchily
built, all sorts of implements, as it were, floating around
anyhow, and the wool, which was the result of the first
year's shearing, being stacked in the open. A flood had
obAdously worked considerable havoc, as wool Avas seen
high up in all the trees for some distance around.

The

local blacks were very aggressive and had taken a fancy
to spearing sheep, and for this reason the shepherds fired
at them whenever they saw them.
After a short rest we pulled down the river again ^

but, haAdng to row against the rising tide, we had some
hard work before reaching our ketch. In the afternoon^
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on the ebb tide, we took the ketch further down the river

to a place where, according to arrangement, the manager
of the Auvergne station was to meet us on some business.

We anchored at dusk, and having plenty of time went,
ashore and, making a large fire, baked some bread.
In the evening Mr. IVhite arrived, bringing from his.
station a large chunk of fresh meat, a luxury we had not,
seen since leaving Port Darwin. A large roast was soon
prepared, and going on board ship we feasted on roast
beef and new bread ; afterwards the customary gin bottlemade its appearance, and, as the moon rose above the
northern ranges illuminating the still landscape and the
broad and silent river, we squatted on the deck smoking
and drinking. Tongues were loosened and tales came
trickhng out, tales of a kind not usually told by sober
bushmen : the fights which had been fought, and which
were still being fought, between black and white men in

these vast forests. All these tales had the same character ;;
they all illustrated the same miserable story of an old race
jdelding to a newer and stronger one.

The next day we went on again, current, wind and

oars assisting our progress.

We anchored below Curiosity

Peak, close to our old anchorage.

I went ashore with

Paddy, but saw nothing but whisthng ducks, which we
found in considerable numbers on the mud among the

mangroves.

Having waded through the mud for a long

time we finally succeeded in getting within range of a,
flock sitting on the bank. There were upwards of fifty
birds, and I got six or seven with the first shot.
The
second barrel secured two more as they rose. As part
of the flock returned and passed me at a fair distance, I
tried another shot and knocked down four more. After
the three shots we picked up twelve dead birds.
" April 13, 1895, Victoria River.
" Sailed in the morning on the tail of the ebb tide„
but after a couple of miles we were met by the flood in
the shape of a gigantic tidal wave, which forced us ta
anchor. The current, however, ran so strongly up the river
that we drifted about a mile with our anchor and twenty
fathoms of chain out.

The tide finally slackening, we set

sail again and a fair wind took us down the ten or twelve
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toiles wliicli separated us from Blunder Bay, where we
ran alongside the little shining Victoria.
" During our last visit I had noticed a large cave
in a hillside some two or three miles from the shore.
•cave

was

situated about

south-south-east

from

This

Blunder

Bay, and the upxDer part of it Avas just visible above an
intervening hill. In the hope of discoveries I resoUed
to go there.

Accompanied by Sabine and one of the

blacks I landed, and haAung AA-aded about half a mile
through the mud of the shore AAm cleansed our feet in a
•smaU spring Avhich sprang from a mountain ridge. This

ridge, which Avas A^eiy stony and coAmred Avith siAarse
verticordia and stunted trees, aa'us crossed, and, after a
•short march through a p)lain coAmred AA^ith fairly large
•eucalypti and sohtary cypresses rising from the long, thin
grass, whence a red kangaroo Avas fhished, Ave arrived at

the foot of the range, tOAAnrds the top of AAdiich the caA^e
was situated.

" The cave Avas uoav iuAusible from the jDlain, and Ave
therefore chmbed towards the upper pirecipice of the hill
in order to follow it until we found the cave.

A Avilder

and more confused chaos of rocks it Avould be difficult to

unagine. A faint kangaroo path led us along at first,
tout very soon we had to trust to our oaaui resources to

find a way among the enormous scattered boulders AA'hich
rose out of a fairly dense vegetation.

In front of us Ave

found a sort of rocky wall, and on attemp)ting to folloAV
this we found it broken up by enormous crevasses and a
profusion of passages. Up and down these passages we
'Crawled, and were finally confronted by one of the queerest
mountain valleys I have ever seen. On one side an
enormous overhanging precipice, and on the other an
enormous chunk of rock, tall as a castle wall, almost

excluded the dayhght from a huge kloof, where dark

trees seemed to disappear in the interior of the mountain,
•and where a shot at a fleeing wallaby set up) dull and cellar

like reverberations. At the end of the kloof light ap
peared, and we crawled through. Just in front of us
rose the wall containing the cave. An enormous mass of

rock had fallen out, now forming the outer wall of the
cave, while the liAdng rock hung over as a mighty roof of
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ROCK PAINTINGS FROM A CAVE AT BLUNDER BAY, VICTORIA RIVER.
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High up we could barely see a

strip of blue sky.

" It was with a kind of solemn feehng that I parted
the dense vegetation and stepped on to the very floor of
the vault. As I had anticipated, the cave exhibited plain
traces of having been inhabited by the aboriginals, and to
my gveat joy I found the smooth sandstone wall entu'ely
covered with specimens of native pictorial art. These
were executed in white, red, black and yellow colours
and represented, mostly in hfesize, emus, arms, human
hands, trees, turtles, crocodiles, kangaroos, etc. I took
sketches of nearly all of them and, having promised Mr»
Stevens to himy, regretfully left the cave."

The following day we transferred the rest of the
Victoria''s load to the ketch, and leaving the Cornishman
and the blacks to take this cargo up to the Depot, steamed
for Port Darwin, which we reached on the 16th of April.
I here packed and shipped my collections and prepared
to rejoin Holm at Eountainhead.
Before concluding this chapter I Avish, however, to
say a few words on the copies of some of the rock paintings
which appear in the accompanying plates.
As previously mentioned in Chapter II., the abori
ginals of ISTorthern Australia possess certain aptitudes for
art. Among the expression of these aptitudes pictorial
art is undoubtedly the most prominent, and we meet it
in various forms. They paint and tattoo their bodies
in various ways, and paint and carve ornaments on

weapons and instruments in naive and primitive patterns.
Very often these ornaments exhibit certain curious and
grotesque patterns. The art in which the Austrahan

savage shows at his best is, however, the simple reproduc
tion of those objects of nature which are most important
in his hfe. However naive and simple these reproductions
may be, we must recognise that some of these drawings
are very well made, showing a fine perception of hne and
form. This is to my mind not at all surprising when Ave
remember that the natives hve in constant touch vdth

nature and possess a wonderful knowledge of all kinds of
animals and other objects around them. The only medium
for conveying his pictorial art which the savage has is
13
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the living rock, and in his spare hours he executes his
paintings with the few and simple colours within his scope.

Such rock paintings have been found in various parts of
Austraha, but the number known was at that time not
very great. Our knowledge as to tlie cjuality and extent
of such paintings could be increased with advantage, and
new material might profitably be added to the small store
of reproductions which record the primiti\'e art of these

tribes, whose fate it is to disaiipear from the face of the
earth.

The fundamental principle of reproduction, the faith
ful copying of the object, is very well known to the savage.

Thus he will place his hand on the face of the rock and
sprinkhng it with ashes or powdered chalk will stencil
off a true copy of its outbne. This style of picture was
very common in the cave at Blunder Bay.
In other
locahties in Arnhem Land I have found the san\e thing,

and also drawings of fishes, which doubtless had been
effected by similar means. Occasionally in Arnhem Land
I also found crude attempts at drawing kangaroos, but
such careful and well finished paintings as were to be seen
in the Blunder Bay cave I found nowhere in Arnhem
Land, though I have no doubt that such paintings do exist.

The main feature about the majority of the Blunder Bay
drawings was, moreover, that they had evidently been done
from memory and not reproduced by mechanical means.
USTo. 1 of the figures in the plates represents an emu
with outstretched neck, imitating the position of the
running bird. A boomerang is seen above. I shall not
venture to say if the artist has meant to indicate that

the boomerang is about to hit the emu, thus attempting
to represent a real episode, or whether the boomerang
was placed there merely as a representation of the Aveapon
of the chase.

But when we examine Eo. 2 it will be seen

that the first notion would not have been an impossible
idea for the mind of the primitive artist. This figure is
an undoubted attempt to represent a real hunting episode.
A man is attempting to throw a spear at a grazing kangaroo.
The two pointed tops stand for anthills behind which he
is stalking the kangaroo. The kangaroo is not perfect,
but in certain respects it is exceedingly well drawn.

No.
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Is o. 3 is a collection of various objects.

A boomerang

is clearly recognisable, a couple of trepangs of liberaL
dimensions are seen, a leech of gigantic proportions is
represented, and a marsupial marten {Dasy^i,ms) is easily
reeognised by its erect taU. But in the large figure to the
right the imagination of the artist has obviously got the
better of him and has induced him to picture a monster
which is neither animal, bii'd, nor man.

In No. 4 we see a drawing which at first sight one

would say was a fabulous animal, a figment of the artist's
imagination. I am, however, inclined to explain it other
wise. Upon closer examination we see that in shape the
head, neck and body are distinctly hke those of a sheep.
The artist has pro^dded it with no less than three horns

or ears, and has also given it an enormously thick tail,
the thin point of which ahnost touches the earth. The
drawing was, however, as large as a buUock. In my
opinion the drawing may have been done by a native

who had either had a cursory glimpse of sheep and cattle

or possibly had only heard of them. In his eagerness to

represent these animals to his friends he has mingled both
species and produced the monster here depicted. In
support of this idea I should point out that Austraha now
has no wild animal which attaius the size of the animal

represented.* The figure is of some age. This is seen

from the chalk outline of a sea turtle drawn on top of

the large monstrous figure. This would probably not have

been done so long as the original figure was of actual
interest.

* The extinct giant marsupials, for example Diprotodon (to which the

figure undoubtedly presents certam pomts of

g®J'poJ^tempm

for thousands of years. Even if Australian aborigmes had been contempoi-

aneous with these extmct gigantic marsupials, it is "

that a drawmg of the animal, executed mochre, could have lasted foi so long

a time on the walls of this reeky vault.

CHAPTER

XI

The Discovery of the Rock Phalanger

Upon my retnrn to Pountainliead I found all well.
Holm was in good health, the horses were in fair con
dition, and our new mare had been licked into shape.

We prepared for immediate departure.

We bought a

couple of goats, and having killed them salted and dried
the meat for packing. Luckily we were able to get some
bacoh at the store, besides which we also took a supply

of rice and a quantity of large onions, almost the only

kind of vegetable to be obtained.

A sufficient quantity

of flour was also bought, besides the usual stick-tobacco,
tea, sugar, candles and matches. As a luxury we also

bought a little tinned jam and a small quantity of spirits.

On the 24th of April we left Eountainhead with

eavily laden horses, riding south-east along the railway
ne. Having passed the two railway stations, Burrundie
nion Town, where lived a few white men and a large

number of Chinese labourers, we reached the Evelyn after
ve ays ride. The Evelyn was a gold mine. Situated
niany small head waters of the Mary River,

eing worked by Chinamen, this mine was the eastern

+1? ^i"^iksed enterprise in Arnhem Land.

We

^^^til we Came to a small

Ar

? where a number of blacks were camped.

^ ^ istance from these we now made our camp,
canvas, and prepared to
stay for a few days.

miT-

mp.

evening aasheavy
rain burst
appeared
if thesquall
rainyofseason
wishedover
to

^
gi'eeting. However vigorously the squall
+00 so id and the
^ sfruts
our awning
pegs and
whichspars
heldunder
the canvas
taut were
were
too well driven in for the wind to move them. The
moisture was, however, most uncomfortable. The rain
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"beat clean through our canvas and blew in from the sides.
Finally, when the whole slope where we were camped was
transformed into a sheet of running water, and our blankets
and most of om' possessions were entirely soaked, we
threw saddles, pack-bags and boxes into a heap upon
which we curled up and slept, fortified with a stiff tot of
whisky. The next day all our belongings had to be care
fully dried.

Before determining on a definite plan for my collecting
work I wanted to find out from the blacks where a favour

able locahty was Likely to be found, intending to use the
blacks as guides. To begin with we engaged a native to
look after our horses. Holm named him ' Beelzebub,'
and I began to pump him for information as to the common
mammals of the region.

The main object of my expedi

tion was, as previously mentioned, to try to get hold of the
' tree kangaroo ' of which I had heard rumours. A
number of Warai blacks had, upon repeated examinations,
enlarged so much upon this animal that I had become

almost convinced that it really existed.

At least I had

become convinced that some unknown mammal formed
the substance of all these rumours and tales.
I now questioned even Beelzebub as to the existence

of this wallaby that " walk 'long tree." But he laughingly
denied the existence of such an animal. The other boys
and old men who visited my camp were also questioned
upon the subject, but I obtained the laughing answer

" Wallaby no more go 'long tree." I propounded the
matter in various ways in order to make my meaning clear

to them, but they laughed tremendously at the idea of
a wallaby or kangaroo that should be able to climb a
tree.

I felt downhearted and disappointed, but at the same
time I could not get the idea out of my head that there
must be something in the many rumours as to a strange

animal, which I had heard of among the Warais.

I felt

convinced that I was on the track of some rare or unknown
animal. The blacks who had mentioned its existence to

me had also added that the animal was quite unknown
to white men. There was no use in losing heart, and as

I wanted some anteaters {Echidna hystrix) and the blacks
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assured me that this animal was plentiful in some distant
hiUs, I prepared an excursion with two natives the next
morning.

The morning came, and an old man and a younger
fellow—the two men I had chosen—arrived in my camp

at sunrise.

Breakfast was cooked

and

eaten

in

the

presence of a number of hungry women and children.
After their customary fashion they arrived at meal-time,

endeavouring to get some food, and, squatting on the
earth, surveyed with round and greedy eyes each mouth
ful one ate. During the meal two of the common black
crows passed over, one of them carrying a small fish in
its beak.

An attack from the other crow made it drop the

fish, which fell about eighty yards from the camp, and
before any of the crows could reach it one of the black
women had caught the prize after a lightning sprint. It
was a small fish of a few ounces and, having roasted it on
the coals, the woman devoured it with great relish.

I went off with my blacks, and passing the Chinese
' town ' entered the forest wilderness, marching towards
the distant hills, where my men assured me that the
' guarang' was plentiful.
A long and trying march
brought us to a small lagoon covered with beautiful blue
waterlilies, and we shortly reached the foot of some stony

ridges from which rose hills of a very broken nature, where
heaps of enormous granite boulders were scattered among
grass and forest.

The old man asserted that this was a good locality

for ' guarang,' and therefore we fired the grass, seeking
some place of safety until the fire should have cleared our
hunting ground. A few flat rocks in the shade of luxuriant

bushes invited us to rest and, crawling in under the over
hanging boughs, I found a very beautiful nest or playing
bower of the ' bower-bird ' {Clamydodera). While I was
examining the interesting structure the blacks lit a pipe,
smoking by turns. The old man sharpened the barbed
wooden point of his spear and Jackie stared emptily into
space.

The fire spread, running up the hills, grew rapidly
in volmne and extent, died down among short grass and
stones, only to spring into blaze again in long dry grass
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and creepers. It rose higher and mlder as the v^hole

slope finally caught fire, the earth shook to its thundering
roar, and half-burnt straws and ashes rose through the

enormous volumes of smoke, while the tops of mighty

trees swayed to the violent draught occasioned by the
file. Finally the earth was bleak and bare, covered with
dust and ashes, and we could now easily carry on our
Iiunt among stones and rocks.

Having vainly exj)lored some long ridges, we arrived
at a hill where enormous granite boulders were grotesquely
scattered. Under a tremendous stone of thirty or forty
tons I discovei'ed tracks, and the old man assured us that
a guarang had entered the cavity.

Disappearing in the

hollow Avhich apparently was too narroAV to admit a human
fiody, he dug himself in like a mole, scooping out a quantity
of earth and stones and sounding all the ramifications
and crevasses of the hollow Avith a Avand.

HaAung Avorked

for about an hour, he brought out a quill of the Echidna
and said that he could smell the animal.

Finally, how

ever, he had to glA^e it up, asserting that the animal had
escaped by one of the many passages and had taken to
another place of refuge. We consequently examined the
vicinity but failed to discover tracks, and having shot a

squatter pigeon and a small rock wallaby avc crossed the
valley to reach another hill.

Having found and eaten a kind of wild plum (a species
of Terminalia), which being singed by the grass fire tasted
somewhat hke roasted apples, we found a series of water
boles in the bottom of the valley. The water being sweet
•and clear, as is generally the case in the granite, we rested
awhile, the blacks roasting the pigeon and the entrails
of the rock wallaby for dinner. After our meal we set out

for the hill, which was much steeper than the one pre
viously examined, and where the chaos of rocks Avas quite
fantastic. During our hunt we separated from Jackie,
and the old man and I went round the whole of the hill.

How and again we saw a nimble rock wallaby darting from
rock to rock, fleet as a shadow.

But I only once got a

shot, which unluckily missed.
Few living things appeared to inhabit the hill. Only
occasionally a speckled quail was seen running OA^er the
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burnt earth between the boulder,s, and butcher birds or
blue-cheeked honey-,suckers were heard whistling their sad
melodies on the slopes. The gi'ass fire was still raging,
and we could see it running up the side of a distant
tableland, while far to the left and right the eucalyptuscovered ridges were ablaze. At length we met Jackie,
who reported a guarang track, and the old man joined
him in order to investigate it. Remaining behind I sat
down, making a few entries in my journal.
The sun was far on the decline, and if we were to
get an Echidna it had to be got quickly. After some time

Jackie returned reporting the guarang to be in the hole,
upon which report I took up my collecting bag, tomahawk
and gun and, following him round a protruding rock,
arrived at a cavity formed by a rock slide. It had, after
the fashion of these caves, served as a resort for the blacks,
and numerous mussel shells in the ash-heaps from their

fires showed what was their fare during the rainy season.
At one end of the cave gigantic boulders obstructed our
progress, and climbing round we entered a narrow cleft,

the bottom of which was covered by a dense clinging
bush.

With a great amount of labour this bush was

cleared away. The old man now appeared in an opening
among the rocks, asserting that the guarang was hidden

under the bottom of the cleft. Having felled a stout tree
for a crowbar, we now broke away the rocks and the blacks
finally began to dig with a sharp stick.
The sun had now set in all the glamour of the tropical
evening. I was wet through from hard work, had eaten
practically nothing since breakfast, had not had a drink

of water for several hours, and was now sitting listlessly
watching the dark human forms which, like large apes,
were scratching in the red soil of the dusky ravine.

Out

side us on the brink lay the large green bush we had torn
away, and below us the grass fire illuminated the stems

of the eucalyptus forest and ran in broad roaring sheets
up the slope of a distant tableland.

The wallabies pottered about us invisible among the
rocks, and the blacks scooped up the earth and gravel

which rattled among the stones. Now and again they
jabbered in their guttural hngo. A hollow sound now
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appeared to indicate our approach to the chamber where
the guarang was hiding, but to onr great dismay a large
shelf of rock barred all fm'ther progress. Scratching his
woolly head, the old man cried : " Gnarang, gnarang,,
jaka," but we had to recognise defeat. The blacks pro

fessed hopes of getting the Echidna the next day, but we
were all a bit downhearted as we descended the steej) hill
and took a

direction which would set ns on the beaten

track to Evelyn. The old man was walking ahead hftinghis legs very carefully to avoid stnmbhng, being ob'xdonsly

bhnded by the still raging grass fire.

By the reflection

of the flames we discovered a hole in a rock full of clear-

and sweet rain water, and we all lay down and drank to.
our hearts' content.

Ha"\dng each made a bark torch, we proceeded at a
brisk pace and in time reached the beaten track, which in
about an hour and a half took us past the site of the old

Eureka silver mine and a lonely Chinese garden.

As wo

were marching along the ramshackle fence of the small

plantation the Chinaman's dogs set up a furious barking.
Suddenly a jet of fire, followed by a tremendous report^
burst from the banana grove which surrounded a humblo
hut on the opposite side of the garden. A projectile of
some description whizzed past us in the dark, wide of tho
mark. The blaeks were in high parnc, and I shouted to
the Chinaman to be careful not to shoot at white men.

He thought, of course, that the dogs were barking at the
blacks who came to steal in his garden, and naturally
he fired. Another half hour's marching took us to the
camp, where Holm had been waiting for us a long time.

Without any ceremonies I started my supper and, having^
partaken of soup, meat and damper, tumbled into bed,,

dead tired, forgetting even to light my evening pipe.
The next morning I provided Jackie and the old man

with some flour, as they wanted to go and camp in the hills,
with the objeet of capturing guarang for me. Promising
a fair payment in flour and tobacco as soon as the guarang
was brought in, I also persuaded a couple of other natives
to join the expedition.
The forest in the immediate vicinity of the mine was
entirely devastated by wood-cutting.
Only a few birds
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lived here, though I found some interesting things which
kept Holm and myself at work.

The field was soon ex

hausted, and I therefore planned to cross over to the
Katherine River as soon as our guarang hunters should
return. Day after. day, however, passed without their
re-appearing. Only one black had arrived with the news
that they had killed a kangaroo and had eaten a number
t)f snakes.

Our surroundings were by no means cheerful. The
natives of the vicinity were lean and miserable, and they
«howed to a greater degree than elscAvhere the stamp of
•degeneration. Wherever the black man comes into touch
with low Chinese elements his ruin appears to arrive
far quicker than when in contact Avith the AA'hite man.
The reason for this fact is difficult to decide. Possibly
•opium plays a part. One thing, liOAAmAmr, Avas obvious.
The Chinaman does not make the native do AAmrk, as is
the white man's custom. The Chinaman keeps the native,

or rather pretends to keep him, for his wife's sake.
The laziness of the natives here was prodigious.

All

'day they would he in camp complaining of hunger. The
banks of the creek were full of yams, iguanas swarmed
in the forest, fish and water-hhes were only a little distance
off, but nevertheless hardly any of the blacks aa^ouM hft
hand or foot to obtain food which Avould not have cost them

•an hour to collect. They preferred to lead a miserable
•existence on the paltry portions of rice and tobacco which

they could earn in the evening by hiring out their women
to the Chinese of the mine. They would do anything
for a bit of European food, and I had never actually
reahsed to what depths a native could sink till I saw a

fnan greedily devour the leavings from my dog's meal.
On the 4th of May we were sitting under our awning
after the day's work, eating our supper by the light of
the flickering camp fire. Beelzebub had been given his
rations and had been sent to his own camp.

Having

lighted our pipes we sat surveying the clearing where
some isolated giant trees loomed against the still gloAving
•evening sky. Numerous nightjars swooped silently close
to the ground, only becoming visible when they rose against
the red sky in order to catch a roaming beetle or a

a
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fluttering moth. The cuekoo-hke call of an owl sounded
occasionally from the dense trees round the creek, and the
chirping song of cicadas and grasshoppers pervaded the
warm evening air.

Suddenly three dark human forms appeared over the
loAv ridge in front of us, each carrying spear and woomera
in the left hand. They made straight for our camp and
presently slid noiselessly into the red glow of oim fire.
They proved to he Jackie and two other blacks, carrying
in a bag an enormous specimen of Eeliiclna. I imme
diately presented them with flour and tobacco, asking
them also to hang the tea-bucket over the fire. With
great dexterity Jackie immediately prepared a large

damper, and very soon their strong jaAvs were busily
employed in filling staiwed stomachs. All the time they
talked with very low voices so as to avoid advertising their
arrival to the blacks of the vicinity, and in order to remain

in undisturbed possession of the gifts which they knew
the white man would bestow on the successful hunters.

When his stomach was full and his pipe was lit, in

the supreme moment of aboriginal bhss, Jackie began the
tale of the guarang hunt. With easy gestures, low voice
and in a picturesque blend of broken Enghsh and Warai
he told the tale of hoAv they had hunted day after day and
how they had found numbers of guarang. But the animals
had been hidden too deeply under the rocks to be reached.

Finally they had in some far-away tableland, after endless
toil, been able to secure the present specimen.
During our talk I led the conversation on to the

subject of other animals, and repeated my questions as to
the tree-kangaroo. As usual, this query was received Avith

head shakings and a soft laugh.

All at once, however,

something appeared to occur to Jackie.

He suddenly

began an excited conversation in Warai AAuth one of the

other blacks, and after some time exclaimed, " Dat won
wogoit."

Upon my questions as to the nature of the

*wogoit,' he informed me that the wogoit was a large
kind of opossum which spent the days in hollows and
orevasses among the rocks, feeding in the trees at night.
This was, at all events, a mammal previously quite

tinknown to me; and a phalanger so obAdously doAdating
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from the usual mode of life of the phalangers should
probably prove unknown to others also. We decided on
the spot that Jackie was to go with us and capture the
wogoit, and in better spirits and with better hopes for
the future than had been possible for a long time, we
placed a couple of logs on the eami) fire and rolled up in
our blankets.

The next day, however, Jackie raised several objec
tions to an immediate departure. Personally he was:
very keen on going, but his mother had recently died,,
and according to the custom of the tribe the near relatives
were not permitted to wash themselves before the wholo

family had held a meeting. He would under these circum
stances await the meeting of the family in preference to>
an enforced abstinence from washing until he should
meet his relatives later, I agreed that it would be hard
to do without washing for such a long time—he looked
badly in need of it—and I had seen too much of the

blacks to laugh at a native notion which to me as a

European appeared nonsensical. The only way to make
them willing and useful is to attempt to understand their
way of reasoning, to respect their prejudices and endeavour
to shake them with arguments fetched from their small
world of ideas.

I cannot now remember the exact means

of persuasion or the reasoning I employed on this occasion.,
I only remember that Jackie was gradually led to remember
that the matter might be arranged if he could only see
his uncle. As luck would have it the uncle made his
appearance in the camp that same evening, and this settled

our difficulties. Still, another day had to be spent in wait
ing for the Chinamen on the mine to kill a bullock so as
to complete our meat supply.
On the 6th of May we broke camp. Jackie and our

old guarang hunter were to accompany us. Beelzebub got
the sack, which highly displeased him. A few miles to-

the westward, however, he suddenly materialised out of
the wilderness, insisting on retaining his old occupation of
looking after our horses. Unable to shake him off, and
secretly respecting his determination, I submitted to the
entreaties of the smiling idiot.
A few miles to the west of the ruins of the old Eureka
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mine we entered tlie granite formation peculiar to this
region and camped at a bend in a small rnnning creek some
distance off the beaten track.

We arranged the camp

as comfortably as possible. Our awning was carefully
rigged up, a rack was made for our saddle gear, and large
pieces of soft paper bark were cut to serve as a mattress
under onr simple bedding ; in short we did ourselves as
grandly as possible.

The flats along the creek had been recently burnt,
and the new green grass would keep the horses quiet. To
the south, in a wide valley of the tableland, a jumble of
small hills composed of enormous granite boulders rose

from the plain. Eesembling the ruins of an old castle,
this jumble of boulders rose above the luxmious vegeta
tion which covered the hills.

Jackie declared this to be

just the right land for wogoit, and on a fine morning we

started on our first expedition for this unknown animal.
My outfit was gun and revolver; Jackie's equipment
•consisting of spear, tomahawk and the necessary collecting
bag.

During the forenoon we vainly explored the hills
of the vicinity, minutely examining clefts and crcsdces
between the enormous heaps of granite. Sometimes the
native would report having seen a wogoit which invariably
fled into the inaccessible passages and fissures in the
interior of the hills.

Following the caverns and narrow

passages among the boulders it was often possible to pass

clean through the ridges. A bluish fight would filter
through the overhanging chaos of rocks. Our search was,
however, in vain. The animals observed always fled
into inaccessible places. In a small cavern, which I care
fully examined, I found a lot of silvery hair, but I failed
to discover the animal itself.

However, we did not lose heart, and tackling a fresh
•hill I mounted a large rock, from which point of vantage
I could intercept any animals which should possibly try
to escape.

After some time .1 heard a call from Jackie,

who on my arrival reported having seen a wogoit. But
like the rest it had gone further into the rocks, and we
began a systematic search of the enormous heap of
boulders. It proved possible to crawl about through
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practically the whole interior of the hill. But, however
famOiar we made ourselves with the topography of the

eavern, no wogoit was to be found.
Numerous bats hung from the walls and roofs of the

dusky caverns, and the frightened animals flew sharply
screeching at the intruders. While Jackie was sounding
every nook and cranny with his spear, I employed myself
in killing bats, and after some work obtained specimens
of two species. Using a short stick I hit them down.
One small species, exhibiting a horseshoe-like projection
on the snout, was always found suspended by the hind
limbs, a soft quiver continually shaking the frail body.*
The second and larger species always clung to the
rock with aU four limbs.t When disturbed they would
back up the rock with a comical movement, then for a

moment they would sit with eyes and teeth gUttering,
and finally dart straight at the intruder. They were not
easily caught, but I secm-ed one which darted straight
at my breast when I tried to get close enough to hit it

with my stick.

The call of both species was a sharp

twittering cry like the squealing of mice and rats.

The

larger species appeared fairly indifferent to Light, and

when disturbed, individual ones sometimes left the caves^
flying about among the tree-tops outside.
When on hands and knees I crawled about in the

labyrinth of this pile of stones, I would sometimes find
old holes belonging to the Echidna, and occasionally rockwallabies could be seen passing through neighbourino'

passages. The rocks in the interior of this mountain pile
were reddish brown and in some cases smooth as ice

probably owing to the drip of water during the rainy season

for thousands of years. The thin, frequently up-ended
flakes of granite gave a sound as of a muffled and distant
bell, as they were touched by darting bats or by the nimble
feet of the wallabies. In the end we had to give np
search in this rocky pile in order to try other hillg, On
our way towards these we were joined by Jackie's
'nephew,' who by the way was older than Jackie. j
had no idea that he had followed us from the Evelyn till
* This species proved to be the hipposideTUS muscinust pi'eviouslv n.-,i
knovTi from New G-iiinea.
,
•f Taphozous australiSf not uncommon in Australia.
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I saw a couple of long spears and a black human form
darkening the sky on a rock above ns.
A drink of water in the valley put fresh life into ns
and we commenced examining a new hill.
I did a kind
of ' sentry go ' round the base of the hillock, keeping a
sharp look-out for escaping animals. A rock wallaby and!

a nightjar, which I flushed from the earth, were all I saw,,
without, however, having a chance of securing them.
After some time I heard a howl from the blacks and hurried

up.

Under a gigantic rock, which rested on another of'

about the same magnitude, a young wogoit was visible,,
screeching with fright. The other native chased it out
with the butt of his spear and upon my request Jackie

captiu'cd it alive, instead of spearing it, an operation he
was very keen on performing. A large male wogoit was
aUeady speared under the rock and after some time came

plumping down among the stones. It was a heavy animal
possessing a beautiful silver-grey fur, shading off to reddish
brown on the stern and tail. The intestines had unfortu
nately been puUed out with the barbs of the spear, and
to prevent soihng I had to give the wounds immediate
treatment. I had barely, however, had time to get out

my knife, when I heard a rusthng sound above me. Quickly
turning, I saw a third wogoit come out of the crevice and

begin to crawl up a slanting tree.

Snatching up my gun,,

I ran some distance away to avoid shooting the animal to.

pieces, and a charge of No. 2 shot brought my long-sought
quarry to earth.
During the hubbub the other black had seen his.
chance of spearing a native cat {Dasyurus lialucatus). The
whole affair was over in a few minutes, and we imme

diately marched for the camp in order to preserve this,
rare animal while quite fresh.

I knew at once that the

species was quite new to science, and subsequent events,
confirmed my first opinion.
The animal was shortly described by Professor E.,
Collet in Zool. Anzeiger, No. 490, 1895, and his full descrip

tion appeared in The Proceedings of the Zoological Society

of London for the year 1897. He gave it the name of
Pseudochirus Dahli, ' the rock phalanger.' In my paper,
Biological Notes on North Australian Mammalia {Zoologist^
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May, 1897), I have at some length described its mode of
life from notes made on the animals in the wild state as

well as in captivity.

This large phalanger or opossum is

entirely nocturnal in its habits, spending the day asleep
in the hollows and cre-vdces of enormous piles of granite

boulders, choosing the darkest places possible. They
teed at night, ascending the trees of the forest, and have
a preference for the wild plum trees {Terminalia), also
feeding largely on the flowers of various eucalypti.
On each side of the vent the wogoit has a very peculiar

.gland. The secretion from this gland is white and thick,
resembhng clotted cream and possessing a quite remark
able and charming perfume, very much appreciated by
the blacks. As soon as a wogoit has been killed they
struggle to secure .the secretion from this gland, anointing
their hair and body with evident signs of pleasure.
This hunting ground of the granite formation proved
very good. Besides the wogoit, which naturally formed

the main object of my pursuit, the caverns and crannies
•of the granite heaps were also the home of several other

•cave-dweUing animals. The fine marsupial weasel, pre
viously mentioned on the Daly under the name of ' jirian '
•and later on secured at Mount Shoebridge, proved to be
comparatively numerous in the granite. This ' native

cat,' which is about the size of a ferret, has a pretty dark
brown coat, changing to whitish yellow on the belly. The

back is spotted with white. The species occurs nearly

•everywhere in Arnhem Land, being, however, most plenti
ful in the mountain tracts. Although it is sometimes

found mhollow trees, the broken rocks and boulder heaps

cf the mountainous districts seem to be more attractive
to this animal.

The beautiful httle rock wallaby {Petrogale concinna)

•occurred in enormous numbers. This species, by the
natives named ' balwak,' I have practically not met with

•outside this pecuhar granite formation. In the deep
chambers and crannies of the enormous piles of boulders

w ere the rays of the sun never penetrate, the little balwak

spends the day lightly sleeping. It is very easily flushed

and runs from rock to rock with astonishing activity.
Hhe swiftness and agility of the animal are almost incon-
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ceivable, and, when observing one of these small wallabies
rnnning in the open at top speed, one might almost beheve
it to be the shadow of some bird flying swiftly overhead.
At sundown they come out, and mounting high stones
and rocks before commencing to feed they appear for some
time to enjoy the cool evening breeze and the glow of the
tropical sunset.
The most minute noise will then alarm
them, and silently, like flitting shadows, their hght forms

will disappear among the broken boulders of the granite.
Occasionally they approach water in order to drink, but
they do not appear to be so dependent on water as many
of the other kangaroo species. They breed all the year
round. Only one young one is born at a time, and the
mother leaves it immediately when in danger. If one of
these wallabies be wounded, she will instantly pull the
young out from her pouch, flinging it aside, possibly to
be able to run with greater ease.

The larger rock wallaby found on the Daly and called
' betbungo ' by the Wolwangas {Petrogale brachyotis) was
also found in the granite, but not as frequently as the
smaller species. Jackie and the other blacks called it
' doria,' a name generally given to the species about the
head waters of the Mary River. It is very widely dis
tributed, occurring in almost every hill where heaps or piles
of boulders are met with.

The httle flying squirrel was also resident in the

surrounding forest. Almost every morning these curious
animals paid our camp a visit just before the break of

day. They rummaged in our saddle gear and in our
provisions and pack bags. But as soon as we moved to
pick up a gun they would run swiftly up a large tree just
in front of our awning, and spreading their parachute
would sail into the dusk, disappearing before we could
shoot.

Bandicoots were heard pottering about in the grass

all night, and small rafs, which appeared to inhabit the
soil everywhere, dug holes in the middle of our camp.
At daybreak they desisted from their burrowing.
Some birds were to be found, but bird-life was not

particularly plentiful.

Squatter pigeons would appear in

small flocks about our camp, and a good many of these
14
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innocent birds had to yield their lives to provide a savoury
meal. The large bronzewing {FJiaps chalcoptera), a bird
the size of the domestic pigeon and deriving its name
from the strong metallic lustre of its vdngs, occurred in
small flocks around the granite heaps, and we availed
ourselves of the opportunity of obtaining fine specimens
of this beautiful species, which we had not previously
met with. Here, as almost everywhere, quails were
numerous and, walking in the small valleys between the
hills, we could see these beautiful httle fowls, active as
mice, darting across the burnt soil of the open forest.
Our life here among the hills of the broken granite became
one continual hunting, exciting as hunting can only be
when the prey is a previously unknown animal, a species
never before shot by white men. I obtained several
more wogoits, shooting them with gun or revolver, or

catching them with my bare hands. To describe all these
excursions in detail would, I fear, tue the reader.
So
I will only relate the adventures of one or two days :—
"
May, 1895 {Thursday).
" Jackie and I went out this morning to hunt for
wogoit. We walked for some time without meeting other

game than balwak.

Of these I fired at one, which escaped

under large rocks.

After a while we flushed another which

disappeared into a large isolated rock, which had been
cracked in many pieces. Jackie now wanted to work round
the rock and drive the animal out towards me. Upon closer

1

I

inspection he discovered it in a crevice apparently narrow
at the top and only permitting the escape of the animal
at the lower ends. We then approached this funnel from
both sides, intending to drive the wallaby towards one
another and finally capture it with our hands. I took
Jackie's spear and poking it into the funnel touched the
wallaby on the back. The animal at once approached

Jackie's opening. Here, however, it turned, making
towards the top of the fissure, where, contrary to our
calculations, the aperture admitted of its exit. As soon

as Jackie saw this manoeuvre he rushed on to the top of
the rock. At that very moment the wallaby darted out.
I thrust at it with the-spear, hitting Jackie lightly in the
arm. In his excitement and eagerness he did not even
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notice the spear thrust. The wallaby escaped his frantic
clutch by a hair's breadth, and in a tremendous jump it
set off from the high rock. Jackie lost the entire command
of his wits, and, taking a flying jump after the wallaby,
landed on all fours among the rocks about ten feet below.

I jumped down and, taking the gun, managed to run
clear of the rock and send a charge into the wallaby, which
obviously settled it. Turning to Jackie, I found him
lying among the stones, bleeding and looking very miser
able.

After a while he got up, shook himself somewhat

after the fashion of a dog, and staunching his bleeding
cuts with sand declared himself quite recovered ! This
after a nasty spill which would probably have had serious
consequences for any white man.
But the strength of
the native skull is surprising.

" Passing a valley towards some other hillocks we
fired the grass and rested at a small spring until the land
was burnt clean. The hills presented a tremendous mass
of tumbled rocks and boulders, and Jackie asked me to
wait. When he had found a wogoit he would shout to me.

After some time I heard his hoarse cooee and, breaking
through the tangled vegetation, I soon found Jackie under
a large rock, on top of which rested an enormous block of
stone. In a crevice between the two rocks sat a wogoit,
and I killed it with a charge of shot.

I hoisted Jackie on

to my shoulder and thence he stepped on to my arm, which

I propped against the face of the rock.

From this position

he could reach the animal and pull it out of the crevice.

It proved to be a female, a little smaller than the previous
specimens. A very small young one was found in the pouch.
" Proceeding along the hill I took up a fine of march
above Jackie, in order to get a shot at wallabies which
were flushed during his search among the rocks. I had
already crossed the hill and reached the opposite slope
when a large ' doria ' slowly came out from the boulders
where Jackie was busy at the moment. The broken
nature of the country did not allow me to shoot until the

range was almost excessive, but the animal fell to the
shot among some large rocks. Eunning up I got sight
of it about twenty-five yards away. After the fashion of
wounded macropods it sat in a stooping position, but
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•upon seeing me it jumped behind a boulder. Running
above the rock to get in a shot, I got a glimpse of it as it'
settled behind another rock. Jumping down on this rock
and anxiously peering over the edge, I only found a blood
trail. Jackie, shortly arriving, went down on all fours

like a dog, following the track. In spite of my senses
now being fairly well trained, almost like those of a savage,
the track was almost in-visible to me.

We crawled over

the top of the hill through thickets and piles of boulders.
All the time we followed

the scattered trail on stones

and leaves and the faint footprints where they showed.
The trail led us down the slope of the hill in and out of
caverns and crannies.

But in the end we lost it.

" Just as Jackie was making a final and minute
examination of the vicinity of an enormous cracked rock,
I heard him utter the hoarse ' Eh-eh, eh-eh,' which
announces the sight of some quarry, and as I quietly

sneaked up to him he pointed out a wogoit in a crevice
above us. Rolled up in the semblance of a woollen ball,

it sat sound asleep in the half light of the cranny. I shot
it with the revolver, and after some trouble we got it out
of the narrow crevice. Our spear and collecting bag had
been left on the top of the hill, and having fetched them
we now marched towards camp.

Halting at a drop in

the hillside, we both observed some hght-coloured object
m a cleft between two large stones, and Jackie sneaked
closer to ascertain if it was a wallaby, as I could shoot

from where I stood. He approached very slowly until
about fifteen yards off. Suddenly I saw him align his
spear, dart in and rapidly jab at the light-coloured object.

A sudden fight dawning upon me, I ran down and found

an enormous rock snake firmly jammed between the spear

and the wall of the narrow cleft. Having belaboured its
head with a stick, we got hold of the tail and yanked the

brute out of its stronghold. Getting a good swing on it,

I whirled it round my head, finally dashing it on the earth
with all my power. As it was still not quite dead, we

jabbed a spear through the reptile and passed my hunting

knife through its head. It measured a good nine feet
and was as thick as my arm. Jackie's first operation was
to bite a hole in its belly to see if it was full of fat. The
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test giving a satisfactory result, he grinningly remarked,
' Eat fellow,' flung the bag over one shoulder and the snake
over the other, and stolidly took the lead towards the
camp. The head and tail of the snake were trailing on

the ground behind him, and his face exhibited the dignified
ease peculiar to the Austrahan savage when returning
from a successful hunt. After a quick march we reached
the camp, where Ave rapidly filled our empty stomachs.
" Two strange blacks had arrived to-day and Holm had
taken them out hunting, but without success. Eeturning
home he lost himself entirely among the many hillocks
until a mere chance brought him up against the camp."
" May 11, 1896.
" Holm went out with Beelzebub and the two other

boys. Jackie remained in camp to help me to skin our
wogoits. In the forenoon an emu passed close to the

camp, but seeing it too late we lost the chance of shooting
it.

In the afternoon I made a sketch of Jackie, who

was exceedingly pleased at the idea of my telhng my
countrymen of his merits.

As it was close on sundown,

and Holm had not yet returned, I took nay gun and went
for a walk on a neighbouring hill, where I examined a
couple of caverns. On the walls of one of these I found
two vei-y primitive drawings in red ochre, made by the
natives, and representing small kangaroos.

" After sundoAvn an overjaowering desolation appeared
to fill these caves and caa^erns.

The squeaky twitter of

the bats and their clammy touch against my face and
hands almost made my flesh creep as I worked up towards
the day light and vainly attempted to catch these elusive
beasts. I spent the short twihght examining the forest
of the hill and found only a couple of crimson-winged
parrots, who screamingly left their quarters in a tall
eucalyptus.

Some Avhite-cheeked honeysuckers flitted

among the tall trees, and a lonely bowerbird sent its
melancholy whistling notes into the gathering dusk. Far
to the west a large grass fire glimmered on a distant hill
side and the smoke rose blue and heavy in the sombre
night. Then I returned to camp, where finally Holm
also arrived. He was black in the face like a nigger and
practically worn out. He brought a native cat, shot
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before a grass fire, and an echidna which it had taken them
half a day to excavate." . . .
Jackie was absolutely the best hunter and tracker I

have ever met in my hfe.

But he had one regrettable

drawback, which impeded his work, a drawback he could
not help. On the inside of one leg jnst above the ankle
he had a nasty open wound, the size of a hand. This
wound was septic and had obviously been in the same
state for years.

Many years

ago, while still a boy, he had,
according to his report, in
his sleep happened to place

..
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his leg on the hot embers of

tlie camp fire, burning it very

badly.

When

telling me

of this tragedy he always
laughed immensely at the

"i'-"

^

humour which to his mind
was

attached to the

dental

cooking

of

A

white

member.

a

acci

live
man

would probably have cried
over

A
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that

But

the

Si'
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accident

f:\ crippled him for life.

the

savage

does

not

cry

.-V-over pain, far less at the
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Jackie.

memory of pain. Uor is this
tragedy of Jackie's anything
unusual among these people
of the forest.

Their sleep

is very heavy, and if during
their slumbers they happen

to roll into the fire, they do not wake before they have
been badly burnt. The blacks very often exhibit ugly
burns on various parts of the body, and Little children are
often seen badly singed by fire.

As mentioned, Jackie's leg was diseased and had
obviously often impeded his walking, and even when he
was able to walk he limped, only the toes touching the
earth. In consequence of this disuse the whole limb

was atrophied, being considerably thinner than his sound

t
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leg and inaparting a serious lameness to his gait. After
some days' hunting the wound generally broke out again
and Jaekie was finished. I then attempted to wash,
disinfect and bandage his leg quite scientifieaUy.
But
antiseptic treatment is not much good when your patient

removes your bandages at the first opportunity and,
resorting to the only cure of the savage, sprinkles the
wound with sand.

"When Jackie was unable to work I

had recourse to

other natives, of which there was no scarcity, as we were
continually being visited by natives migrating to a large
corrobborree at Union Town.

But, however many of these

natives I employed as trackers, none of them was able
to find wogoit, and during the whole of my experience I
never met any other native than Jaekie who was able to
track the animal. This species is exceedingly difficult to
find, and its plentiful occurrence is probably due to the
fact that very few natives have any practice in the hunting
of it.

Jackie was also very proud of his prowess in the
wogoit hunt. When restored to temporary fitness he again
followed me out to om? good hunting grounds, his ugly face
radiated contentment, and he used to brag about the im

minent success of our hunting, bragging as only an aborigine
can brag. To catch the wogoit was his great speeiahty,
and with the burning interest and equally burning vanity
of the speciahst he examined the rocky debris of the hillocks
with an astonishing minuteness and attention to detail.

When seeing him at work I had the exact impression of
watching an animal of rare and trained instinct and in

credibly sharp senses snuffing about among the rocks.
Hearing, vision and touch appeared to centre on the same

object, and even his nose seemed to be very useful to
him. The wogoit does indeed possess a very pecuhar smeU
which is a queer minghng of perfume and the opposite.
This smell may be sensed at a considerable distance and,
sharpened as my own senses now were through long training
under primitive conditions, even I could at last trace the
animal by this smeU. It was, however, not mere animal
instinct, not mere sharpness of the senses, which led Jackie.

His intellect was also highly instrumental in the work,
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and it was quite clear to me that his wonderful prowess
in this pursuit was the result of extraordinary practice
coupled with senses of a keenness only to be found in the
savage of these forests.

Very often an enormous amount of labour and toil

had to be gone through before we had our quarry in the
collecting bag, and very often, too, Jackie's eagerness and
excitement made him careless of his poor foot, which was

repeatedly damaged. He would then alternately praise
his own greatness as a wogoit hunter and loudly deplore
the condition of his useless leg. But all the sorrows of
this childhlie soul were dispelled by a piece of tobacco
and were blown away with the blue clouds of smoke which
rose in the sunshine.

When I asked him why he, and he

alone, could catch the wogoit, he would grin brightly and
answer something like this : " The other blacks have
strong legs, walk quickly, without looking about. I have

aU my days had one long and one short leg, and I have
always had to walk very slowly, very slowly, all day,
and keep a keen and continual look-out for food."

How

ever slowly Jackie taught me to walk, I never acquired
a sufficient practice in the wogoit hunt to enable me to

hunt alone with any success. How and again, when
hunting in his company, I had the triumph of independently
locating a wogoit. When this happened Jackie always
seemed exceedingly pleased.
Thanks to all the visits we had from wandering blacks,
our provisions began to run short, and I sent Holm with
one of the pack horses to Union Town for supplies. After'
two days he returned and we continued our collecting work.

Few events happened outside the ordinary routine of the

day. The horses kept very quietly to the green grass
along the creek. All day and night we heard the tinkle
of the horse bells, a sound pleasant to the ears of the
traveller in the Australian bush. Our life in the forest
and under the white canvas of our awning was indeed a

care-free and pleasant existence. Our sorrows were few
and our pleasures were small and modest. The savage
had become dominant in us.

We were now so inured to

this life that we no longer felt the loss of comforts which
our former civihsed Life had offered. We no longer felt.
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the discomfort of sleeping week after week with a thin
piece of canvas or at most a sheet of bark between our
bodies and the hard and often stony earth. When we rose
in the morning our limbs no longer ached as they had
often done in the beginning of our rough life. Ho longer
did we suffer the wild hunger for fat and for acid fruit or
vegetables, which in the beginning of uneivihsed life is so.
apt to torment the novice. We had learnt to guard against
this, always having a store of bacon, and every day taking
a Little citric acid with our dilnking water.

And the

coarse and monotonous food on which we had to live had

to our senses almost lost all monotony.

The idiom ' food *

conveyed, as it were, no longer any other idea than that
of bread and meat. Our fancy no longer Ausualised the

dishes civihsation offers.

Perhaps force of habit did it,

perhaps we had learnt to manage our commissariat better

than in the beginning. I do not quite know. I only know
that this life pleased us, that we rarely bothered ourselves
with thoughts that did not pertain to the necessities of

the day, and that whatever cares we had generally dis
appeared with the smoke of strong tobacco, just as was
the case with our savage followers.

Towards the end of our stay in this camp I got an
attack of malaria. One day I was ill, spending the next
day staggering about without being able to do any useful
work. I hoped to get well again before starting on our

long ride down to Fountainhead.

In the morning I

generally felt better, but in the afternoon the fever in

variably set in, rendering me unconscious before midnight..
One morning I thought I could notice a decided turn

for the better, and resolutely breaking camp we rode off.
Jackie was given food and tobacco and was left behind
at a creek further on. He was to meet us later on at
Union Town in order to guide us on an expedition to the
central tableland. Eiding along in the afternoon I felt

the fever coming on again, and I sat ill and swaying in my
saddle untU sundown. In this way we rode for three
days and finally arrived at Fountainhead. But I remember
it only as a dream, the forest, the endless ride under the
glaring sun, and the camp fires in the evenings, when

half conscious I assisted Holm in the necessary camp work.
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After a couple of days I recovered, but then Holm
Vent down with fever.
During the following four or
five days I wrote letters, and having registered my collec
tions forwarded them through my agent in Port Darwin.
Holm in the meantime lay deliiious with fever until I
"Succeeded in stopping the attacks with doses of quinine.
As soon as he recovered we prepared for another expedi
tion.

Jackie had told me a great deal about the large table
land to the east of the sources of the Mary River. Accord

ing to his reports this locality was the home of a number
"Of animals which did not frequent the regions so far
examined by me. He gave special prominence to the
occurrence of a large black kangaroo named ' tjikurr,'
«aid to inhabit the caves of the tableland.

He also men

tioned several smaller animals, among them a large species
of turtle, ' ngart,' which inhabited the running creeks.
Even if these animals should not prove to be unknown,
I considered it probable that the region mentioned would
j)rove very interesting, as it had rarely, if ever, been visited

by a white man, and certainly had never been examined

•by a naturahst. Besides, I also beheved that the fauna of
these mountain tracts would prove different from those I
-had found elsewhere.

On the morning of the 28th of May we rode off.

The

horses trotted briskly because our packs were very light,
"OUT intention being to buy provisions in Union Town.
In the evening we camped at Lady Alice, one of the many
watercomses which traverse the mountains between Bur-

rundie and Union Town. Splendid green grass covered
the meadows among the screw-palms, and the creek held
•clear and sweet water. As everywhere in the forests of
Arnhem Land there was an abundance of dry wood, and it
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did not take us many minutes to start a gigantic camp fire
from dry eucalyptus trunks. The sun had set and the
short dusk of the tropics smrounded us. But the after
glow still lingered golden in the western sky. The queerly
twisted and stunted forest of the desolate ridges was, as it
were, veiled in the misty violet haze, which is peculiar to
the evenings of the dry season, the winter of this part
of the globe. The dusk of these evenings is very short
and its fine colours quickly merge into the darker purple
of the night.
We took our billicans down to the creek, and having
filled them washed the dust and perspiration from our
half-naked bodies. When we turned again towards the

camp it was almost night. Our roaring camp fire shed a
vivid glow on the stems of the forest and a pale new moon
hung high in the heavens, gaining in brightness as the
dayUght waned. The glow of the fire became redder and
redder and the brightness of the young moon grew, until
the last ray of dayhght had been vanquished.
Then the

moon and our fire appeared to start a competition in light,
a fight in which Hohn sided with the camp fire.

liked the fire.

We both

When the crackling flames leapt high,

spreading the glow far and wide over the white stems of
the forest and over the desolate soil, our spirits rose. The
little spot of the earth which for the moment was our
home, increased in importance and comfort. And there

is a joy in the reckless feeding of your camp fire, a peculiar,
perhaps childish, feeling of unfettered liberty in the
lavish heaping of the logs.

Your store is the limitless

forest.

The evening was passed in performing the usual
functions. We baked a damper in the ashes, ate our
evening meal, and lit our pipes. We had not much to
wash up after our meal, and our feeding habits were I
fear, not according to the demands of strict cleauhness.

The boiled bits of meat or bacon and the damper, which
served us for dinner on the march, were generally carried

in an old and, I regret to say, greasy bag ; and during our
meals our saddle blankets served as a tablecloth.

But

in our blunted condition we did not attach importance to
these facts.
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In the evening I shot a small marsupial weasel
{Pliascologale penicillata), a species which later i)i>oved to
be fairly common in the interior of Aimhem Land.
The next morning we continued our ride. At high
noon we reached Union Town. The only thing about

this place that might justly be said to remind one of a town
was its name. Sanguine prosi^ectors in the booming days
of the territory had given it this splendid name. A couple
of gold batteries, a collection of low huts for the Chinese
crew, and a couple of European houses constituted the
' town.'
The name of ' town ' is, however, in Austraha
employed with great generosity. " A shop, a pub and a
jail, that's a town," is an Australian saying, and in many
cases it is literally true. Here at Union Town even the
jail was lacking. There was only a store managed by a

white man, besides an old public house which for a long
time had been out of use. At present, however, it had
been taken into occupation by three people, husband,
wife and daughter. They had been on their way from
Queensland to West Australia with horses.

Somewhere

up on the telegraph line, three hundred to four hundred

miles above Pine Creek, the man had broken his leg, and
the family had now settled here temporarily to keep a

' hotel.'

Travellers appeared to crowd the estabhsh-

ment at the rate of about one every tenth day.
The store proved to be short of flour as Avell as of rice

and sugar, and avc had to wait until the storekeeper could
fetch a supply from Pine Creek. A Chinese butcher, living

in the vicinity, could supply meat, and taking one of our
horses I loaded it up with salt meat and then joined Holm,
who had pitched our camp at a lagoon some distance
away from the ' toAvn.'

We hung up the meat to dry

in order to get it as light as possible for our long trip.
We had to put up with the delay caused by the lack

of provisions. This was only the beginning of a series
of mishaps. Jackie joined us very soon ; but at the
Union the storekeeper's dog was friendly enough to bite
his sound leg very badly. Being now lame in both legs,
it was out of the question for him to guide us to the table

land.

On the foUoAving morning only my saddle-horse

and the oldest of our mares were to be found.

The others
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were gone, Heaven knew where. For almost a week we
rode abont looking vainly for the horses, Holm, myself
and the blacks taking this sorry work by turns. Finally
Jackie returning one day told ns that a Chinaman far north
along the railway reported ha^dng seen three grey horses.
These were in all probability our nags, and Holm imme
diately set off in quest of them. Jackie was quite knocked
up after his rides, and the good news he had brought was
almost counterbalanced by an enormous lump on the back
of my old saddle-horse.
Being a very bad rider he had
lamed the horse, disabling it for an indefinite period.
I did a httle shooting at home round the camp, but
I could not very well leave it, as we were surrounded by
blacks whose honesty in the vicinity of this Chinatown
was very doubtful.
In the evening of the second day after Holm's depar
ture I had baked a large damper and had just lifted the
tea ' billy ' off the fire when I sighted a large grey horse
appearing in the defile leading from Union to our camp.
It looked hke ' Naba,' one of our horses. Two others
followed, and on the last I recognised Holm. They soon
reached our camp. My old horse greeted them with a
friendly whinny, and I myseK was no less pleased at their
return. Holm had had to go thirty or forty miles for
them, finally tracking them down half way towards
Fountainhead.

Returning home one of the mares had fallen under

him in rocky ground, a jagged stone tearing a wound in
her left shoulder the size of a fist. But luckily the injury
did not appear to affect her gait. Old ' Bony Bream,'
my saddle-horse, could, in spite of his sore back, easily
carry our lightest pack saddle, and on the 5th of June
we got everything ready for departure the next morning.
Jackie could not possibly accompany us, as his leg was
too bad. But he promised to follow as soon as he got
well. In the meantime his ' father,' who also answered
to the name of Jackie and at present was dwelling at the
Eureka, would probably be willing to guide us to the region

of the 'tjikurr' and the ' ngart.' The next day we rode
off, and finally camped for the night at our old wogoit camp
in the granite.

We spent the night in the still forest
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under the silvery curtains of the moonshine, and went on
again at sunrise.
At the Eureka we rested at our old camp site. A
great number of blacks were encamped here in anticipation
of a corrobborree which was to take place in a couple of
weeks.

We sent

for

Jackie's

' father '

and two

blacks

appeared, both claiming paternity. Unable to decide
between them, I solved the difficulty by taking them
both on as guides.
Agodjalla, a native boy of the Alligator tribe, who
had followed us from the Union, acting as horseboy, now
suddenly became ' sick.' Possibly a preference for stay

ing in the corrobborree camp was to some extent the true
reason for his ' sickness.'

He complained, however, of a

headache and of pains in the body.

These complaints

may have had some foundation, as ' Naba,' one of the
pack-horses, who disliked blacks, had kicked him in the

stomach with great vigour. He obtained the medical
assistance of one of his fellows, who treated his case accord
ing to his lights. Disappearing towards an old native
camp, he returned shortly with an old tin and a splinter

of a broken bottle. Having chipped the splinter to razor
keenness, Agodjalla pointed out a place in his forehead
which he considered to be the main seat of his illness, and
seizing the primitive knife the medico inflicted a hearty
cut, half an inch long, causing the blood to flow profusely.

The old tin was now employed to receive the blood.
According to custom it must not be allowed to flow into

the earth in a strange land, lest enemies should get hold
of it and by sorcery cause the death of the owner. Having

been collected in a vessel, it has to be burnt. The operator,
however, considered himself privileged to smear his
woomera or throwing stick with it, although he belonged

to another tribe than that of Agodjalla.

The blacks as

a rule like to smear their arms with all sorts of blood.

When Agodjalla, without any visible signs of weakening,
had bled about a pint, our horses were ready saddled and
packed.
he only
tobacco
fathers,

Upon asking him if he wanted to go with us,
shook his fat head, and I gave him a piece of
and, mounting, rode away with Jackie's two
' Jackie ' and ' Tommy.'
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I had never seen bleeding practised as a cure among
the natives, though I had known of the practice fromhearsay, and I was not a little astonished at the quantity
of blood taken, without apparently causing any incon
venience to the patient. I asked our new Jackie if thia
was the common cure for a headache. He only tm-ned
the back of his head towards me, drawing attention toa large scar, at least two inches long, half hidden in his.
dirty scalp.
" Sick head, kill 'im tommihawk," he re
marked, beaming.
Diiring the day we crossed over to the main stream
of the Mary River, camping for the night close to the riverjungle, which loomed darkly against the smTOunding forest
of tall and white-stemmed eucalypti. While the crackling^

camp fire threw its red reflections on the dark forms of ourblack followers and on the straight stems of the treea
round the camp, I took my gun and went for a walk in
the moonlight in order to find an easy ford in the river.
In the mysterious depths of the jungle the rays of themoon fell scantily and with an intense silvery sheen on
foliage and bamboo leaves. Cicadas and locusts weresinging, and small frogs stirred everywhere among the-

dead leaves on the ground. In the silent night the light
leaping of the frogs made the leaves rattle as if stirred by
the footsteps of large animals.

I looked vainly for a.

suitable ford, and after some time returned to camp,

followed by my true and trusty dog Pup.

Later on during

the night I had the great misfortune to shoot my poon
dog dead, mistaking him for some wild animal, and I
went to bed greatly saddened at the loss of my constant
companion.
The next day we crossed the river and set our course-

towards the central tableland, from which spring all the
large rivers of Arnhem Land. We first followed the

eastern shore of the Mary. The blacks walked in front,
guiding us and carrying my camera and some other thingswhich might easily be injured on the pack-horses.

In

certain stretches the grass had been burnt and the passage
was free. In other places the old dry grass, which had
fallen down, like a rye field after rain, reached above

the breasts of our horses and cut their forefeet cruelly..
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Here aud there we had to stop and shout to the blacks
to fire the grass. " Wurk, wiirk talcrma " (" make fire "),
they would repeat our shouted order, and pulhng our
matches out from their thick hair they would each light
a grass torch. Very soon the grass Avould be on fire, tall
flames roaring towards the sky. If we were lucky, the

wind would swiftly sweep the fire along, the dry Avilderness would be consumed in a few minutes, and our passage
would be free. But in many places where the air was

•calm or the wind even against us we had to beat along
•as best we could, the horses rearing and dancing before
the leaping fire. All along our track we fired the grass,
•as we wanted to be sure of new grass for the horses on
•our homeward ride.

The land became more hilly,

towards the river b.ed.

small

hills reaching

Very soon the wildness of the

laud increased, and travelling between the river jungle
and the hillsides became difficult.

The blacks guided us

into the narrow vaUey of a tributary river.

Along this

stream were numerous abandoned native eamps, where
a number of bark humpies had been built during the last
rainy season. Towards the central parts of Arnhem

Land the blacks appear to resort more to the building of
these bark shelters than do the natives of the coast lands.

These highly primitive huts are constructed during the
rainy season only, and are very simply made by sticking
a few boughs into the earth and by roofing the shelter with
a few pieces of paper bark. In all thickets and jungles
along the bottom of the valley the ground was full of
holes from which the native families had dug the yams that

had served them as their staple food.

The valley gradually became narrower, and a mighty
tableland rose before us.

The sides of this tableland were

so steep that it seemed very doubtful to me if we could
possibly take the horses up. The blacks, however, insisted
that the ascent could be made, and in order to rest the

horses before the severe task we camped. Small pigeons
•abounded and I shot a couple, cut up their meat for bait
and, rigging a primitive rod and line, began to fish the

•crystal clear pools of the brook which gurgled along
between the bamboos and screw-palms of the banks.
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Fish were plentiful, and they took the bait as ravenously
as do the fish of a ISTorwegian mountain beck.
The
majority of the fish were of a greyish perch-like species,*
which was very good to eat, but there were also other
species, and a number of specimens were secimed for my
spirit jars.t
Followed by one of the blacks I also explored the
ascent of the tableland higher up the valley. There was
only one possible rvay up the almost precipitous hillside.
If we took the packs ofi; the horses we might succeed.
Fii'st of all we took the horses up, and then we had to
carry all our packs up on our finally almost exhausted
shoulders. After this it was a real pleasure to sit well down
in our deep saddles as we Avent on through the low forest
on the tableland, following an old native trail.

On the brink of the tableland and just alongside the
trail I observed a mound of stones obviously built by human
hands, a sort of low cairn, where grass and soil filled the
intervals between the stones. Our guides said that the
blacks had built it, but for what purpose Avas unknown
to them. They said it was extremely old. I have never
seen anything like this cairn in Arnhem Land.

The character of the tableland appeared to be in
certain respects dissimilar to the nature of the land Ave had

previously traversed. Water was more plentiful than is
usually the case. It bubbled out of the earth in real
fountains, and these fountains sprang from or under the
very brink of the tableland. The interior of the plateau
itself was comparatively dry. The abundance of Avater
also manifested itself in the fact that the bottom of the

depressions about the springs was covered with moss.
In no other place in northern Australia have I seen moss,
and a strange feeling came over me as I heard the hoofbeats of the horses softened when stepping on the soft
carpet among the thin grass. Hot since I Avas in Norway
had I heard moss soften the footsteps of a living being.
We rode steadily on eastwards over the softly undu
lating plateau. In some areas the timber was large and
heavy, almost heavier than I had seen anywhere. In
* A terupoii.

t Among others a species now to science, Rhonibuaoma trifasciata, Rendahl,
1923.
15
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otLer patches the forest dwindled to an almost impene
trable wilderness of thin wattles or youn,<r eucalypti.

The

grass stood only about twenty inches high and, half dry
as it was, the horses would not eat it. We had thus very
small prospects of a good camp, where the horses would
teep quiet in the night.

In the afternoon I felt an attack of fever developing
and, had I been alone, I should have camped at once.

But Holm was anxious to find a better place to cami),
and we held on. The sun sank ; we rode through burnt
land. A grass fire had swept the ground a few days ao-o
and the earth and the lower stems of the forest were blaek
as coal. Only occasional Avattles had green leaves. Hot

a green straw was visible on the ground. The land sloped
east; dusk came, while we spurred our horses, the blaeks
running with us. Finally we saAV a mountain range loom

ing blue before us between the white stems of the forest
At our feet a wild precipice broke aAvay into a narrow
valley, and from the bottom of this valley we heard the

whisper of a river, one of the sources of the South Alligator
River.

FolloAving the edge of this precipice and riding throuo-h
the burnt and desolate land we finally found a small sprincr
surrounded by screw-pahns and paper bark trees.

Qj. ^

there was none, but Are had to camp. We off-gaddl^d^
Silently, and cowed by the desolation of the place tl
blacks fetched wood and ht the camp fire, and I lay ^
shaking Avith fever, while Holm prepared our eveniao-

With the hstless feehng pecuhar to the feAmr patlei tlay staring at the flaming fire and the black and m l'

choly floor of the forest and at our poor horses, Avho ^

huddled close to the camp. Even they understood
there was nothing to be found in this place, and •
stood still, hanging them heads and blinking their si •

and sorrowful eyes.

Old ' Bony ' came over e

snuffling and poking my arm with his slack old*^

" Bread ? Aye, boy, you wdl get a bite of brend
gave him a piece of stale damper. The other horses * ^

in their heads and got their share.

spirits rose.

Giradnall

The most enterprising of the inare^ their

to crop the green wattle leaves of which tn

^gun
forest
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presented a scanty store, and very soon the horses were
busy eating.
I soon fell into a deep slumber, from which Holm woke
me up as day was breaking. The horse bells could
not be heard, and Holm went in search of the horses, while
I prepared the breakfast. The blacks had been out on
an early morning hunt, returning with a large snake,
which they carefully roasted in the embers of the fire.
After a considerable time Holm returned with the horses.

Pood being very scarce they had, according to their custom,
attempted to go back to better grazing, had spent the
whole night walking in their hobbles, and now were still
empty and starving. It was out of the question for them
to do a proper day's march, but the blacks assm-ed us
that the mountain of the ' tjikurr ' could be reached in
half a day.
We had to follow the course of the river below us.

But the steepness of the hillside forced us to ride along
the edge of the plateau. The forest now became more

impenetrable than we had found it the day before.

Dense

thickets of verticordia, a scrub resembling heather but
tall as a man, alternated with a thick undergrowth of

young eucalypti and wattles.

Here and there these forests

were entirely dead, and in some places large areas of forest
had been felled by cyclones, forming almost impenetrable
obstacles to riding.

The blacks had to break and cut a

practicable road as we travelled along.
Everywhere the soil consisted of a coarse deep sand,
and in this sand hved obviously millions of smaU rodents.
The holes and burrows of these animals were so numerous

that they evidently formed a continual network under
the surface. This continued mile after mile. The hoofs

of the horses broke through at every step, our travelling
being thus greatly impeded. These small rodents, which
often enough were a nuisance in our camps, and which
we had often captured, were, however, widely different
from the Australian rodents, the Goniluridae, which have

previously been mentioned by me.

They were real rats

or mice, belonging to the Muridae.

They were so widely

distributed that they can hardly be considered as intro

duced, or at least not by Europeans.

The common black

IN
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rat, which has been introduced, probably in recent times,
either by Europeans or Asiatics, is to be found in and
around the dwelhngs of Colonists.
But I never saw a
single specimen of this species in the forests.
These small brown rats, however, which were so
numerous on this plateau, were to be found all over Arnhem
Land and in such remote parts that I have no doubt that
they have belonged to the fauna for a considerable time.
Also, there were several si^ecies of them, but, owing to

the lack of sufficient material. Professor Collett after my
return declared himself unable to determine their exact

identity.

The

pla

teau of the
tab lei and

now
began
to slope east

wards. Very
soon it broke
up
into

heavy
and

hills
moun

tains, and the
forest b ecame an open

and heavily

fy

timbered
park
land.

Fig. 8.
Our Camp.

Through
a
valley we
soon reached

a gentle slope, where the grass had been burnt some time
ago. Green grass sprouted above the red sand and ashes
of the ground, tempting our starving horses. At the
bottom of a wide valley we saw the green timber about
the South Alhgator Eiver, and before us on the other

side rose a mighty tableland presenting bold and pre

cipitous sides. Par to the south-east we saw the back of
a still larger tableland.

We rode awhUe upstream, finally camping on the edge

of the wood close to the open and sandy bed of the river
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Our aAvning was soon rigged up, and north, south and east
we built a dense screen of boughs and saphngs about our
' house,' a ' breakwind ' against the strong and stinging
monsoon, which roared doAYn the valley from the east,
sweeping the sand in Aucious blasts.

I got my fishing line out, cut a suitable rod, and
resorted to the ereek, Avhere the first pool proved to be full
of perch-hke fishes. A small pigeon gave its life to proAdde
my bait, and one by one I flicked the greedy fishes ashore.
Holm soon joined me, and we presently made a large bag.
All through the afternoon and the CA^ening we feasted on
delicious fried fish, and I do not think that the luxury of this
meal Avould have been materially enhanced if we had known

that we Avere feasting on a fish hitherto unknown to science.*
Tommy had during the Avhole of our trip worn one
of the common broad AAmoden belts. This garment had
of late become dilapidated, and in the afternoon he sud

denly divested himself of it, breaking it in pieces. Instead
of flinging the useless article aAvay he burnt CA'cry little
bit of it with the utmost precaution. Here, close to the
borders of a strange land, in the vicinity of the Agigondin
tribe of the tablelands, he had to take great care lest any
of his belongings might fall into the hands of hostile natiA^es,
thus enabling them to hurt him by sorcery.
On the following morning I took Tommy Avith me,
commencing to chmb the steep table mountain, said to
be the home of the tjikurr. As I mounted the steep
side, the sun being at my back, I felt the approach of fever.
In a Avaterlogged place under the steepest part of the
hiU we dug holes, which were quickly filled Avith sweet
water. A drink from this reviA^ed us, and we reached

the break of the tableland whence, through a gorge, we
foUoAved an old kangaroo trail to the plateau. Tommy
proudly pointed out to me a place Avhere he had once
stood behind a bush and speared a kangaroo, which came
hobbhng along the path we were folloAving. Close by he
showed me the place—denoted by the cooking-stones—
where he had cooked his prize. A large kangaroo is usually
cooked close to the place of killing.
* The species was Terapon Alligatoris, new to science and described by Hj.
Bendahl, Nyt. Mag. for Naturvidcnak, Bd. 60, 1923.
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Wlien we readied, the edge of the tableland we began
to search the broken country, which was partially covered
by low vegetation, dense masses of veriicordia being often
prevalent.

We had not advanced very far when a large

grey kangaroo jumped up about twenty-live yards off.
Just as it topped a heap of boulders I got a fair shot, but
unluckily without effect, and the splendid animal was

lost to us in the enormously broken land.
We now examined a great number of the wild ravines
and boulder heaps of the table-mountain without,
however, being able to discover any tjikurr, though
droppings and tracks were present in great profusion.
The latter obviously belonged to a large kangaroo, with
shorter and stronger hind feet than the usual species.
A lifeless and desolate stillness reigned between the gigantic

blocks of sandstone, the grey boulder heaps and the
veriicordia thickets. Only the rays of the sun fell with
a blinding glare over the landscape, and its pale reflection
drove into my poor levered brain, cutting like a sharp
saw. Tired and worn, raging at this God-forsaken land,
I trudged stubbornly on. We reached the other side of
the mountain, where a tremendous chaos of bouldei'S

and precipices rose like threatening towers. A small
rock wallaby rose and, setthng itself on a large rock, looked
curiously at me. Hot wanting the animal, I held my fire,
and the beautiful little creature danced off.

Then I sat

down, dead tired, in a defile, waiting for Tommy to beat
the hillside below me. Hot having the energy to find a
shady plaee, I simply sat, half dazed, staring into the
flaring landscape, vaguely wondering if I should ever be
able to reach my camp again.
Suddenly, however, my consciousness was awakened.
The face of the rock close to me was full of large caves and
grottos.

I climbed and crawled in order to examine them.

Yes, indeed, the ocean had been here, thousands and
thousands of years ago. The niches and caves, the over
hanging caverns, were of the same kind that I had seen

in the rocks at Port Darwin, also similar to the ones dis
covered in the tablelands of Mount Shoebridge.

How

insignificant did I feel as my fevered brain attempted to
cope with the saga from thousands of years ago, plainly
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told by the stark rocks ! The distant forest plains, the
low hills and the slopes below me, they had all been the
bottom of the ocean, Avhose breakers rolled round skerries
and isles, that Avere later to become the highest summits
of Arnhem Land. And in the caverns Avhere the kangaroos
noAV liA'-ed, and the vcrlicorclia and the wild Aune found a
precarious hold, the AvaA^es of the ocean had gurgled and
clucked, and strange antediluAdan animals of the sea had
craAvled about on the rocks. There Avas I, a being of
absolute insignificance, a mere lonely Avanderer in the
Avilderness.

What mattered it Avhether I

liA'cd or died "?

It Avould all be as nothing in comparison Avith the impressive
story told by the rocks.
Late in the afternoon aa^c at last managed to reach the
camp, Avhere I collapsed, surrendering myself to the
delirium of fcA^er.

During the two or three days AAdiich passed before I
recovered Holm made some attempts at obtaining a
tjikurr, but had no success. EA'-ery day, hoAvever, he

brought something home for our collection, and had the
luck to see a few of the black kangaroos. According to

his reports they were very Avild and Avary.

Only at a great

distance Avould the animals leave their

shelters in

the

caverns and creAuces and appear among the torn sandstone
rocks, where—so fleet Avere they—a shot Avould have been

difficult even at short range. We also tried lending the
blacks a gun, so that they might attempt a stalk by them
selves. But, as none of them were proficient in the
handhng of firearms, they had no success.
Finally, I had so far recovered that I Avas able to

potter about in the vicinity of the camp and do a little
collecting.

In the early morning I had sent Holm and

Tommy

to

tjikurr.

I spent the morning in shooting and skinning

the

a few specimens.

table-mountain

in

order

to

look for

Having made some bread and cooked

some food I took a walk with my gun after midday.
Beturning shortly with a small weaver bird, that I purposed
to skin, I found Holm and Tommy arrived in camp, busily
engaged in filling their stomachs with the eternal beef,
damper and tea.

Their pleased look appeared to indicate

success, and in the shade of the awning I found the pros-
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trate body of a large dark-coloured kangaroo. It was
a female, and, examining it, I recognised it as being a
Macropus rohtistus. From the native descriiDtion I bad
long suspected tbe tjikurr to be identical with this
species. The male is jet black, while the female is of a
dark

slate-blue

colour

with

coal-black

feet

and

hands.

I do not think that any specimen had previously been
brought from Arnhem Land.
Holm had taken up a stand, letting the blacks beat
along the steep and broken escarpment of the tableland.

The tjikurr female, called tjugeri by the natives, had
then appeared out of a torn and rugged precipice, landing
on a rock where Holm immediately killed it Avith his gun.

This was the only specimen he had actually seen during
the day, but encouraged by this piece of luck we decided
to have a solid try for the tjikurr on the following
day.
About three o'clock the next morning we rose and

pulled the sleepy and chattering blacks away from the
embers of the dead camp lire. Replenishing the fire, we
made tea, and after a hurried meal left Tommy with a

revolver to guard the camp against a possible raid from
strange tribes. In the company of Jackie, Holm and I
groped our way in the starhght toAA'ards the top of the tablemountain, which rose to an altitude of probably about a
thousand feet above the bed of the river. Day broke as

we climbed over the edge and into the broken plateau of

the mountain.

The morning Avas bitterly cold, and Jackie

lit a grass fire in order to warm his naked body, Avhich
shivered with cold.

Our camp was hidden from our sight between the tops

of the primeval forest, which were just discernible in the
dusky abyss below us.

Around us rose the mighty central

tableland of Arnhem Land.

All around us branches of

this mighty plateau ran out towards the lowlands, dropping
boldly towards the plains. As the sun rose the bold breaks
and precipices of these tablelands lay deeply shadowed,,
while long rays of the morning sun ran sharply along the
wooded and often jagged plateaux of the mountains. Far
away in the inAdsible and endless horizon the smoke of a

-distant grass fire rose, bending to the morning breeze.
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We began to beat for tjikurr in the cool morning,,
searching the inonntain systematically, climbing and
crawling to our various stands in the dangerous and pre
cipitous country. The result, however, was disappointing\
We only saw a tjugeri running off at a great distance
and observed a few rock wallabies, which we did not want.
In the heat of high noon we reached the deep valley
which separated the mountain from the main tableland.
Having been without a drink for six or eight hours, we
were now fairly parched, and, as Jackie promised us water,,
we

climbed

down.

Enormous

and

broken

rocks

over

hung the narrow valley. The almost flat bottom of thia
valley was covered with heavy timber with very straight
and fine stems. Numeix)us pigeons of a species I had never
previously seen rose with a peculiar cracking noise from
their wings, and disappeared, settling in the holes of the
rocky debris. We soon reached a beautiful spring and
quenched our fierce thLst.

^

Close ta
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of very pe-
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culiar stone

buildings.
J u d gi n g
from

their

relative po
sition these
structures

9.
A

Stone Building.

had
been
built over
the fir e-

places of a
native camp. Each of these structures consisted of fiat
and narrow sandstone shales from eight to sixteen inches

high, placed in a circle about 20 inches wide.

The interval!

between these shales was filled with smaller stones, and
debris, which covered the patches between the stones where

grass and other plants grew abundantly, testified to the
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•age of the structures, Jackie explained to me that during
certain festivities, which were repeated at intervals of
several years, the blacks camped here, and that at these
festivals, in which ozily the male individuals of various
tribes participate, great numbers of kangaroos are killed
•and eaten.

The circular stone buildings are erected over

the site of the fires, where the kangaroos have been cooked,
the smaller cooking stones being finally heaped into the
•circular

stone structures.

This was all he could convey

•to me by means of his scanty store of ' pidgin,' mingled
with words from the Warai vocabulary.
These stone

structures,Avhich
at
a
distance
somewhat re

mind one of the
circular

stone

structures of the

VV-f-

European stone
ages, are thus

JL-

M

nothing
than

At
•

of

.7

•

»-•

. : •

•'C*' • .

VvU;.

some of the

most supreme
m o m e n t s
these wild

10.

A Stone Building.

less

memorials

riginal

tribes,

permanent
morials

of
abo

me

which

Temind the wandering savage of the great hunting of his
tribe in the past. As far as I can see they represent the
first attempts at monumental art on the part of aboriginal
man, the first expressions of a desire to connect the
present with the future.

My blacks, who were both old men and had never

•seen white men before they were grown up, declared that
these memorials had been erected long, long ago—while
they were children, they said. In connection with these
memorials I should also mention a peculiar custom which

I met with in certain families of aboriginals, a custom which
perhaps may be considered as a still more primitive germ
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of monumental art. When a kangaroo has been killed
and cooked, the cooking stones are as a rule arranged in
an obhque oval around the dead fire, and these ovals, if
undisturbed, would certainly be found in situ after many
•decades and even after the lapse of centuries.

^
j

Dming my wanderings in the mountains and along i
the valley of the rapid river I repeatedly found these oval
piles of stones of the size of a fist, and Jackie, who
generally accompanied me, told me their origin and even
pointed out to me one or two of his own construction.
On the following day I went by myself up to the valley
and made tAvo sketches of the peculiar stone
which are represented here.

structures

I also wanted to secure specmiens of the pecuhar rock
pigeon, which seemed different from almost all pigeons

previously found by me. In the tablelands on the Vic
toria River I had shot a species which in shape and habits
of hfe Avas similar, and Avhich I subsequently ascertained
to be the rare Petropliassa albipennis. It is dark AAuth a
large Avhitc spot in the Avings. The species seen by me on
the previous day resembled the Petropliassa albipennis,
but was considerably larger than this species and had
xusty red wing feathers. After a very careful search
among the rocky debris I found a small flock.
Their

behaviour reminded one someAvhat of ptarmigan, and they
ran very clcAmrly between the stones before they rose.
I got one with my first shot.

It Avas blackish broAA^n and

on the tail and front part each feather had a lighter
coloured spot. The outer primaries were, as I had pre
viously seen, rusty red. This species Avas most decidedly
unknown, and I continued the hunt very keenly. The

birds had now scattered and number two Avas not so easily
got as the first one had been. A third escaped among
the rocks, after which I was forced to give up and go home.
The heat was exceedingly intense, and I Avas literally
drenched with perspiration.

Professor R. Collett has described this new species (Pro^eedings of the Zoological Society of London, May 3, 1898)
under the name of Petropliassa rufipennis. According to
Mathews {Birds of Australia), Leichhardt is supposed
to have seen this species in his travels, but no specimen

m
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had ever been brought to the notice of the scientific world
before mine.
The f.anna of

this region also
presented other
variations from
that

Avhich

is

generally found

i:-u-,-•:i' ?>.;v»^j

closer
•• '-^ --•• • <.v.

to

coast.

the
The

large
bronzewing pigeon

.5>'y

{PJiaps clialcoptera) was
Fig. 11.

Petrophassa rufiptennis.

more numerous

in

the

table

land than any

where else, and this species appears to increase in num
bers as one goes away from the coast. The various
species of quails were also exceedingly numerous, occur

ring in flocks of hundreds, perhaps even thousands.
Now and again I might pass stretches of forest where
the quails sprang up from the ground at every step, hke
a swarm of locusts. Besides these species, the large black

kangaroo and the neAV pigeon, I also met here a couple
of birds which were not common in the parts where I had
travelled hitherto.

One day, walking along the iwer, I found a banyan
tree of a species Avhich bears a very small fig, about the
size of a raspberry. A httle flock of pigeons lived in this

tree, and having stalked them and quietly observed them
for some time, I realised that the species was unknoAvn
to me. I quickly secured two specimens and, as I sup
posed at the time, this species proved to be unknown to
science. Professor E. CoUett has (Zoc. cit.) described it
under the name of Ptilopus alligator. It is very beautiful.
Its head is white, the lower part of the neck and breast
is almost brick red, wings and body being slate blue with
a black band across the chest, and the tail of a dark slate^
colour with a white tip. I never met this bird in any
other locality. It might have escaped me, being very
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but

rare.

bad

if

ever

AY i t h
Av b e r e

I

met

it «a n y else

I

should certaiuly
uot

buA^e

OA'er-

looked so A^ery

striking a bird.
Tbe blacks de
clared tbat tbis
"'h

7'^

:

> V,.'

irj*'

pigeon
always
kept to tbis
peculiar banyan
species, feeding
on

tbe

minute

figs.
A small par
rot, also ncAV to
science* and

designated JPsephotus dissimilis, was faMy
Fig. 12.
Ptilopus Alligator.

common.

I

bad, bo AY ever,
akeady found it

on tbe Mary RiA'-er, and subsequent experience proved it to
be distributed over all tbe interior parts of Arnbem Land

visited by me. Along tbe coast I do not tbink it occurs.
Tbe rock pbalanger occurred in tbe caves and boulder

heaps of tbe tableland. Its droppings were common, and
Holm once saw a specimen, Avitbout, bowever, being able
to secure it.

Roek wallabies also were to be seen.

JPetTo-

gale brachyotis was plentiful, but tbe smaller species, tbe P.
concinna, appeared to be scarce or lacking. Here and
there under tbe roeks dAvelt ecbidnae, and droves of tbe

large red kangaroo appeared everywhere in tbe lower
ridges. They were very wild, always making off at a
great distance.
Our camp life during tbis period was not particulaiiy

enjoyable.

A camp where one of two companions is

* Desci-ibecl by Collett in the abovementioned paper of May 3, 1898.
1'
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always ill is not a cheerful one. If I yot well, Holm fell
sick, and vice versa. Occasionally we had yood days, when
we were both well and hunted and fished together along-

the little river. The scenery of this river is very beautiful.
The jiver-bed drops sharply down the valley among rocky
surroundings. In places only a tiny stream gurgled
over the poli.shed rocky bed, which contained a great

number of large ' giant cauldrons.'
Every now and
again the river formed deep, dark rock pools in which
tea-trees and screw-palms were reflected and in which
shoals of fish played in the crystal water. It was fine
to wander here when the sun was low in the west and

the quiet valley lay in the cool deep shadow of the
hill.

The water would run with soft plashing, the air

was full of the gentle cooing of small pigeons, and
kangaroos would sometimes come and drink, while we

sat on the rocks flicking the greedy fishes ashore. One
evening a large iguana rose through the dark waters of the
pool close to where I was sitting, and I shot it betAveen

the eyes Avith my revolver, and succeeded in passing my
fishing fine round it, and so tOAving it ashore.
On arriving at our camp at dusk we woiTld drive the
horses in, give them salt, and make much of these faith
ful nags who had accompanied us so long. And Avhen the
tinkle of the horsebells filled the forest night, and the

blacks danced round the camp fire in mere joy at a full
stomach, we would fight our pipes and fie down on our
bark beds with a feeling of comfort, perhaps greater than
we should ever have felt in civilised fife.

But, alas, the

fever was always with us.
Upon arriving in camp one night we found that a
relative of our men had come from further east and had
camped alongside us. The man as well as his wife, a

young and uncommonly beautiful girl, had brought large
quantities of wild honey, which they had collected on
the march and which they stored by means of a fibre
rope that had been saturated in it.

Our men were now

ceremoniously iuAuted by their relatives to partake of the
feast. A trough was improvised from a piece of new bark,
the ends being fastened together with grass lashings. A
little water was poured into this- trough, and bit by bit the
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fibre rope was washed out, tfie honey dissolving into thewater.

Eacli of the guests uoav made a thick brush from

fibre—about the size of a small painter's brush—and,,
dipping this brush into the honey water, licked away
with gi'eat relish.

This was repeated until the trough

was empty.

The next day I persuaded all the blacks to look for

' ngart ' (the large turtle) in the river jdooIs, but they
were unsuccessful and declared that there were no ' ngart'
there. In the Mary Eiver, however, this turtle was said
to be numerous. So we decided to join forces and marcfi
to the Mary Eiver.
The following day Holm had a touch of fever, but
nevertheless we broke camp and rode west again through

the tablelands, folloAving the northern slope. High up.
under the break of the jDlateau Ave met an old native woman

and a small boy.

They belonged to a large party of blacks,,

and I bade the old woman advise them all to follow me

to the Mary and hunt the ' ngart.'

In the afternoon we

descended from the mountains and camped in a fine little

valley at a deep and still pandmms creek. All the blacks.
A^ery soon came in, camping in a dry watercourse about
a hundred yards off our camp. They brought a large
kangaroo which they had speared and dismembered in the
hills, and far into the night they feasted on the meat.
During the night the natives were very frightened,
insisting that they heard hostile blacks, belonging to the
Agigondin tribe, who were on the march towards the
Eureka. The hill slope above us appeared to be full of
strange noises. It might have been kangaroos. I had

now no dog to Avarn us, and Holm was asleep unden
a tree, shaking Avith fever.
I confess that I felt un

easy as I sat alone by the fire, but finally I lay down—.
under the open sky, as mosquitoes were entirely absent.
Strangely enough, a fcAv drops of rain fell, but as the
fire died doAvn I fell asleep.

The next day, when looking for the horses, I missed

my old saddle-horse.

He proved to have fallen into the-

creek where, being hobbled, he had been forced to stay all
night. We succeeded in pulling him out, but had to let
him rest for another day.

After that we saddled and.
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through

•covered with thin forest.

interminable

stony

lands

Isow and again we crossed

•creeks, where the soil was better and the vegetation more
luxuriant, but the stony and barren nature of the land

predominated.

Late in the afternoon we struck the old

track of our eastward ride and, following this, Ave crossed
the Mary, finally setthug in our old camiA. Holm Avas
still unwell. His eyes also had Aveakened, becoming red
und swollen, probably the result of the strong glare of
the sun. nevertheless he kept his end up and insisted
•on our staying, in order to hunt the large turtles.

Tommy and Jackie Avere quite silly that night AAuth
superstitious fears. We had rigged up our aAvning, had

seen to Holm's comfort, and a large camp fire of solid
•eucalyptus boles crackled at the foot of a tree, the flames

searing the resinous stem. Suddenly Tommy let out a
miserable yelp. " I die," he cried. Upon my inquiring as
to the cause of his death, he reeled out a plaintive account,

j the essence of Avhich was as folloAvs.

About a year ago—

he could not tell the exact date—at the foot of this tree

he had performed one of the smaller functions for which

the civihsed man's closet is intended, and noAv he would
•surely die, as our fire was burning his excreta. It is a

very common behef among the blacks that great ills will
befall them if leavings from their meals, their ' clothes,'
their blood, their urine or excrement fall into the hands

•of ahen or hostile persons, or are treated in a Avay not
foreseen. Eor this reason they are very careful not to
leave anything behind, and they take special steps to

destroy all traces of their excreta. The urine is generally

•cast at the foot of a tree and naturally its traces are thus

•easdy obfiterated. But in the case of the excrement the

matter becomes of course more complicated, and their

•habitual proceeding I was never able to ascertain. But

the excrement is certainly disposed of in some way, and
I cannot remember ever to have seen the excrement of

-a native.

As we were sitting round the fire, the blacks suddenly
began to talk of devil-deAdl' and hostUe blacks. They
•insisted that devils or hostile natives were prowUng around

us. As we hstened, I became aware of unusual pattering
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sounds between the camp and the river ; but they might
easily have been caused by bandicoots or kangaroos. The
blacks, however, talked among themselves in great excite
ment, exhorted me to shoot, and suddenly Tommy jumped
up, laid a spear in his woomera and threw it with all his

force.

The spear flashed out of the circle of light, landing

with a rattle in the suspected quarter. To soothe the
blacks I also fired my revolver in the same direction. A
great shout of alarm rose from the native camp some
Avay off. Shouted questions passed for some time between
the two camps, and only when the matter had been
thrashed out in all its detail were the excited minds of the

blacks calmed. Tommy declared that after this treat
ment no devil or malevolent native would dare to ap
proach.
Then he began telling me how he had once met the

devil himself. With his relatives he was hunting far east
in the tablelands, Avhen some affair obliged him to go to
the Eureka, and he had to go alone. He Avalked and
wallted all day. At night he arrived at a creek between
some small hills. He dug yams, cooked and ate them.

Being tired he lay down at his fire, immediately falling
asleep. In the night he half Avoke, fancying he heard a
cooee ; but he ;^aid no heed to it. Then he heard the

cooee again, and he rose on his elbow. Suddenly he saw
the devil himself sitting on the opposite side of the fire,
a little man with a large head, thick body, short legs and
enormous owl's eyes, which glowered at him. Grabbing
a firebrand he flung it in the face of the monster, which
immediately disappeared in^ the darkness. From the
hillside he could then hear a

whisthng,

and

whisthng

fine cooee abiiost

answers

came

from

like

every

hill and hillock. Then he legged it and ran as hard as
he could go until the day broke and he arrived at the
Eureka.

The evening talks with the blacks were always
amusing and these children of nature speak openly on
most matters. Discretion is unknown, and all happen
ings which pertain to themselves or others, all family
affairs, even the most intimate, are an open book for any
one to read. That a man beats his wife, that a Avife is
16
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unfaithful to her husband, in short all sorts of scandal
"which the civihsed man more or less considers the property

of the family or household, all this is common property
among these people of the open air, and subjected to
common criticism and comment.

Tommy's and Jackie's tongues ran continually. They

told and they asked, and asking, especially on the subject of

the white man's country, questioned, of course, just as naively
and strangely as a cultured European probably would
when questioning a native from another planet. Heaven
knows what questions they did not ask ! I can remember
two which, whatever blacks we stayed with, were invari

ably put to us. One was : " Why did the white men cut
off their beards ? " In the opinion of these people the

beard is a glorious sign of manhood, and no native would
dream of touching it with stone, knife or hie. A man
"without a beard is in their opinion only a boy. Taking
this into account I had let my beard ginw for a long time,
producing enough hair on my face to satisfy black etiquette
among my present companions. Holm, however, who
had recently shaved, was considered a>s only a boy.
The other came from another fixed native belief that
a man without a wife is a miserable wretch. Against
their pity in this respect we had, I regret to say, no pro

tection, and when they asked us if we had no wivps in the

land of the whites we had to acknowledge the shameful
fact that we were bachelors. We attempted a weak palha-

tion by drawing attention to the fact that we both had
" girls who were promised to us." But this only elicited

a "poor fellow." And this "poor fellow" certainly was
no reflection upon the girls in our homeland ; it was
indeed uttered in commiseration with ns who were devoid

of the indispensable article which the sons of the forest
call a woman, but which in the land of the whites is

called a wife.

When I asked Jaclde if he was married, I got an
answer which very well illustrated the looseness of the

marriage tie in these parts. He had had a woman, he
said, but he had tired of her. " Where is sJie now 1 "

I asked. "Me givit Tommy."

,. ,

I then turned to Tommy, asking where his etter half
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was now. " Lend'im Billy." I said, " Wliich Billy ? "
" Billy brother," he answered. Hereupon I could no
longer restrain my amusement, at which Tommy took
some offence and justified himself in the following words :
" Billy brother no Avoman, me lend 'im." This proof of
fair brotherhood was in full accordance with the etiquette
of these savages, and it sent Holm into hysterics.
The next morning I brought the horses in, tended
Holm as Avell as I could, and after breakfast took Tommy
and Jackie OA^er to the natiA^e camp. The blacks sat
lazily around the fires. The meat from the large kangaroo,
killed in the tableland, had now for some time been finished,
but they appeared to have accumulated enough nourish
ment to permit them to take it easy.

The men repaired

their spears, and a Avoman was tending her husband's
tomahawk, which consisted of an old piece of iron fixed
in a doubled bough. From the basket of an old Avoman
protruded a couple of the sticks which are employed for
making fire. I had only a few matches left and, taking
the sticks, I drilled out the necessary sparks, lighting my
pipe with them, an operation which highly surprised and
amused the blacks.

Then we all went to the river to hunt the ' ngart.'
A few spears were brought for the purpose of spearing
fish, but no implements were employed to hunt the turtles.
The oldest of the men now took command.

We went

up the river until we came to some long and inky pools
where the httle river flowed quite slowly, and countless
screw-palms surrounded the deep, black water.

At one

of these pools the men noAv separated into two parties
each of three or four ; but on attempting to enter the water

they declared it to be still too cold. They had to wait
for some time, and this interlude was spent in a pleasant
consumption of tobacco.

After some time I

exhorted

them to begin, and to this they now consented.

The two parties of men now went to opposite ends
of the pool and, entering the water, let out a simultaneous
yell, diving towards one another. Their obvious intention

was to chase the turtles towards one another, in a way
to ' beat the water ' for turtles. The black bodies dis
appeared. The last I saw of them was their white foot-
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soles. Then these also disappeared. The water of the

pool became still and mrrror-hke again. That human
beings could remain under water for so long a tune as these

blacks did surprised me greatly. I thought they would
never reappear. Now and again a boil vould aj)peai on
the surface, and part of an arm or a leg would be pro
truded. Finally, after a remarkably long time, the heads
of all the blacks appeared almost simultaneously in the
middle of the pool. They blew like dolphins, laughing
and roaring, and one of them waved a small tuitle by
its hind leg. Swimming over to me he threw it ashoie,
and I secured it in my bag.

A larger turtle had escaped up the 4)00!) and three
or four men swam up in order to chase it out again from
its hole in the bank.

The black bodies dived again simul

taneously, and after some time they reappeared, all except
one.

No turtle.

Under the o];)posite shore,

however,

great whirls in the water showed that a violent contest
was going on below the surface, and after some time the
last native appeared holding a turtle more than a foot
long. He seemed to me to have been under water for
several minutes, and he was a good deal out of breath
when he crawled ashore shaking with cold, and his teeth
chattering. In spite of the sunshine and the temperature
being at least twenty-five to thirty degrees centigrade in

the shade, these men appeared to suffer as much from
cold as would a man in Europe after a bath on a cold autumn
morning, and they loudly implored me to light a fire.
The bamboo jungle, the grass and the dense vegetation
were dry as tinder, and a match set the whole jungle aflare
in a moment.

The blacks hteraUy rushed to the fire. They jumped
about in it, turning and twisting, walking in among burn
ing rubbish and grass heaps ; in short they warmed them
selves in a way which, according to my notions, was more
suitable for the purpose of roasting. Then pipes were
ht, and the spirits of these fickle beings rose again, while
the flames raged in the jungle with increasing ferocity.
The bamboos were full of dry creepers, and the flames
ran up them hke rockets, while the hollow stems of
the bamboos burst with a loud cracking as of gunshots.
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Here and there the large canes began to fall. One of
them hit Tommy over the back, and we judged it was time
to depart. Then we went on to another pool, and having
' beaten ' it again lit the jungle for the sake of warmth.
In this way we worked down the river until high moon,
finishing our hunt with five turtles in the bag.
The turtles belonged to two different species. One
of them, named ' bamdak,' had previously been secured
by me on the Daly. This species {Emydiira Kreftii) grows
to a length of about fourteen inches and is easily recog
nised, having an orange red stripe over the eye.
The
other species, ' ngart,' proved to be the Elseya dentata.
It grows to a length of about twenty inches, and I have
never met with it west of the Mary River. According to
the blacks it is common further east and probably occurs

in most rivers, at all events in the smaller ones. It is
very difficult to catch. This turtle is a plant-eater and
forages on the shore, where the fallen fruits of the water
screw-palm {Pandamis aqi(,atiGus) appeared to be their
staple food. This species of screw-palm is very much like
the common species {Pandanus odoratissimus), being dis
tinguished from it mainly by the much smaller size of
the units of the composite fruit.
The blacks now obtained their well-deserved reward,
i.e. a paper which, upon presentation in the store at Union
town—two days' march off—would yield them fifty pounds
of flour and half a pound of tobacco.
Holm was still suffering from fever and sore eyes,
and, as there did not appear to me much more to be done

along the river, we rode on to the Eureka, where in the
Chinese store we bought a few tinned things, besides a little
Chinese spirit in order to celebrate the fact that it was

St. John's Day. In the evening we reached our old camp
where a month ago we had been so lucky with the
wogoit. Numerous kangaroos ran heavily over the little
plain among the low granite hillocks, and the horses,
after being hobbled, made for their well-known grazing
grounds.
By the light of the new moon we ate our hurriedly
prepared evening meal and very soon went to sleep, tired
by our long ride. Holm felt much better in the evening
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and thought himself able to stand a few days' delay, while
we attempted to get some moi'e wogoit.
In the early morning a great number of blacks arrived,
being on the march to the corrobborree at the Eureka,
and among these was also Jackie, my old wogoit hunter.
He agreed to go with me for this one day, having to appear
at the Eureka in the evening. We went out and suc
ceeded in capturing a wogoit.
iSText morning when packing the horses I felt almost
melancholy at leaving this spot. I knew it would be the

last time I saw the granite with its wild boulder heaps
where I had spent so many
successful day.S As I rode
over a small ridge during the forenoon I saw far aAvay in
the east the blue outbne of the first hills in the great
tableland.

And above these blue and distant hills rose

the hazy smoke of grass fires which we had lit, grass fires
which still raged in the enormous wilderness. I should
never see this land again, and who knew when a white
man would again attempt to cross its desolate

moun

tains, or hunt the ' tjikurr ' and the wogoit in its deep
caves and caverns ?

And as the dense forest of the ridge finally shut off

the view, I seemed to hear, in my own breast, a faint sound
as of a cave animal stepping on to the sounding granite;

it was an echo from days which had passed and could
never return.

CHAPTER

XIII

On the Kather.ine Eiver

At the Union there was practically no grass for the

horses, but about three miles off we found a peaceful little
valley with sweet water and luscious green grass. In
this cpiiet spot we camped while preparing for another
expedition. Our collections were kindly stored by Mr.
Castle at the Union store, and Holm started to preserve

the turtles, which were still ahve in our paick bags, and
indeed were now a nuisance, stirring at night and dis
turbing our sleep.

Holm was now quite well again, and, probably to
counterbalance this, I fell sick myself. I was seized with
fever and violent stomach troubles. It almost looked
as if I was in for a return of the Mount Shoebridge attack.

However, I stubbornly overcame the illness, lying on my
back under the awning. We had, indeed, got used to hard
sick-beds of late.

And they had other unusual features,

too. One day, after we had obtained some mails, I was
lying on my back and reading a paper from home, holding
it uphfted before me. Suddenly a snake came ghding
from under the pajDer, ran over my chest and passed over
my right shoulder. Its tail just touched my cheek as it
passed. I rose on my elbow, and, half turning, espied the
snake lying a little distance behind my bed. Its head
was raised a little and a curious ghtter played over its

eyes. I suppose the reptile was just as surprised as I was.
A long stiff strip of bark lay close to hand, and taking it
up cautiously I gave the snake a smart chp over the neck,
which put it to sleep for ever. Like most Australian
snakes it was a poisonous little beast.
I recovered after a few days, mainly, I think, because

Hohn got some goat's milk and eggs for me at the Union.
Then we broke camp and set our course south, heading for
the Katherine Eiver.
247
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At Pine Creek we counted on buyin,£f some beef, but,
being disappointed in tliis, we set ofT without the meat.
We had a little bacon and an abundance of iloiir, which
would surely pull us through. Now and again Ave shot
squatter pigeons, Avhich strode in front of iis Avhile Ave
rode along during the day.
It took us four days and three night camps to reach
the Katherine, days which passed Avithout much adA'cnture. Every day Avas occupied in a monotonous ride
through loAV undulating ridges coA'cred Avilli tall and open
eucalyptus forests. Occasionally aa'c crossed a deep riA'er
bed. Night after night AA'as spent at the bright camp fire,
sleeping the heavy sleep of the tired rider. Every morning
we rose and rode off as soon as the red disc of the sun

sprang into aucav among the stems of the forest.
Water was sometimes very scarce, and at our last

night camp we had to search for a long time, and it Avas
pitch dark Avhen finally AAm found a small pool. It was
in fact so dark that avc had to craAvl on our hands and knees

in order to find fircAA'ood and start a fire, the light of AAdiich
permitted us to unsaddle the horses.

hfe was not plentiful.

Animal and bird

A kangaroo track was occasionally

seen, a dingo might flee before us in the day or be heard

howhng at night, flocks of parrots and cockatoos AAmtdd be
heard screeching in places Avhere the trees of the forest
were in blossom. The rare Psephotus dissimilis, mentioned
in the previous chapter, was occasionally seen in small
flocks. In a httle plain at a Avaterhole which AAm passed
we saw a mighty jabiru [Mycteria ausiralis) stalking along,
a cormorant sat in the waterhole, and from the plain
rose an enormous flock of the ' gala,' the rosy-coloured

cockatoo, a living rose-coloured cloud of birds that settled
screeching in the gum trees. Unfortunately they were
too shy to allow us to obtain a number of them for food.
When after breaking camp on the fourth morning aa^c
had ridden a couple of miles a welcome change broke the
monotony of our travel. I quote from my journal:—
" 9th of July, 1895.
" As we were riding in the early morning and were
just crossing some dry and desolate ridges. Holm suddenly

said, ' Emu!'

About forty yards off our trail one of
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Sliding

off my horse I slipped a cartridge into my rifle barrel and
let fly. The bullet, however, only passed through theprofuse back and tail feathers of the bird, riimpling them
considerably. In a momentary fit of panic the bird set
off at a swinging trot, but from curiosity it stopped after
a short interval. Following on horseback, I got Avithin
a hundred yards, and, the bird passing me at a slow Avalk,,
I rode up and taking a steady rest in a forked tree fired
from the horse.
At the impact of the bullet the bird fell
prone, dead as a herring. It was a fine creature. Stoop^
ing from my saddle I could just hoist it on to my horse
and so carried this trophy back to the halt, where Ave very
quickly skinned it, and again rode on. In the stomach

of the bird I found only a fcAA^ dry berries the size of pepper-corns, besides quite a lot of chareoal."
At the Ivatheriue EiA^er liA-^ed a telegraph operator, a
policeman and a storekeeper, each in his OAvn house. None

of them Avas married, and they all spent theii' days in the
utter lonehness Avhich is pecuhar to the Australian bush..
Off and on some cattle drover Avould pass by, mails would
occasionally arriAm, and sometimes a party of prospectors,
would j)ass on their Avay to the West Australian goldfields. Tlie trail from Queensland to the Kimberley
district and further to the Murchison and other goldfields.
passed the Katherine.

A couple of miles down the river there was an old

bark humpy, originally built as a stable for a batch of"
racehorses which had once been broAAght throAAgh froAU

QueenslaAid.

This old stable, which was OAvned by the

storekeeper, was recommended to me as a suitable storing-

place for my collections. Not wishing to stay among the
white men, I accepted the offer of occupying the old stable.
We made ourseh^es as comfortable as possible. In the
shed Ave had oaai- museum, and we ate and slept outside on
the ground. Why should we sleep under a roof ? Had
we not seen the moon and the stars looking doAvn on oiArcamp month after month ? But the nights were cold

and we had to unfold our awning and place it OA^er our
thin blankets at night. To OAmrsleep was out of the ques
tion. At sunrise the cold was always SAu-e to wake one
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One morning I was even awakened by a ' shep

herd's companion ' {Saziloprocia motacilloides), which was

•sitting on my chest, singing its morning song. This bird
was indeed always about us, and finally became so tame
that we could almost touch it.

We engaged an old native and his wife to fetch wood
•and water and to assist us in hunting specimens.

A mob

-of hungry ' relatives ' generally followed in their wake.
But I did not by any means object to this. They would
•always bring in something in the way of lizards, rats and
•other small fry. In the evening the blacks always departed
in order to join the main tribe, which was camped some
way above us on the river. But in the heat of the day

they would sleep around my camp fire. Or if they did
not sleep they would employ the time in hunting each
'Other's scalps for hce, which were promptly eaten by the
hunter, being considered quite a delicacy !

Mammals were not particularly numerous. The large
-red kangaroo occurred in big but exceedingly shy herds.
The river kangaroo was fairly numerous by the river ;
but the animals were so wild that several attempts on my

part to get hold of one were vain.

Smaller mammals

were secured by us in limited numbers.

The common

•opossum was taken from hollow trees on one or two occa

sions.

And it appeared to be larger here than further

north.

Conilurus

hwsutus,

the

' nundjala '

from

Hermit

Hill, was also taken, and the common native cat was
abundant further up the river, where the land was stony

•and large boulders sometimes rose in the level forest.
The small brown rodents which I found so numerous in

the central tableland were plentiful here on the Katherine.
The Agoguila tribe called them ' kondai.'
These rats
had their burrows everywhere around our shed. They

•dug up the sand around our beddings at night and
•stole our food as much as they could.

We constantly

-set traps for them, and whenever during the night Holm
heard a trap go down with a thump he would have a

triumphant and malicious laugh at the expense of the
-httle thieves.

Parrots were plentiful, especially the nymph, the
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* cockatoo parakeet ' {NymjjMcus Novae Bollandiae). We
had met the bird before on a few occasions, but always
singly- Here at the Katheidne they were very common,
occurring in flocks.

I quote an extract from my jommal:

llf/i July, 3895.
" Soon after this I heard the melodious whistle from

a flock of NymjJiieus. I stalked them and shot one.
The flock rose, and having circled a short time settled one
by one in a dried tree, spreacbng their beautiful tails and

erecting theh fine crests. I stalked within safe range
and fired at a small flock Avhich Avas sitting on a single
branch, securing several. Their slaty-grey coats harmonised
beautifully with the sober colours of the earth, the orange
spot on their cheeks forming a fine contrast.
Their
sulphur-yellow crests were erect as they died. One had
•only a broken wing and its plaintive whistle Avas ansAvered
by others of the flock.

settled close

to me in

These tAvo or three indiAdduals

a tree, and I had not the

heart to shoot the faithful creatiu'es though we needed
food."

One day Avhen approaching the storekeeper's place I
came across some large rocks in the forest.

•of

On the face

these rocks I found a good many ochre drawings

•executed by the natiA^es. There were clumsy draAAnngs of
men and kangaroos, the usual stencilled pictures of

hands, etc. I found also, howcAW, some contour draw
ings of fishes very well done, so well, indeed, that I could
easily recognise the common sqiiirting fish {Toosotes jaculator), which Avas very often captured by the blacks. Per
haps the reason for the faithfulness of these draAvings was
that the fish's outline had been traced on the rock.

The blacks here were not to be trusted, and quite
lately there had been some trouble. Mr. Burt, the pohce

officer, who was a hard-headed Enghshman of the right
sort, had had his hands full.

I sometimes went up and

had a talk with him at night, and he told me quite a lot.
The North Austrafian pohce ahvays have black assistants
or trackers, and these assistants are as a rule natives from

other far-off regions of the Continent.

Mr. Burt had had

a boy of this kind, acting as a horseboy and generally
assisting him. His name had been Bob, and he was a
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Queensland native, big, strong and vciy savage towards
the Katlierine blacks, from wliom he had extorted a young
woman. The blacks hated him thoroughly, making several
attempts on his life. But he got the better of them, and
on one occasion he had almost cut the leg off one of his
antagonists with a knife.
One day he went bandicoot
hunting with his wife. In the vicinity of a rock they
made a fire and roasted their spoil. While they were
sitting there some of his wife's tribesmen surrounded the
place and began throwing si^ears from all quarters. Finally
they succeeded in hitting him with a number of spears.

Thinking that he had been punished enougli, his enemies
carried him to the vicinity of the police station. Just
at the back of the house they hoisted him, still alive, on to
a boulder heap, but during the night another tribesman
could not resist the temptation and went and chopped
his head off with a tomahawk.

His wife had been an

accomplice to the whole ambush, her tribesmen having
forced her to take her husband out on the fatal bandicoot

hunt. Mr. Burt had then had to capture the culprits
and take them down to Pine Creek and Port Darwin,
where the Court trial had taken place only recently.
One morning after the capture of the murderers the

old father of one of these arrived at Burt's house, asking
the house boy to go in and wake Mr. Burt, as he wanted
speech with him. Mr. Burt rose, and as he stepped on to
the verandah the old man sent a barbed spear at him.
Burt side-stepped, evading the spear, and the old man
fled, venire a terre, while Burt as well as his boy ran in

for their fire-arms.

An exciting chase now ensued.

The

black police boy was the first to overtake the old man,
who had crossed the Katherine and entrenched himself

on top of the steep opposite bank. From this point of
vantage he held the black boy at bay with his spears, the
boy not daring to close for fear of being speared, and
being unable with his revolver shots to hit the old man,
who kept ducking on top of the high bank. As soon as
Burt arrived with a rifle the old man ran away into the
forest and he had not appeared again. This had happened
a few weeks ago. Conditions were thus not quite safe
here.
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Nor was this the only place where the blacks had

been awkward during this dry season. While we had been
in the tablelands and at the sources of the Mary ugly
things had happened in several places in Arnhem Land.

In Melville Island a couiile of buffalo hunters had been
attacked and wounded by the natives, and on the Victoria
there had been quite serious events. When Stevens and
Crawford, on our expedition to the Victoria, had left the
stores at the ' depot,' these stores had been fetched by
two carters from the Victoria Downs station.

On their

way up Mr. Ligar and Mr. Mulligan, the two men who
were doing this transport business, had both been attacked
by the natives. Ligar got a spear through the face and
one through the lungs. MulUgan was speared in the leg.
After fearful sufferings they managed to reach the Auvergne
cattle station on the Raines River, and from here they

W'ere conveyed to Palmerston. Ligar, remarkably enough,
recovered, but Mulligan was crippled for life. Ligar
passed the Katherine en route for the Victoria, and I met
him at the storekeeper's place.

Similar risks were taken by many of the pioneers in
this

North

Austrahan wilderness.

They were by no

means weakhngs, these sun-browned and bearded horse
men Avho piloted their cattle droves among the savage
natives.

The Austrahan bushman is of a virile type.

His face is bearded up to the eyes, his arms and chest are

hairy hke those of an orang-outang, and he is bow-legged
from much riding.

His actions are quick and deter

mined.

In those days, at any rate, he was often not over

scrupulous as to the means employed to gain his ends.
Under partly civihsed conditions and within the reach of
the pohce, he was, hke all other Colonials in similar circum
stances, too sensible to do things which might bring him
into trouble. But in the depths of the wilderness, revolver
and rifle were carried openly, and indeed this was not to
be wondered at. For one thing, a white man was reaUy
never quite sure of his hfe in those hmitless forests, and

the instinct of self-defence naturally and justifiably asserted
itseh. The rough hfe, moreover, was also apt to harden
and roughen the ordinary white man, and it was not sur-
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prising that many of the Australian bnshmen were a»
rough lot, inasmuch as many of them had been brought
up under conditions which were very little suited to the'
organisation of life according to the standards of civilised
communities.

A

bushman in hTorthern Australia without a

black

woman was a very rare exception. Generally a black girl
in men's clothes accompanied him. She was his mistress,,
his groom, his cook and his right hand. She kept him
posted as to the moods and plans of her brethren in the
bush, and these black girls were often very devoted tO'
their masters. If she got lost or abducted, the bushman
would scour the bush to recover her, and many a native

has been shot and, if it was too close to ' civihsation,'"
has been immediately burnt to ashes, because he ran
away Avith a white man's ' lubra.'

Little gMs and boys were often forcibly taken from
distant tribes in order to be educated as mistresses and

horseboys, and cruelties of this kind were certainly often
the main reason for most of the murders and other out
rages committed by the blacks of the northern forests.

When a murder or an ambuscade was reported, one might
almost always suspect that there was or had been an
affair about women at the bottom of it. Very often, of
course, vengeance descended on another than the actual
culprit. The individual suffered for the crimes of the
race.

Still, the blacks were often greatly wronged. I have
seen them beaten, kicked, and beaten again, for often
quite trivial offences. No sensible man would punish
even a dog in the vicious way I have seen the natives
punished by bushmen. Close to a township and a store
a native one starlit night breathlessly invoked my assist
ance against a white man, who was in the act of raping a>
girl ten or eleven years old. Hurriedly following him, I
arrived in the nick of time to prevent the actual perpetra
tion of the crime. I shall not enter upon the details of
this nocturnal drama. Be it sufficient to say that th©
berserk rage of my ancestors came upon me, and I smot©
the ruffian with my bare fists until every spark of lif©

appeared to have left his miserable carcase.

To my
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great regret the wretch survived, but I am happily
convinced that he will remember that night as long as;
he lives.

A book might be written on all the instances of savagecruelty and licentious brutality on the part of the whites-,
which I

have witnessed in this northern wilderness.

But

such writing would serve no iiseful purpose. These things,
are bound to happen. Men who live their whole life underpractically lawless conditions and in constant dangers and
privations by force of circumstances tend to become wild
and brutal. The species reverts to the aboriginal type...
This phenomenon must be taken into account, and I must

say that, on the whole, I am surprised that the white men
of the bush were not worse than they actually were. In
many of them one found considerable reading, and a.
strong propensity for philosophical speculations coupled
with a certain gift of poetry. They have indeed a regular

poetry of their own, existing in manuscript on scraps of
paper and passed on from man to man—a poetry read
and recited and sung to melancholy tunes, when old
comrades meet over a glass of bad Avhisky.
The bushman is a good comrade as a rule, A'ery open
and straightforward. Sometimes I have spent perhaps a
couple of days in the company of a man whom I had nevermet before in my life, and during those days it has often

happened that I have had to listen to inconceivable con
fidences. The man would persist in introducing me tothe whole of his former life, his family affairs, his luck and
his disasters, his faults and his viiffues, with exactly thesame kind of candour that is pecuhar to the black denizens
of these forests. And this frankness of the bushman is

obviously caused by the immense feehng of loneliness^
which oppresses men who lead a very sohtary life. In
the immediate joy of meeting human beings of their own
race, these men, on the first impulse, speak more openly
than they would do on closer consideration.
After reading these short remarks on the morals and
manners of the white pioneer of Australia, let those who
wish to do so sit in judgment upon him. I will not do it.
For my life under the same conditions has taught me

to sympathise with him and to commiserate him, as being
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•a sacrifice In the cause of jjrogTess.

He Avas the first to

ride the trails of the wilderness. He fonnd the rich grass
lands ; he brought the knoAvIedge of gold and precious
metals from the Aust forests. EveiwAvhere in the develop
ment of Australia this strong, dry and sunburnt type of
man has been the pioneer. Where in southern parts of

•the Continent the wheat is billoAving to the breeze, his eyes
have been burnt by staring at tlie glaring dry grass of the
plains. Where artesian avcIIs now spring he succumbed
to the heat of the sun and to thirst.

And Avhere immense

herds of cattle now graze, the soil has long ago been
•saturated with his blood, and there his bones have been

bleached by sun and Avind. And in the south the typical
bushman of the early days of the Colonies has long been
•disappearing.

But in the north, Avhere the neAV trails Avere still in
the making, Avhere culture and Avilderness Avere still
•struggUng together, there he Avas still at his Avork. He is

the sacrifice Avhich the Avhite race must iuAuiriably offer
in order to gain new fields for its enterprise. And the

future Colonist who, under happier eonditions, may dAA^ell

in regions where the bushman's traeks haA'e been obliterated

long ago, and where his bones have long been rotting,
"will in my opinion be better occupied in recognising the
•sufferings and priA*ations of his fore-runner than in con
demning his misdeeds.

Having stayed some time in my present camp I came
to the conclusion that the locality offered very little
which was new to me, and further, the blacks were lazy
•and not very suitable for my Avork.

I therefore decided

to go up the Katherine until I reached the mountains,
•and then to study the fauna of the hilly parts. The night
before my intended departure I walked up to the store
keeper's place to buy a few neeessaries.
•storekeeper

Besides the

the only Avhite man present was a bushman

belonging to the Victoria Downs station, and now haAdng
•a holiday. I mentioned to them my intention of leaving
in the morning.
While going home somewhat after sunset I Avas sud

denly seized AAuth a peeuliar uneasiness, a feeling that
•something was going to happen. This feeling was perhaps
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to some extent due to my discovering that some unknown
blacks had camped on the northern side of the river a httle
above our camp. I saw then fire through the timber.
When reaching camp and even after going to bed, I
had not got rid of this queer feeling. I quote from my
jommal:—
" I read a little in bed and then snuggled down under
the blanket, but could not fall asleep. Holm was dozing,
when suddenly I heard somebody cough, close to the

camp. I asked Holm if he had heard the noise, and we
both agreed that the sound was probably due to eattle,
which sometimes pass the camp on their- Avay to drink in
the river. I lay down once more. After some time I
heard the same cough again. It sounded as if somebody
with a cold was trying to stifle his cough. I Avas now
satisfied that somebody was proAvhng about the camp,
and I kept perfectly quiet. After a while I heard a match

being struck in the shed, and saAV the hght through the
slits in the bark wall. Suddenly the match was thrown
over a partition wall and into the straw which covered the
floor of the outer and open room of the shed. The match

lay burning on the floor, and the straw immediately
caught fire. I picked up my revolver and slipping along
the wall I ran suddenly round the doorpost, ready to shoot.
The straw on the floor was burning quietly, and I stamped
out the fire. A soft rustle was audible behind the parti
tion. I threatened to shoot. Ho ansAver. Then I shouted
to Holm to cover the side door, as blacks must be about.

Putting two or three bullets through Amrious parts of the
bark wall, I ran round to get a chance at the intruder,
as he escaped through the sketchy back wall of the shed.
Somebody broke through, and I saw a shadow-like form
rushing along among the trees. The darkness gave me no
chance, but I emptied the chambers of my revolver at
the figm-e, Avhich decamped in a great hurry. After I
had loaded my revolver again we searched the various
compartments of the shed, but the thick straw on the
floor showed no tracks. We sat watching for some time,
being natm-ally on the alert, and Holm fired his gun once
or twice at stumps, beheving them to be prowlers of the
night. Hohn, however, got very sleepy and I took the
17
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watch from two to six o'clock.

After sunrise I then got

some sleep."

During the following clay the blacks assisted us in
searching the surroundings of the shed for tracks. No
tracks from blacks were found, however.

But we found

the plain imprints of the feet of a stranger—a white man.
His tracks were smaller than Holm's or mine, and he
had walked on the sides of his feet, a sure sign of the bushman. We followed the track to the storekeeper's place ;

we measured it, and found plenty of the same tracks
about the houses of the settlement.

So we knew very

well to what person the tracks belonged, though that
part of the business does not matter now.
Probably
the attempt to lire the shed Avas made in order that
we might be accused of having carelessly burnt doAcm
the place and that a claim for some pounds for damages

might be made.

Whatever Avas at the back of it, the

attempt failed, and none of the parties concerned ever
mentioned the subject.
The next day Ave broke camp and rode up the river,
finally camping at Maudie's Creek, a small Avatercourse
which joins the Katherine from the south. Here moun

tains appeared, and traA'^elhng became less easy. We
spent a Aveek here, lonely and undisturbed. The riA'er
flowed in long silent pools, Avhere long-nosed crocodiles
basked on the trunks of fallen trees and countless turtles

darted wildly into the water upon the approach of man.
The species Avas the ' bamdak ' {Emydura Kreftii), also
found in the Mary River. Walking one day along one of
the silent pools I was lucky enough to shoot a spechnen
of the gigantic gohath heron, the only specimen I saw in
Arnhem Land.

The river was surrounded by mountains and ridges

covered with a thin forest and exhibiting a barren and
stony soil. Rapacious birds of many species were very
numerous, especially in the vicinity of the river. Roav
and again Ave met flocks of black cockatoos which
fled before the intruder, uttering their pecuhar and
melancholy notes. And along the peaceful river, where
the fierce sunshine ghttered on the leaves of enormous
trees, hundreds of pigeons were cooing, and the httle
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occuiTed

in

great numbers.

The aiipearance of the landscape hero was quite
different from that of the more northern regions of Arnhem Land.
It reminded one more of the districts along
the Victoria River. It was quite easy to see that we had
moved to the sonth. The bamboo, for instance, had
totally disappeared, but whether its occurrence ceases at
about this latitude I am not certain. On the Victoria,
at least, I saw no bamboos, nor can I remember noticing
any between Pine Creek and the Katherine.

This lack of

bamboos also showed itself in the native weapons.
on the Katherine I

bamboo.

Thus

never saw spearshafts made from

The spears manufactured by the local blacks

were all made from a

peculiarly slender tree, named

' lancewood ' by the Colonists.
Bird species, which in the north were rare or absent,
were frequently seen here.

The Nymph parakeet, which

in the north was very scarce, occurred here in large numbers.
Many species of hawks and falcons were met here much
more commonly than I had seen them further north.
Some honeysuckers were new to me, and I also found
pigeon species which are characteristic of the inland regions
of Australia. For instance, PJiaps Mstrionica only excep
tionally visits Arnhem Land in large migrating flocks, but
on the Katherine it was a regular feature. A bushman
at the Katherine also told me that he had seen a specimen
of the common Australian ' magpie ' {GymorMna tihicen),
a bird peculiar to distant southern parts of the Con
tinent.

It was very j)leasant to dwell in these surroundings
and to wander in undistmhed sohtude through the thin
forests and quiet mountain valleys, and through the deep
waterless creek beds, watching the buds and animals.
Nevertheless I considered it my duty to finish my work
in Arnhem Land, sell my horses and ship for Western
Australia, a land where I had a great desue to spend the
remainder of my trip.

We arrived again at the Katherine station, and camp
ing in our old place prepared to ride north. My old horse
was, however, badly lamed, and we had to give him some
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time to recover. Dm'ing these days I roamed about
with my gun, filling gap.s in my collection and shooting
kangaroos for the pot. Uo beef was to be had, and we had
to depend on what the woods offered. During our last
stay the kangaroos were very wild, and I did not
even

get

a

shot at one.

Uow of course they

were

just as wild as before; but I had to get them, and
this altered the conditions. I employed the native tactics,
stalking them step by step, when they were grazing at
sundown, and I shot a kangaroo every night many nights
running.

The Katherine in this part of its course runs mainly

through Limestone rocks.
water
cause
stone
down

Probably for this reason the

had a strong chalky taste and often appeared to
kidney troubles. As almost everywhere in lime
formation, the land was full of caves. Further
on the Katherine there was an immense cavern,

known to Europeans as well as to natives, but I did not
get the time to go down to see it.

however, were several smaller caves.

Close to the camp,

They appeared as

an opening through the level forest floor into a well

of a few yards depth ; from the bottom of the well a
large cavern led to one side.
These caves were very
common, and they might have been very dangerous if
their edges had not as a rule been surrounded with a
dense thicket.

A good many natives were at present gathered in the
vicinity of the station, holding a large corrobborree. There
were natives from many northern as well as southern

tribes, and every night we could hear the drone of
their music higher up the river. One night I visited
Mr. Burt, the pohceman, and we crossed the river to
witness the dance, the last savage dance I was to see
in Korthern Austraha. The night was bitterly cold,
and the blacks who did not dance lay shivering around
many small fires. A large fire was burning in the dancing
place, and behind this fire sat the musicians and the old
women.

The Agoguila tribe (from around Pine Creek and the

Katherine) were dancing their monotonous dance.

There

were roarings and grotesque movements enough, but
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tlieir dance had no special Tilality. They soon gave np.
After an interval the savage dancers of the Warai appeared.
They were painted in ochre and chalk. They had white
chalk stripes over the eyes and the whole of their bodies
were covered with alternate red and white transverse bars

or were spotted with red and white spots.

In single file

they eame softly and, as it Avere, sneaking into the fire
light, stamping hghtly and hissing to the time of the music.
As they approached the fire their hisses betAveen clenched
teeth increased in strength, a tremendous crescendo ap
peared in their stampings and twistings in time AA^ith the
music, and in the tenseness of their splendid bodies their

brutal faces appeared passionately distorted in the red
light.

The AAuldness

of the dance increased iTutil the

black bodies looked like dcAuls jumping oA'er the fires of
hell. And then suddenly, AAuth one mighty stamp, they
stopped and stood still—on the last step of the dance—
while the feather ornaments on their foreheads quivered
over their hideous faces.

An immense hoAAd of applause,

a howl as from Avild animals, arose from the spectators,
evoking a short echo from the Avhite stems of the park
like forest.

We rode north again. We had decided to leave
Arnheni Land, and as mile after mile of endless forest
disappeared behind us our minds felt a certain relief at

the prospect of going to new and strange fields.

And

this was no wonder. Illness, priA'ations and sufferings
had fallen to our lot, and the forests had been our home
for more than a year. To long for a change was only
human.

However inured one becomes to this wandering

and irregular life, and hoAvever small and insignificant
its discomforts may appear at the moment, the memoides
of a civihsed upbringing are still strong. They wake up
when the hard work draws to a close, and one's will to
endure weakens at the immediate prospect of the cessation
of the toU.

At the Union we camped for some time. I had to
catalogue my collections and try to sell my horses. Holm
got an attack of fever and I sent him down to the hospital

at Port Darwin. My old wogoit hunter Jackie joined me,
and we made a short excursion into the granite, securing
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a few wogoit.* Finally, having parted with my horses
and sold my saddles, I went down to Port Darwin, where
I decided to go to Roebuck Bay. In order to reach this
port we had to go by Singapore, as no steamship con
nection existed between Northern and Western Austraha.
♦ Wo also obtained a couple of living wogoit.
I kept thorn in a cage and
enjoyed studying them.
During the voyage througlx the Malayan Archi
pelago the male died.
In Singapore the foraalo also died.
At first they
ate sweet potatoes and bananas very willinglJ^ but fiuaily they refused to

eat any food at all.

....

V-»<srtrp

Fig. 13.

The Austkalian Crane.

CHAPTER

Roebuck

XIV

Bat

Early iu September, 1895, we took a cattle steamer
to Batavia, Avhence we travelled to Singapore. Here we
took steamer to Western Australia, finally anchoring in
Roebuck Bay on the 10th of October. I had chosen this
out-of-the-Avay place partly because the region Avas prac
tically virgin ground, and lAartly because from A'-arious
sources of information I had formed the opinion that the
fauna of the district Avould be particularly interesting.
A further reason for choosing Roebuck Bay was also the
fact that the settlement Avas hardly more than ten years

old, and that consequently the surrounding country should
prove very Little influenced by civihsation.
A small steam-tug took us ashore. I asked the Customs
officer, Avho captained the httle tug, about the accommo
dation of the place, and Avith a curious half-apologetic

smile he said that there were tAvo hotels, both equally good
or bad—according to the point of Anew adopted. We now
approached a very primitive landing-stage, anchored the
tug and landed in a boat. Two or three black boys were
the only people present on the landing-stage, and over the

top of a sandhill we could see some of the corrugated iron
roofs of the houses in the ' town.' Thick mangroves
stood on both sides of the landing-stage.
We got quarters in Roebuck Bay Hotel, an establish
ment that Avas a very fair type of the ' pubhc house ' as
found in the Australian bush ' towns.' The main profits
of such an hotel or ' pub ' were of course derived from the

sale of drink, and the Avhole place was designed to accommo
date drunken people.

The room allotted one had—hke a

maniac's cell—only an iron bed, a chair, a table, and
perhaps a washstand. You were mostly your own waiter,
and the bill of fare Avas not very varied.

The smaller

bush ' pubs' of the Austrahan outposts are generally
2G3
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very quiet, for the simple reason that guests are exceed
ingly scarce. But here in Roebuck Bay no hour of the
day passed without the loud voices and howls of drunken
men frequenting the bar echoing throngh the sheet-iron
walls of the building.
Roebuck Bay or Broome, as the township is termed
officially, owed its foundation to the pearl fisheries, and
it was still exclusively dependent on the pearling trade.
The place offers the best harbour over a long stretch of
this coast, which is singularly devoid of bays and shelters.
It boasted a

cable-station in connection with the West

Australian coast telegraph hue, and tliere was a Customshouse. In short, the place offered certain advantages to

the pearlers who worked scattered along the coast, and
they went there periodically. During the cyclone or
' Willie-Willie ' season—December to

IMarch—they

laid

up their vessels in the safe shelter of the bay.
The inhabitants of the town varied greatly in number
according to the seasons, but the Avhite section hardly at
any time exceeded forty to fifty individuals, among them

perhaps half a dozen women. The coloured population,
comprising most of the elements of the east, but mainly
Japanese, Malays and Manillamen, amounted perhaps to
five hundred individuals.

These various races occupied

various parts of the town.

Relations were very strained

between them, and upon very small provocation they
started fights, which seldom ended without bloodshed.

White people lived here and there, mainly around
the Government buildings, which were the most com
pactly built of all the houses of the township. But these
houses, as well as the other structures of the town, were

of such flimsy construction that a real cyclone would
seem to be able to sweep away the whole of Broome and
scatter it far off to sea or over the desert wastes of the
inland bush.

Still a third element was noticeable in the population
of Roebuck Bay. On their periodical visits from the
primeval forests the aboriginal natives went about begging
or doing some odd kinds of work in order to obtain a>

pittance of food or tobacco and, for the rest. Lived on fish ,
and shell-fish from the bay. In the starlit nights one might
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find them sleeping huddled beside theu' fires among the
sandhills of the coast, the night wind playing with the
ashes and wafting the smoke over their naked bodies^
And the Indian Ocean rolled in with its breakers thunder

ing along the shore, lulling the savages to sleep, just as;
it had done for countless thousands of years before the
white man ever came to Eoebuck Bay.
I immediately set to work in the vicinity of the town,,
and, in order to inspect the marine animal fife of the bay
and to attempt the capture of dugongs and various large
turtles, I accepted a friendly invitation to spend some
time on one of the pearling schooners in the anchorage..
With a couple of natives as boatmen I spent almost every
day on the bay, equipped with a primitive harpoon. At
low water we used to land on the immense coral reefs,
where we collected fish and invertebrate marme animals.

Without personal experience it is hard to reahse the pro
fusion of colour and the astonishing wealth of organisms,
peculiar to a large tropical coral reef. The reef rises out
of the sea as a hterally living rock. At every step your
foot is bound to crush life. Like gorgeously coloured
flowers the corals spread theh tentacles shining in blue and
green colours, and among and over their mighty blocks,
the alcyonarians appear to flow, Mke heavy masses of
jelly, in all shades of colour imaginable, from deep shining
chocolate broAvn to deepest carmine, brilhant blue, green
and ochre yellow. Everywhere are scattered splendidly
coloured holoturians, actinse or starfish, like flowers in
a field, and every object is wet and dripping from seai
water and resplendent in the fierce sunshine.
Outside were to be seen dozens of large turtles, which

dived for food, or which were drifting half asleep on the
warm and sunny surfaee of the ocean. Occasionally we
could scull close enough to harpoon one of these monstera
and by united forces hoist it into the boat.

The aborigines of the coast have, however, a simpler
method of capturing these turtles, a method which occa
sionally I saw my men also employ. They simply dive

after the turtle.

With one hand they giip the edge of

the carapace behind the neck, and with the other hand

or with their knees they force the hind part of the turtle
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down. The heavy animal is thus forced to come to the
surface, when the swimmer, easily preventing the turtle
from diving again, steers it where he likes.

The dugongs {Ealicore dvgong), the largest of living
sea cows, were by no means infrequent in the bay. We
were several times only a few yards away from these
yellowish monsters, as they quietly rose in the clear water.
Yet, in spite of all my attempts, it proved impossible to

•approach them quite close enough to venture a harpoon
throw.

On the other hand, I attacked large sharks, especially
hammerheads, which were basking on the surface. They
were not very shy, and I could drive the harpoon well

into them. But as the hue sprang taut, and the large
•shark began towing the boat, our somewhat imperfect
harpoon would come out, and we never succeeded in
•capturing one.

I very soon realised that my eriuipment for marine
work was too imperfect to justify a prolonged stay at sea,
n,nd after a week I packed my collections and returned
to Broome.

I was in a difficult position as to my Avork.

The

funds on which I could count for the moment were only

•sufficient for work in the vicinity of Boebuck Bay, and I
decided upon attempting to reach a suitable field inland
•or at least outside the town of Broome.

I could not

•afford to buy horses and outfit, and I had to decide on
some convenient headquarters Avhence I could collect and
make short expeditions on foot. There was not much
variety to choose from.
In the Avhole of the country

•inland of Boebuck Bay there were only two cattle stations,
•and one of these was so awkwardly situated that I could
hardly think of setthng there. The other, which Avas
•owned by Messrs. Streeter and Co., of London, was admir
ably suited to my purpose, and the firm's agent in Broome
very kindly gave me permission to stay at Hill station,
•situated on the sea about twelve miles north of Broome.

While making preparations for this stay I had, how•ever, secured some collections in the vicinity of the town.
Except for the animals and birds of the sea shore, the

fauna was very poor. Wading birds were constantly
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found on the beach, and among these were large flocks
of curleAvs and whimbrel. Fish were exceedingly plenti
ful, and when the tide rushed into the narrow inlet at

the bottom of the bay, named Dampier's Creek, the
Japanese fishermen Avere A'ery successful Avith their seines.

Sharks Avere A^ery numerous, and Aucious brutes they were,
some of them. Once, AA'hen rowing up Dampier's Creek
•at high water, I experienced a striking example of this.
A six foot shark ran suddenly out of the mangroves and,
making a vicious grab at the blade of my oar, almost
knocked me off the thwart.

A number of shark's teeth

•were

afterAvards found embedded in the hard ash of the

oar.

Sea snakes Avere A-ery common, and cAnryAvhere on

the surface of the Avater the poisonous brutes could be seen
SAAumming. But they immediately diA'cd upon the approach

of the boat, and it j)roAnd imiDossible to capture them.
The interior Avas apparently a desert land. A long
and immense plain bordered both sides of Dampier's

Creek.
a

This plain Avas broad and Avide, the soil being

hght-coloured fine sand.

Here and there one found

the remnants of a fcAv dry straAvs, the remains of a
withered A^egetation. Along the edge of the j)lain and
betAveen the plain and the sea rose a series of low sand
hills coA^ered Avith spinifex grass. A low and stunted
forest covered these ridges and ran like a broAvnish carpet
between the plain and the ocean, continuing in a hmitless
waste toAvards the hazy horizon.

Along the beach ran

a huge- sand-bar, an enormous wave of drift sand, looking
ahnost like an Alpine snowdrift. White and shining, this
sand-bar ran with few interruptions along the entire coast,
a white beach dividing it from the sea. The sand-bar
might be from thirty to fifty feet high, and it seemed to
me to have been formed through the action of the Avinds,
perhaps in connection Avith gales and high tides. For
thousands of years the wind had swept the sand together
against the foot of the shore and a scanty A^egetation had
assisted in the accumulation of the drift sand.

One of

the features in these sandhills was a peculiar green bush
with broad and green woolly leaves. It grew here and
there o'n the coast bar, putting up a plucky fight against
wind and sand. It was a papilionaceous plant and its
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The flowers were very peculiar,

having a striking resemblance to
The height of this coast-bar
by the natives. For thousands
them meals among the sandhills,

a smallish green bird.
had also been added to
of years they have had

and this was proved by
the presence of marine remains. The bones of dugongs,
turtles and fishes were found here in enormous numbers,
but the dominating feature in these kitchen middens was
the mass of sea shells, among which a cockle (a species
of area) Avas very noticeable. This area—the exact species
of which I have not determined—generally called ' cockle,*
was about two inches long, and great banks of it were
exposed at Ioat water.

It constituted the staple food

of the natives—was indeed to the native Avhat the potatO'
is to the Irishman—and great ciuantities Avere gathered

daily by the Avomen.
several cjuarts of shells
a single natiA^e. Layer
be found by digging in

They were eaten roasted, and
might be left from the meal of
after layer of these shells might
the sandhills, and I consider it

very probable that the coast-bar has

been

augmented

by means of these shells, principally because they haA^e
the power of holding the drift sand together.
The view from this coast-bar AAms A^ery curious. As
one looked north, the coast-bar and the Avhite beach appeared
to bisect the landscape. To the left was the ocean, blue,
limitless. To the right one saw a broAA^nish forest and
grey plains, flat, endless as the sea. And above, high in
the whitish heavens, hung the sun. Your own shadow

fell betAveen your feet and the heat-glare flickered, dancing
over the desolate landscape. In the desert-like bush only
now and again a lonely bird would flit before you, hardly
able to breathe in the heat.

Here and there were burroAvs

in the soil, large and small, tracks of lizards, snakes and
mammals, leading into them from the brick-coloured
sand. Even in the anthills animals appeared to burroAV.
The anthills were here, by the w^ay, mushroom-shaped,
and they evidently belonged to other species than in the
north.

A lizard would rise, scuttle away, and disappear in
the mouth of a burrow. Everywhere there were burroAvs.
in the sand. All living animals which had the faculty
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appeared to dig into the ground in order to avoid the
fierce sun and obtain some

coolness

and

shelter which

the flat ground and the scanty fohage were powerless to
yield.
In these parts I also found a pecuhar instance of

amphibious life, showing how a sea annual may become a
dweller on land, and hoAV the fauna of sea and land may
to some extent have species in common. Sitting at night
on the hotel verandah I was surprised at hearing a pecuhar
tinkhng or ratthng sound. It sounded as though some
one were shaking pebbles to and fro in a vessel. Taking
a lantern I went out to investigate. The soil appeared to

be covered everywhere with dead cockle shells and dead
shells of whelks and other sea snails.

These of course

lay perfectly still. But after a moment or two the dead
Avhelks began suddenly to move, ratthng among the dead
cockle shells. As soon as I moved they stopped again as
though dead. Upon examination they aU proved to con
tain hermit crabs. They were everywhere, they covered
the ground, and one could hear the rattle of them in the

dark. Even when one shook a tree they came tumbhng
down hke ripe fruit.
During the day they kept quiet, heaps of them sleep-

iiig under bushes, in burrows and in hollow trees. These
hermit crabs were large, being considerably larger than
the species found in Europe, and the shells which formed
their houses would occasionally run to the size of a boy's
fist. The majority appeared to occupy shells the size
of a walnut. One remarkable fact was that q^dte small
ones appeared to be entirely lacking. Only on the beach

between the tide marks were the young to be found, and
apparently it is only when they reach a certain size that

they go inland. That they really migrated from the
beach was amply proved by the fact that I met them on
their way several hundred yards inland and followed
them tracks back to the sea. Thus as grown-up animals
they live inland, and as young in the sea.
Life in Broome did not offer much comfort or variety.

The hotel has been previously sketched by me, and the
men who were its customers, mainly pearlers, were cer

tainly not angels.

But they were sociable.

Under the
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conditions pecnliar to settlements of this kind everyone
is placed on the same level. Very nnconeernedly every
body appeared to walk into anybody else's house or hotel
room. At breakfast and during the forenoon most people
were sketchily attned, and at dinner one sat in shirt sleeves,
the table dliote being a shaky table on the coolest verandah.
A mob of grinning blacks would very often stand outside,

devouring everything we had Avith greedy eyes, until the
proprietor of the hotel would dive off the verandah,
scattering them howling in A'arioiis directions.
And on moonlight nights, Avhen the tide was high,

everybody undressed and, Avith a toAvel as a loin-cloth,
sauntered doAAm to the beach, Avhere Ave had a nice SAvim
inside the mangroA-e thickets. There the risk of sharks
was only slight. Very fine Avere those SAvims in the salt
sea Avater, Avhich bit into your sunburnt sldn and AAmshed
away the dirt and grit accumulated during the Avindy

day. Although the Avater had a temperature Avhich eAmn
at midnight must be high—on closing one's eyes one did
not notice the change from air to water—those SAvims
were singularly refreshing. When the moonshine glittered

on the oily swell which swayed your body gently to and fro
on the sandy bottom, when you felt the Avater swirl around
your naked body and heard the roar of the breakers out
side, as the wind Avafted in the coolness of the night, you

felt as if your dulled thoughts were reviving ; you felt
as if your brain had been like melted fat in your head

during the hot day.

jSTow it cooled, became firm, and

performed its functions.
Even in that desert land there were moments when

your eyes might revel in charmingly beautiful colours and
tints, perhaps more beautiful from the contrast they
presented to the white sun glare of the day. Wlien the
sinking sun hurried towards the Avest and finally buried
its red disc in the blue ocean, it appeared as if all the powers
of heaven and earth were united in conjuring up one singu
larly beautiful moment. It was a moment which I could
ever enjoy. At night I would sit on the coast-bar looking

at the burning splashes of blood which rose in the heavens
above the blue horizon of the sea. Around me the white
sand and the barren bushes would be red from the after-
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I would feel the soft current of the night wind,

a mild and warm wind carrying on it the lonely note of

the curlew which dwelt among the mangroves. And the
night wind would die down, the blood of the heavens would

fade, and the ocean would ai^pear dark and desolate under
the last gleam from the sunken sun. And from the sea,,
where the tide was softly flooding the muddy beach, I
could hear the blowing of dugongs and porpoises ; the last
whisper of wind died in the sandhills, the earth, revolvingon its axis, slowly turned to the east, and darkness fell.
Sitting there alone one might imagine the time when
no keel had cut the virgin sea, when no white man had
stepped on the coast, Avhen only animals and savages,
lorded it over this land—as it was when two hundred

years ago the pirate DamxDier dropped his anchor, and
his buceaneers fetched wood and water from the unknown
shore.

But when I retmned to the hotel I met the shouting

customers of the saloon bar; and the drunken babble
of half-civihsed loafers, mingling with the chck of worn

billiard balls, became an abomination.

n:

Fig. 14.

Mt House a t LoomNGOON.
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Station

Mr. Male, the agent of Messrs. Streeter and Co. in
Broome, was kind enough to drive us and our traps out
to ECU Station. Enormous sandy plains, interrupted by
•endless strips of low crippled forest, ran along the coast
in desolate and level monotony. The sun was burning
with a white-hot glare and the horses jerked the buggy
laboriously through the deep sand. Hour by hour we
•drove slowly north. From the top of a sandy and Avooded
ridge we finally obtained a ghmpse of the ocean. The
low forest opened out, and below us a barren and sandy
ridge sloped tOAvards the Avhite sand-bars of the coast.

The ocean was a bright blue, and a fair breeze blew tOAvards
the shore. Half-Avay down the sandy slope Avas a house
of galvanized iron surrounded by some huts and sheds.
This was Hill Station.

We were well received by Mr.

Marshall, the manager, and estabhshed ourselves in our
new quarters.

The house was situated in the Adcinity of an old shore
line.

Between the house and the ocean were situated

several large sand-bars, divided by longitudinal valleys.
There were two main bars, the inner being higher than
the outer one, which sloped towards the beach, and these
bars obviously proved that the land had been rising
-gradually.
Here and there in these bars rocks were
visible, being of comparatively recent origin, mainly
hardened sand and coral.

And these rocks everywhere

•exhibited signs of the action of the sea. Three old shore
lines were plainly discernible in these rocks ; one under
the edge of the forest at about forty feet above sea level,
another on the inner sand-bar, and the last one situated on
the

outer

bar.

This

latter

shore-line

was

at

present

exposed to the action of the sea only during exceptionally
Jiigh spring tides. During normal tides an enormous
272
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beach of white sand extended along the sea. The water
broke around scattered reefs which here and there pro
truded from the sand, and which obviously denoted the
present level of the shore-line.
The main and characteristic feature of this coast was

the enormous stretch of sandy beaches that ran along it
almost without a

break.

Between Hill Station and Roe

buck ^^ay the white beach ran for twelve miles, and towards
the north it extended as far as we could see.

The record

for these beaches was held by the so-called ' ninety mile
beach ' between Cossack and Roebuck Bay, which, as its
name implies, is ninety miles long, probably one of the

world's longest beaches.

*

A scanty vegetation grew on the sand-bars and the
slopes. Further inland one met the pecuhar stunted
forest called ' pindan ' by the Colonists. It extended for
miles, level, desolate, a red sand forming the soil. Here

and there the pindan alternated vdth enormous plains,
bordered by paper-bark groves. It was, indeed, a remark
able landscape which sruTounded this lonely station.
Forests and sand and a bright blue sea, and everything
apparently Limitless.
The whole of the inland of Roebuck Bay exhibits one

pecuharity which renders it unfamihar to the European.
There is no water on the surface of this land.

Ro brook

runs, no river flows, no lake ghtters in this desert land,
the surface soil of which does not hold water.

The soil

is everywhere a loose, red sand, which rapidly absorbs
the rains of the wet season. Only in certain places occur
so-called ' clay pans,' which for a time have the power
of retaining the rain water. These pools, however, quickly

evaporate and, even if excessive rains have filled the clay
pans with comparatively large volumes of water, the
liquid soon becomes salt and unsuitable for human con
sumption, and finally towards the close of the dry season
these pans dwindle to small and shmy ponds. In one

place a small spring is said to exist, the water forming a
little pool, which is continually evaporating.
For all practical purposes, however, the land is dry,

perfectly devoid of surface water, and, in order to satisfy
the demands of fife, man and animals have to dig for water.
18
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The level at which water may be found by digging varies

considerably according to the nature of the land ; but
along the coast and even in the inland regions, which rise
only a few feet above sea-level, water is met with at a
depth of three or four feet in favourable places. Although
this water is often saline or brackish, it is nevertheless

drinkable, and even a European is soon able to overcome
his immediate aversion from it.

This difficulty of access to one of the main necessaries
of life must obviously influence conditions to a very high
degree. It would be natimal to suppose that the plant

world of this land, on account of the dryness, should show
many peculiar forms adapted to the special conditions.
Except, however, for some salt plants which were specially
suited to withstand the drought, the vegetation proved
to be largely similar to what I had seen in the northern:
and better watered parts of the continent.
One met>
apparently the same trees, the same bushes, the same
grasses. On this coast, however, they seemed to have
accommodated themselves still more intensely to the
absence of water. The training of thousands of years
has obviously enabled these plants to perform their func

tions of life by means of the moisture absorbed during the
wet season. But the extreme conditions appeared to
have crippled and dwarfed them.

The sandy soil was only sparsely covered by grass,
and that mainly the spinifex grass, which possesses
extremely sharp blades. Even during excessive drought
this grass kept green, and at the station it formed the
staple food for two to three thousand head of cattle.

The

water for these cattle was procured by means of wells
distributed all over the pasture, and these wells were
served by native families, who hoisted the water into
troughs and were served a weekly ration of beef, flour,
sugar, tea and tobacco as payment.

Hot only the cattle quenched their thirst at these
wells, but some of the animals and birds of the forest

also would turn up to drink at certain hours of the day.
These regular visitors mainly belonged to a certain limited
number of species. The great majority of species appeared
to drink very little. They seemed, in fact, to be able to
f.
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do without water, or at least to be able to obtain the
necessary moisture in other ways than by drinking.
I shall not enter upon a detailed explanation of this
latter phenomenon. I will only draw attention to the
fact that the night dew, if not constant, may still be im
portant, and may play an appreciable part in the economy
of these animals, especially as regards the smaller species.
Some of the large mammals, as well as the natives of the
coast, may also quench their thirst with sea water. This
must not be taken as a statement to the effect that the

natives normally drink sea water. Their drinking water
is as a rule obtained from the time-old and primitive native
wells. But I have seen the natives drinking with pleasure
water so salt that I should have been unable to swallow a

single mouthful of it, and according to their own reports
to me they do at a pinch drink sea water.
The heat was usually very oppressive, varying from
ninety-five to one hundred and twenty-two degrees Fahren
heit in the shade, and the wind which during this season
blew in from the sea had very httle power of bringing
relief. As soon as this wind rose to any appreciable strength
the whole land was

smothered in drift sand.

When,

however, the wind changed, blowing from the east, life
became a veritable hell. Every breath of wind appeared
to come from an enormous oven, and the air was so dry

that every drop of perspiration evaporated at the very
moment it sprang out on your skin. One might walk
quickly and even go through heavy exertion and still feel
dry as a bone.
And when nothing but brackish water was available

to quench one's unspeakable thirst, it will easily be under
stood that life was not very pleasant according to civifised
standards.

During the greater part of our stay Mr. Marshall
was absent, having some business at an out-station further
inland, a station which I subsequently visited. Another
white man, by the name of Capewell, was employed at the
establishment, but he was stationed at a well eight or ten
miles away in the pindan, only oceasionally appearing at
the head station for rations. The management of the
station was under these circumstances left to me, and as
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the duties were not onerous, I gladly accepted them.
My work consisted mainly in seeing that the blacks kept
the troughs of the nearest wells supphed with water and
that the black women watered the small vegetable garden.

These duties could easily be included in my daily shooting
walks. Twice a week I had also to measure out rations
for all the well-blacks of the station. We had a Chinaman

cook and a couple of native women to fetch wood and water,
keep the house in order, etc., etc. Our food was not
especially varied, but it was not so monotonous as the
cuisine of ordinary camp life.

In the garden gi-ew a few chives, and a lopha, which
festooned itself picturesquely about the ramshackle fence,
and provided us now and then with a course bf vegetable
marrow. But in the main our diet was bread, preserved

yams and meat. Almost every week wo killed a bvillock.
Capewell then came in with a couple of saddle-horses.
We rode out, found a likely animal, and in the company
of a number of its mates the bullock was driven to the

station and into the cattle yard, where a well-dmected
bullet from my rifle killed it. A couple of hours later
the bullock was skinned, cut up and salted. Only a small
piece of fresh meat was roasted by our Chinese cook.

Eresh meat did not keep, and even dry-salted meat would
only keep for a few days unless it was hung up and dried
as hard as stockfish.

We were, however, easily able to obtain some change
from the eternal salt meat. There were plenty of pigs
on the station.

They had been introduced some years

ago, and these black Chinese pigs had, as usual, multiplied
to an enormous extent. They ran wild about the place,
feeding on whatever they could find, and in a wide vicinity
one met them almost everywhere.

In the neighbourhood

of the station there were several sows with an enormous

number of piglets, which constantly SAvarmed about the
houses, eating Avhatever they could get. These pigs were
a great asset.
Almost every second morning I took
my rifle and, stirring up the pigs, I quickly despatched
one of the piglets.
The Chinaman roasted it for
dinner, and afterwards we feasted on cold pig as long as
it lasted.
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The house contained several rooms, but we seldom
used them. They were dark and dismal, being without
furniture, and, the floor being eaten by white ants, we
ran the risk of stepping through the brittle planks. Eight
through the middle of the house ran a room which was
more pleasant, and here we had our meals and, when it
was windy, also slept on shaky bedsteads, which we. had
made from sticks and raw hide strips. Most of the time,
however, was spent on the verandah, which faced towards
the west, and where the sea breeze could blow. Here
we slept during the hot and close nights.
The furniture ? Well, reaUy, I cannot remember
anything in the way of comfort but a couple of old cane
chairs, a couple of benches and a ' dinner table' com
posed of the boards of old packing boxes. It swayed
dangerously when we sat down to our hurried meals. In
spite of the heat our appetite was fair, and occasionally
became ravenous—when the cold fried piglets appeared
on our table, which was festively lit by a flickering ' slushlight,' an old tin fllled with dripping, a piece of rag serving
as a

wick.

And queer guests were attracted by the light on our
humble table. A great variety of moths, beetles and
other insects assembled about it, and these attracted
another and quite amusing guest.
In all Australian
houses lives a small gecko (chick-chack). During the
day it hides in dark nooks and corners, but after dark
this small hzard is heard rusthng along the sheet-iron
of the house and uttering a peculiar soft smacking note.
As soon as the lamp was Lit and we sat down at table
we could hear the soft smacking note from under the roof,
and with a wet thump the gecko would land on the table,
sometimes even on our plates. The httle creature would
then sit perfectly still. Its fat, white and clammy body
would, by a queer association of ideas, remind one of
a graveyard. It looked so eerie and clammy and trans
parent—almost unreal: for aU the world like some strange
being which from time immemorial has slumbered on the
fringe of hie and now suddenly awakens and tries to grasp
its surroundings. The shining eyes protrude like two black
boot-buttons from the httle white head.
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The small reptile keeps quite still for some minutes.
Then suddenly, like a white streak, he darts at an insect,
swallows it with an indolent little grin, and quietly waits
for the next one. All through the meal he hunts insects
round the light. Aight after night the gecko joins us—
he becomes almost a table mate, a comrade, missed when
on rare occasions he fails to appear.

tame.

He becomes very

At last you may softly stroke his clammy back

with your finger.

A pearler in Roebuck Bay had given me a fox-terrier
of the name of Maggie. She followed me everywhere
and was a splendid chum, even if her merits as a gun-dog
were not great. The kangaroos almost broke her heart.
They left her behind at once.

But snakes were her

speciality, a passion, I think, common to most fox-terriers.
Discovering a snake, she would attack it quite fearlessly,
grabbing it by the middle and shaking it with a rapidity
which made the beast powerless to bite. Then for a while
she would let go her hold and bark furiously in order to
attract my attention. But very soon she was at the snake
again and only gave in when I arrived and killed the reptile

with a stick.

Poor Maggie, her passion for snakes finally

cost her her fife.

The kangaroo rats were also her hereditary foes, and
very often she had occasion to tackle these small mammals.

Their runs, which remind one principally of rabbit burrows,
wer6 abundant almost everywhere in the vicinity of the
station. These animals, which are about the size of a

rabbit, have comparatively short hind legs, and they are
easily recognised by one of the molar teeth having a

pecuhar sawlike edge.
in this region.

They occur almost everywhere

The colonists call them kangaroo rats,

the native name being ' yalva.' The scientific name
is Betongia Lesueurii. They proved to be quite the
commonest marsupial of these parts.

These animals seem to avoid the open plains ; but
aU wooded regions, and especially the undulating sand
hills, are inhabited by countless numbers. Several indi
viduals, in fact a colony of them, dig their bmnows Close
together, and the various passages are connected, no
individual thus having a separate burrow. Their food
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mainly consists of a small ground-nut or tuber named
' nalgoa ' by the natives, who also regard it as a very
important item of food. This tuber grows everywhere in
the sandhills and is easily dug up.

Hot only do the individuals of one colony have their
burrows in common but a

similar partnership appears

to exist between various neighbouring colonies, and all
the animals within a fairly large area appear to form one
large family, the members, however, being fairly inde
pendent. The yalva must, of course, be termed a sociable
animal, but the sociable disposition does not appear to
be very prominent in each individual. The fact that
these animals live in colonies may, I believe, be explained
by the assumption that experience must have shown
them that it is far easier for a large number of animals
to dig a comphcated burrow than it is for a few individuals.
The day is spent asleep in the passages of the burrow,
and just about sundown the yalvas appear outside. These
lively animals are very soon oS in search of food. The
night is spent in feeding and, according to my experience,
they never drinlc, at least not during the dry season. I

never found their tracks near any well nor on the sea
beach. Although a watering trough for cattle was no
more than a couple of hundred yards distant from a burrow,
where I used to shoot my specimens, I could never discover
yalva tracks at the little pool formed by the overflow
from the trough.

However sinuous and complicated the

bm-rows of the yalvas were, the dangerous foes of the
species could easily obtain an entrance.

The large pythons

for instance, the Python molurus and Aspidotes melanoce-

phalus, frequently visited the colonies, hunting the yalvas.
Close to the station was a sandhill, where I usually
did my yalva shooting, and an extract from my journal
may be of interest:—

" 6th November, 1895, Jlill Station.
" At sundown I walked over to the sandhill, where
last night I had shot yalvas. I sat down behind a small
bush on the slope, watching the holes from which the

yalvas should emerge, and while waiting I sketched* the
hill and the yalva bmuows.
* See page 306.
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What lay before me was no ^rand view which
could repay me for sitting there Availing in the sand
U

betAveen the broken tufts of spinifex grass. Behind me
was a small valley AA'ith stunted and sombre bushes, stretch
ing in varying shades of blue and green tOAvards the low
red slopes, which lunited my A'iew inland. Before me
was the even slope of the sandhill. A feAv green bushes
were scattered between the yalva burroAA's and theii" reddish
heaps of freshly excaA'ated sand. Tavo or three stunted
trees rose above the broAv of the hill, and further west I
could see the Avhite sand-bars and the ocean, Avhere long
breakers

roared

on

the Avhite

beach.

And

behind

the

horizon the sun set like a large red disc. In the tropical
dusk its red afterglow enhanced the red colour of the
sand, and the trunks of the dwarfed trees in the sombre

bush held the red light of the gloaming for a Avhile.
" I had not waited long when the plump and woolly
form of a yaUa suddenly appeared sitting on the red
sand-heap in front of a hole. It made a couple of playful
jumps and then sat still again. I fired, and the animal
rushed about in the sand until another shot settled it.

Then I secured my prize and sat down again.
" Pigeons came from the pindan on their evening
flight. One by one they passed me on their Avay to a AAmter
tank among the sandhills near the shore. A shepherd's
companion sat some distance off Avagging its tail and

twittering a few bars before going to roost. Everything
else was very still. Suddenly a woolly yaBm appeared
again as if shot up from the ground. Firing immediately,
I saw it jump more than a yard into the air and fall doAAUi
on its back, but Avith a last effort it got into a hole.
" The range being somewhat long, I altered my
position, but darkness noAV fell so rapidly that I resolved
to go home. Before going I took the precaution of
mounting the hill to see if there were any yalva on the
opposite side. Having advanced a little I saw a yalva,
but it immediately dived into its hole. Taking cover
behind a bush, I waited for some time. Almost imme
diately a yalva came jumping from under some bushes
and, having taken a few hops in my direction, settled
down. Quietly raising my gun, I dropped it stone dead,
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and while the soft breeze swept the smoke slowly over thehill I secured the animal and turned towards the station.""

Mammals were, however, not plentiful on the whole..
The common jungle or river kangaroos hved there, and in

places they appeared to he more numerous than I had
found them in Arnhem Land.

But, besides this species^

and the yalva, I only saw two other macropods. The
common opossum occurred and the blacks brought me
some young ones, which became very tame. The httle
flying squirrels {Petaurus breviceps) were also to be found
in small numbers.

The bandicoots were here represented

by a different species from that in the north.

This species,

was Parameles ohesula, which is somewhat smaller and

plumper than Parameles maci'oura of the north.

Of the-

marsupial weasels I only saw the Phascologale penieillata^
and the placental mammals were only represented by a
rodent, Conilurus boiveri, which I killed in the house, and
also by a few small bats, besides the ubiquitous dingo,
whose howls filled the West Australian night. I neversaw tame dingoes among the natives. They kept a num
ber of small weird European mongrels.
As I had expected, this dry and sandy land proved
exceptionally rich in hzards. A great profusion of species,
occurred, and several species, new to science, were dis
covered, and these were subsequently described by Mr.
G. A. Boulenger, E.E.S., in the Annals and Magazine of'

Natural History (Ser. 6, Vol. XV., Sept., 1896). Specially
numerous were the Agamidae, a family exhibiting a wealth
of pecuhar species, many of them being queerly, even
monstrously, shaped, with remarkable proportions and
often quite fantastic dermal formations.

Many of these species, in fact the majority of them,
lived in burrows in the sand, and particularly characteristic
of this district was the Ampliibolurus reticulatus, a hzard
eight to twelve inches long.
Their low spiral-shaped
galleries were excavated as much as six feet into the sand.
At the bottom of these bruTOws I found their inch-long

parchment-hke eggs, and tiny young were also easily
discovered in the interior of these habitations.

The low

openings of these burrows were visible everywhere in the
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loose sand, and the blacks dug out large numbers of the
lizards.

Through the works of Mr. Saville Kent I was
acquainted with the fact that the large frilled lizard,
Clamyclosauriis Kincjii, possessed the power of walking on
its hind-legs.
His statement of this fact had justly
awakened considerable interest, as no living saurians were
known to walk or move in an upright position. Chiefly
•on account of certain peculiarities in their build it had
been supposed that some of the large extinct Dinosaurians,
for instance Iguanodon and Megalosaurus, had been able
to walk on their hind limbs.

While staying in Arnhem Land, shortly before Saville
Kent's reports appeared, I had the opportunity of collecting
numbers of the frilled Lizard, which in places Avas very
abundant. At that time I was mainly busy Avith other
things, and my specimens Avere mostly brought to me by

the natives.

In Arnhem Land I hardly ever saw a Live

•specimen in the forest.

Upon my arrival at Koebuck Bay I Avas greatly

interested in Saville Kent's report on the upright walk
•of the frilled lizard. To convince myself as to the correct
ness of his statements was an easy matter, as this lizard
Avas very numerous in the pindan.

The reptiles were

•commonly perched on the loAver branches of the stunted

trees, whence they immediately jumped down and fled
on their hind-legs, carrying the head and fore-part of their
body erect like a kangaroo. I also remembered having
•seen in Arnhem Land Lizards which always, when running,
moved on their hind-legs, species however entirely different
from the Clamydosauxus.

My curiosity now being aroused, I spent a good deal
•of time in studying the methods of locomotion of many
•of the species that abounded in Dampier's Land. These
investigations proved that several species of lizards, mainly
Agamidae, and relatives of the Clamydosaurus, when
running, made use of their hind hmbs and their hind limbs

•only. Among the hzards of this region there were at
least three species, besides the Clamydosaurus, which had
this habit of locomotion. The small and variably coloured

JdiporopTiora bilineata (four to six inches long), which fled
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before one's feet, whenever one walked through the spinifex, was easily observed at close range and was always
seen running on its hind-legs.

Everywhere in dense groAvth one found a somewhat
larger hzard, Physignathus temporalis, which also frequents
the edges of all jungles in Arnhem Land. It is an excellent
climber, and when startled almost always resorts to trees
or bamboos. If a hzard of this siDccies is startled from

its sleeping place—commonly only a few yards away from
the thicket—it runs with incredible rapidity on its hindlegs until it reaches a tree or some other refuge.
A still larger species, the Pliysignatlms Gilberti, attain

ing upwards of thhteen inches in length and occurring in
countless numbers in Dampier's Land, moves in the same
manner (see
illustration).
Characteristic

of the upright
run

of

these

hzards is their
enormous

pidity

ra-

of

movement,
a rapidity

Fig. 15.

Pliysignatlms Gilberti, running.

which in

the

case

th e

of

last species
renders

it

difficult for a

man to follow the lizard in open coimtry. When running
the body is held very erect—at an angle of about 45
degrees—and the long taU is curved upwards, the forelimbs being held close to the chest.

When the hzard

walks all four legs are used. A pecuharity common to
all these species also is that, when observed at close
range by man, they make a queer pawing movement with
one of the forefeet, as though making a deprecating gesture.
A great number of Austrahan lizards carry the fore
part very erect, although they make use of aU four hmbs
when running.
Examining the stomach contents of the hzards in the
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vicinity of the station, I .generally found it to consist
of insects, and most of these lizards ai)pear to be in
sectivorous.

Xowhere in Australia have I seen the insects

so numerous and so varied as in Dampier's Land, and
I was greatly surprised at the scarcity of bats. Except

ing bii'ds there appeared to be very few other insectivorous
animals, and the part of the insectivores appeared to be
largely undertaken by the lizards, which probably were
benefited by the scarcity
Besides these lizards
before-mentioned, a great
also developed burroAving

of other insect-eaters.
and other burrowing animals
number of other organisms had
habits.

Various spiders burroAved in the sand, digging funnelshaped pits doAvn from the surface, and at night a soft
purring note would issue from the spiders at the bottom
of these holes.

A large scorpion, the sting of which the natives asserted
to be very painful, also dug galleries into the sand. The
gallery ended in a funnel-shaped pitfall on the surface,

and the scorpion hA'ed by devouring the unhappy creatures
that unwittingly entered the pit and rushed down its sandy
slope. The gaUery wound spirally doAvn to the depth of
about one foot.

At the bottom I found the scorpion—

light brown, ugly, and full of fight when I had dug doAA'^n to
him Avith my hunting knife.

The birds of the stunted forest or pindan were quite
numerous, but they led a queerly silent life. In the heat

of the day, when the fierce sunhght blazed on the tAAusted
trees and the stark thickets of verticordia, the forest was
most desolate. Silence there was not, because thousands
of chirping cicadas set up a deafening concert, and startled
birds would utter harsh and bidttle notes.

Bird life in

these forests was mainly the same as in the north, but
less prolific. I found, hoAvever, a fcAV bii'ds that were
unfamiliar to me.

I will not dAvell at any length upon my wanderings
in the arid pindan, and its animal hfe. Even without
native aid I was now quite competent to track almost any

thing, my senses being now, through long training, almost
equal to those of a savage. I shot my specimens, I dug
them up, I chopped them out from hollow trees, and my
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hnnting adventures could fiU a book.
But to readers
unfamiliar with the varied bii'd and animal forms, a tale
of their ways and habits would perhaps become tedious.
And should I attempt to explain the cunning, the tricks
which years of experience had taught me, and Avhich caused
my eolleeting basket to be always well filled when, tired
and worn, I returned fi'om my excursions, some people
might consider me cruel and inhuman. This thought
even oecurred to myself at tunes.

When tued and thirsty

I trudged along and obserA'ed the Aurgin nature around
me, strange thoughts AAmuld come to my mind. Towards
sunset when the blue horizon of the ocean sprang boldly
out against the sky and the forest seemed to awaken, as

birds and kangaroos and strange reptiles came out in the
cool evening hour, even this poor land seemed to me a
paradise which I was desecrating.

Yet my hfe in the forest and on the sea shore did
little to remind me of civihsation.

It was rather apt to

turn me into a care-free pagan bent only on the needs of
the day. What difference was there indeed between
myself and the black aborigine ? He killed in order to
Mve. I also sustained myself by continually taking hfe.
I also had to hve at the expense of annuals and birds of
the forest. Time was when I forgot civilisation, when
more than anything else I felt myself a brother of the
wandering savage, when the phenomena of ciAulisation
became ridiculous and famihar things appeared strange
to me.

I sometimes thought it a queer and sacrilegious thing
that civihsed man should build large buildings, ealled
museums, full of glass cupboards, where the eorpses of all

the world's beautiful beings were exhibited to a gaping
multitude, and where Avise old men sat in their sanctums
classifying every corpse of bird or animal, and sometimes
proclaiming this or that to be a great rarity.
But in the forest and plains surrounding me and
along the shore of the ocean, there were no eorpses. There
was only hfe, manifesting itself in the growth and develop
ment of birds and animals.

And when death eame to

them, ahnighty Nature mildly effaced the traces of decay,
and mnds of obhAUon wafted over the sun-baked plains.
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But civilised man, for tlie sake of learning, takes kis
pleasure in seeing life represented in the garb of death,
because his opportunities are too poor for anything else.
And the books of learned men are mostly long reports
on corpses.

At other times, however, the consciousness of belong
ing to civilisation would be the predominant feeling. There
were moments when the propensities of civilised man came

to the front, when all cravings arising from heredity,
breeding and previous life rose in rebellion against the
monotonous wilderness of the sand which surrounded

me.

And then I felt the first faint pangs of homesick

ness.

When the pindan became too hot and I grew tired of
its monotony, I had recourse to the shore, where the long
breakers rose and fell on the snow-white beach, and where
thousands of waders followed in the track of the receding
wave, fleeing again before the next comber.

A great variety of birds frequented the beach. The
cosmopolitan curleAvs and whimbrels were wild and wary

as usual. A species of oyster-catcher—very like the
European species—fled crying before one, and a variety
of other waders mainly belonging to the genera Charadrius
and Tringa occurred in swarms.

The effect of a shot would

have been murderous. A single species of gull—probably
the Xaema Novae Hollandiae—and a profusion of terns
covered the shore in white and glittering sheets, rising at
long range.

Here and there would be seen single herons

or a red-necked avocet, and high in the air would be seen
soaring on slender wings the little frigate-bird {Tachypetes
minor). And almost all of these birds were very wild.

There was no chance of getting at them except by firing
at excessive range. Very often it proved almost impos
sible to get closer than a hundred yards. But aiming
high above the birds proved effeetive. Seeing the smoke
they would rise, and the elevation of the shot being
right the birds would fly into the shower of pellets, which
generally took effect. Sometimes I would find as many
as a dozen birds dead after one of these long shots.

As previously mentioned there was a reef in the beach,
and at low water—the tide amounting to some thmty or
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forty feet—^large pools of sea water were left in the rocka
which were hollowed and honeycombed by the wash of"
the sea. A profusion of organisms hved in these pools.
Gorgeous crabs hid in the rocky crevices, and shoals of
fish swam in the crystal-clear water. We had no fishing
gear, but the blacks captured great numbers with their
hands. They also employed spears, straight and simplerods, pointed at both ends, the points being hardened by
fire. They speared mainly rays, sawfish and turtles, which
sometimes ventured within range of the shore.
To.
capture smaller fish, especially shoahng species, they
employed a fish boomerang, an implement consisting of
a thin wooden board shaped like a broad sickle, curving
almost at right angles and having sharpened edges. The
fisherman grips the longer end of the implement, the
curved back of the boomerang turning upwards, and takes
up his position at a place where the shoals pass. The
boomerang, when thrown, whirls round hke a wheel and,
entering the water, may cut through a number of fish.
The natives of these parts were somewhat different
from the people of the north. There was no essential
difierence, but local pecixliarities in their life and their

apparatus of fife were noticeable.

Their spear, for instance,

was simply a long, thin stick, pointed and burnt hard at.
both ends. ISio woomera or throwing stick was employed

for throwing it.

This was, I judged, due to the simple

fact that in these parts there was no available material

for the manufacture of a spear fight enough to be thrown
by a woomera. There is no bamboo, no reed from which
fight spear shafts may be made. The stunted trees of the
pindan yield no suitable material for spears. Only at the

edge of the plains and in the large paper-bark swamps
can one find a sufficiency of saplings straight and slender
and mainly belonging to hard and heavy woods. For
this reason the natives of these parts have to make a heavy
spear which can only be thrown by the hand. They
know the woomera—in fact I have seen specimens among
them—but these woomeras have all come from regions,
further north about the Fitzroy Eiver.

A short stick or cylindrical club made from heavy
wood, hard as iron, is a constant and regular weapon of
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the natives, serving as a missile against birds and kangaroos,
•also being employed for purposes of ofTence in tribal quar
rels. A very narrov shield, made from light and loose
wood, also forms part of their fighting outfit. But their
main fighting weapon is the boomerang, locally named
' jiregalla,' and this is made from the hard Avood of a
particular tree named ' jiregalli.'

The boomerang is a narrow sickle-shaped implement
made from exceedingly hard Avood, being almost flat on
•one side and coiiA'^ex on the other.
Tlie greatest thickness
is in the middle and the points bend somcAvhat up tOAA'ards
the couA-ex side. When thrown the boomerang spins
round like a Avdieel, acting as a convex rotating plate,
the air acting against its convex side.
In other AA^ords
this convex plate is throAvn in such a AA*ay that it floats

•on the air and, by special manipulation, the rotating
boomerang may be given various directions and may
even be made to return to its owner. It has generally
been accepted that the main feature about the boomerang

•is just that capacity of retuiming to the throAver.

But, to

my mind, that is not its most remarkable feature.

Its

returning is, indeed, only a casual consecpience of its main
principle of construction and use. No throAver, hoAvever

skilful, can make the returning boomerang land so close
to him that its return is of any practical importance. An
•expert boomerang thrower may indeed, AAdien only throw
ing for this pmpose, make the returning missile land very
near to the starting point, may eA^en be able to pluck the

returning boomerang from the air. I personally have
•attained a hmited proficiency at this game. But when
throwing at a definite target nobody can calculate on its
return.

And no native cares about the return.

The

main point is the way the boomerang behaA^es before
•striking its target.
The most important thing is obviously the fact that

it does not travel in a straight line towards the target.
A spear, a club, etc., travels straight, and a man who
is the object of one of these missiles has only to await
the arrival of the weapon and calmly step aside to avoid
it. But the boomerang travels along a curve and the
person thrown at does not know on what curve it will arrive.
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Only the thrower knows this curve and, ahgning the missile
in various ways, he may cause it to describe curves of
great variety.

The boomerang may be thrown to the

right and to the left. It is always thrown with the right
hand, the flat side always tiuudng downwards. It is
always held hke a sickle and not like a sword.
It must not, however, be taken for granted that the
curve described by the boomerang will be the same during

the whole of its com^se. By dint of varying force, assisted
by wind and gravity, the track of the boomerang may be
made more or less hyperbohc, and there is hardly any limit
to the variations in its course. It is absolutely one of
the most devilish missiles ever invented. If one attempts
to avoid it, it appears to pm?sue one, and a chop from its

heavy, sharp and rapidly rotating blade is equivalent to
the cut of a blunt sword. A weU-placed hit may drive
the horn of its sickle-shaped blade more than six inches
into a

man's flesh or between his ribs.

I saw no stone implements among the natives of these
parts. If the stone axe ever existed it has at all events
now been superseded by European axes, but there were
not many natives who possessed one of these. These people
of the coast appear to use the axe very httle, and I doubt
if they have ever had stone axes. There is no serviceable
stone, and in case of stone axes having existed among
them, they would probably have been derived from inland
parts.
Further south and north stone axes were to be
found. Stone knives were also absent. They now use
principally old broken
table knives, bits of
hoop iron, or other iron
scraps, ground down
to chisels, in order to
7 -

manufacture

their

wooden weapons and
implements.
But in

the old camp sites,
which abounded along
Fig. 16.
Knife made from a
OF Bailer-shell.

Piece

the shore, and which
were indicated by large
heaps of dead shells
19
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and bones from marine animals, I repeatedly found their

original knives, vrhicli vere possibly still in use.

These

knives wore made from bits of the large ' bailer shell'

{Cymhitim aetliiojyicum), a gigantic snail, whose shell is
almost the size of a wash-hand basin.

One side of these

bits of shell had—with sand or sandstone—been ground
down to a keen curved edge, very well adapted for the
purpose of cutting Avood, Avhen used in the native way as
a

chisel.

Their household utensils were not many. They were
rather expert at making wooden troughs. These were
generally made from the bends of hollow trees which were

shaped and smoothed by means of a knife.
These troughs
were employed partly for the collection of mussels, partly
also for the gathering of the ' nalgoa ' or small ground
tuber, which in the dry season constituted their main

supply of vegetable food. And these troughs were carried
in a sling over one shoulder. The troughs were also em
ployed in a special way as cooking A^essels, being filled with
a mixtm:e of live coals and nalgoas, the whole being gently
shaken until the coals were dead and the nalgoas roasted.

By means of a ' bailer shell ' the cooling mess was gradu
ally scooped up and alloAA'ed to drop toAvards another trough.
The coals, being lighter, were blown aAvay by the wind,
and the heavier nalgoa fell into the trough. In a very
short time they were thus able to sift the AA'^hole mess of

nalgoa, a food which, by the way, was by no means
unpalatable.

The physique of these natives was very similar to
that of the northern tribes.

As a rule the men were ex

ceedingly well built, being never plump or fat, and their
muscles and sinews appearing as if cast from some dark
metal. They seemed perhaps to be a little more heavily
built than the average native of Arnhem Land, though
they were not as a rule taller than the coast natives of that

land.

Their features as a rule were ugly, but the shape

of the skull appeared somewhat nobler than in the tribes
I had visited in Arnhem Land. At all events, I cannot
remember having seen sueh low types in Dampier's Land
as I frequently met with in the north. And sometimes
types almost of beauty might be met A^dth. The folloAvlng
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drawing, representing an old black from Hill Station,
seems more reminiscent of a Caucasian than of a savage
from the Antipodes.
/

.

. ; X

The men's apparel or orna
ments were exceedingly few and
simple, in the main consisting

vrS:^-. ^

dangled by a string a ' figleaf'
made from the common pearl
shell {Meleagrina margaritifera),
which was generally grotesquely
carved. But this ' figleaf ' was
just as often danghng at the
side or behind as in front, and
appeared to be present as a

•\

of the usual hair belt from which

kind of excuse for the lack of

clothing and not for the pur
pose of decency.
Around the
head they generally carried a
brow-band, which caused the

whole wealth of their dirty hair
to

resemble

some

kind

of

brush-shaped composite flower.
Fig. 17.
The women were usually of
Old Hatiye, Hill
inferior
build, very small and
Station.
surprisingly ugly. They partly
covered their nakedness by means of loin-cloths, rags of

European origin, and crosswise on the back and between
the breasts they carried a small harness-like ornament
made from fibres, exactly hke the ornaments seen on the
women in Arnhem Land. Besides a few bangles these
were their only ' clothiug.'
The women who had lost children by death had the

custom of smearing clay into their hair. This clay entirely
filled the hair and was shaped in more or less pear-shaped
lumps which were smeared with fat and ochre. These
abominable signs of sorrow were carried during the rest
of life and hung danghng about the ugly faces. Unless

very young, most women exhibited this feature and,
judging from this, the early death of children would appear
to be common among these people. (See Eig. 20, p. 295.)

/
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The number of women ai)pearcd to be smaller than
that of the men, and only at an advanced age, probably
thirty years or more, bad a man the chance of obtaining
a

wife.

This

circumstance

bad

necessitated

a

code

of

sexual morals which was very low according to our
standards. The adult individuals who were prevented

from marriage obtained satisfaction of their sexual desires
in unnatural ways, sodomy for instance being commonly
recognised. To every grown-up man was allotted a
younger boy, ten to fifteen years old, who was bis constant
companion. The little boys consecj[uently bad a whole
some terror of grown-up unmarried men.

.1

.,t

W

m
tcf

-

a/ ^ ^ ^
V' /1

Fig. 18.

bTATiVES AT Hill Station.

Adultery of course occurred, but probably in a far
more limited degree among the ' uncivibsed' blacks,
w ile the morals of married native women among the

blacks at Roebuck Bay, where everything depended on the
black and white pearlers, were utterly corrupt.
Most of the quarrels and fights consequently originated
from violations of the rights of married men. I have

several times witnessed such quarrels which were settled
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after the same fashion as in the north (see the account of
Tommy's abduction of the promised girl at Mount Shoebridge in the rainy season). The injured person and his
friends arrange themselves in a row, while the culprit stands
about twenty to thirty yards away, facing them. All
are armed to the teeth with shields, clubs and boomerangs.
The culprit makes a speech of defence and in defiance

suddenly sends a missile towards one of the offended party.
The throw is immediately returned from one or two persons
on that side.

~

,

with

I

. ^ i

As a rule

every throw is parried
wonderful deftness

by means of the narrow
shield. So quick is their
eye, so sure are their
parries, that these people
are not often hit, even

if the boomerangs or the
clubs arrive with a speed
which
ahnost
them invisible

render
to
the

eye of a white man.
Isevertheless, if all the
^

'Jj "• V' x.

Fig. 19.
Native from Eoebuck Bay.

members of the offended

party throw their missiles
at once it may be hot

enough for the lonely sinner, who with hghtning
rapidity has to parry all
the

angs

clubs

and

which

ously assail him from various directions.

boomer

simultane

Very often he

is then wounded, and I deem it probable that there is
some relation between the magnitude of the offence and
the number of persons who simultaneously have a shot
at the culprit.
Chivahy is not strange to their character. The httle
boys were very often having sham fights with httle shields
and clubs, throwing and parrying at short distance. If one

happened to be accidentally hit so as to be hurt, the lucky
<hitter ' immediately ran over to his less lucky opponent
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and, preferring liis ugly little head, received in return and
•without turning a hair a good whack over the ' cocoanut.'
The sham fight was then immediately continued. I cannot
remember having seen the men do this, but I know that
a similar custom exists in many i)arts of Australia, and

that the penalty for adultery in some places is said to be
settled in this simple fashion.

Their corrobborrees or dances were very similar to
those of the northern tribes.

There were, however, cer

tain differences in the arrangement of the dancers and
also in the festive attn-e. They excelled in large and
monstrous

adornments

of

the

head.

Prominent

among

this headgear was a long pigtail, made up of grass straw.

This enormous pigtail was fixed to a hood of bark which
was lashed to the head, the pigtail rising boldly into the
air. During the dance in the flickering firelight this orna
ment largely added to the peculiar and uncanny character

of the dancers, nodding and swaying to then" rhythmical
steps and tramplings. Besides the white and red colour
spots and patterns, which the northern tribes use to decorate

their bodies, the blacks of these parts also employed a
pecuUar decoration, which I have not seen elsewhere.

They gathered a store of wool—sheep's, opossum, kangaroo
or plant wool—and tufts of this wool were stuck on to the

bodies of the dancers in various patterns. These tufts
were glued on, and the only glue I have seen used was
blood. This blood they were quite pleased to take from
their own veins. I can very well remember my surprise
when in the sandhills of Roebuck Bay, just before a
corrobborree, I ran across a couple of natives who were
quite busy bleeding themselves. By means of pointed
sphnters of bone they had punctured veins on the lower

forearm, and both held their bleeding wounds over a large
tin measuring almost a quart. And the curious part of
the proceeding was the calmness disj)layed, as in an affair
of routine. There was no sign that these meu were in
juring their own hmbs.

One of them obviously fancied

that he bled too slowly, and taking the bone sphnter
he pressed it more than an inch deep between the two
bones of his forearm. Having moved the sphnter
vigorously in all directions, he pulled it out, and was
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immediately rewarded by a jet of blood a yard long,
which he directed into the tin can with the greatest

unconcern.

The blood was finally staunched by putting
a wooden plug
into the wound,
at least tempor
arily. Whether
in the end they
employed a

V .

/•

method for

c^

staunching

(

i

blood
'K

"

3# -

I-

which I

have heard described from

•

other parts of
Austraha, I do
not know. This

method is said

W

to

consist

in

pulling the skin
firmly away
Fig. 20.

Old WoiiAN, Hill Station.

from the under

lying muscles.
when a string
In other words, it is

is tied tightly around the wound.
tied up like a bag.
Upon my arrival at the station Mr. Marshall had
mentioned to me the fact that a salt-swamp or salt-marsh
north-east of the station contained pecuhar eels which

lived in the mud. The blacks captured them by digging
deep holes down to their lairs, and these holes had proved
so dangerous to the cattle that he had been forced to
stop this eel-capture. I had long had the wish to go to
this salt-marsh, and as Capewell's camp was situated in
the vicinity I did not need much equipment. My work
at the station finally permitted me to go, and the follow
ing quotation from my journal will illustrate the events of
this trip :—

" November 18, 1895.
" In the forenoon I rode out with Capewell to his

camp in the paper-bark swamps.

Upon arrival he pre-
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sented me with a small bandicoot {Paramdcs ohesvla).

One of his blacks brought me a pair of young butcher

birds, and I also shot and skinned a mature cock bird.
There were great numbers of black cockatoos {Calyptor-

hynchus Banlcsii) in the vicinity of the camp.

A great

number of bronzewing pigeons {Pliaps clialcoptcra) come
to the well in the evening and squat quite tamely on

the ground, drinking the water which leaks from the
trough.

" When in the evening one creeps through the low
melaleuca thicket about the well and carefully peeps
through the bushes a peculiar and beautiful scene pre
sents itself.

" The screw-palms which grow beside the well are
covered with numbers of black cockatoos.

Now and again

they emit a sobbing whistle, spreading their blood-red
tails. On the fence above the water-trough a flock of
white cockatoos are busy climbing doAvn to the water.
Moving slowly and dehberately they seem to talk in queer
little monologues. And small doves, shining bronze-Avings
and tiny weaver birds are walking on the ground in a happy

and unconcerned medley. Perhaps a kangaroo stoops at
the httle pool formed by the leakage from the trough,

and drinks hastily, repeatedly raising his head and listening
suspiciously. If you shoot or suddenly step forth all these
creatures disappear Avith a mixture of shrieks, tramplings

and beating wings, and the place appears suddenly dead
and desolate.

Only the cicadas are heard chirping in the

thicket and the leaves of the screw-palm rustle in the
gentle evening breeze.

And the air is full of a pecrfliar

spicy aroma, like the scent from pine forests, a scent
issuing from the tea trees and their dead and fallen leaves.

" Capewell's house, if this term may be employed for
it, is a structm-e of a kind often to be seen in the Australian

bush—a frame of poles with three walls ; half of the roof
covered with corrugated iron sheets and the other half
covered with leafy branches. The walls are made from
bushes, and the low roof forces the inhabitants of the
house to stoop. A table, i.e., an old door or a box lid on
four poles, half eaten by white ants, totters between
dilapidated benches.
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" Close to the camp in a narrow plain extendingalong the edge of the paper-bark swamp a number of junglekangaroos came out to feed at sundown. I took one of
the blacks out to stalk some of them, taking advantageof the melaleuca thickets at the edge of the plain. The
keen eyes of the native espied almost immediately a small
mob of kangaroos, and stalking them behind a small grove
of screw-palms I very soon got within easy range.
I
raised my rifle, and this slight movement caused one of
the animals to rise up and intently survey his surround--

ings.

Steadying my rifle on the stem of a screw-palm, I

remained stock still until the wary animal again stooped
and recommenced its feeding. Then my shot rang out, and^
while the rest of the flock made oh; in enormous jumps, a
large old male was left dead on the plain. We continued
our search in A^arious plains and glades in the swamp
until it got too dark to shoot, but no more kangaroos were
to be seen.

" Returning home we walked through the salt-marsh,,
really an inlet for exceptionally high spring tides, where
stagnant sea Avater stood in pools and where all the paperbarks were dead, a wood of dry and silvery stems en
cumbered by countless fallen trees and rotting stumps,
on the stinking and muddy ground. Now and again Avhite
salt filled the bottom of dry pools and the swampy soil
exhibited a fcAA' emu tracks. The landscape was on the
whole so barren and desolate and devoid of life that I have-

seen nothing to equal it, even in Austraha.

My black

companion assured me that these salt-marshes were the
right jDlace for the mud-eels which had been mentioned to>
me, and he showed me a small hole on the edge of a pool
due to this eel."

" November 19, 1895. CapeweWs Camp^
" A great number of black cockatoos came to the
camp this morning. During breakfast one of the blacks

sitting by the fire shouted to me, pointing to a large emu
which quietly stalked past Avithin easy range. I snatched

up my rifle, but the grand bird set off at a swinging trot,,
rendering a rifle shot impossible in the dense bush.

" Having preserved the kangaroo killed yesterday, I
took two or three blacks out to look for the much talked-ot
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mud eels. We walked over to a likely part of the swamp,
where the blacks immediately went to work without, how-

•ever, any result. They examined the puddles by sticking
their hands into the eel burrows, feeling about in the
almost liquid mud below the surface crust.

The crust

of firm soil covering the SAvamp Avas perhaps upAvards of a
foot deep.
Under this Avas almost liquid mud, to Avhat
depth I do not knoAv.
" One of the blacks found a dead and half-decayed

'eel, but the specimen AA-as, of course, useless for my pur
pose. I ascertained this much, hoAvcA-er, that the fish
was a real eel and not a lungfish related to Proioptertis

and Geratoclus, a possibility AAdiich I had not hitherto
rejected, considering the peculiar surroundings in AA-hich
the fish occurred.

" Another locality was examined Avith a somcAvhat
more encouraging result. At the edge of a small plain

where some Avater had collected the boys found a hole
where an eel Avas discoA^ered.

The oldest of the men

immediately commenced digging for the eel, and Avhen
he could not reach deeper Avith his hands, he stepped into

the hole and AvalloAved about until only his nose Avas above
the surface of the mud, attempting to feel for the eel with
his feet. When finally his nose also disappeared beloAV the
•surface, he yanked himself out of the mud and groaningly
•declared the eel to have craAvled too far under the solid
crust.

Still another hole was examined Avithout success.

" Suddenly the blacks shouted, " Bone, Bone," and,

looking in the direction they pointed, I observed a very
long-legged native, who sauntered across the plain towards
•a clump of bushes,
Him wangibury (understood) plenty
to catch eels," said the blacks, and consequently we shouted
for him. In the meantime he had disappeared among
the bushes. As we approached, however, I saAv at a
•distance a black object bobbing up from a depression in the
plain. This proved to be ' Bone,' who was digging for
water in an old native well.

Erom the bottom of this

well he was, by means of an old ' bailer-shell,' scooping up
a brownish and brackish water, which at a pinch might
serve as drinking water. The distance to the water was
•about a yard.
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" Bone, who was an old long-legged fellow with a
pock-marked face and a muscular system which had the
appearance of steel wire, took us into the salt-marsh that

I had visited last night. By means of my spade and a
* bailer-shell ' he A^ery soon dug out four eels with won
derful dexterity, appearing to work quite instinctively.
" The eel {Anguilla australis), which resembles the
European eel, hes from eighteen inches to five feet deep
in the mud, a passage about one and a half inches in
diameter leading from the surface and down to its lair.
The eel is exceedingly slippery and its eyes lie very deep,
coAmred by thick, transparent tissue. The place where we
found the eels Avas situated about a mile and a half from

the nearest inlet from the sea and upwards of three miles
from the coast.

The salt-marsh itself Avas never reached

by salt Avater except at the highest spring tides, possibly
only on rare occasions. How and again, in this locality,
we found a large species of crab and several smaller ones
in the mud.

The soldier crab also occiu-red.

" MangroAms occurred in single instances in the marsh.
The melaleuca or paper-bark was the usual tree. The
blacks declared that these eels did not exist in the sea.

I only know that they lived also in a swamp further inland
which is never reached by the tide.

" The captured eels were placed in a bag with a Liberal
dose of mud, to keep them moist, and, presenting Bone
A\dth some tobacco, we returned to camp. I was very
thirsty, haAung walked for several hours Avithout water,
and as we arrived at the well in the shade of the screw-

palms my black companion pulled up a bucket of fairish
Avater. Sipped from an old sun-bleached ' bailer-shell' this
cool drink appeared to me a delightful luxury. After
midday I discovered that one of the eels was already
dead, and I at once saw the necessity of taking them to
Hni Station in order to preserve them as quickly as possible.
About three o'clock I got hold of a young and fresh horse
and hoisting the bag to my pommel I rode off for Hill
Station.

" The sun about this time was so low that the heat

was not very oppressive, and the ride became quite a
pleasure. The uniformity of the dry and sandy plain is
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enlivened by the dense melaleuea <xroves throngli which
the track winds along, and where tlie air is saturated with
the fine and spicy aroma of the trees. A cool wind is
breathing, and the slanting rays of the sun pour a deep
and golden tinge on the thickets and clumps of young trees,,
and the tops of the old mclalcucas exhibit a dense and
tufted appearance, reminding one of the ])incs of northern
lands. And these large trees throw deep shadows, so rare
in Australia, and this forest emits a sobbing rustle, rising
and falling in response to the variations in the current
of the air. After an hour and a half I reached the station,

left the eels to Holm's care and, having given the horse
a short rest, rode oil again in order to reach the camp in
time to shoot a kangaroo in the evening.

" The little mare Avent A-ery AA'illingly in the cool CA^ening. Over the Avide plains Avhere, in the Ioav sunlight,
the shadoAv of horse and man fell hundreds of yards long,
we had a brisk canter.

At a aa'cII aa'c both had a drink

and rode on. The mare Avas in higli spirits ; her nose
was turned homewards and, alternately trotting and
galloping, AA'e rode through the fragrant melaleuea groves

and the rugged forest of the drj^ jAindan, and shortly the
sinuous plain around our camp lay before us.
" I pulled the horse to a Avalk in order not to frighten

the kangaroos. Riding through Ioav clumps of melaleuea,
interrupted by small plains, I suddenly obtained a glimpse
of a grazing kangaroo and soon saAv it cpiite plainly. It

sat in a stooping position using the tail as a rest and hold
ing the forefeet close to the chest. It stared straight

ahead and did not move. So perfect Avas the ' frozen *
posture of the animal that it might easily have been mis
taken foi^ a stump or a peculiarly tAvisted root. The Ioav
sun^ shining straight in my eyes thrcAv a golden sheen,
on its woolly coat forming a shining halo around the con
tour of the animal. Motionless, as if petrified, the fine
beast sat there as I sloAvly rode past, feigning not to see
it.

Only when I Avas forty or fifty yards aAAmy and rode

in among some bushes I saw it turn its head, take a part
ing look at me, and then quietly commence to feed. In
the plain where I had shot one yesterday a couple of these
animals sat erect at the edge of the forest, observing me
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quite fearlessly at a distance of about a hundred yards.
" As soon as I got back to camp I took the rifle and
crept up to the same grove of screw-palms, whence I had
fired last night. The two kangaroos were still visible from
the spot.
Upon my arrival one of them rose up, but as I

kept quite motionless it stooped to the grass again, giving
the screw-palm grove a suspicions glance, however.
At
this moment I fired, the report echoing sharjDly under the
dense thicket of the swamp, and the animal fell dead,
its white belly turned towards me in the dusk. Two or
three long jumps took its companion into the protective
thicket of the dense melaleucas.

" In this dense melaleuca thicket the animals feel so

safe that one may almost walk over them before they
move. One does not see them, only their tramphng is
heard.

They only walk a feAv yards and then settle them

selves again. Noav and again one may hear them stamp
ing as they forage with utter unconcern. Even the spicy
melaleuca leaves are eaten by the animals."
I spent a few days more in the swamps.

Sometimes

I visited the melaleuca thickets and the small plains,
where kangaroos abounded. On other occasions I ranged
through the enormous plains where flocks of cranes were
seen here and there.

But other birds were scarce in the

plains. A common species was the small white-headed
fish-eagle {Maliastur girrenera), Avhich soared aboAm the
plains and occasionally settled in the stunted trees of the
pindan, Avhere outlying patches of these forests projected
into the sandy fiats. This little fish-eagle is rare in Arnhem Land, where only on one occasion had I shot a speci
men. But further north in the Malayan Archipelago the
bird becomes more and more common.

The harbour of

Singapore, for instance, is teeming with this species, and
in the Malaccan harbours it is almost as common as gulls
are in northern ports. Everywhere the greedy birds are

•seen circhng and swooping around the vessels with their
rusty red wings, the snow-white heads and necks adding
to the beauty of their daring flights. On the coast of
Western Austraha the species was not nearly as numerous
as in Malacca, but far commoner than in Arnhem Land.
When I now look back on the days spent in these
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surroundings my most vi^dd impression is the enormous
desolation of tliis wilderness of sand and dry forests. As
soon as one went outside the salt-morshes and the melaleuca thickets there was nothing but the pindan and the

vast plains.

These plains wci^e as flat as the ocean ; one

might almost call them an ocean without a swell. E'sen

where there were traces of pools and ponds formed by spring

tides or during the rainy season, these temi)orary lagoons
or clay pans were only a few inches deep. The only sign
that they had contained water was the velvety but now
hardened deposit which very often had a faint coating of
minute iridescent salt crystals. In places these crystals
might be due to spring tides, but all water in these parts
was more or less brackish.

And when the rays of the overhead sun smote the
white or reddish sand of the plains or the light salt coating
of the wide clay pans, the glare was terrific, almost pre
venting one from walking with quite open eyes. The
enormous heating of the soil, which made it exceedingly
painful to walk barefoot, caused a constant current of
hot air to rise from the ground, imparting a shimmering
movement to the lower layers of the atmosphere. The
intensity of this shimmering would cause trees and forests,
seen beyond the plains, to appear as objects bobbing and
dancing on the waves of a sea.

Strong mirages were always visible on the horizon,
and the usual desert view, a deceptive mirage of a blue
lake, was constantly visible on the far edge of the plain,

always receding as you approached. The shape of the
apparent lake might alter as you rode, but to the novice
the mirage would always be perfectly deceptive.
At this time we were just at the change of the mon
soon and just in the beginning of the ' wilhe-wilhe ' or
cyclone season. Here and there in the plains the whirl
winds would be indicated by tall and sinuous columns of
sand and dust rising Like enormous swaying snakes towards

the cloudless and whitish sky.

Not knowing, one might

at a distance mistake these columns for the smoke from
native fires.

In spite of its desolation this landscape possessed

a certain grandeur.

There was a pecuhar magnificence
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in its bleak loneliness, an infinite simplicity in this vast
wilderness, where your companion, as he rode away from
you, gradually disappeared behind the far horizon of theplain, hke a ship on the ocean.
Soon returning to the station, where Mr. Marshall

had noAv arrived, I recommenced my ordinary routine
of collecting. One day, as I walked along the shore, I
became aware of a strong putrid stench. Just round a.
point I met two old women groaning under heavy loads
of rotten turtle meat. Further along on the beach I found
the remains of the turtle, an enormous Loggerhead turtle^
the carapace thickly covered by barnacles or acorn shells»
The carcase had obviously been drifting in the sea for a

long time, as it was in an advanced stage of decay. Closeby a dead camp fire testified to the fact that the first
happy discoverers had immediately feasted on the putrid
meat.

The blacks about the station fed on this rotten,

turtle for two or three days and one could smell them at
a considerable distance !

Besides the pindan and the beach, I had another
hunting ground which was very interesting and which
also largely contributed to our larder. In the sand-bars,,

between the first and the second bar, a large pond or
' tank ' had been dug.
The cattle drank there when
there Avas a scarcity of water at some of the Avells. This,

tank, which was situated at a level barely higher than
the highest spring tides, exhibited the peculiarity that
its water rose at ebb tide, sinking again during high water,,

a phenomenon which I cannot account for.
In the evening a great number of bnds, which wanted
water, assembled at this tank. The species were not many,
but the few that came appeared in great numbers. These
Were mainly the Avhite cockatoo—possibly tAvo species—
besides the common large bronze-wing pigeon. Upon

approaching the tank at sundown I usually saAv the sand
hills surrounding the tank covered by hundreds of
cockatoos, which fled screeching when I approached too
close or when I fired a shot. Very often I would sit doAvn
in the shelter of a bush close to the tank, waiting for the
arrival of the birds.

The tank was very deep in the middle, and a fence
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had been put up to prevent the cattle enteriug this deep
part. Remains of this fence still rose above the water,
•and the cockatoos would settle on the sj^ars and in their

deliber'ate way would climb down to the water to diink.
As the sun sank lower the bronze-wings would arrive by

ones and twos, sometimes in flocks, settling on the shore
•of the tank.

They would first look very intently at me,

but, as I did not move, they would go down to the
water, drink and fly ofi again. One evening I even
made a drawing of the tank and successfully sketched
•in the birds while they were sitting around me.

When
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Fig. 21.
Bird Life a t the Tank.

L wanted food I shot the pigeons one by one as they
arrived, or else I sat down in a small defile in the sand

hills, where they almost always passed, and shot them
on the wing.

Besides these birds some whistling ducks (i>. vagans)
also visited the tank, coming from a creek further north,
where, during the day, they frequented the mangroves.
What their business was at the tank I was unable to under

stand. There was obviously no food for them, as the
water seemed almost devoid of larger organisms. But
•during the night they always visited the tank. Perhaps
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This tank was undoubtedly

the largest sheet of fresh water (less than a quarter of an
acre) in a very wide vicinity, not to say in the whole inland
of Boebuck Bay. When it was moonhght we sat close
to the tank, shooting the ducks as fast as they arrived.
We very often shot a dozen ducks in a couple of hours,
being quite satisfied with this bag, which afforded a wel
come change to the station fare. They were a great boon
to us, these bright and nioonht evenings in the sandhills.
The stillness of the night was only broken by the roar
of the beach and the whistle of the ducks as they passed
us in the dim light.
The days were now a real terror. It was close upon
Christmas and still no rain had fallen. The sky was with
out a cloud and the heat appeared to increase day by

day. At last it became quite impossible to walk about
in the middle of the day. If the sun shone on one's neck,
when stooping for any length of tune—for instance, when
digging, skinning an animal, or doing similar work—one
felt a horrible vertigo upon rising. Fever tried us very
sorely. Dampier's Land itself was practically free from
fever; but the malaria which we both brought from
Arnhem Land sometimes broke out in violent attacks.

It could only be stopped by large doses of quinine, which
set om' poor heads ringing like church bells. Bo wonder we
did not care much for field work during the hot part of the

day.

We could only make a short morning trip, and in

the afternoon we never went out before the sun was low.

The hottest part of the day was spent in the broad
verandah, where the sea breeze would bring some cool
ness. We did various kinds of work, smoked and read.
But it was impossible to avoid a certain feehng of home

sickness. Before us stretched the blue expanse of the
Indian Ocean, washing also the shores of Africa. From
that region we had also gazed at this same ocean. From
the mountains of Zululand we had often viewed its wide

waters, and our thoughts had longingly gone to unknown
coasts beyond the sea, which we desired to explore.
Bow our thoughts again went beyond the sea, but
to a known and homeland harbour. I began in real earnest

to prepare to go home.

As far as I could judge, the funds
20
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available would hardly cover more than our passage home,
and for this reason we iDacked our collections and went
in to Roebuck Bay, where we arrived the day before
Christmas Eve, intending to take the first steamer to
Singapore.

During Christmas, however, I had a letter from my
bank informing me that some furtlmr funds had been
placed to my credit, which would permit a longer stay. I
therefore decided, in spite of our health not being of the

best, to see something of the inland parts.

The rainy

season had now set in, and I was greatly interested in

obserAdng its effects on the flora and fauna of this land.

My means not allovdng me an outfit of horses, the
question of suitable quarters was very important.

On

the other side of the bay was a small cattle station, but
access to it was difficult.

About forty miles inland Messrs.

Streeter and Co. had an out-station called Loomiugoon

where one white man lived. These two were the only
places where white men lived for hundreds of miles.

I

decided for Loomingoon, whither a wagon with provisions
was shortly to go up. Two blacks were to drive the team
and we were permitted to accompany them.

i^

f
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Loomingoon

On Xew Year's Day, 1896, we started inland towards
our new quarters. The track to Loomingoon for forty
miles followed the telegraph line, which here crosses
Dampier's Land towards Xew Derby. There were two
wells on the road, being the only places where water was
to be had, and at the first of these we camped in the even
ing after a very tii'ing and dry walk. The wagon being
heavily loaded with pro\nsions for the station, we had to

walk ' all day. The driving was bad enough as it was,
the wheels of the heavy wagon sinking far into the loose
sand of the track. We outspanned the bullocks in the
evening, letting them graze in pairs, in the yokes. Holm
and I went to bed under the wagon, and the blacks on
top of it.

The next morning only four bullocks were to be found.
The blacks were sent to look for the remainder, and we

never set eyes on them again—the blacks as well as the
bullocks completely disappeared. We waited for some

days, but, realising that something was radically wrong,
we sent a native messenger to Streeter's in Broome. Before
new blacks and bullocks could be procured a week passed
—a week which we had to spend on the spot, unless we
wished to say good-bye to everything the Avagon contained.
On the second night it commenced raining, and before

long we had several inches of water under the wagon.
Bising, we pulled the awning—an old and rotten sail—down
on all sides of the wagon, but this proved of small effect.
Einally we dug a drain round the whole affair, and this

brought some relief from the wet.

But we spent a very

miserable week. The rain persisted in pouring down.
Only on rare occasions did we succeed in lighting a fire

of a size sufficient to bake a damper, and after a couj)le
of days we had no food but flour. Water was the only
307
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thing we had in profusion—over, nndei', and all about us.
Well, that week passed also, and, four oxen and two
new blacks finally arriving, we reached Loomingoon after
two days' sorry dri-vdng through illimitable plains, along
the edge of the just as illimitable pindan.
The faint trail which we followed passed through a

point of the pindan which ran far into the plain, gradually
melting away into groves of paper-bark and screw-palms.
In a gently sloping hollow in the plain we caught sight
of the Loomingoon station. The establishment consisted
of a small dilapidated log-house and a few small sheetiron sheds, of which one was used as a kitchen, the other

being occupied by the manager. Besides these, there were
some open sheds roofed with leafy branches, and at some

distance aAvay were a fcAv leafy huts, the humble habita
tions of the station blacks.

The dilapidated log-house,* mainly used as a general
storeroom, was allotted to Hohn and myself. At one

end of this house was a small corrugated iron lean-to, and

Holm established himself there, while I occupied the
main room.

In the middle of the earthen floor I made

up a bed from three packing cases, on which I placed a
sheet of corrugated iron.

That was all I had in the

way of comfort. Most of the room was occupied by a

large stack of flour bags and other provisions. All
sorts of saddlery, farm implements, and old refuse were
also accumulated in this room. Close to the head of my
bed stood an old box containing some scraps of old books,
u s ox also an ancient hen was sitting conscientiously
the straw-thatched roof half a score

of half-tame cats had their stronghold, but I had to chase

em 01^ as they shoAved a strong partiality for my bird
ns.
e ad no candles or lamps. An old tin full
o ripping and provided AAdth a piece of rag for a wick
was mm (m y means of illumination in the long evenings.

, ar, im
^ er. Therebeen
old and
hollow paperwerebuilt
two from
portholes
for windows,
and

ese were provided with thick AAdre bars to prevent blacks

rom en ermg or flinging spears or other missiles at the

innocent sleeper. Around the verandah, the roof of which
* See sketch on p. 271.
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had partly fallen in, ran a palisade, about a yard high,
made from sohd paper-bark poles, •which also were meant
as a protection against missiles, when anyone was sleeping
on the verandah.

In this fashion we hved each in his own house, as

it "were, and went ' visiting' one another.

The ' mess-

room ' where we had our meals was a large open leaf-

shed, where sun and wind were impartially and profusely
meted out to us from aU quarters of the firmament, accord
ing to the whhns of the weather.

We took turns at the

cooking, but Holm generally acted as cook, while the
manager, Mr. Hunter, and I were out attending to our
work in the bush. In the evenings we kept a large fire
going outside the kitchen door, and around this fire we
gathered to smoke and chat.

join us.

The cats would sometimes

Maggie, my terrier, rested alongside of me, and

a tame Austrahan crane also formed one of our queer and

miscellaneous party. This large bird was quite fond of
the fire, and sat silent and grave on his heels, blinking
his cold, wise eyes. In fine weather we slept on the
' court,' but when it was windy or raining we had to resort
to om* respective houses. And the further the season
advanced, the oftener we had to sleep under shelter.
My den was by no means comfortable. A wealth
of insects and other vermin lived in the hollow logs of

the house, and were a constant source of disturbance,
and when the rains increased the frogs, which had been
hibernating in the hollow logs, woke up and sat croaking
all night. There were also plenty of snakes. Every now
and again when I rose in the morning I saw the fresh track
of a snake which had crossed the floor or even crawled

under my bed.
Our work very soon got into the old routine, and
our collections increased as the rainy season advanced.

A marvellous amount of life now began to develop in this
land, which a short time before had been desolate and

desert-Mke. From my observations in the two previous
chapters the reader will have got some impressions as to
the poor fauna of this district. That is to say, for a tropical
country it must be described, on the whole, as very poor.

The mammahan species were few, and with a couple of
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exceptions none of the species was numcrons. The biids
and reptiles were the vertebrates that exhibited the greatest
variety of species, and among the lower animals the insects
were very numerous. But large groups of animals Avere
practically non-existent.
Fish, molluscs and crustaceans appeared to be almost
entirely absent from the land fauna, and there was not
even a trace of batrachians. The only fish I saw during

the dry season was the previously mentioned mud-eel,
and the existence of molluscs in the land fauna was only
indicated by the presence of the bleached shells of a small

land snail.

Dming the dry season there Avere no crus

taceans to be seen other than the inhabitants of the sea

shore and its immediate vicinity, for instance the hermit
and soldier crabs.

Among the bii'ds the Avading and swimming birds were
almost totally absent fi'om the land fauna.

As will be seen, the groups or species Avhich were
absent were mainly such organisms as are dependent for
their existence on water or profuse moisture. And the
species present Avere those which in all seasons could find

their living amid these dry surroundings. This was quite
natural, as the land, toAvards the close of the dry season,
had the appearance of an absolute desert of sandy plains
and stunted forests.

Before Christmas no green straw, except the spiniiex

grass, was to be seen anyAvhere. Everything was grey

^

withered, swept by grass fires, eaten by animals and

n ^ trees certainly carried some broAvnish-green
^

vegetation was completely sup-

f-

expected the rainy season to produce

nf rir ' ^^^^^ted, and the earth was strewn Avith debris
plants, droppings from animals, remains
Ttf' 1 '
mingled with the loose sand of the

of inJ
an 'qIi

of ah or ura ion, andthese
wet season
is only
the parts
biggesttheannual
rainfall
pre
vious y regis ered did not much exceed tAventy inches,
an icipa e , therefore, that no excessive change could
e expec e to take place in the character of the landscape
^
^ never in
fauna.
I have
made a agreater
mistake,
and
my life
havenever
I witnessed
more
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striking development of flora and fauna than that which
took place in this region as soon as the rainy season set
in in real earnest.

At Christmas time and during our march to Loomingoon it had rained a good deal, hut this rain was imme
diately absorbed by the thii'sty soil, and soon after the
rain had ceased and the sun had come out the landscape

appeared as dry as ever.

Certain signs, however, seemed

to indicate that enormous forces were slumbering in this

apparently barren soil. Everywhere in the sandhills, in
the plains, and in the pindan, minute green sprouts began
to appear, almost hke what one sees in a sprouting field
in Europe.
During our stay at Loomingoon the rains became

more and more frequent, until finally it poured day after
day with only small interruptions. When these rains
were followed by a few days of sunshine the whole land
became one steaming hotbed. All vegetation shot up
with incredible rapidity. Very soon the grass stood as
high as a man between the trees of the pindan. The
leaves of the forest took on a luscious blue-green colour,

and in the plains, and along the shores of temporary lakes,
grasses and water-weeds sprang with iiTesistible force
from soil which a couple of weeks before might have been
that of the Sahara desert.

The heat was intense, and the temperature in the
shallow waters rose to an extent undreamed of.

Un

fortunately my thermometers had been destroyed, but it
may give an idea of the excessive temperature when I say
that it was actually painful to put one's hand into these
pools, just as it is when the water is too hot in a bath.
The water had a brownish tint and violent decompositions

probably took place in the organic debris derived from the
surface of the land.

In a surprisingly short time an enormous wealth of
lower organisms developed. The water was soon teeming
with minute crustaceans, mainly belonging to ostracada

and phyllopoda. Everywhere the small ostracods swarmed,
and phyllopods, among these especially a large species of
apus, simply swept the waters of the shallow lakes.
As the rains increased the toads and frogs came to
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life. During the dry season there had been no sign that
they even existed. But now almost every hollow tree
appeared to contain them, and their nocturnal croalcings
overpowered every other sound of the night, even the
eternal song of the cicadas, which had preidously dominated
the dark hours of these trox)ical regions. Multitudes of
these frogs were now si^awning in these waters, and in a
very short time the pools were teeming with tadpoles,
which covered the bottom everywhere like little black jDeas,
and sometimes occurred in such numbers that the water

appeared almost solid with them.

This latter ease was

of course exceptional, and mainly occurred when the
volume of the pools or lakelets had shrunk considerably.
As this wealth of lower organisms de^-eloped, a vast
variety of birds arrived in order to feast on this easily

obtained food, and also to breed in the profuse vegetation
along the shores of the temporary lagoons. And, as the
waters of the jdains increased in area and the wealth of

lower organisms was augmented, the number of migrating
birds also grew, until the whole landscaiie finally teemed
with a Life as overwhebningly prolific as I can remember
ever seeing anywhere. If anybody had seen this land
as it was a month ago, had fixed its appearance firmly in
his memory, and then after tlie interval had suddenly been

faced by the same landscape in its altered appearance, he
would have said that the whole thing was a deception,
a lie, a shameless and elaborate lie

which

almighty

Nature jestingly wanted to impose ujDon him.
Some weeks ago these plains were a desert. Dry
and fine sand rose in little clouds at every step of the
horses, while the wind swept the sand away and played
with the dry debris of the withered vegetation. Now it
might happen that grass and rushes rose higher than the

saddle as one rode among chains of glittering lagoons, and
every stej) of the horses might flush a profusion of water
fowl. Now a flock of quacking ducks would rise, now the
large blue porphyrio would raise theii' blood-red beaks
above the green weeds and look with surprise at the rider.

Countless snipe, stints and sand-pipers would sweep like

light clouds through the air, and beautiful rails would slip
shyly through the rich vegetation about the steaming waters.

LOOMINGOOif
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I shall not weary the reader with a description in
detail of the incredible nnmber of bird species now to bemet with, only ghdng prominence to the fact that almost

all of them were species which during the dry season wereentirely absent from these parts. In other words most
of them were migratory bii'ds. And practically all the loweranimals which formed their food were species which, though
they certainly existed during the dry season in some stata
of torpor or quiescence, had merely been awaiting mora
favourable conditions for their proper life. In the case
of some of these forms, for instance the batrachians, they
had simply been lying hidden in a torpid state, but in the
case of others the state of quiescence was more comphcated^

The smaller crustaceans, as an example, which in theirfully developed state are unable to do without water,,
existed during the dry season only as eggs, which lay
embedded in the sand, unable to develop before the rains,
came. This was previously known in other regions from
the writings of Lumholtz and Professor O. Sars. That
such was the case here also I proved by coUecting the
bottom deposits of dry clay pans, from which ProfessorSars after my return succeeded in hatching several genera^
tions of these smaller crustaceans, which were mostly
unknown to science, and which have been described by
him in several papers in Arcliiv for Mathematilc og Natur-vidensJcab, 1896.
The phenomena which I have here outhned will on

the first impression appear strange and unfamihar. But,
really it is only what every man annually observes in
Northern Europe. In other words it is nothing but the
change from winter to summer, fi'om quiescence to active
fife. Only the agencies which are instrumental in this,
change are different in cold and hot climates, and we are
not accustomed to consider summer and winter in a tropical
chmate as seasons of great contrasts.

In the high latitudes almost all terrestrial hfe is torpid
during the cold season, comprising the main part of theyear, because cold stops the activity of most organisms.
Those which are able to do so migrate, and only animals,
that are independent of temperature changes continue an,

active hfe during winter.

When summer, with rising

rN"
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temperature, wakes these quiescent organisms from their
torpid state the migratory hii'ds return to feed on the
flourishing lower organic life and to breed.
In Western Austraha, and also in many other tropical
'lands with periodical dry and rainy seasons, the drought
is the main factor in necessitating the torpid state.
Only the advent of the rainy season is instrumental in
the reawakening of the organisms and the culmination
•of life.

To us this profuse animal
life was a great advantage.
We did not need to go far

for our specimens. We had
only to take our guns, walk
for a couide of hours, and
make tlie desired selection
from this varied multitude

of birds. We might either
walk through the melaleuea
groves

and

the

grassy

plains and shoot the rising
bAds, or we might build a
comfortable leaf hut at the

edge of a lagoon, and take
our choice from the birds

" Ij

which settled on the water.
It was also a real bless

ing to have all this splendid
food store just at our very
doors. We might decide
to have ducks for dinner

^'7
Fig. 23.

and go out and shoot them
a few hundred yards from
the house.

Otherwise we

had nothing to eat but salt
meat and bread.

We shot

Kangudd Girl, about 20

a bullock now and again,

YEARS OLD.

when our store of meat ran

LOOMINGOON.

low. Then we enjoyed the
luxury of fresh meat for one or two meals and afterwards

diad to tackle the eternal salt junk again, salt meat for
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breakfast, dinner and supper, salt junk and bread to all
eternity ! We had no flock of piglets which could provide
us with a change of food, as had been our luck at Hill
Station, and therefore the ducks were a real boon.
However numerous the ducks were, the shooting of
them always entailed some loss of time. For this reason
we sometimes worked on a larger scale, going as far afleld
as a bigger pan or lake, named ' Idarr.' At this lake

we sometimes made large bags of ducks, mostly ' whistling
ducks,' which were most plentiful. I remember once
bagging about two dozen of these flne birds with nine
cartridges. The ducks which we could not eat fresh were
spht open, and when salted and smoked they pro^dded an

excellent store of food. They were so good, indeed, that
we all agreed they ought to be served with vegetables.
These were promptly procured by Mr. Hunter. Besorting
to the bush he shortly retiumed with quantities of herbs
resembhng the dead nettle, which we boiled in bunches,
and which were excellent eating.
A couple of cows
with

calves

were

also a source of com

fort.

Every night

we drove the cows

into the yard, separating them from
and
the
calves,
every morning w e
enjoyed
a
httle
fresh milk with our

tea, a luxury very
rare in the rougher
parts of Austraha.
Although our hving in the main was
very simple, and al
though we had to
Fig, 24.

do without most of
the food and drink

WiBARUA Boy, about 3 years

which civihsed man

OLD.

LOOMINGOON.

usually

considers
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indispensable, I cannot say that I missed the comforts of
civiUsation.

To do v:itliout finally becomes a habit, and

thousands of "VN'hite men

in

Australia

have

to

live in

the same monotonous fashion as %ve had to put up with.

As a proof of what one may get used to I may record
that our drinking water, during most of our stay at
Eoomingoon, was very brackish. The first heavy rains
caused a

certain amount of water

pans in the plains.

to

collect

in clay-

The cattle then left the artificial

"wells and drank anywhere.

The consequence was that

the wells were disused.
The water accumulated in
them and became more and more saline.
The water in

the plains was also brackish, owing to the soil containing
so much salt.

venience.
"water.

But these facts did not cause us any incon

Little by little we got used to the brackish

In order to obtain a really fine drink, we once

collected some rain water from the roofs.

We found it,

however, flat and insipid, and went back to our old and
tasty water from the well.

The rains increased tremendously during February.

Day after day all work was stopped, and when the sun
came out again we had to wade through the plains in order

to get at our game. On rainy and windy days the blacks,
feehng cold and miserable, would come up to the house
to beg or talk. My camera being out of order, I amused
myself making a large number of sketches of these

children of nature. They had a very keen eye for pictures,
and when shown the finished portraits they would laugh
uproariously, naming the person portrayed.
The hfe of the natives during this season AA'^as, how

ever, a miserable one. Their engagement as ' well hands '
was temporarily cancelled during the rains. Only now and
again they were given a little food and tobacco, just
enough to induce them not to leave the vicinity of the
station. But many of them at this season wandered to
wards the east, further inland towards the unending

' never-never' land, where travelling was now possible
owing to the presence of water. Very few, if any, white
men had ever penetrated into those eastern forests, and
the few attempts made had been disastrous.

In the dry

season no water is to be had, and during the rains the
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horses sink into the water-logged sandy soil.

On foot

and with black guides one might perhaps have gone some
.

distance into this unknown

laud.

I

considered

the

matter for some time, but

gave uj) the idea.

For me

there would be nothing to

m'k

gain.

The nature of the

land Avould surely be simi
lar to that of our j)resent

/ ' i \\ :\ S%;fe/fot^|^'>.Vi? •,;•
I,

1/

.

W .ot:v

.

surroundings, and

animal

life was in all ^probability

. I-.. .v«.S .' -.•jT'i'Sr

the
same.
And neither
Holm nor I were in at all

good health.
The fever
attacked us every now and
^•••'••,.'.-^i-',

••• • f •

• .-i.; -"W

then.

Oif and on the weather

'• -tiy Xf

cleared

up

for

a

short

period, the lakes "would
drop, and it became possi
...

A"

-

ble to get about. But the
atmosphere was continually

,

unsettled.
•

Mighty clouds

would in a moment gather

T*«*

Jr.-

in certain quarters of the
heavens.
Cyclones would

•v.

t"wist them into queer and

gigantic shapes, exhibiting
quaint and beautiful
'

•'V,.

colours, changing from the
deepest blue-black to the
copper and flaming gold

Fig. 25.
Kamagin Gmn, 4-5 tears
OLD.

clouds

of
sunht
thunderclouds.
These enormous masses of

LOOmNGOON.

looked

almost

as

if

they

were

fighting

one

another, as they swelled up above the low horizon of
the plains, the brownish-green ' ocean' which surrounded
our lonely abode.

How and then a rift in the clouds

would reveal a heaven blue as the Indian Ocean.

Then

the clouds would close in, shutting out the fierce sunlight

IN"
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and letting loose a tempest of wind and rain which
would pom- tons and tons of water on to the flat and
thirsty earth.

^

Heavens,

how

it

blew and rained ! And

the nights were the

/--<#Y-' *• •-

worst time.

It rained

as it had never rained
before in the era of
white man in these
v-Ofr

parts, and we began
to find our position
very
uncomfortable^
We had had a

letter

by runner from Koebuek Bay.
At that
place they had aBeady
registered much more
than the normal rain

fall of a season, which
was
about
twenty
inches, and the rain

fall at Loomingoon
had certainly not been
less. We consequently
thought that we had
seen the worst of the

rain.

But

quite wrong.
Fig. 26.
Tjeeombi Bot, adolescent.
Loomingoon.

deluge.

rained
ever.

we

were

It only

harder

than

It rained as it

probably did during
the great and original

Eor three days and nights we sat in our respec

tive dens listening to the storm and downpour. The
water came down without ceasing from night to morning
and from morning to night. It did not come in drops,
or in jets, or in buckets.

It rained in sheets.

In three

days we registered—by means of a tin can and an inch
rule—about thirty inches of rain-fall !

The water in the

plains rose right up to our houses, which were situated
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on quite a respectable slope. As far as we could see
towards the coast, there was nothing but water in view.

Ships could have navigated the plains. Our eating-shed
blew down and crushed everything in the ' dining room.'"
A good job we weren't there ! The soil got absolutely
sodden—to such a degree that my log-house began to.
sink. A trickling spring issued from under my bed.
When I got out of bed in the morning, I sank into the
bog up to my knees. My companions were not much
better off, and everything we possessed was wet, dripping
Wet, day and night.
Still, it did come to an end at last, and we were able

again to move around the houses and on the higher piudan.

Everywhere the signs of destruction were plain to view.
Half of the sheds and houses of the station were down, and
the material damage done by the rain was no small tale.
Just as the rain had

proved able to wake
everything in this land
to a new hfe, so it
now proved a bringer
of death.

That most

of our fowls and also,

a foal, which was run
ning about the place^
had been killed by the
wet was a mere de

tail ; but even many
of the yalvas, or kan

garoo rats, had been
destroyed. The soil
being absolutely

, V'J

;

" "•

soaked, all the bur-

rows of the yalvas had
collapsed,

Fig. 27.

animals

and
had

the
been

Banga Man, middle-aged.

forced to hve on the

Loomingoon.

surface of the earth.
Great numbers had

l>een killed by the rain. Thus in one day the native women
found more than a dozen dead yalvas in the immediate
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vicinity of the station, and the dogs took many of the
•survivors, a total of twenty yalvas being that day brought
into the camp. The rains had thus been the occa.sion
•of unusual phenomena, and this was also to be expected.
The fall had already been more than double that of a
normal year. Even the birds of the ocean were induced
to come inland, owing to the exceptional inundations.
We thus observed flocks of frigate birds passmg over us,
forty miles from the sea.

These conditions did not encourage further work,

•^especially considering our bad health. I deliberated on
this question for a couple of days and then, with a clear
•conscience, decided to go home. I knew that my collec•tions represented the higher animals of North-Western
Australia in a quite exhaustive manner. I also knew that
they contained numerous hitherto unlcnown animal forms,
•and

I

felt

convinced that

these exhaustive collections

from a region very little known or examined would prove
well worth the toil spent in their accumulation.

The plains were still inundated, but we hired all the
blacks we could muster and, distributing our belongings
•on their thick heads, set off through the desolate ridges
of pindan, which as a rule rose a little above the floods.
Even so, we had sometimes to wade for miles, and in
the evening we only just managed to find a dry jflace

for our camp.

The next morning I had a roasted bandi-

•coot for breakfast, and this was the last of my many
savage meals. During the day we managed to splash in
to Roebuck Bay.

A week later we stood on the deck of the Saladin,
steaming out of the bay and going north and home. We
landed in Kristiania, after more than three years' absence,
on the 4th of May.
The End.
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effect of moon on, 21.
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moon, effect of, on, 21.
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, morals, 25, 292.

190, 275.

, murders committed by, 143, 144.
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, music, 14, 94, 95.
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Aurigiran Man, 10.

, mutilation practised by, 17.
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, origin of, 9.
, painting on bodies, 110, 201, 294.
__ 1
rocks, 11, 17, 193-195, 213,
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251.
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223.

bailer shell, 290, 298, 299.
Baines, River, 178, 185.
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(sec also Wallaby, tlio rock).

cattle-raising, .5.
caves, 172-173, 200.

208.

bamboo, 27, 28, 57, 104
Barnbusa arnhcrnica (srt

259 et passim,
al.to bamboo).

28, 104.

at Blunder Bay, 192- 195.
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batH (see also flying-foxes), 200, 284.
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' Bcolzobub,' 197, 202, 204, 213.
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08, ()9, 209.

Bci.orujia Lcsucwii, 278, 279, 280, 319.
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Blunder Bay, 179.
boabab tree, 181.

' bolongo ' (see also 'devil-devil'), 21
07.

33,

34,

75,

105,

14.5.

140,

147, 10(i, 190, 201, 202, 220, 270.
—-—, at Palmor.ston, 0.
—.—., at the mines, 5.

.——•,

, pearl-flsliers, 0.
pofiulation of, 0.

Chinese gard.-n, 74, 100, 201.
pigs, 1.57, 270.
(diirolejites Dnhlii, 39.
chisels, aboriginal, 13, 14.

circuincision, 24, 109, 138-140, 184.
('lamydodera, 198.
f 'lauiydosaurns Kingii, 282.
cocdiatoc)S, 04, 79, 81, 107, 187, 251,
290, 303.
cot;kli\s, 208.

Collott, Prof. R., 207, 228, 235, 230.
<'oniluridae (sec also mts), 9.

Bombax malahaltaricum, 43.
' Bone,' 298, 299.
boomerang, 287, 288, 289.
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hirsiitiis (see also ' nundjala '), 80.
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pcnicillatus, 80, 171.
Copidoglanis obscurus, 91, 92, Ifl5n.

Victoria River, 191.
Bos hu-ffehis, 156.
bower-bird, 198.
brahma cattle, 157.
Brisbane, The, 178.

Qleiueocnsis, 10.5m.

copper mines, 32.
cormorants, 47, 05, 124, 13.5.

bronzowing pigeon, 31, 210, 230, 290,
304.

Brooks Creek, 20.

corrobborreos, 24, 109, 240, 200, 294.
Corvus ooroiwidcs, 122.
crabs, hermit, 209, 299.

crane, the Australian, 79, 153-150.

Broome (see also Roebuck Bav), 204.

Crawford, Lindsay, Mr., 170, 178.

Buckley, 111, 113, 110-129.

crocodiles (see akso Crocodilus porosus

buffalo, 156.

and .Tohn.stone's crocodilo), 41

' bungeri,' 75, 70, 80.

42

40, 03, 04, 05, 71, 11.5-122, 124-127,'

Burrundie, 190, 218.
Burt, Mr., 251, 200.
bn.shmen, 253-250.
bustard.?, 77.

128.

, as food, 00.

Crocodilus porosus, 46, 04, 71, 99, 121,
120.
Johnstoni

crocodile), 42.
Cromagnon Man,

(see

also

Johnst.ono's

10.

crows, 122.

Curiosity Poalv, 185, 191.

Ciimhium A ethiopicum. (bailor sholl) 290

' Cabbage,' 70, 81, 85, 89.

Cae.atua roscicrxpilla (see also cockatoos)

298, 299.

"

' '

107.

c.airn near Mary River, 225.
Calyptorhyncus hanksii (see also cockatoo.g), 290.
Capowell, Mr., 275, 270, 295.
Carcharias gangeticus, 188.

Daly Copper Mine, 32.

c.arpet snake, 58, 00, 03, 87.
Ca.stle, Mr., 247.
Casuarina equisctifolia,
passim.
catfish, 91, 92.

8,

41,

River, 3, 5, 15, 20, 32, 34, 38 .50-

57

et

71, 99, 102.
•——

, tido.9 on the, 56.

"—•

, bore on the, 114,

' °'
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, wcnthor m, 30.5, 307, 311.

clanooH, 20, 95, 110, 200, 291.
Dashwood, Charles, 3.
Dasi/uridac, 9.

flying foxos, 101, 113, 141, 187.
Flying Fox Crook, 50.
Findselio, Mr., 3, 109.

Fountninhoad, 3, 20, 140, loO, 170, 176,
193, 196, 217.

frigate-bird, 28().

frogs, 39, 54, 312.

Dci«ijuru8 halucatus (see oiso ' jirian '),
90, 172, 207.

Dcndroctjipia vutjuns (see also tluok.s),

100, 304, 315':
Eytoni, 107.

' dovil-dovil,' 21, 240, 241.

Dilik Tribe, 15, 77, 87, 109.
Dim-Dim Kango, 01.
Tribe, 15.

Dingoriot, 103, 132, 134, 135.
dingoes, 100, 101, 281.
Dioscorca tcrcsvcrsa, 17.
Diporophora hillncutu, 282.
Diprotodon, 195)!..
cljinnjokrna,' 74.

dogs, 89, 101, 108, 278.
'dokoin,' 149, 171, 172.
Dome Peak, The, 185, 180.
Domiuik, 50, 00, 04, 05, 07, 08, 70, 70,

' gala ' (.see also cockatoo), 107.

goose,' 05, 81, 82, S3, 99, 140-142.

Clfoptiaps Smithii (see also brouzowmg
pigeon), 31.
Gilbori, 3.

_

^

OloDCOo Station, 3, 15.1, 152,^ 10*^.
O'racidii.s novae hollandiac, 135.
stictoccphalu.s, 136.
Orallina picata, 1<!5.

gra.sK (sec also spimfox), 104, 180.
Gru.s australasiuniis, 79. 153-150.
' "uarang ' (antoator), 09, 70, 1.18, IJJ,

"^200, 203.
' Gui,' 80, 91, 92.

Oymorhina tibiccn, 259.

79, 81, 82, 83, 88, 100, 110, 143.
' tloria,' 209, 211.

ducks, 82, 100, 107, 191, 304, 305, 315
et passim.

dugong, 206.

eagles, 105, 172, 301.
Echidna hystrix (see also anteater), 69.
eels, 295, 298, 299.

egrets, 54, 134.
Elseya dentala (see also ' ngart '), 245.
emus, 07, 213, 248-249, 297.

Emydura kreftii, 245, 258.
Entomyza cyanotis, 166.
Eucalyptus miniata, 30, 31.

Haliaetns leucogastcr, 165.
Haliastur girronera, 301.
Halicorc dugong, 206.
hermit crabs, 269, 299.
Hermit Hill, 02, 70-90.
Tribe, 15, 70, 109.

, vocabulary of, 92.
herons, 04, 152, 258.

Heyn'ard Ranges (see also Mount Heyward), 33.
Hill Station, 272-306.

Hipposiderus muscimis, 206n,.
Holms Cliff, 61, 67.

Holze, Nicholas, 3.

Eidimnadia Dahli, 149.

honeysuckers, 30, 165—166.

Eupodotis Australia, 11.

Horseshoe billibong, 74.
Hoiishield, Harry, 32, 173.

Eureka silver mine, 201, 222, 245, 246.

Evelyn gold mine, 196.

Howley gold mine, 26, 170—171.
Station, 162.
Hunter, Mr., 309, 315.

Hydromys chrysogasier, 74.
fire-drills, 137.

fires, effect of, on birds, 84.
fish, 126, 13.3, 130, 104, 287.

fishing, 54, 91, 188, 224-225, 229.
, native method of, 18, 52, 58, 287.
Fitzmaurice River, 179.
Flora River, 50.

ibis, 134.
Idarr, 315.

iguanas, 161, 168, 282, 283.
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201.
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15,
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.Mutchi, 115, 110, 127.

Jesuit mis.sionarie.y and tlieir work, 33-

inatomii, 22, 123.
Muudie's Cre(>k, 258.

38.

• Jinf^o,' 74, 70, 90, 93, 94.

Mcgttpudiua tinniilii.i, 51.

' jiriaii,' 70, 70, 80, 90, 172, 20.S, 20O.

Mcldliuca

John.stono's crocajdilo.s ('uridaiiala "), 41,
42, 59, 03, 05, 07, ()8, 71, 103, 130.

170,

218,

223,

239.

Ifticadctuiroii,

19, 41,

57

ct

pnaaim.

Mc liplfigi'lar, 30.
JMeropa orii-dtiia, 1.53.
Milvna ujjiiiia, 77, 122, 124, 134.
Missionaries, 33-38.
Mollnk-Mollak Tribe,

15, 38, 40,

105,

108.

kariKarooK, liabits of, 45.
, black. (iSff 'tjikurr.')
, tree, 109-170.
Kathcrino Rivoi", 15, 50, 247-202.
kites, 77, 122, 124, 134.
' kondai,' 250.

' koppol,' 39.

I^lorcliu rdriigntd, .58, 00, 0.3, 87.

mns(|uito.s, 27, 31, 114, 122, 131.
IMount Ileywiii'd, 114, 140.
—.— Litehlield, 114.
—^— Rebekka, 01, 02, 09.

Shoobridge, 15, 20, 140, 150, 170,
171.

aves at, 172.
Mtdligan, Mr., 253.
rnussol.s, 130, 158.

Mgcterid

auatrdlia,

51,

04,

65,

105,

248.

Lady Alice, 218.
lamprocolius, 84.
lamprotornia, 84.
lancowood, 259.
Landers, Jack, 32.
Larrikia Tribe, 15.
Laxu ie, Mr. W., 102, 166.
leeches, 141.

Leichardt's tree, 28, 41, 43, 57.
lopro.sy, 157.
Lewistonins, 77, 78.

Ligar, Mr., 253.
lizards, 161, 108, 268, 281-284.

Loomingoom, 300, 307-320.

' nnlgoa,' 279, 29<i.
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